SHAKAAL
1891950  04/12/2009
SHARON BIO-MEDICINE LTD.
C-312, BSEL TECH PARK, OPP. VASHI RAILWAY STATION, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400705.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18- B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
"MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES"
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 5

2260047  02/01/2012
Luo Zhuohai
2-2, Daquan Lingzui Village, Qianguan Town, Yinan County, Yunfu City, Guangdong Province, China
Manufacturer and Merchant
Individual - An Indian Resident

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Aditya & Associates,
405, Kapadia Chambers, 599, J.S.S. Road, Marine Lines, Mumbai - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Air Freshening Preparations; Air Purifying Preparations; Deodorants, Other Than For Personal Use; Chemical Preparations To Treat Mildew; Depuratives; Sterilising Preparations; Disinfectants For Chemical Toilets
2406596    05/10/2012
PANKAJ CHAUHAN
trading as ;PHARMA
VILLAGE -MAMURA, SECTOR-66,NOIDA, U.P.
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Used Since :18/09/2012
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2461419    17/01/2013
YOGYA LIFE MART PVT LTD
RZ-9,1IND FLOOR,HARI SINGH PARK,NEW MULTAN NAGAR,NEW DELHI-110056
PHARMA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, 106, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Used Since :04/12/2012
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ACNEACT
2478407  14/02/2013
TERGUM REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; TERGUM REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, SRI SAI RESIDENCY, PLOT NO. 54, HOUSE NO. 2-66/3, MEGHA HILLS, MADHAPUR-500081, HYDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADALAVADA RAGHURAM ADVOCATE
FLAT NO.02, H. NO. 37/12, PARIMALAM APARTMENTS, V STREET, DR.SUBBARAYA NAGAR, KODAMBKKAM, CHENNAI - 600024
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AMIDASE

2520264  26/04/2013
SANIFY HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
Sri. Sai Market, Opp. Hotel Mare Royale, Zirakpur Kalka Highway, Dhakoli, Tehsil Dera Bassi, Distt. SAS Nagar (Pb.)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA- 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since: 01/09/2000
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HIMALAYAN BATISA
2533019   17/05/2013
INDIAN HERBS SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD
D-21 SHOP NO 2 ACHARYA NIKETAN MAYUR VIHAR PHASE I NEW DELHI 91
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :01/01/1956
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION FOR MEDICAL USE
No right to the exclusive use of the word "HIMALAYAN". Mark should be used as whole..
HAUZ HIMKool

2536223  23/05/2013
SPA NEWTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SCF 1017, 1ST FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH 160101
Manufacturer and traders of Pharmaceutical, substances adapted for medical use
COMPANY REGISTER UNDER COMPANY'S ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYFRON INDIA
5E, Rani Jhansi Road, Jhandewalan Extn. New Delhi 110055

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, substances adapted for medical use
GREEN DOOR SHAHNAZ HERBAL
2596889  16/09/2013
MRS. SHAHNAZ HUSSAIN
trading as ;SHAHNAZ HERBAL S
GF-20-21, BLOCK, INTERNATIONAL TRADE TOWER, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI 110019
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARK CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Proposed to be Used
DEALI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF FACE, BODY AND HAIR; MEDICATED
SHAMPOOS; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..440563.
2604297    30/09/2013
SYSMEX CORPORATION
1-5-1, WAKINOHAMA-KAIGANDORI, CHUO-KU, KOBE, HYOGO, JAPAN.
Manufacturers, traders and exporters.
A CORPORATION DULY ORGANANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF JAPAN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :17/08/2001

KOLKATA
In vitro diagnostic reagents and diagnostic preparations; In vitro chemical reagents and chemical preparations; In vitro testing reagents and preparations; In vitro diagnostic preparations for use in clinical and medical testing, namely, diagnostic reagents and controls for immunochemistry, coagulation, immunohematology, chemistry, microbiology, hematology, immunology, serology; In vitro reagents for blood coagulation analysis; Test kits consisting primarily of diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary use; Buffer solutions; Diluents for use in medical or veterinary apparatus; Control materials for use in medical or veterinary apparatus; Chemical reference materials for use in medical or veterinary apparatus; Quality control standard solutions and quality control materials to be used for controls of medical or veterinary apparatus; Calibration solutions; Preparations of known concentration used for setting up standard curves in medical or veterinary apparatus
PROFOSH
2706141   26/03/2014
Oshnic Crop Science Limited
trading as; Oshnic Crop Science Limited
C-113, Vidhy Nagar, Hoshangabad Road, Bhopal-462026, Madhya Pradesh.
Manufacturer & Trader
Company Registered Under Indian Companies Act
Address for Service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES AND WEEDICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2719687  17/04/2014
MICROPARK LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.2126, T POINT, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR-440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRAT RASAL
Flat No. 205, 2nd Flr., Park Unique CHSL, CS Complex, Near Shakti Nagar, Dahisar (E), Mumbai 400 068
Used Since :01/07/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ZOSSAR

2720056   17/04/2014
ZENTA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
153/3, RAJPUR ROAD, DEHRA DUN 248001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/11/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
SHRIRAM VEERU

2748023   02/06/2014

DCM SHRIRAM LTD.
5TH FLOOR, KANCHANJUNGA BUILDING 18 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI 110001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CURIAE
D -645 GAUR GREEN AVENUE PLOT NO 1ABHAYKHAND INDIRAPURAM GHAZIABAD UP 201014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INSECTICIDE HERBICIDE
CEFUROMIC
2779618  24/07/2014
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANK R SHET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since :10/01/2014
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
2796087 23/08/2014
DIVYA JYOTI FOUNDATION
trading as ;DIVYA JYOTI FOUNDATION
C-74/1, PHASE-2, VIJAY VIHAR, NEAR SECTOR - 4 ROHINI, NEW DELHI - 110 085
MANUFACTURING & MARKETING

A TRUST DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE TRUST ACT, 1882

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.P.SINGH ADVOCATE
D-322, THIRD FLOOR, RAJNIGANDHA APARTMENT, MAIN G.T. ROAD, SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD-201005, UP

Used Since :19/04/2012

To be associated with:
2276297, 2796075, 2796077, 2796079, 2796085, 2796086

DELHI
Medicines & Pharmaceutical Preparations; Herbal medicine; Herbal supplements; Herbal extracts for medicinal purposes; Herbal preparations for medical purposes
NIL.
2804673 05/09/2014
PATAJALI AYURVED LTD.
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A 48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES & HERBICIDES.
2806200  09/09/2014
PEA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
D-205, VENUS APARTMENT, PITAMPURA RANI BAGH DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :08/09/2014
To be associated with:
2806199
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 05.
Sunfixime

2815464  24/09/2014
SUNSKII PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO- 1439-A/1, (NEW NO. 1/5058), GALI NO-2, BALBIR NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :22/09/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, DIETETIC, SUBSTANCES, ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Wonders of Nature

2821757   30/09/2014
VIJESH GUPTA
RAJAT BHALOTIA
trading as ;VANESA COSMETICS
116, MODEL BASTI, DELHI-5
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :01/09/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
TRAMADALE - P

2836686  05/11/2014
A S MARTINDALE LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
H.NO. A-172, STREET NO-3, NEAR BAL BHARTI SCHOOL, LAXMAN VIHAR, PHASE-1 GURGAON HARYANA 122001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :30/06/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND HERBAL PRODUCT.
OSTODEC

2844997  15/11/2014

OYSTER LABS LIMITED
trading as ; OYSTER LABS LIMITED
81, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBALA CANTT.-133001 (HARYANA)

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since : 01/04/2011

DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DESVAL ER

2846493  20/11/2014
ERIS LIFESCiences LIMITED
trading as ;ERIS LIFESCiences LIMITED
8th Floor, Commerce House IV, Prahladnagar, 100 feet road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the companies act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.J HALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Used Since: 01/10/2003
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2846492.
MAXCITO

2846856    20/11/2014
M/S ASSAIL BIOTECH

trading as ; M/s Assail Biotech
217, Gali No. 4, Opposite Ram Ghat, Wazirabad, Delhi - 84, (India)
Manufacturer and Trading of Medicine

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :03/11/2014

DELHI
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins And Dietary Food Supplements
GREEN PLANT

2848538  22/11/2014
ATTAL PREET SINGH SAINI
RANJIT KAUR
trading as ;GREEN PLANT BIO PRODUCTS
117-A, AMAR GARDEN, OPPOSITE SANT BRASS, AMRITSAR BYE PASS, PATHANKOT CHOWK, JALANDHAR (PB.)

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/05/2011

DELHI
Medicinal, Ayurvedic & Herbal Preparations; Food Supplements; Preparations for destroying Vermin, Pesticides, Fungicides & Herbicides.
OSTOWEL
2851860   27/11/2014
S.M.B PHARMACEUTICAL DISTRIBUTORS
BILAL AHMAD
ASIF JEELANI
trading as; S.M.B PHARMACEUTICAL DISTRIBUTORS
319, FAIZ ABAD M.J.G. COLONY, BEMINA SRINAGAR, KASHMIR
Merchants & Manufacturers
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :20/11/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BANCLAV

2855054  03/12/2014
BANUREET LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-155, NEHRU COLONY, DEHRADUN-248001 (UTTRAKHAND) INDIA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
Ashoka House, 8 Central Lane, Bengali Market, New Delhi - 110001.
Used Since :15/11/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
KAIROIL

2857768  08/12/2014
KAIRALI AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
D-120, ANDHERIA MODH, MEHRAULI, NEW DELHI-110030
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARK CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since :19/05/1989

DELHI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES;
MEDICINAL OILS; AYURVEDIC HAIR OIL
2867590  22/12/2014
BIOWAYY FORMULATIONS
Ashmeet Singh
Navjeet Kumar
trading as; BIOWAYY FORMULATIONS
SCF-42, B-21/738, Dashmesh Market, Gill Road, Ludhiana -141 003 (Punjab)
Merchants & Manufacturers
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :17/12/2014
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations
SUGARVEDA

2885593    20/01/2015
GIAN CHAND GOOMAR

trading as; DINCHARYA HEALTH INDIA

4241, NANGLA ENCLAVE, PART-2, NIT FARIDABAD, HARYANA

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Used Since: 01/07/2012

DELHI

AYURVEDIC MEDICINES.
COCIUM

2888904  23/01/2015
TASMED (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TASMED (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH-160019
Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2907442    23/02/2015
NEON LABORATORIES LIMITED
140, DAMJI SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA AS PER THE PROVISION OF COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
GLAM YOUTH
2923802    17/03/2015
ISHAAN RESEARCH LABORATORIES PVT.LTD.
J-27 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI 110014
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/10/2014
To be associated with:
2923801
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2951500  28/04/2015
PANVAS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
51, PANSUMBA PETH, JUNNAR, DIST. PUNE-410502
Manufacturer and Trader
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kaml Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :08/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES
2952542  28/04/2015
BENNET MYPER PHARMACEUTICAL LLP
VEDANT MAHESHWARI
NANDKISHOR MAHESHWARI
trading as ;BENNET MYPER PHARMACEUTICAL LLP
703, ATLANTIS HEIGHTS, OPP.VADODARA CENTRAL, GENDA CIRCLE, VADODARA, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aptment, B/h Dr. Swadiya”s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :10/10/2014
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
A-GROW AGRICULTURES PVT. LTD.
38, NARGUNDKAR LAY OUT, LIC COLONY, KHAMLA ROAD, NAGPUR-440015 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, BIOCIDES, GERMICIDES, BACTERICIDES, VIRUCIDES, FUNGICIDES INSECTICIDES AND HERBICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE
2968200  19/05/2015
POONAM SHARMA
trading as ; EU GENIA BIOCARE INTERNATIONAL
PARAS HOSPITAL, OPP. HOTEL SAPPHIRE, JAGADHRI-135003. YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA
MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since : 30/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PREGNESSENTIALE

2968269  20/05/2015
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
503, DALAMAL HOUSE, 5TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
Manufacturers and merchants.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Used Since :03/03/2015
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2979364    05/06/2015
VINOD KUMAR SHARMA
trading as; ALAUKIK PHARMACY
266 MEERAPUR ALLAHABAD -3 U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAM UDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since : 27/09/1982

DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICATED HAIR OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 05 FOR SALE IN THE STATES OF UTTAR PRADESH, MADHYA PRADESH AND CHHATTISGARH.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "TEL".
FEXIDEX TABLET

2979826  09/06/2015
Gaurav Arora
Trading as: Elaster Pharmacy
1575/8 Namak Mandi Amritsar PB
Manufacturer & Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Mohit Nanda Advocate
10-A The Mall (Ram Kunj) Adjoining Eminent Mall, Mall Road, Amritsar.
Used Since: 01/04/2015
Delhi
Pharmaceuticals and Medicines
No exclusive right over the word TABLET.
MONTETOR-LC

2984672    20/06/2014

MOHD ABDUL MAJEED S/O. MOHD ABDUL KHADER
trading as ;M/s.MAC PHARMA & HEALTH CARE
#4-4-230/B/2/C, Sultan Bazar, Koti, Hyderabad 500095, India
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, TRADING & DISTRIBUTION
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RABBANI MOHD MUBIN
#808/2, 8th Floor, Babukhan Estate, Basheerbagh, Hyderabad-500 001, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since : 28/10/2013

CHENNAI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations and Substances; Nutritional additives for Medical Purposes; all being goods included in Class 05
2991508    22/06/2015
PAN PHARMACEUTICALS
PRAVEEN KUMAR GUPTA
NIKUNJ GUPTA
ANUJ GUPTA
trading as ;PAN PHARMACEUTICALS, a partnership firm established as per laws of India.
WZ-8, MANOHAR PARK, ROHTAK ROAD, NEW DELHI-110026 (INDIA)
MEDICINES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARISH KUMAR ADV.,
R-9, WEST UTTAM NAGAR NEAR WEST UTTAM NAGAR METRO STATION NEW DELHI 110059
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
APNEWGEN
2996225   27/06/2015
DRG WELLNESS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Service provider
100/28, Surajmal Market, Razapur, Sector-9, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Manufacturer and Trader
Company
Address for service in India/Accepts address:
JAIN & PARTNERS
805, PADMA TOWER-I, RAJENDRA PLACE, N. DELHI-8
Used Since :01/10/2014
DELHI
Food Supplements and Dietetic Adapted for Medical Use, Food for babies, Vitamins, Hormones, Medicated Confectionery,
Food Nutrient Supplement included in Class 5.
2998547  30/06/2015
ASHOK AGARWAL
trading as; NOVA INDUS PHARMACEUTICALS
62, RADHA KRISHNA, NIRMAL COMPLEX, NEAR POWER HOUSE, BABYAL, AMBALA CANTT, HARYANA
MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since: 16/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

2998549  30/06/2015
ASHOK AGARWAL
trading as; NOVA INDUS PHARMACEUTICALS
62, RADHA KRISHNA, NIRMAL COMPLEX, NEAR POWER HOUSE, BABYAL, AMBALA CANTT, HARYANA
MERCHAND
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since: 10/09/2006
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GLYCOFOR
2999899 03/07/2015
MANCARE HEALTH PVT. LTD.
38 NAVKRANTI APPARTMENT, PLOT NO 75 I.P EXTENTION, PATPARGANJ NEW DELHI 110092
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMIT RAJPUT ADV.,
488, CHAMBER BLOCK-II, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-3
Used Since:01/06/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ARSH GON

3003454  08/07/2015
SGBR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H.N. 267, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK C, SECTOR-1, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :25/01/2015

DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDING TABLETS, CAPSULES, CREAM, SYRUP, OIL, POWDER & GRANULES .
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
V SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS

3010181    14/07/2015
V SQUARE PHARMACEUTICALS
MRS. INDU RANA
MR. VIJAY KUMAR
SHOP NEAR BHUD BARRIER, TEHSIL BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN, H.P.
MANUFACTURING TRADING AND SALES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYFRON INDIA
5E, Rani Jhansi Road, Jhandewalan Extn. New Delhi 110055
Used Since: 03/07/2015

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL SUBSTANCES AND MEDICINES USED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES
No exclusive right over the word PHARMACEUTICALS.
3012954  20/07/2015
M/S ZENLABS ETHICA LIMITED
trading as ZENLABS ETHICA LIMITED
194-195, Phase-II, Industrial Area, Chandigarh-160002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(a company duly registered under the company's law)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICATED SKIN CREAM INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
AADYALIV D.S.
3016549 24/07/2015
DR. SANDEEP KUMAR GOEL & MR. RUDRA KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S AADYA LIFE SCIENCES LLP.
7/6, SITE-2, LONI ROAD, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD -0201007 (U.P.) Registered Office: G-47, S/F Pushkar Enclave CGHS, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi 110063
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, DIETRY FOODS, NEUTRACEUTICALS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS-5.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
ARSHOCURE

3016563   24/07/2015
DR. SANDEEP KUMAR GOEL & MR. RUDRA KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S AADYA LIFE SCIENCES LLP.
7/6, SITE-2, LONI ROAD, MOHAN NAGAR,GHAZIABAD -0201007 (U.P.) Registered Office:G -47, S/F Pushkar Enclave CGHS,
Paschim Vihar, New Delhi 110063
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, DIETRY FOODS,
NEUTRACEUTICALS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS-5.
HAJ OORI

3017636  27/07/2015
ABBAS HAJ OORI
trading as; HAJ OORI AND SONS
Plot no. 243/244, Bhatpore G.I.D.C., Ichchapore, Hazira Road, Surat-394 510, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND RETAILER
Used Since :08/10/1923

AHMEDABAD
BABY FOODS, MILK POWDERS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, HYGIENIC PREPARATIONS AND ARTICLES, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, PEST CONTROL PREPARATIONS AND ARTICLES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS.
BALSUDHA

3032079  14/08/2015
MR. KUSHAL PAL SHARMA
MR. KIRTI PAL SHARMA
trading as ;SUKH SANCHARAK COMPANY
SUKH SANCHARAK BUILDING, CHATTA BAZAR, MATHURA, UP-281001, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATTICUS LAW PARTNERS
E-150, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :01/01/1890
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR CHILDREN
3032087  14/08/2015
MR. KUSHAL PAL SHARMA
MR. KIRTI PAL SHARMA
trading as ;SUKH SANCHARAK COMPANY
SUKH SANCHARAK BUILDING, CHATTA BAZAR, MATHURA, UP-281001, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATTICUS LAW PARTNERS
E-150, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :01/08/1988
To be associated with:
3032086
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEJ DICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PROSTER
3038731  21/08/2015
ASTER LIFE SCIENCE
MIHIR RIBADIYA
SAMEER NASHATAR
NAMAN TRAPASIA
SAGAR HIRANI
trading as ;ASTER LIFE SCIENCE
D-E, PEARL IND. ESTATE, OPP. NEESA AGRITECH AND FOODS, CHANGODAR-382213, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/08/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
3042276  26/08/2015
M/S QUALITY PHARMA PRODUCTS PVT. LTD. THROUGH ITS MANAGING DIRECTOR SH. SHYAM SUNDAR DAMANI
trading as; M/s Quality Pharma Products Pvt. Ltd.
Gopi Nath Bordoloi Avenue, Near Circuit House Road, P.O. Dibrugarh, Assam-786001
Manufacturing, Distribution, Marketing & Trading
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYADARSHAN KUMAR
3C, Blossom Heights, Kalipark, Bablatala, Rajarhat Main Road, Kolkata - 700 136
Used Since: 29/10/1997
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicines (Allopathic) for Human Consumption.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD PHARMA AND ALL
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN
THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION ...
AYUNAARK FORMULA-4

3045064  01/09/2015
DINESH SHARMA
trading as;AYUNA PHARMA INDIA
D-37, UPSIDC SEC-I INDUSTRIAL AREA, TALA NAGARI, ALIGARH, U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/07/2012

DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS.
This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word Formula..
TERBINAC

3045182  01/09/2015

CADILA HEALTHCARE LTD.
ZYDUSTOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD -15.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SURESH M. UPADHYAYA
H/6, SUSMITA FLATS, JAWAHAR NAGAR, VASNA, AHMEDABAD-380007.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
735878, 735885

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
BLACKON
3045541 01/09/2015
MANJIT SINGH
trading as; VISHAVNJ LI
#6136, St. No. 1, New Shimla Puri, Ludhiana -141 003(Pb.)
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :05/07/2015
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES; HERBAL MEDICINES; ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES; HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
ANTRIKSH GROUP DEVELOPING INDIA

3046293  02/09/2015
ANTRIKSH INFRA PROJECTS (PVT.) LTD.
E-219, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE -II, NEW DELHI-110091, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN BODY INCORPORATED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.
Used Since :13/08/2015

DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD INDIA.
Ventoran

3051459  09/09/2015
M/S UNIVENTIS MEDICARE LTD.
trading as M/S UNIVENTIS MEDICARE LTD.
1281/1, HILLTOP INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR EPIP PHASE- 1, J HARMAJRI , BADDI, DISTT.-SOLAN, HIMACHAL PRADESH-173205
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTRY AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-5.
DREAM HEEL
3066908   30/09/2015
SH JAWAHAR DHAMija
trading as ;CALIBRE HEALTHCARE
LAXMI NAGAR BARODA ROAD GOHANA 131301 DISTT SONEPAT HARYANA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA
Used Since :27/09/2015
DELHI
: Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in Class-5
OLSEM

3068299  01/10/2015
ALDE MEDI IMPEX LIMITED
RETI STREET, MORADABAD-244001 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since :01/01/2015

To be associated with:
3051862
DELI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY SUBSTANCES.
TULSIHUB

3072710  07/10/2015
MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT LTD
FLAT NO 6B GANPATI COTTAGE 1-A COURT ROAD CIVIL LINE DELHI 110054
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY DULY REGD.UNDER COMPANY ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :04/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
FITOHUB

3072713  07/10/2015
MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT LTD
FLAT NO 6B GANPATI COTTAGE 1-A COURT ROAD CIVIL LINE DELHI 110054
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY DULY REGD.UNDER COMPANY ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :04/04/2013
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
DIVYA KULYA BHASMA MISHRAN
3074187  09/10/2015
DIVYA YOG MANDIR (TRUST)
PATANJALI YOG PEETH, MAHARISI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGH WAY, NEAR
BAHADARBAD HARIDWAR 249405 UTTARAKHAND
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :25/02/2008
To be associated with:
3074162, 3074171, 3074179
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS;
SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES
ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR
STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES,
HERBICIDES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1323621, 1323620, 1323622,
1323623, 1323624, 1323625.
3080292    16/10/2015
AXIL CORE BUSINESS PVT.LTD.
H.O ROYAL ARCADE 565 KA-94-2 SNEH ALAMBAGH LUCKNOW -226005
Trading
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2658190, 3075550
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3075550..
OLOXID

3082083  19/10/2015
VANDANA RAGHUVANSHI
trading as ; OQULUS LABS
234/18, RING ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH-226016
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations; Dietetic Substances adapted for medical use
BASILEUS
3082380  20/10/2015
RAMESH SINGLA
trading as ;QUASER LIFE SCIENCES
H.NO. 16865, STREET NO.8, OPPOSITE PARK NO.50, BASANT VIHAR, BATHINDA -151001, PB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :15/10/2015
DELHI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES (FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION)
HAPAX

3082381   20/10/2015
RAMESH SINGLA
trading as ;QUASER LIFE SCIENCES
H.NO. 16865, STREET NO.4, OPPOSITE PARK NO.50, BASANT VIHAR, BATHINDA -151001, PB.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BACHAN LEGAL CONSULTANTS (P) LTD.
2337, DHARAMPURA, CHAWRI BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :07/08/2015
DELHI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES (FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION);
CHASODRYL

3088064  29/10/2015
YOURS MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
633, SRS TOWER, 14/5, MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003 (HARYANA)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/10/2013
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
SOUL SISTER
3094041    05/11/2015
SEKHANI INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
trading as;SEKHANI INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
10TH FLOOR, SHIVALIK HIGH STREET, NR. KESHAVBAUG, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PADS.
CARNIP
3096124  07/11/2015
UMESH AGGARWAL
trading as; CURELIFE PHARMACEUTICALS
62, RADHA KRISHNA, NIRMAL COMPLEX, NEAR POWER HOUSE, BABYAL, AMBALA CANTT-133005, HARYANA
MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since : 29/03/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
स्वर्ण कांति सिल्क एंड शाइन हेयर क्लीनज़र

3103355  23/11/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd
D-38 Industrial Area Haridwar-249401
Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Lalji Advocates
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/11/2012

DELHI

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations, hair cleanser for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word Silk and Shine Hair Cleanser.

This is subject to association with registered/pending registration no. 1661255, 3103136 & 3103345.
HAIRBOS
3119843  08/12/2015
TEJINDER PAL SINGH
trading as ;TRIO HEALTH CARE
KACHA BHAGSAR ROAD, MUKTSAR - 152026 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
Ayurvedic & Herbal Medicinal Preparations for the Treatment of Face, Body & Hair; Ayurvedic Medicated Oils & Ayurvedic Medicated Shampoos included in class 5.
3122389  11/12/2015
MR. SANDEEP KUMAR
trading as ;SANPAX PHARMACEUTICALS
C-214 JHILMIL COLONY SHAHDARA NEW DELHI 110095
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. ASSOCIATES
S-556, SCHOOL BLOCK-II, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :05/06/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS - 05
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

SANDEEP SHARMA
55 KA/53A, ARJUN NAGAR, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, ALAMBAKH, LUCKNOW 226012, UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Proposed to be Used

DELI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH; DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3127516  16/12/2015
SANDEEP SHARMA
554 KA/53A, ARJUN NAGAR, NEAR ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW 226012, UP
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Proposed to be Used
DELI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS
FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING
VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3127816  16/12/2015
ARVIND JADAVJI SHAH
ARPAN ARVIND SHAH
MS. DAKSHA ARVIND SHAH
trading as: JADAVJI LALLUBHAI AND CO.
245, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :05/12/2015
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
HOLD PLUS
3130393  18/12/2015
BUENO SALUD CARE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
172B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA 700054, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42-A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since : 15/12/2015
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PLUS SEPARATELY. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL MARK SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
KASA

3134697  22/12/2015
KASA RESIDENCY PVT. LTD.
G-10 MAHARANI BAGH NEW DELHI 110065
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :27/11/2010

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
V365
3142617 29/12/2015
ENOVUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as; ENOVUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H. NO. 32, SECOND FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110060.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since:01/08/2012
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DIZESS
3142889  30/12/2015
INTEGRA LIFE SCIENCES (P) LTD
B -86 BLOCK R DILSHAD GARDEN DELHI 110095
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
3146322    31/12/2015
LUMINOUS POWER TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
C-56, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, MAYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110064
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3146136, 3146206
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
 FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MAKSUN BIOTECH

3149354  02/01/2016
MAKSUN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; M/s MAKSUN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
2280, Sector 15, Panchkula (Haryana) PinCode 134113 India
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :19/09/2013
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
EVERSTAN DSR
3149371     02/01/2016
NITIN BASATIA
YAV K REET PANJ ETA
trading as KARSTAN HEALTHCARE
HONEY MEDICOSE, BUBKA ROAD, RADAUR, YAMUNANAGAR (HARYANA) 135133
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :31/12/2015
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
3149696    04/01/2016
COOPER PHARMA LTD.
PLOT NO.-5, NIDHI PLAZA, II, SECOND FLOOR, LOCAL SHOPPING CENTRE, GULABI BAGH, SHAKTI NAGAR, NEW, SHAKTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110052
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
P2 LEX PERITUS, Advocates & Solicitors, E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095
Used Since :26/12/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS
OGNATE

3149929  04/01/2016
LEENATE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
SCF-446 1ST FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH 160101
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since : 28/12/2015
DELI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
XCDOL
3152969  06/01/2016
VIJAY KASHYAP
trading as ;KRISTOLITE PHARMACEUTICALS
34/6516/34, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, JASSIAN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

3159087 14/01/2016
SURBHI PUNIANI
23/65 WEST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAKTA CHARAN DAS (ADVOCATE)
13/33A H NO 9 BASEMENT TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 18
Used Since: 02/01/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES ETC
3165762    21/01/2016
ELKOS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
trading as ;ELKOS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-682, SECTOR-1, URBAN ESTATE SHAHBAD (MARKANDA) 136135 DISTT. KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/A Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :27/06/2015
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
W - POWER
3167247  25/01/2016
MR. PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL
trading as; DHARMANI’S INTERNATIONAL
1968 SECTOR 4, URBAN ESTATE, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since : 28/12/2015
DELI
AYURVEDIC CAPSULES, PILLS(TABLETS), POWER, OIL, SYRUP AND AVALAH.
3169867    27/01/2016
MOTHER AND BABY CARE INC.
1/W, 55/1, BHAKTINAGAR GIDC, BHAKTINAGAR STATION CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJ YOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :16/07/2015
To be associated with:
3016909
AHMEDABAD
BATH PREPARATIONS (MEDICATED), MEDICINAL OILS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH COSMETIC LOTIONS, DIAPER (BABIES NAPKINS)
BLEET

3186553   15/02/2016
DR. HYLIS
ANIL GARG
RAJNI GARG

trading as; Dr. Hylis, Flat No 3, Bellandur, Bangalore (India)
Flat No 3, Bellandur, Bangalore (India)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since : 15/01/2015

CHENNAI
Medicines for human purpose
3188382  18/02/2016
VELOSET JR

VELOS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HAPPY HOME ESTATE NO. 4, SHOP NO. 2, D/82, POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE-401107, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB. VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/02/2016

To be associated with:
2570819

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3200787  03/03/2016
ALOK KUMAR JHA
trading as ;FLORET PHARMA
B/204, OM SAI DARSHAN, CHANKYA CHOWK, VIRAR WEST,DIST. PALGHAR 401303 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
PARTNER
Used Since :29/02/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICAL PHARMACEUTICALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BLUEMED PHARMA

3204936    09/03/2016
DULARAY KASHYAP
MURLI PRASAD VERMA
SANJAY BAJPAI
ANIT MISHRA
trading as : BLUEMED PHARMA
25/2, 2ND FLOOR, THE MALL, KANPUR-208001 (U.P.)
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since : 01/01/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
BLUE FORTE
3204942  09/03/2016
DULARAY KASHYAP
MURLI PRASAD VERMA
SANJAY BAJPAL
ANIT MISHRA
trading as ;BLUE MED PHARMA
25/2, 2ND FLOOR, THE MALL, KANPUR-208001 (U.P.)
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
NEXEZOL
3206144  09/03/2016
SH. RAJESH BANSAL.
trading as; BRD MEDILABS.
23, INDUSTRIAL AREA-1, BADDI-173205, HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/02/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
EZIUM
3206145    09/03/2016
SH. RAJESH BANSAL.
trading as ;BRD MEDILABS.
23, INDUSTRIAL AREA-1, BADDI-173205, HIMACHAL PRADESH, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

GULPENTA

3206164 10/03/2016
APOGEE INDIA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as APOGEE INDIA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
M-72&73, SHOP NO. 25 & 26, JAGAT RAM PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since: 07/03/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
VORIEND
3208553  13/03/2016
SMT. SUNITA MATHUR.
trading as; AVIN PHARMACEUTICALS.
B-402, AASHIANA APARTMENT, NEAR SCTOR-4 MARKET, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD, U.P., INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3208592    12/03/2016
BIOTECH OPHTHALMICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;BIOTECH OPHTHALMICS PVT. LTD.
BLOCK 1, ABHISHREE CORPORATE PARK, OPP. SWAGAT BUNGLOW BRTS BUS STOP, BOPAL - AMBLI ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 058, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTYRER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since: 29/09/2006

AHMEDABAD
SILICONE OIL FOR OPHTHALMIC USE.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
3211142  15/03/2016
LIFE SCIENCE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED THROUGH THE DIRECTOR SACHIN KUMAR AND VEERANDER KUMAR
trading as ;LIFE SCIENCE PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.17/D, 2nd FLOOR, GALI NO.16, BLOCK-C, MOLARBAND EXTN., BADARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110044
Manufacturer, Trader, Dealer, Distributer
An incorporated Company being run through the Directors

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :31/12/2015

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides being included in class 5
NO.
ACURACE
3212788  17/03/2016
MR.JASWINDER SINGH
trading as; MR. JASWINDER SINGH & JORAWAR SINGH
WZ-283/353, VISHNU GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 01/08/2015
DELHI
MEDICINES.
OLORITE
3213184  17/03/2016
MRS. HEMLATA YADAV
B-3/118, Sunrise Appartments, Sector-13, Rohini, Delhi-110085,
Manufacturing & Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceuticals Preparation & Substances
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

3213952  18/03/2016
Dhanvantri Ayurveda Pvt. Ltd.
trading as: Dhanvantri Ayurveda Pvt. Ltd.
VPO Sambhli Tehsil Nissing Distt.-Karnal Sh-8, Khasra No-83/6/1, 6/2 Near Keshav Oil Company Haryana-132001

Merchants / Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Tirupati Associates
S-551, First Floor, St. No. 01 School Block-II Shakarpur Delhi-92
Used Since: 26/08/2015

Delhi
Ayurvedic Medicines Preparation as per Class - 05.
TERBIRAY

3214020  18/03/2016
AJAY KUMAR JIWANI
trading as ;CRETA PHARMACEUTICALS (A DIVISION OF VIRTUAL LIFE SCIENCES)
B2/101, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K. ASSOCIATES
S-556, SCHOOL BLOCK-II, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :05/08/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS - 05
BENJIP-40

3214154   18/03/2016
JATIN KUMAR
trading as ;TELL US PHARMA
15/76, GEETA COLONY DELHI-110031
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :29/10/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION, AS PER CLASS-05
3214169  18/03/2016
SUMAN SHARMA
trading as ;NEWVIN HEALTHCARE
B-7 SARVODAYA VILLAS KULDEEP VIBAR NEAR GREEN PARK, APPARTMENT ALIGARH 202001
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION, AS PER CLASS-05
3214174  18/03/2016
ALOMED PHARMULATION PVT. LTD.
trading as; ALOMED PHARMULATION PVT. LTD.
115/4 CHAK IMAM ALI, NAINI ALLAHABAD U.P 211008
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :21/06/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION, AS PER CLASS-05
VARIMET

3214175 18/03/2016
ALOMED PHARMULATION PVT. LTD.
trading as; ALOMED PHARMULATION PVT. LTD.
115/4 CHAK IMAM ALI, NAINI ALLAHABAD U.P 211008
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since: 21/06/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION, AS PER CLASS-05
ACEREX

3217456  23/03/2016
SHRI VIJAY KUMAR AGGARWAL
trading as MESSRS. ASSOCIATED BIOTECH
VILLAGE KISHANPURA, GURU MAJRA ROAD, BADDI, TEHSIL NALAGARH, DISTT. SOLAN-174101 (H.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ONLINE TRADE MARK CO.
7259, SHOP NO.4, PREM NAGAR SHAKTI NAGAR, DELHI-110007
Used Since 01/05/2008

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
FACEDIL
3219952  28/03/2016
NDH PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE KISHANPURA PAONTA SAHIB 173025 H.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
DUMENTA

3221769  30/03/2016
SUMAN DUTTA
12/185, NEW MOTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
MEDICINAL, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
WELLCALM
3222324   30/03/2016
BASHARAT AHMAD BHAT
trading as; WELL PRO PHARMA
A-96, SHANKAR GARDEN, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 30/03/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SANJAY MISHRA
10A/10, VARINDAWAN YOJNA, RAE BAREILY ROAD, NEAR SCOPE HOSPITAL LUCKNOW 226029 UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :21/03/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
AVERENAC

3222632   30/03/2016
SANJAY MISHRA
10A/10, VARINDAWAN YOJNA, RAE BAREILY ROAD, NEAR SCOPE HOSPITAL LUCKNOW 226029 UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :21/03/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Rsvita

3224277  01/04/2016

MRS REKHA RANI

trading as; RSV HEALTHCARE

BEHIND VP INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL KAITHAL ROAD, KARNAL, 132001

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

C & K ASSOCIATES

D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53

Used Since :01/03/2016

DELHI

A VITAMINS PREPARATIONS
BONPHOS

3225630  31/03/2016
PHLOX LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
trading as : Display, distribution & supply in the respect of pharmaceutical & medicinal
Bajnagar, P. O. Kakori, Lucknow - 227107
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
3225981  04/04/2016
DGM PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. A-30, MIG, SHASTRIPURA YOJNA, AGRA, UTTAR PRADESH-282007.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELI
TO MANUFACTURE, FORMULATE, PROCESS, DEVELOP, WHOLESALE AND/OR RETAIL ALL KINDS OF
PHARMACEUTICALS, ANTIBIOTICS, DRUGS, MEDICINES AND OTHER SERVICES
MAHESH NATHALAL BERA
trading as ;DHANASHREE ORGANICS
GALA NO.2, GODAVARI BUILDING, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL PREMISES, POKHRAN ROAD NO.1, VARTAK NAGAR, THANE (WEST), MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
LEULIV
3231577  09/04/2016
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as; CUROVEDA HERBALS
V.P.O. UGGI, TEHSIL NAKODAR-144623, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT, ADVOCATE
CHAMBERS OF LAW, 336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH, LUDHIANA - PUNJAB
Used Since :08/06/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations including Unani, Herbal & Ayurvedic Preparations.
CUROVEDA
3231579  09/04/2016
RAVINDER KUMAR
trading as; CUROVEDA HERBALS
V.P.O. UGGI, TEHSIL NAKODAR-144623, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT, ADVOCATE
CHAMBERS OF LAW, 336-B, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH, LUDHIANA - PUNJAB
Used Since : 08/06/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations including Unani, Herbal & Ayurvedic Preparations.
GOUTY RR

3235404  13/04/2016

DR. YASMEEN SHAMSI W/O DR. RAISUR RAHMAN
40/131, First Floor, C R Park, New Delhi-110019
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGENDRA SINGH, ADVOCATE
108, SEHKARI NAGAR, AVANTIKA, GHAZIABAD-201002

Used Since : 11/04/2016

DELHI

Medical and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Unani Medicines.
BHAWNA SHARMA
trading as; BALSONS PHARMACEUTICALS
PLOT NO 859 UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE-V GURGAON HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since: 23/03/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.
RISPAUM
3238317  20/04/2016
ROHIT T. CHADHA
trading as ; AUM HEALTH CARE
D-10, 2ND FLOOR, KRISHNA NAGAR SOCIETY-2, OPP. CHOKSI WADI, ADAJAN, SURAT, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
AMTOLON

3239508  21/04/2016
SANJAY GUPTA
trading as ;NIXAN BIO PHARMA
B-6 OBEROI APARTMENT, 2-SAMNATH MARG CIVIL LINES DELHI-110052
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :08/02/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES AND AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS - 05
3243285  26/04/2016
AMAN KUMAR
C-23, C.C. COLONY, DELHI-110007.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMIT BINDAL
CHAMBER NO. 98, CIVIL WING, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI-110054.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DIETRY SUPPLEMENTS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

YOUA

3245844 29/04/2016
PERK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
3/7/16D TELITOLA, FAIZABAD, U.P. -224001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SINHA & ASSOCIATES
B-1, PLOT NO. 59, GYAN KHAND-I INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH 201010

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS: MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX: DISINFECTANTS: PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN: FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05 (FIVE)
3247695  29/04/2016
UNILEVER PLC
Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, England CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom
Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Disinfectants (for hygiene purposes); household cleaning preparations, namely sanitary preparations; disinfectant, antibacterial, antiseptic preparations, for household cleaning purposes; insect repellents; insecticides; larvicides; deodorizing and freshening preparations for use on clothing and textiles.
AROF-B EYE DROP
3248294 02/05/2016
SH. RAJ KUMAR
trading as; AROVISION PHARMA
VPO SURAJPUR, TEHSIL INDORA DISTRICT KANGRA, H.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENUKA KUMAR
#5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH,
Used Since: 15/01/2016
DELHI
MEDICINES
MOXAR EYE DROP
3248295    02/05/2016
SH. RAJ KUMAR
trading as ;AROVISION PHARMA
VPO SURAJPUR, TEHSIL INDORA DISTRICT KANGRA, H.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENUKA KUMAR
#5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH,
Used Since :15/01/2016
DELHI
MEDICINES
SYBACT

3248556 02/05/2016
SYNETIC HEALTHCARE
MR. SUKHPREET SINGH SANDHU
MR. JATINDER BEER SINGH
MR. LOVIN CHOUHAN
trading as; SYNETIC HEALTHCARE
3491, PHASE-2, DUGRI, LUDHIANA-141002
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAII RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
SALUPHOS
3250315  03/05/2016
SARTHI CHEM TECH PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SARTHI CHEM TECH PVT. LTD.
G.I.D.C. PLOT NO. 11/L, KUVADVA, RAJKOT-360023, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ZELMONT
3251247  04/05/2016
ZELMA LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD
trading as; ZELMA LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD, SCF 702, Keshoram Complex, Village
Burail Chandigarh 160106
SCF 702, Keshoram Complex, Village Burail Chandigarh 160106
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2016

DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GEOWORM
3251253  04/05/2016
PARDEEP KUMAR
trading as; GEO VET SOLUTIONS, 2455 Sidhu Nagri, St No 6, Abohar 152116 (Pb)
2455 Sidhu Nagri, St No 6, Abohar 152116 (Pb)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2016
DELHI
dietary supplements for animals
PANACEA LIFE SCIENCES

3253401    07/05/2016
SUNANDA JAIN
18/56, East Park Area, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since: 27/04/2016
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and dietetic substances adapted for medical use.
PANCH TARA

3253647   07/05/2016
TODAY’S GLOBAL CROP PROTECTION
HARMEET SINGH MALHOTRA
DIVYANG AGGARWAL
TEJINDER SINGH
SUDHANSHU SHEKHAR AGGARWAL

trading as ;TODAY’S GLOBAL CROP PROTECTION
SHOP NO. 32-33, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH MARKET, OPP. JAGRAON BRIDGE, LUDHIANA

Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4, GURGAON

Used Since :27/04/2016

DELHI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides & Weedicides; Disinfectants; Agrochemicals; Preparations for Killing Weeds & Destroying Vermin; Insect Repelling & Destroying Substances & Preparations; phenyle
DOB MINE

3254238   06/05/2016
LIFESPAN BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
E-7/88, Lala Lajpat Rai Society, Arera Colony, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India
Manufacturer and traders
Company incorporated and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals; medical and pharmaceuticals preparations.
FECROSPAN

3254240  06/05/2016
LIFESPAN BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
E-7/88, Lala Lajpat Rai Society, Arera Colony, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, India
Manufacturer and traders
Company incorporated and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals; medical and pharmaceuticals preparations.
3257479   12/05/2016
PRADEEP SAINI
trading as: VIDYABALA ENTERPRISES
333A, BAGH KAREKHAN CITY, DELHI 110007
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Used Since : 01/05/2014
DELHI
GOODS IN RELATION TO AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS GOODS INCLUDED INCLASS-05
COBAPAC
3258445   11/05/2016
RAJEEV RANJAN UPADHYAY
B 34/154 H 2 Amravati Nagar Coloney Sunderpur Varanasi - 221005
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :10/05/2016
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
WELLNESS VISION HEALTHCARE

3260814  16/05/2016
MR. RAKESH KUMAR RAI
E-110, GROUND FLOOR, OMICRON-I, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAMBUDH NAGAR, (U.P.)-201310
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
3260887   17/05/2016
DA BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
D-5/179 A, VIKAS KHAND, GOMTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW (U.P)-226010
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Used Since :10/05/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINES ANDAYURVEDIC, VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS 05
3260911   17/05/2016
TELEONE CONSUMERS PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
468, III FLOOR, SHIVAJI MARKET, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE, MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PRODUCTS AND PREPARATION, DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR HUMANS SUPPLEMENTS.
CEFOPREZ
3261196   16/05/2016
SYMPAR LIFE SCIENCES
Akshit Gupta
Mrs Shveta Gupta
trading as ;Sympar Life Sciences, C-7, Sara Industrial Estate Village Rampura DEHRADUN (UK)
C-7, Sara Industrial Estate Village Rampura DEHRADUN (UK)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :18/02/2009
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
3261246  17/05/2016
INDRESH MIDHA
HOUSE NO. 269, POCKET -5, SECTOR -22, ROHINI, DELHI-110085
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3262454  18/05/2016
Ms. MANDAVI SINGH
MS. MANDAVI
trading as ;DREAMINDIA PHARMACEUTICALS
E-176, TRANSPORT NAGAR, KANPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW-226012, U.P., INDIA
MERCHANTABILITY & MANUFACTURER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPERATIONS, MEDICINES FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPERATIONS; DIETIC SUBSTANCES; FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH; DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPERATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES; HERBICIDES;
no right to the exclusive use of the word "INDIA". Mark should be used as whole..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

TADULA

3264073  20/05/2016

AMIT RAI
SHARAD BAJPAI

trading as; UNICUM PHARMACEUTICALS

C-3902, SECTOR-6, RAJA JI PURAM, LUCKNOW-226017, U.P., INDIA

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS; MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
GLAMRIS
3266215   23/05/2016
VIVEK NASSA
#1581, SECTOR 7-C, CHANDIGARH-160007
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :13/05/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
ANGIVOM
3271896 31/05/2016
ANG LIFE SCIENCES (I) PVT. LTD.
113 DARBARA COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.
Used Since :01/04/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
APPZOL-DSR

3274594  01/06/2016
M/S APPSAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD (DIRECTOR) INTIKEHABUR RAHMAN, PANKAJ KUMAR.
trading as ; M/S APPSAN PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
41, A/1, YUSUF SARAI, NEW DELHI 110016.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since : 01/06/2013
To be associated with:
3274593
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-05
CYTOPENE

3275134  03/06/2016
CYTOCHEM HEALTHCARE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
F-290, PHASE-I, OPPOSITE PARKING NO. 5, TRANSPORT NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226012.
PHARMACEUTICALS MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT GAUTAM ADV.,
RZ-F100/22, GALI NO 41, SADH NAGAR-II, PALAM COLONY, NEW DELHI 45
Used Since :21/05/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Montova-LC

3275746  02/06/2016
RAJEEV RANJAN UPADHYAY
B 34/154 H 2 Amravati Nagar Coloney Sunderpur Varanasi - 221005
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since :02/06/2016
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
Cypzec

3275747    02/06/2016

RAJEEV RANJAN UPADHYAY
B 34/154 H 2 Amravati Nagar Coloney Sunderpur Varanasi - 221005
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since: 02/06/2016

DELHI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
3275876 03/06/2016
LIKE PHARMA
CHAVDA NEELAKUMUVARBEN DHIRUBHAI
CHAVDA VIJAY JORSANGBHAI
trading as; LIKE PHARMA
PLOT NO. 23, KALPANA SOCIETY, ANANTWADI, BHAVNAGAR - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD FOR BABIES PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, MATERIALS FOR TEETH, DENTAL WAX INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
MEDASTRA

3277873  04/06/2016

DR. MAYANK SOMANI S/O M.P. SOMANI
37, Arya Nagar, Lucknow-226004 (U.P.) India,
Manufacturer & Merchandiser

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT, ADVOCATE
CHAMBERS OF LAW, 336-B, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH, LUDHIANA - PUNJAB

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
CLIN
3279620  08/06/2016
SH. SUMIT MAYYAR
1313, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-37-B, CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
EVA CLASSIC

3282822  10/06/2016
GOLDEN BIRD INDIA
PURAN TIWARI
MADHUR SIROHI
PLOT NO. 256, NAHARPUR RUPA, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
Manufacturer and trader both

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary preparations for medical purposes
3283226   14/06/2016
DR. PUNEET MAHAJAN
HOUSE NO 5700 SEC-38 WEST CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANDISE AND TRADER IN PHARMA & HEALTHCARE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY KUMAR PAL
H.NO. 939A-19, SECTOR -12A, PANCHKULA -134113, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/06/2016
DELHI
HERBAL MOSQUITO REPELLANT, DEODORIZERS, INSECT REPELLING & DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS, MOSQUITO REPELLANT MATS ETC. INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
GABAKON

3283236  14/06/2016
IKON PHARMACHEM PVT. LTD.
25, SHIMLA ENCLAVE, WESTSEWLA KALAN DEHRADUN-248001, UTTARAKHAND.
MERCHANTS
Used Since :15/03/2015
DELI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PRODUCTS.
LARTIN

3284688    15/06/2016
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :15/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
IVACARD

3285884  15/06/2016

SH. RAVINDER SHARMA

trading as M/S ABIC LAB'S

NEAR NIRMALJOT EYE HOSPITAL, HANUMAN AVENUE, BATALA ROAD, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BROMITONE

3286895    16/06/2016
SH. PANKAJ KUMAR
trading as ;M/S VETKING ANIMAL HEALTH CARE
SHEIKH SUBHAN, FAZILKA-152124, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
Azi4U

3287262  17/06/2016
SH. HANISH KUMAR
trading as; Zackmed Biotech
SH. NATHU RAM GULERIA, VILLAGE BALUWALA P.O. PRITHIPUR KHERA TEHSIL VIKASH NAGAR DISTT DEHRADUN-248198 (UTTARAKHAND)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
REGENTOR

3288270   17/06/2016
MEDJOFF PHARMA
RASHWINDE SINGH
MALKEET SINGH
trading as; MEDJOFF PHARMA
3630 NEW JANTA NAGAR, ST. NO. 14, DABA ROAD, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MOCAL

3289493 20/06/2016
NAVALOR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
14/1, INDRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW, Uttar Pradesh-226001
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092
Used Since: 19/10/2015

DELHI
Medicine and Pharmaceutical Preparations
NAICID

3289494  20/06/2016
NAVALOR HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
14/1, INDRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW, Uttar Pradesh-226001
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092
Used Since :19/10/2015
DELHI

Medicine and Pharmaceutical Preparations
DOXODRYL
3291370   22/06/2016
AMIT GUPTA
trading as; DR. HEINNRIK PHARMACEUTICALS
238, NAVJEET NAGAR, SIRHIND ROAD, PATIALA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/02/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
WAXCUT
3291371   22/06/2016
AMIT GUPTA
trading as ;DR. HEINNRICK PHARMACEUTICALS
238, NAVJEET NAGAR, SIRHIND ROAD, PATIALA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/02/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
YONCEF
3292492  23/06/2016
VIKASH KHAJURIA
trading as ;YDC HEALTH CARE
BEHIND D.C. OFFICE, KATHUA-184104 (J & K)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2015
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
HAANI GOLD

3293254  23/06/2016
GAJJAN MAJRA FEED LIMITED
trading as ;GAJJAN MAJRA FEED LIMITED
VILLAGE GAJJAN MAJRA, TEHSIL MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :30/08/2012
DELHI
Feed Supplements & Mineral Mixtures included in Class-5.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3059125,3059134...
T R A P
3296218  28/06/2016
REDBLUE LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD
J-2/36, VIJAY NAGAR, KANPUR 208005, UTTAR PRADESH INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
Registered Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/1998
To be associated with:
1039949
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3296585    29/06/2016
RAHUL CHAUHAN
trading as ;GREENEVERS
L-84, VIJAY VIHAR, PHASE-II, SEC-4, ROHINI-85
MERCHANTS/MNAUFACTURES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since :20/08/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS PREPARATION INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
RAHUL CHAUHAN
trading as ; GREENEVERS
L-84, VIJAY VIHAR, PHASE-II, SEC-4, ROHINI-85
MERCHANTS/ MANUFCATURERS
Address for service in India/ Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since : 20/08/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS PREPARATION INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
3297079  30/06/2016
GUFIC BIOSCIENCES LTD.
SUBHASH ROAD-A, GUFIC HOUSE, VILE PARLE (EAST) MUMBAI-400057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY REGISTERED THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, INFANTS AND INVALIDS FOODS, PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX.
XCORD
3297897  29/06/2016
MANPREET SINGH OBEROI, ASHISH JAIN, IRFAN RAZA, PUSHKARNA DEWAN & BABITA TREHAN.
trading as: M/S VIVE LIFE SCIENCES.
IIInd FLOOR, RAJA MARKET, KUCHA DAI KHANA, KATRA SHER SINGH, AMRITSAR-143001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS- 5
VRINDACARE

3298844 01/07/2016
USHAXA SAXENA
trading as; VISHWAS TRADING AGENCY
SETBARA TILAK DWAR, MATHURA-281001 (U.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since: 28/01/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES.
MEDIART LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
V-253, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, VITAMIN PREPARATIONS AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
3299006   30/06/2016
GURPREET WALIA
trading as ;DIVNAIN HEALTHCARE
647, SECTOR 7, HOUSING BOARD COLONY, AMBALA CITY-134003, HARYANA
MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since :10/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MEROWAK INJ
3299698  02/07/2016
WAKSMED LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
Vp - X11 / 792b, Shilpanagar - 1, Ayathil J n, Kollam - 691017, Kerala
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Used Since: 02/07/2016
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations included in class 5.
VALRAD

3299713   02/07/2016
M/S RADICALS PHARMA LTD.
194-MILE STONE, VPO SHAHPUR, DELHI-AMBALA HIGHWAY, AMBALA CANTT.-133004, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MEDFIT-5G

3299795 04/07/2016
MEDBAXY HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 237, GALI NO-3, RAILWAY COLONY, MANDAWALI, NEAR MOHAN BABA MANDIR, DELHI EAST, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHAN & ASSOCIATES
B -52 G.F. GALI NO 07 WEST GURU ANGAD NAGAR LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092

Used Since: 29/06/2016

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES. CLASS 5

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
BAXYZOL-DSR

3299796  04/07/2016

MEDBAXY HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 237, GALI NO-3, RAILWAY COLONY, MANDAWALI, NEAR MOHAN BABA MANDIR, DELHI EAST, DELHI-110092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MOHAN & ASSOCIATES
B-52 G.F. GALI NO 07 WEST GURU ANGAD NAGAR LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092

Used Since: 29/06/2016

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUMIGATES, HERBICIDES. CLASS 5.
LYPODIL
3300256  01/07/2016
YASIR BASHIR HAMDANI
NIGEEN NEW COLONY, SRINAGAR, KASHMIR - 190006.
TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since : 28/06/2016
DELHI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
BONECAP

3302596  07/07/2016
SH. JASPREET SINGH
F-212/2, F-BLOCK, VISHNU GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110018.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DBTS

3303426  05/07/2016

DRG WELLNESS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Service provider
100/28, Surajmal Market, Razapur, Sector-9, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Manufacturer & Trader
Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIN & PARTNERS
805, PADMA TOWER-I, RAJENDRA PLACE, N. DELHI-8
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
Ayurvedic Diabetes Support Tablets.
NUTRILINK TAB

3303739  07/07/2016
PAVANKUMAR SHAMBHU PRASAD GUPTA
trading as; DR. LINK HEALTH CARE
118, 3RD FLOOR ,SAVERA COMPLEX,UDHANA MAIN ROAD,UDHANA,SURAT,GUJARAT,INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :06/07/2016

AHMEDABAD

MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NUTRI...
ROXETIN

3303867   06/07/2016
ASHISH GARG
trading as ; M/S S.P. PHARMACEUTICALS
OPP. S.D.M. OFFICE, BACKSIDE NAGAR COUNCIL OFFICE, LEHRAGAGA , DISTT. SANGRUR.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROP. FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since :17/06/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MULTIPROX
3303886 06/07/2016
ASHISH GARG
trading as; M/S S.P. PHARMACEUTICALS
OPP. S.D.M. OFFICE, BACKSIDE NAGAR COUNCIL OFFICE, LEHRAGAGA, DISTT. SANGRUR.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROP. FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since: 17/06/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
GABYNE

3304236  08/07/2016
KURESYS LABS PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO. C-1/51, SANJAY ENCLAVE, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 28/06/2016
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Zygolid  
3309085   13/07/2016  
ASTRONOVA ORGANICS PVT. LTD.  
SHUBHAM VALLEY, PLOT NO. 8, UNIT NO. 101, VIKASH SURYA ARCADE, SECTOR-11, DWARKA, DELHI  
Manufacturing and trading  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAGAR KUMAR PRADHAN  
43, AJANTA APPARTMENT, 36, I.P. EXTENTION DELHI 110092  
Used Since :21/04/2016  
DELHI  
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
ZOOMLAC  
3309746   14/07/2016  
SH. MAGHAR SINGH VIRDI  
trading as ;M/S CK BIOTICS  
2031/2A, GURU GOBIND SINGH NAGAR, EKTA MARG, NEW SHIMLAPURI, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.  
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).  
Used Since :16/07/2012  
DELHI  
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
Pro-ease “Clean”

3311628  16/07/2016

M/S RSPL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
119-121 (Part), Block P & T, Kalpi Road, Fazal Ganj, Kanpur - 208 012, Uttar Pradesh.

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:

UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Sanitary Napkin.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Clean. Associated with 2450092.
Pro-ease”Swachh”

3311629  16/07/2016
M/S RSPL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
119-121 (Part), Block P & T, Kalpi Road, Fazal Ganj, Kanpur - 208 012, Uttar Pradesh.
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Sanitary Napkin.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. Swachh. Associated with 2450092.
3311630  16/07/2016
M/S RSPL HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED
119-121 (Part), Block P & T, Kalpi Road, Fazal Ganj, Kanpur – 208 012, Uttar Pradesh.
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary Napkin.
ENOV

3315884    20/07/2016
NUTRISET
Hameau du Bois Ricard CS 80035, 76770 Malaunay, France
Manufacturers and Merchants
a Société par Actions simplifiée organized and existing under the laws of France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Dietetic foods adapted for medical use; food for children, babies and population groups at risk; Therapeutic products for the prevention and treatment of malnutrition; food preparations, food supplements and nutritional supplements for the prevention and treatment of malnutrition; foods for individuals with special dietary requirements necessitated by medical treatments; dietary food supplements and nutritional supplements in paste, capsule, tablet, pastille, liquid, powder and sachet form; food preparations that are high in energy, enriched with vitamins and minerals, or intended to strengthen the body (for medical purposes)
PETWORM

3317098    23/07/2016
FAIRWAY PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
2944, CHUNA MANDI G ALI NO. 3, 4th FLOOR, PAHARGANJ, NEW DELHI110055
Trading
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ETIZOLE

3317432   22/07/2016

JITENDRA SHUKLA
157, LAXMIPURWA, NEAR BILGRAM CHUNGI, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH- 241001
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJIV NIGAM & ASSOCIATES
102, R-20, PRATAP COMPLEX MAIN VIKAS MARG, SHAKARPUR DELHI 110092
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL including in Class-5
XIPLAST

3318427  25/07/2016
ENTRUST HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
SAURABH VIHAR AWALESHPUR P.O. KANDAWA VARANASI PIN 221005
Trading
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since :25/07/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ANNEXURE

3319640    27/07/2016
DKT INDIA
HEM-DIL, 2ND FLOOR, 67-A LINKING ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS
A SOCIETY REGISTERED IN INDIA UNDER SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSHITIJ SANCHETI
Flat # 101, Tulsi Darshan, B Wing, Plot # 19B, Sector 11, KNF Naik Marg, Koparkhairne, Navi Mumbai - 400709
Used Since :14/07/2016

MUMBAI
MEDICAL ABORTION PILL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR INDUCING ABORTION AND FORCING THE BABY OUT DURING DELIVERY, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
E & C

3320834   27/07/2016
IASIS CARE
JATINDER KUMAR
ISHAN NAGPAL
trading as ;IASIS CARE
PLOT NO.10-C, NEW KUNDAN PURI, NEAR DURGA MATA MANDIR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
IY MOXI

3320946  27/07/2016

SH. RAMAN KUMAR
1041, STREET NO.-6, OPP. GOVT. PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHANDER NAGAR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/06/2009

DELHI
EYE DROPS IN CLASS-5.
IY GAT-P

3320947  27/07/2016

SH. RAMAN KUMAR
1041, STREET NO.-6, OPP. GOVT. PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHANDER NAGAR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/06/2009

To be associated with:
1837843

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
KAM PLUS

3320948  27/07/2016

SH. RAMAN KUMAR
1041, STREET NO.-6, OPP. GOVT. PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHANDER NAGAR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/06/2009

DELHI

EYE DROPS IN CLASS-5.
IY TEAR

3320952  27/07/2016

SH. RAMAN KUMAR
1041, STREET NO.-6, OPP. GOVT. PRIMARY SCHOOL, CHANDER NAGAR, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since : 01/04/2009
To be associated with:
1812081

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NITARA AYURVEDA BEYOND LUXURY

3322924  30/07/2016

ISHAAN ARORA
B-1, MODEL TOWN-II, DELHI-110009
Manufacturer & Merchants
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ABC REGISTRATION SERVICES
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC HERBAL SOAPS, POWDER, AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC HERBAL LOTION, AYURVEDIC CREAM, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICATED, HAIR LOTION, MEDICINES EXTRACTED FROM MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS, MEDICATED AND THERAPEUTIC SKIN, NAIL AND HEEL CARE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS NAMELY, POWDERS, SPRAYS, LOTIONS, GELS, MOISTURIZERS, WASHES, SOAKS, SCRUBS, BALMS, SALTS, AND CRYSTALS, SOAPS, OILS, ESSENTIAL OILS, SPA FOOT WASH, AND CREAMS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AYURVEDA BEYOND LUXURY.
3323513  01/08/2016
J U. AGRI. SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
906, VISHWADEEP TOWER, DISTRICT CENTER, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
(A CO.. INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Used Since :18/01/2016
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDE AND FUNGICIDES.
ZICTA

3328110  04/08/2016
ALCHEMIST LTD.
BUILDING NO.-23, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GEETA GULATI
913, SECTOR 12-A, PANCHKULA-134109
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR CURING MICROBIAL INFECTIONS.
TAMSCURE

3328276  04/08/2016
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :26/07/2016
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
CORSAGE
3328278  04/08/2016
STALLION LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380006. - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :26/07/2016
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
ETERNOGEST

3329063  05/08/2016
AKUMS DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.,
304, MOHAN PLACE, LSC, BLOCK-C SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI - 110 034.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
3329747 08/08/2016
NAVIN MATHUR
GUNJAN BHARDWAJ
trading as; ORGUT PHARMACEUTICALS
43-A PALIKA BAZAR, GT ROAD, GHAZIABAD (U.P.)
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES
3330621  08/08/2016
HI-TEC LABORATORIES (P) LTD.
C-1, MAHALUXMI TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, KAUSHAMBI, SECTOR-14 GAZIABAD-201010
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARVIND KUMAR TIWARY
CHAMBER-424, M.C. SETALVAD, LAWYERS CHAMBER, SUPREME COURT OF INDIA, NEW DELHI 110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES, FORMULATIONS AND PRODUCTS USED FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIONS AND ANTI BIOTIC FORMULATIONS.
3330622  08/08/2016
HI-TEC LABORATORIES (P) LTD.
C-1, MAHALUXMI TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, KAUSHAMBI, SECTOR-14 GAZIABAD-201010
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARVIND KUMAR TIWARY
CHAMBER-424, M.C. SETALVAD, LAWYERS CHAMBER, SUPREME COURT OF INDIA, NEW DELHI 110001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES, FORMULATIONS AND PRODUCTS
USED FOR THE TREATMENT OF INFECTIONS AND ANTI Biotic FORMULATIONS.
ROSID

3332153  08/08/2016

SH. RAMAN DAWAR

trading as; M/S ALL WELL ENTERPRISES

H.O.: 40, ARCAT SRINIVASSA, CHAR STREET, OFF BVK LYENGAR ROAD, BANGLORE. B.O.: 6183, IDGAH ROAD, AMBALA CANTT., HARYANA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3332292 08/08/2016
MICRO LABS LIMITED
trading as ;MICRO LABS LIMITED
27, RACE COURSE ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Manufacturer and Merchandiser
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396,31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Used Since :25/06/1999
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
IBSTAR

3334347  10/08/2016
M/S GLENZER PHARMACEUTICALS (P) LTD.
C-167, PLOT NO.-25, SARASWATI KUNJ SOCIETY, PATPARGANJ, DELHI-110092.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PREGBLISS
3334356  10/08/2016
SH. VIPIN SHARMA
287-L, MODEL TOWN, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :07/08/2015
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OSTEOZEM

3334400  11/08/2016
OSTEOCARE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
52-B, GURU ANGAD NAGAR, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092.
MANUFACTURERS/ MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHAN & ASSOCIATES
B -52 G.F. GALI NO 07 WEST GURU ANGAD NAGAR LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 110092

Used Since :22/03/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETERIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES. CLASS 5
ACUTE GOLD

3335551  12/08/2016
CROP ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
R. OFF: SCF-12, NEW GRAIN MARKET, SULAR GHARAT DIST. SANDRUR, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, Rana Pratap Bagh, Delhi-110007
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES & HERBICIDES
CABLIN
3335907  12/08/2016
NISHANT PUNDIR
B-604, VICTORIA HEIGHTS, PEER MUCHHALLA, ZIRAKPUR, DISTT. MOHALI, PUNJAB-140603.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :27/07/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES, ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS, FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MONT-NEO

3335917  12/08/2016

SHRI RAJIV BHATIA
MS. NEHA SHARMA
SHRI RADHA KRISHAN SHARMA

trading as; H & B PHARMACEUTICALS

77-A, FIRST FLOOR, HALL BAZAR, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB 143001
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES.
3337930 16/08/2016
MR. VIKAS CHOPRA
trading as SIMKARE LIFESCIENCES
OFFICE-1, IST FLOOR, KHASRA NO. 90, MEERUT WALI GALI, HAIDERPUR, DELHI-110088.
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 16/08/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, NUTRACEUTICALS, VITAMINS, FOOD FOR BABIES
PAXIZINE

3338960 16/08/2016
MR. VARUN BATRA.
trading as ;M/S FOSTER HEALTH CARE.
H. NO. 1404, NEAR INCOM TAX OFFICE, SECTOR-14 P, HISAR-125001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSA MAR, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :10/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
RESPIMIN
3338961  16/08/2016
MR. VARUN BATRA.
trading as; M/S FOSTER HEALTH CARE.
H. NO. 1404, NEAR INCOM TAX OFFICE, SECTOR-14 P, HISAR-125001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/09/2003
To be associated with:
1245545
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
3338973  16/08/2016
TASHREEF AHMED
trading as ;CHOU DHARY DISTRIBUTORS
MR HYDLE COLONY, SEOHARA, BI JNOR UTTAR PRADESH, 246746
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, J oga Bai J amia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.
Used Since :13/06/2016
To be associated with:
3314762
DELHI
UNANI; AYURVEDIC; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3339053  18/08/2016
KARAN GOOMAR
16 RAJENDRA PARK, NEW DELHI-110060.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 01/01/1998
DELHI
ALOPATHIC UNANI, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019  Class 5

UNICELL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; UNICELL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
MAIN ROAD, ST NO.5, WARD NO. 2 SARABHA NAGAR, MALOUT, MUkTSAR, PB.-152107 INDIA
Merchants & Manufacturers
A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAi RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :13/02/2016
DELHI
VETERINARY MEDICINES
Mark shall be used as whole..
ITRACLEAR
3340537   18/08/2016
MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD.
trading as; MOREPEN LABORATORIES LTD.
420, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K. G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/06/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PRCOOL
3340669  18/08/2016
MR. ANIL KUMAR.
trading as: M/S S-CELEIREUN PHARMACEUTICALS.
B-4/114, STREET NO-8, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-93.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since: 01/08/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, EYE DROPS IN CLASS-05
DHANWANTARI AGRO LIFE SCIENCES
3340905  19/08/2016
RAJESH KUMAR
SANGEETA KESHARI
trading as; DHANWANTARI AGRO LIFE SCIENCES
RZF-757/34, GALI NO.2, F-BLOCK, RAJ NAGAR PART-2, PALAM COLONY, NEW DELHI-110 077
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE
4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.
Used Since : 01/08/2016
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
NAEFINE

3341687  19/08/2016

NIPPON SODA CO., LTD.
2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 1008165, Japan

Manufacturers and Merchants
A company organized and existing under the laws of Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Fungicides; Fungicides for agricultural and horticultural and homegarden use; insecticides for agricultural and horticultural and homegarden use; herbicides for agricultural and horticultural and homegarden use; acaricides for agricultural and horticultural and homegarden use; insecticides for termite control; preparations for destroying vermin
LIVE SLIM

3341884   20/08/2016
M/S ARLAK BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
#671, DR. WARYAM SINGH STREET, NABHA, DISTT. PATIALA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Q-SPAS

3341887    20/08/2016

SH. R. C. GANJOO

trading as; M/S MEDINOVA LAB.

14-SECTOR-1A, EXTENSION, CHANNI HIMMAT, JAMMU-180015, JAMMU AND KASHMIR.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.

8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :24/06/2016

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Q-D3
3341888  20/08/2016
SH. R.C. GANJOO
trading as; M/S MEDINOVA LAB.
14-SECTOR-1A, EXTENSION, CHANNI HIMMAT, JAMMU-180015, JAMMU AND KASHMIR.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA-141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/08/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3341891   20/08/2016
SH. SHASHI BHUSHAN SHARMA
trading as ;M/S VET-WELL PHARMACEUTICALS
CHOTTA RAI MAJRA, P. O. SAPAHERA, PATIALA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS AND PET FOOD ADDITIVES IN THE FORM OF VITAMINS AND MINERALS.
QUALTRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. ANIL K PANDITA
trading as QUALTRA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C 119, PUNDRIK Vihar, SARASWATI VIHAR BLOCK, PITAMPURA NEW DELHI-110034.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since: 10/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-05.
M/S MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. CHETAN PRAKASH PATNI.
trading as; M/S MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT. LTD.
4735/22, ROOM NO- 219, 2ND FLOOR, PRAKASH DEEP BUILDING, DELHI MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ROAD, DARYA GANJ, DELHI-110002.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK -B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since : 10/04/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
GEMSOWELL

3342173   21/08/2016
M/S MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. CHETAN PRAKASH PATNI.
trading as ;M/S MORWELL PHARMACIA PVT. LTD.
4735/22, ROOM NO- 219, 2ND FLOOR,PRAKASH DEEP BUILDING , DELHI MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ROAD, DARYA GANJ , DELHI-110002.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/08/2014
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

GLYQUIT

3342992  23/08/2016
APOORV JAIN
ABHISHEK JAIN
KAUSHAL JAIN
trading as; KAMCURE BIOTECH
JC-36, SHOP NO-5, KHIRKI EXT., MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-17.
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Used Since: 20/05/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, FOODS FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
APTALIV

3343638   24/08/2016
SHRIMED LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
CITY CENTRE, PHASE-II, G3-G4, GROUND FLOOR, 63/8, THE MALL KANPUR, KANPUR, UP-208001.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since: 12/01/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, FOODS SUPPLEMENTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE. FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS; MATERIALS
FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH. DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING
VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
3345372  24/08/2016
MANTHAN ORGANICS LLP
trading as ;MANTHAN ORGANICS LLP
7-A, NEW SHALIMAR BAGH, SHIV MANDIR, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
MERCHAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since :25/03/2016
DELHI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
MOXXY
3346544  25/08/2016
MR. SHAKIR NADEEM S/O. MR. ZAHID ALAM
P. NO.-80, MAHADEV NAGAR, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
EMCON

3350442  31/08/2016
SH. SUMIT MAYYAR
1313, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-37-B, CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CUTIVIR

3350443  31/08/2016
SH. SUMIT MAYYAR
1313, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-37-B, CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019

E-FIT

3350445 31/08/2016

SH. SUMIT MAYYAR
1313, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-37-B, CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/04/2016

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
B-TEN

3350446    31/08/2016
SH. SUMIT MAYYAR
1313, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-37-B, CHANDIGARH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
M E P - 4

3350455    31/08/2016
M/S ZENLABS ETHICA LIMITED.
194-195, PHASE-II, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
POZAAR 25

3350456  31/08/2016
M/S ZENLABS ETHICA LIMITED.
194-195, PHASE-II, INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OBOCURE
3352096   01/09/2016
MOHD. QAMAARUZAMAN
trading as; M/S CURE HERBAL REMEDIES.
VILLAGE MIRZAPUR POLE, TEHSIL-BEHAT, VIKAS NAGAR ROAD, SAHARANPUR-247121.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since: 01/04/2014
DELHI
HERBAL MEDICINES, SYRUP AND CAPSULE OF ALL KINDS FOR HUMAN, MEDICINES
D - PILL

3352452  02/09/2016
MR. PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL
1968, SECTOR-4, URBAN ESTATE, GURGOAN-122001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS.
OFYVIT
3354885 05/09/2016
SH. ABHAY CHAUDHARY.
trading as; AMMC PHARMACEUTICALS.
F-1/28, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110085, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Y-TOSA

3355382  05/09/2016

YATI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

YATI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

trading as ;YATI PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.

161, SECOND FLOOR, SHIVA COMPLEX, DWARIKAPURI, MUZAFFARNAGAR-251 001 (U.P.)

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUNJAB REGISTRATION SERVICE

4/67, NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 065.

Used Since :01/07/2016

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TIPOLO
3355806   06/09/2016
SH. LALIT DHIR
trading as; M/S LIFECALL BIOTECHNOLOGY
20-A, KALIA COLONY, BYE PASS, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MYWARF
3356324  05/09/2016
KESHRI KANT MISHRA
FLAT NO. 4, SF, PLOT NO. 1, VILLAGE SULTANPUR, DELHI-110030
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND PRAKASH
10, DDA MARKET NIRMAM VIHAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES; SUGAR FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; SUNBURN PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PURPOSES; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS; SURGICAL IMPLANTS; SURGICAL TISSUE; TABLETS AND SYRUP FOR PHARMACEUTICALS PURPOSES; ADHESIVE TAPES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; TEETH FILLING MATERIAL, TONIC MEDICINES AND SYRUP; VACCINES FALLING UNDER CLASS 5.
ZOFLOX-OZ

3356891  08/09/2016
BIOSTONE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
L-347 EXTN. MOHAN GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR, DELHI-110059.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :11/08/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
THE MARK TO BE READ AS WHOLE.
DIGVIJAY PAL
trading as ;PAL NUTRITION CENTER
SHOP NO. 1919/1, MAIN CHANDNI CHOWK OPPOSITE-SHISHGANI GURUDWARA, DELHI-110006.
TRADER, RETAILER, WHOLESALER
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
fungicides, herbicides ,HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENT, BODY BUILDING SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
XFIN
3357795  08/09/2016
AFKINZ SUISSE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
303, SHIV LOK, JANSATH ROAD, MUZAFFARNAGAR - 251 001, (U.P.).
Manufacturer, Merchant, Exporter and Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; Herbal, Ayurvedic, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations, Dietary Food Products and Nutritional Supplements, Personal and body Hygiene Products, Health Powder for medicinal purposes, Sanitary napkins, sanitary towels, sanitary pads, menstruation pads and briefs, sanitary panties, panty liners and shields for hygienic or menstrual purposes, deodorizing agent and refreshener, menstruation tampons, sanitary wipes, paper wipes impregnated with sanitizers, and paper wipes impregnated with disinfectants, vaginal and anal hygiene preparation, mouth and oral hygiene, care and beautifying preparations for face, body, hair, eye and nail.
R Z E R
3357806  08/09/2016
M/S LINCO HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
B-498, SUDARSHAN PARK, MOTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-15.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KICHHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LYCOROUT

3357808  08/09/2016

M/S LINCO HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
B-498, SUDARSHAN PARK, MOTI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-15.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CONSTIPRO
3358669   09/09/2016
SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
25/3, HSIDC KARNAL, HARYANA-132001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :23/10/2013
DELHI
"PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES".
AMEASY
3358670  09/09/2016
SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
trading as; SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
25/3, HSIDC KARNAL, HARYANA-132001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :03/08/2016
DELHI
"PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES".
TYOPEP

3359023   11/09/2016
MOUNT MED LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as; MOUNT MED LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
1003, VIKRAM TOWER, 16 RAJENDERA PLACE, NEW DELHI-110008, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/09/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3360612  12/09/2016
SH. KAMAL BHATIA.
SMT. VEENA BHATIA.
SH. MOHIT BHATIA.
SH. RAJAT BHATIA.
trading as ;INDKUS BIOTECH INDIA.
PLOT NO-183, SECTOR-29, PART-1, HUDA, PANIPAT-132103 (HARYANA).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal, Unani, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3 PLAT
3360871  12/09/2016
B & T LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as: B & T LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
QU-BLOCK, H. NO.-26 A, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3362571  14/09/2016
MRS. AYESHA KHAN
trading as; S. K. HERBAL INDUSTRIES
C/O. ARSHI TRADERS, JAMA MASJID ROAD, SHAHMAROOF, GORAKHPUR 273001, UTTAR PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Used Since : 21/06/2001
DELHI
MEDICATED HAIR OIL.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SKISPAS
3363171 15/09/2016
SKICA PHARMA (P) LTD.
trading as SKICA PHARMA (P) LTD.
A-123, SAHNI TOWER, SECTOR-5, RAJINDER NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P., INDIA.
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
J IOKOF
3363194  15/09/2016

PUSHPENDRA KUMAR.
VPO-KERTU, TEH.-KAIRANA, DISTT.-SHAMLI, U.P.-247773, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/09/2016

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
RB-FLOX
3363235  15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSA L MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/06/2014

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS,
SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING
TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
REZITONE
3363241  15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
RENIZYME

3363242  15/09/2016

M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since : 01/06/2014
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS,
SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING
TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
LIMRO

3363243    15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANASL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/06/2015

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS,
SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING
TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
CEFDIMAX
3363246   15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANsal MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS,
SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING
TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MIECID
3363255   15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :02/10/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
CEFDIMITS

3363256  15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA trading as M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :02/04/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
LIECET

3363263   15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/02/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MIECOLD
3363264   15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/02/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETARY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
UNIBEST-250

3363276   15/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :05/06/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
TELKONOL

3363282   15/09/2016
M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. VIKAS KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
M-17, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADLI, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :17/10/2015

DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
TRYPTINOL

3363283   15/09/2016
M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. VIKAS KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ; M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
M-17, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADLI, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/06/2010

DELHI

MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
GLIMED

3363285  15/09/2016

M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. VIKAS KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
M-17, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADLI, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/08/2010
DELHI

MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALSAND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
MATNI

3363286    15/09/2016
M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. VIKAS KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
M-17, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADLI, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :10/05/2013

DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
GABADON
3363287   15/09/2016
M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTOR) MR. VIKAS KUMAR GOEL.
trading as ;M/S. KNOLL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
M-17, BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA, BADLI, DELHI-110042.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :10/08/2013
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALSAND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5.
Navmin

3363769  15/09/2016
NAVYA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
313 B, Pocket - N, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi - 110076
Manufacturer and trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIN & PARTNERS
805, PADMA TOWER-I, RAJENDRA PLACE, N. DELHI-8
Used Since :16/08/2016

DELHI
Pharmaceutical Preparations for human treatment
NUMACLE

3364222  16/09/2016
NEURACLE LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SCF 504, CABIN NO. 01, BASEMENT MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH-160101
TRADING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :13/09/2016
DELHI
PHARMAECUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES..
KLORDIZE

3364224  16/09/2016
NEURACLE LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SCF 504, CABIN NO. 01, BASEMENT MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH-160101
TRADING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :13/09/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES..
HAIR TWIST

3364226  16/09/2016

NEURACLE LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SCF 504, CABIN NO. 01, BASEMENT MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH-160101

TRADING AND MERCHANT
Used Since: 13/09/2016

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES..
TADMUST
3364227  16/09/2016
NEURACLE LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SCF 504, CABIN NO. 01, BASEMENT MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH-160101
TRADING AND MERCHANT
Used Since :13/09/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES..
3364306  19/09/2016
ALYTUS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-7, Shop No F-108 LSC, First Floor, Savita Vihar New Delhi East Delhi DL 110092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARVEEN ARYA (MRS.)
ASIA TAXZONE PVT. LTD., A-105, 4TH FLOOR, CHAUDHRY COMPLEX, CHANDER VIHAR, I.P EXT., DELHI - 110092
Used Since: 04/07/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION.
ALYTUS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
“PLOT NO.-7, Shop No F-108 LSC, First Floor, Savita Vihar New Delhi East Delhi DL 110092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095
Used Since :04/07/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
ALYTUS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO-7, Shop No F-108 LSC, First Floor, Savita Vihar New Delhi East Delhi DL 110092 IN
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilml Colony, Delhi - 110095
Used Since: 04/07/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
MYO-DCI

3364511  16/09/2016
SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
#666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR (HR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
OVISH

3364512  16/09/2016
SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
#666/12, NEAR INDR PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR (HR)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANY'S LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Traxium

3364977  18/09/2016
EXCEL WAVES LABS PVT. LTD.
trading as; EXCEL WAVES LABS PVT. LTD.
487/30, K. No. 659, 2nd Floor, Peera Garhi, New Delhi-110087. India.
Merchants & Manufactures

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DEI GRATIA’S Zoradin

3365074  18/09/2016
DEI GRATIA LABS (P) LTD.
trading as ;DEI GRATIA LABS (P) LTD.
E-219, 2ND FLOOR, ADITYA PALACE, OPP. BSNL OFFICE, GARH ROAD, MEERUT, U.P., INDIA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/09/2016
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
LIMVIT

3365216  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSA L MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
LIMVIT-M

3365217  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
3365216
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3365216..
ODOL-AP

3365219    16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, Gali No -9, KANsal MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :31/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
ODOL-ASP

3365220    16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since: 31/03/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETARY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MOB-ASP
3365223  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
FLUCAM

3365224  16/09/2016

M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA

trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.


MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO

BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com

Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Used Since :01/10/2014

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
APZOLE
3365228  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/05/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
PREGEST
3365231   16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since: 01/05/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
COZYCOF
3365232    16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
NUROTOP-M

3365234  16/09/2016

M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KAN SAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
NUROTOP PLUS

3365235  16/09/2016

M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA

trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.


MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO

BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com

Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETARY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
NUROTOP MC

3365236  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA

trading as : M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.


MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Contact no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Used Since : 01/04/2015

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MEDWASH
3365237    16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as; M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MEDWASH VC

3365238    16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AUXURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS ; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019 Class 5

MITSC EF
3365241  16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
MITCEF
3365242   16/09/2016
M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD. (DIRECTORS) MR. MITHOON BHATIA & MRS. REETU BHATIA
trading as ;M/S MITS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH Vihar, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS , SANITARY
PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES IN CLASS-05.
3366120  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C -5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANsal MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366122  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIO CARE.
C -5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366123  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ; M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK - B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since : 01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366127    19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIO CARE.
C -5-9, Vashiisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GARI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

3366128 19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as: M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi-110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366139  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIO CARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366140 19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as: M/S MEDIX BIO CARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366141  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

3366142  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as; M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GILI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE
AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-
05.
3366144  19/09/2016

SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.

C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046

MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO

BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com

Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366145  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366146  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
3366147  19/09/2016
SHEETAL GUPTA.
trading as ;M/S MEDIX BIOCARE.
C-5-9, Vashisht Park, Pankha Road (Janak Cinema), New Delhi- 110046
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSA MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND MEDICATED OIL, EYE AND EYER DROPS, SYRUPS, BABY FOODS, DIETRY FOODS, NUTRACEUTICALS IN CLASS-05.
TELSPIN

3366361    19/09/2016
BHUPINDER KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;EXOPIN PHARMACEUTICALS
H.NO.539/193/33, ST.NO. 9, SANTOKH NAGAR, NEW SHIV PURI, LUDHIANA-141008
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3381472  06/10/2016
RACHANA KHATRI
trading as; TODA HEALTHCARE
1993, Matawalipole, Bhanderpole, Kalupur, Ahmedabad-380001, Gujarat, India

Used Since: 21/12/2015

AHMEDABAD
HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, SURGICAL PRODUCTS, OTC, HERBAL PRODUCTS AND COSMETICS, HOSPITAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS AND SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 5.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL.
HARISH GURBANI trading as M/s MARVEL MEDICOS

NEAR JAGDISH HOTEL, LADPURA, KOTA PIN 324006 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA

Manufacturer and Trader.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA, RAJASTHAN 324009

Used Since: 02/04/2011

AHMEDABAD

Allopathic Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of depression and anxiety disorder.
3404040  04/11/2016
M/S. RONAK LIFECARE PVT. LTD.
88, NILKANTH ESTATE, OPP. JAIPUR GOLDEN TRANSPORT, NR. UJALA CIRCLE, SARKHEJ, AHMEDABAD-382210, GUJARAT
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARmanand Colony, DR. Mukherjee Nagar Delhi-9
Used Since :01/04/2001
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
3404412  07/11/2016

JITENDRA S SINGH
trading as; S.L. HEALTHCARE
A/101, AVIRAJ APARTMENT, MAHAJAN LANE, RAOPURA, VADODARA 390001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since: 01/07/2015

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019          Class 5

CEPMIX

3404418    07/11/2016

JITENDRA S SINGH
trading as; S.L. HEALTHCARE
A/101, AVIRAJ APARTMENT, MAHAJAN LANE, RAOPURA, VADODARA -390001, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since: 01/08/2016

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 5.
3408846   11/11/2016

REVE TO PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
Shri K K Bobde, At Post Rajura, DL DL - 3644, Gadchandur Road, Nr. Saikrupa Medical, Rajura, Chandrapur - 442 905
(Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
FIVO-PLUS

3411742  17/11/2016
SMT. MANJU DEVI W/O. SH. MAHESH KUMAR DADHICH
trading as; Y. N. HEATH CARE
67, VISHNU NAGAR, BEHIND RTO OFFICE, ROAD NO. 05, BHADVASIA, JODHPUR - RAJASTHAN
Manufacture and merchants trading as
Single firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
FORMAN MEDICS PVT. LTD.
315, Freeway Trade Centre, Narol-Aslali Highway, Narol, Ahmedabad-382405, Gujarat-India.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
3420757  29/11/2016
FORMAN MEDICS PVT. LTD.
315, Freeway Trade Centre, Narol-Aslali Highway, Narol, Ahmedabad-382405, Gujarat-India.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
TRIGZOLE

3421734  29/11/2016
NAVNI TBHAI PUNJIRAM MODI
ASHISH JASHVANTBHAI MODI
DRASTI ASHISHBHAI MODI
trading as; TRIVIGYA BIOSCIENCE
47/2, UPPER FLOOR, BEENA PARK - 2, NEAR WATER TANK, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD 380 061, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Apents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since : 28/11/2016
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
LULIJOY

3425197    02/12/2016
MANISH SHARMA S/O. SH. HARI PRAKASH SHARMA
TARUN BHARGAVA /S/O. SH. ARUN KUMAR BHARGAVA
ANISH BAVEJA S/O. SH. B.D. BAVEJA

trading as ;IZNG PHARMACEUTICALS (Partnership firm)

A-1, BASEMENT, GOLDEN LANDMARK, MANGAL MARG, BAPU NAGAR, JAIPUR-302015 (RAJ.)

Manufature and merchants trading as
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :28/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
KOOLFOL
3434474  19/12/2016
ANKUR VISHVAS SARAF
trading as ;GREEN HEALTHCARE
FF 54/351, Punit Apartment, Opp. Tejas School, Ellora Park, Vadodara- 390 023, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2016
To be associated with:
2522213
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURE OF MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
3437578  20/12/2016
UK AGRI CHEM INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
trading as; UK AGRI CHEM INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
SURVEY NO. 73/P1, PLOT NO.30, SIDDHESWAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, B/H VANDHESWAR MAHADEV TEMPLE, RAJKOT GONDAL HIGHWAY, AT : BHUNAVA, RAJKOT - 360311. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/05/2015

AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, BIOCIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
EPLAC

3449807   04/01/2017

ESTRAGEN PHARMA PVT. LTD.
B-4/17, BASEMENT, CHITRAKOOT, NEAR CHITRAKOOT STADIUM, JAIPUR-302021 (RAJ)

Manufacturer & Merchants trading as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since: 01/01/2017

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
Dr. Leela's

3453153  09/01/2017
DR. LEELA TIWARI W/O. DR. HARI MOHAN TIWARI
D-130-131, ROSE RESIDENCY, D BLOCK, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302017 RAJASTHAN

Manufacture and merchants trading as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :09/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
INE XPIN

3459431   16/01/2017
NIMERU HEALTHCARE AND COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
A - 17, Ashok Apartment, Near Gujarat College, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad - 380006, (Gujarat) India,
Manufacture and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380024 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BACTARID

3460166  17/01/2017

DAEDAL LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
303, NORTH EAST ENCLAVE, GUJAR KI THADI, SHANTI NAGAR, JAIPUR-302019 (RAJASTHAN)

Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :13/01/2017

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
NIMOTIL

3460171  17/01/2017
CUROSIS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
86, INDRAPRASTH COLONY, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PVT. LTD. COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/04/2011

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
ZEALTOIN
3462920  20/01/2017
RASHMIBEN ASHISHBHAI AMIN
trading as; Zealot Pharmaceuticals
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
COLDINA

3463212  21/01/2017
DEEPAK JAYANTILAL PADIA
34, Surel Bungalows, Surel Co-operative Housing Society Limited, Near Judges Bungalow Bodakdev Ahmedabad-380054
Manufacturer and Trader
Individual Person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI K. SHAH
409, Kataria Arcade, Nr. Adani School, Off. S. G. Road, Behind Signature 1 Complex, Ahmedabad-51
Used Since :02/06/1990

AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Goods
IYMEM

3463218    21/01/2017
DEEPAK JAYANTILAL PADA
34, Surel Bungalows, Surel Co-operative Housing Society Limited, Near Judges Bungalow Bodakdev Ahmedabad-380054
Manufacturer and Trader
Individual Person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI K. SHAH
409, Kataria Arcade, Nr. Adani School, Off. S. G. Road, Behind Signature 1 Complex, Ahmedabad-51
Used Since :10/05/2006

AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Goods
EXGUT

3464307   23/01/2017
FIDUS HEALTHCARE LLP
PLOT NO. 33, SHREE KRISHNA NAGAR, PATRAKAR COLONY, JAIPUR-302020 (RAJASTHAN)

Manufacture and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/A gents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :16/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
TEMPROS

3466558  23/01/2017
DEEPAK JAYANTILAL PADIA
34, Surel Bungalows, Surel Co-operative Housing Society Limited, Near Judges Bungalow Bodakdev Ahmedabad-380054
Manufacturer and Trader
Individual Person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI K. SHAH
409, Kataria Arcade, Nr. Adani School, Off. S. G. Road, Behind Signature 1 Complex, Ahmedabad-51
Used Since :04/03/1991
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Goods
FUMEWELL
3467213  30/01/2017
SARTHI CHEM TECH PVT. LTD.
G.I.D.C. PLOT NO. 11/L, KUVADVA, RAJKOT-360023, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
CEFSTAL
3469715   31/01/2017
TRIPADA LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
14-15, MALHAR COMPLEX, BESIDE SOLA OVER BRIDGE, NEAR S.G. HIGHWAY, SOLA, AHMEDABAD- 380 061, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :25/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
VENOPI
3474182  06/02/2017
GALLIZE PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
GF-10, MALHAR COMPLEX, MUXTI PARK SOCIETY, VIBHAG - 4 NR. SOLA OVERBRIDGE, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD - 380061, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :03/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
EUPRIL
3475859  07/02/2017
ENDURANCE HEALTHCARE LIMITED.
23, 8TH FLOOR, DEVPATH, BEHIND LAL BUNGLOW, OFF. C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 006, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Used Since :04/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
3489530    21/02/2017
RAVI NATVARLAL PATEL
trading as : MONARCH NUTRITION
F/F 69, SOMESHWAR MALL, NEAR MODHERA CIRCLE, MAHESANA - 384002. (GUJARAT STATE) INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVAL & CO.,
A-1, 1ST FLOOR, SATYAMEV-1, OPP. GUJARAT HIGH COURT, SOLA, S.G.ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 060
Used Since :12/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05
3491415 24/02/2017
SOGENIX PHARMA LLP
No.71, Maruti Paradise, Plot No.93-95, Sector-15, CBO Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400614
Manufacturer, Trader and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR (PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since: 26/11/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
DIOCOLD
3497477 28/02/2017
DIVINE SAVIOR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; Divine Savior Private Limited
73, Silver Infra Hub, B/h Sakar Healthcare, Changodar, Ta. Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad. Gujarat, India
Manufacturer / Merchant.
Body incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Used Since : 20/10/2014
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class-05.
DIOCALM

3497482    28/02/2017
DIVINE SAVIOR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Divine Savior Private Limited
73, Silver Infra Hub, B/h Sakar Healthcare, Changodar, Ta. Sanand, Dist. Ahmedabad. Gujarat, India
Manufacturer / Merchant.
Body incorporated under Companies Act,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Used Since :14/10/2005

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class-05.
ZEROREST

3498659  02/03/2017
MOHAMMED AKRAM S/O. MOHAMMED HASAM ALI
trading as; UNI BIOCARE PHARMA
NEAR NEHRU BAL NIKETAN SCHOOL, MOHALLA NAYKAN, WARD No. 30, JHUNJHUNU (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 08/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
DOLOMORE

3498661  02/03/2017

MOHAMMED AKRAM S/O. MOHAMMED HASAM ALI
trading as ;UNI BIOCARE PHARMA
NEAR NEHRU BAL NIKETAN SCHOOL, MOHALLA NAYKAN, WARD No. 30, JHUNJHUNU (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacture and merchants trading as
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-18-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :08/02/2017

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3560251   30/05/2017
AASHIRWAD PHARMACEUTICALS
AASHIRWAD PHARMACEUTICALS, 18, ESSHAN PARISAR ITI ROAD, HOSHANGABAD - 461001, (M.P.)
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings
Annoy

3569192  12/06/2017

DEEPAK KUMAR
6, Hari Nagar, Colony, Dipti Ji Ke Mandir Ke Pass, Jhalawar City, Jhalawar, Rajasthan - 326 001

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
WATCHMAN

3574444  19/06/2017
GSP CROP SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
404, LALITA COMPLEX, 352/3, RASALA ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
A Company Incorporated Under The Companies Act,

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, RODENTICIDES, FUNGICIDES AND WEEDICIDES.
MENOVETA
3581509  30/06/2017
AVETA MEDITECH OPC PVT.LTD.
KAPIL ABHIJAT, A-903, DAHANUKAR COLONY, PUNE-411038. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ECOXIN-MR

3637242  17/09/2017
MR.T.APPAVOU
M/s TRIUMPH HEALTH CARE, Plot No.2, Shop No.2, T.S.No.162/2 3A, 3B, Subramaniam Nagar, Srinivasapuram, Melaveli Thottam, Thanjavur-613009
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3654870   11/10/2017
SMITAL SIDDHARTH JADHAV
trading as ;SUSME ENTERPRISES
GAT NO. 117/3, H. NO. 2481, POST. KASEGAON, TALUKA-PUNDHARPUR, SOLAPUR-413304. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT OF SANITARY PADS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS, ABSORBENT ARTICLES FOR
PERSONAL HYGIENE, MEDICATED SKIN CARE LOTIONS, SKIN CARE PREPARATION, SKIN CREAM INCLUDING IN
CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
PALMET

3667543  01/11/2017

NAVIN SHARMA
DIBRUGARH DISTIL WATER FACTORY, H S ROAD DIBRUGARH, ASSAM - 786001
PALVIN P HARMACEUTICALS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAHIL GUPTA
BF-102, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058.

Proposed to be Used

KO

LKATA
Pharmaceutical, medicines, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
CLOMARK
3693818  04/12/2017
M/S. WELLMARK LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD,
No. 34, 6th Main, J C Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore - 560 062.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
VETRESS
3698553  08/12/2017
YORS PHARMACEUTICALS
P.O.Box No.14,Ghatanji - 445301 District - Yavatmal, Maharashtra India
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GITIKA CHOURASIA
Hindustan Colony, Wardha Road, Near Taori Petrol Pump, Pulgaon - 442303
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary medicine, injections containing multivitamin included in class 5.
SEEMED HEALTH CARE
3701132  13/12/2017
T.APPAVOU
M/s SEEMED HEALTH CARE, PLOT NO.2, SHOP NO.2, T.S.NO.162/2, 3A, 3B, SUBRAMANIAM NAGAR, SRINIVASAPURAM, MELAVELI THOTTAM, THANJAVUR-613009, THANJAVUR DISTRICT, TAMIL NADU
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Used Since :05/12/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
PROLIMIN

3703633    15/12/2017
AGILIS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Lodha Supremus II, A Wing, Office No. 525, Wagle Estate, Thane (West) Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400604, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Veterinary and Medicinal preparations (not for human use) included in class 5.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
EUTIFUR
3703634    15/12/2017
AGILIS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Lodha Supremus II, A Wing, Office No. 525, Wagle Estate, Thane (West) Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400604, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Veterinary preparations included in class 5.
3704391   16/12/2017
M/S GNR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 133, LAKSHMI MEGA TOWNSHIP, RAGANNAGUDA, HAYATHNAGAR MANDAL, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT, HYDERABAD - 501510, TELANGANA.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Used Since :01/04/2017
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3705930    19/12/2017
UNIQUE BIOTECH LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Phase-II, Alexandria Knowledge Park, Kolthur Village, Shameerpet Mandal, Ranga Reddy Dist- Hyderabad-Shameerpet Mandal, Ranga Reddy Dist- Hyderabad-500 078
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLOCOPIA IP SERVICES
NO.29, SHESHASHRI, I "C" CROSS, SN LAYOUT, BASAVESHWAR NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079.
Used Since :17/04/2000
CHENNAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical and Veterinary preparations included under this class
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
QUALIBOS
3717556 02/01/2018
MRS. SANGINENI SYAMALA, TRADING AS M/S. QUALINOVA LIFE SCIENCES,
#9-3-30/3/5, Garapati Street, Amalapuram - 533 201.
Merchant & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
Collacium D3

3717977  03/01/2018

AUFTRITT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A702, HIGH BLISS, NEAR KAILAS JEEVAN FACTORY, NARHE ROAD, DHAYARI, PUNE - 411041
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052

Used Since :10/09/2012

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS.
PAXOL
3718731 04/01/2018
M/S. PAXCHEM LTD.
SHREYAS, PLOT NO. 72, MOGUL LANE, MAHIM, MUMBAI - 400016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body- incorporate including Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL FORMULATIONS BEING USED AS DISINFECTANTS, SANITIZERS
SYNPRO NUTRITIONS PVT LTD
107 SIDCO Industrial Estate, Kappalur, Madurai-625008, Tamilnadu, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Used Since: 01/01/2018

CHENNAI

Medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs, Animal feed supplements for veterinary purposes, Animal feed supplements for veterinary use, Non-Medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs for medical purpose.
3727188   15/01/2018
RASHMI RANJAN RATH
trading as; NATIONAL DERMACEUTICALS AND PHARMACEUTICALS
OFFICE NO.35, RISHIKESH CO.OP.SOC.LTD, SURVEY NO.37, NAVGHAR, VASAI (EAST) THANE-401210 MAHARASHTRA / INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
CANDEASE
3728473  16/01/2018
MR. CHIRAG B. SHAH TRADING AS: KIRAN PHARMACEUTICAL
BUILDING- A, VARDHAMANPURA, FLAT NO. 1101, 11TH FLOOR, BIBWEWADI, PUNE-411037, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3731565  19/01/2018
B K GUPTA
trading as ;HOMELINK ENTERPRISES
356,SOMWAR PETH,1ST FLOOR,ABOVE DR.NAHAR CLINIC,SUMANGAL HOUSE,LADKAT PETROL PUMP,PUNE - 411011
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING OF AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS
3732612  20/01/2018
MR. A.M. VISHNUKUMAR., TRADING AS M/S. NATURE BIOTIC.
No: 25E, Annama Raja Nagar, Sankarankovil Road, Rajapalayam- 626117, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :13/06/2015
CHENNAI
Pesticides for Agricultural use, Pesticides for Horticultural use, Fungicides for Agricultural use, Fungicides for Horticultural use.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

3732862 20/01/2018

MR. ANIL ASHOK SARWAR TRADING AS PRATIKSHA HYGIENE PRODUCTS
B -195, MIDC Malegaon, Sinnar (B/H. Master Garments), Nashik - 422 103
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIAPER & SANITARY PAD
3734056    22/01/2018

SWAMY ATMANANDA., TRADING AS M/S.SURABHI GOHSHALA.
No:195, Srinagaram, South Ammapet, Salem - 636 014, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :12/06/2008

CHENNAI

BONSWEL
3735336 23/01/2018

MR.S.MANIKANDAN,
M/s ZUKU LIFE SCIENCES, No.181 F, First Floor, Indira Avenue, Roja Nagar, Thiruppalai Main Road, Thiruppalai, Madurai-625014,
Madurai District, Tamil Nadu

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
ENERGISE OD

3735337   23/01/2018

MR.S.MANIKANDAN,
M/s ZUKU LIFE SCIENCES, No.181 F, First Floor, Indira Avenue, Roja Nagar, Thiruppalai Main Road, Thiruppalai, Madurai-625014,
Madurai District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
TALDOX

3737372  25/01/2018
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
# 3B Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema, L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai-400 086.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHE T MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMA CEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
MEGA PRO DIGESTIVE HEALTH

3738304   29/01/2018

MR. GAURAV AGGARWAL
7, New Jagruti, 227, S V Road, Bandra West, Mumbai - 400050, Maharashtra.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANAGALE
C/o SunBrio Consultancy Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
B.PRASATH
261/1, SELVAMARIYAMMAN KOVIL STREET, KALARAMPATTY, ERUMAPALAYAM PO, SALEM - 636015.

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOWRISHANKAR S
UPPLIAN THOTTAM, RAVATHUR PO, IRGUR VIA, COIMBATORE-641103.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
PYRO HEALTH CARE
3743623  02/02/2018
MR.T.ESWARAN
M/s PYRO HEALTH CARE, NO.310/1A/1A, Jayam Nagar, Plot No.1, First Floor, Medical College Road, Thanjavur-613007, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Used Since: 05/01/2018
CHENNAI
PHARMAACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
DR. S. DHANVANTHRI PREMVEL'S DHANVANTHI NILAYAM AYURVEDA VAIDHYASALAI PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 131-A, Balaji Street, Alagappan Nagar, Madurai – 625 003, Tamil Nadu

Company incorporated

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Dietary supplement drinks, Dietary food supplements, Ayurveda, Siddha & Herbal Medicinal Preparations.
The mark should be used as a whole.
LITHOSACC
3747883  08/02/2018
SYNPRO NUTRITIONS PVT LTD
107 SIDCO Industrial Estate, Kappalur, Madurai-625008, Tamilnadu, India.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :01/02/2018
CHENNAI
Medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs, Animal feed supplements for veterinary purposes, Animal feed supplements for veterinary use, Non-Medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs for medical purpose.
NOBLE VETSCIENCE LLP
5 Dee Bee Tower, South Main Road, Lane No. 5, Koregaon Park, Pune - 411 001
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since :27/12/2011

MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS
FERIZOE

3753343  14/02/2018
SYNPRO NUTRITIONS PVT LTD
107 SIDCO Industrial Estate, Kappalur, Madurai-625008, Tamilnadu, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.

Used Since : 10/02/2018

CHENNAI
Medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs, Animal feed supplements for veterinary purposes, Animal feed supplements for veterinary use, Non-Medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs for medical purpose.
SECIERA
3753840  15/02/2018
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, 201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400063
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Body Incorporate
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES; DENTAL PREPARATIONS, DENTAL ARTICLES;
DIETARY PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS & DIETARY SUBSTANCES and FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADOPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, MEDICATED COSMETICS, MEDICATED BEAUTY CARE & MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS
AND PRODUCTS
3754899  15/02/2018
NAKODA DAIRY PRIVATE LIMITED
11/1, K.R. ROAD, NEXT TO BASAVANAGUDI POST OFFICE, BANGALORE - 560004
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 01/08/2016
CHENNAI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETARY PREPARATIONS
SWEEP POWER
3755989  16/02/2018
UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 807664.
BONZER
3759187  20/02/2018
SYNPRO NUTRITIONS PVT LTD
107 S IDCO Industrial Estate, Kappalur, Madurai-625008, Tamilnadu, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMIAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.

Used Since: 19/02/2018

CHENNAI

Medicated supplements for animal feedstuffs, Animal feed supplements for veterinary purposes, Animal feed supplements for veterinary use, Non-Medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs, Nutritional supplements for animal foodstuffs for medical purpose.
PASTAPRO

3759691   21/02/2018
VITO THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
Hermes Vishal, Flat no c/6, Lane no.7, Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
LABYFERT
3759692  21/02/2018
VITO THERAPEUTICS PVT. LTD.
Hermes Vishal, Flat no c/6, Lane no.7, Koregaon Park, Pune 411001
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations included in class 5.
GOLD DOOM

3762762 23/02/2018
ROYAL AGRO ORGANIC PVT. LTD.
B-7, KARAN-SAMMRUDDHI, BACK TO SHOGINI HEAD OFFICE, NEAR DECCAN PAVILLION HOTEL, PUNE-MUMBAI BYPASS ROAD, AMBEGAON-BK, PUNE - 411 046, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body- incorporate including Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL USE
The trade mark is restricted to use the mark in the state of Maharashtra.
itarab

3766058 27/02/2018
REKHA SUSHANTH TRADING AS VAJRA LIFE SCIENCES
D-NO-16-4-315/13 A.P.S. Complex Mother, Theresa Road, Mangaluru - 575002
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals.
3770572 06/03/2018
BASKARAN S
trading as ;ELCARE OPHTHALMICS
NO.136,R.R.NAGAR 4TH STREET, AYYAPANTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 056
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S R PARATH KUMAR
NEW NO.21, OLD NO.9, K.R. KOIL STREET(IIND FLOOR), WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033.
Used Since :19/09/2008
CHENNAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE, EYE DROPS, EYE OINTMENT FOR MEDICAL USE, ANTIBIOTIC TABLETS, ALLERGY TABLETS, COUGH TABLETS, VITAMIN TABLETS.
MCROTEL
3773920  09/03/2018
MRS. MAHESHWARI W/O MAHESH PADSALE
C/O FLAT NO. 701, JUHI GREENS, PLOT NO. 15, 17, SECTOR-OLD 50, NERUL, NAVI MUMBAI, THANE-400706.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI PHARMACEUTICALS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

Breath-LS
3775382 12/03/2018
MR.G.KAMARAJ
M/s SN Life Sciences, NO.33/1577, 1st Floor, Periya Arisikkara Street, East Gate, Thanjavur-613001, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Used Since :20/01/2018

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED MEDICAL PURPOSE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

3775581 12/03/2018
ARDENT LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD. (OPC)
FLAT NO. 302, A-3, OXYGEN VALLEY, NARHEGAON, PUNE - 411041, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/09/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VIMDAY

3777124  14/03/2018
M/S. PRIMER HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD,
#78, 1ST Floor, 1st Stage, 5th Phase, Thimmaiah Road, Mahaganapathinagar, Bangalore - 560 098.

MERCHANT & TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
LIPSY

3780567  16/03/2018
MR. ASHWANI SINGLA TRADING AS: CURETECH SKINCARE
C-103, RAMESHWAR, NEELKHANT HEIGHTS, POKHRAN ROAD NO.02, DIST-THANE-400610, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :17/10/2017
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
M/S. FYTOCARE CHEMICALS PVT LTD.
No: 397/3, Madukkarai Main Road, Bodipalayam, Coimbatore-641105, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.

CHENNAI

Raticidies - Preparations for Destroying for Rats, Mice, Bandicoots and other Rodents.
UVANRAB
3792625  30/03/2018
YASH MOHAN MEHRA.
FLAT NO.-504, BLOCK B-3, PARAS HERMITAGE, HOSHANGABAD ROAD, BHOPAL, M.P.-462026, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3799356  07/04/2018
RAHUL TAHASIL DAR VISHWAKARMA TRADING AS HYGIEIA REMEDIES
SHOP NO 1, NEW APURVA CHS LTD, PLOT NO 22, SECTOR 20B, OPP. SAI ARCADE, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400708
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BUG STOP

3801778 10/04/2018

ULTIMA SEARCH
Readymoney Terrace, 167 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
AZFLU
3804013  12/04/2018
ULTRATECH INDIA LTD.
119, J. K. CHAMBERS, SECTOR 17, VASHI, NEW MUMBAI-400 705, INDIA
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED IN DRY POWDER INHALERS, METERED DOSE INHALERS,
RESPULES AND RANGE OF ANTI-ASTHMATIC PRODUCTS
BACTCEF

3818703   27/04/2018

ANSTER PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
Jain Layout, Olit No. 43, Near Sai Mandir, Ayodhya Nagar, Nagpur - 440 024

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
DIABETASAFE PROTEIN POWDER

3820397   30/04/2018
MEDLIFE INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
703, 6th Floor, Brindavan, Upper Govind Nagar, Malad (East), Mumbai - 400 097
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3518420
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Medicinal and ayurvedic preparations and substances, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, dietary supplements for humans, nutritional supplements, nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes, nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements
NIL.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3789959.
Vetraz

3833432  15/05/2018
VETBIOCHEM INDIA PVT. LTD.
Abhijeet Court, B Wing, 2nd Floor, Office No.3, CTS No. 799, Plot No. 137, Bhandarkar Road, Pune- 411004

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary preparations, animal washes [insecticides], antiparasitic collars for animals, bacteriological preparations for veterinary use
goods restricted only to veterinary products.
3861007  15/06/2018

PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI
PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI, FLAT NO.5, GARDEN VIEW APT., GULMOHOR COLONY, PIPELINE ROAD, NASHIK 422007, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8,Surkan Arcade,Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank,Cidco, Nashik 422009

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3861009  15/06/2018
PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI
PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI, FLAT NO.5, GARDEN VIEW APT., GULMOHOR COLONY, PIPELINE ROAD, NASHIK 422007,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8, Surkan Arcade, Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank, Cidco, Nashik 422009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3861010   15/06/2018
PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI
PRIYANKA MAYUR ALAI, FLAT NO.5, GARDEN VIEW APT., GULMOHOR COLONY, PIPELINE ROAD, NASHIK 422007, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8, Surkan Arcade, Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank, Cidco, Nashik 422009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
EPARIGHT
3862949  18/06/2018
ALVITA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
302, THE AHCL, NEW LINK ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 092
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 07/10/2014
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
RAINBOVIT
3862956  18/06/2018
ALVITA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
302, THE AHCL, NEW LINK ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 092
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARI FI RE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :22/08/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
XILASTIN

3863074  18/06/2018

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

ADDRESS INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
3863295  18/06/2018

DKT INDIA
Hem-Dil, 2nd Floor, 67-A, Llinking Road, Santacruz(W), Mumbai 400054, Maharashtra

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSHITIJ SANCHETI
Flat # 101, Tulsi Darshan, B Wing, Plot # 19B, Sector 11, KNF Naik Marg, Koparkhairne, Navi Mumbai - 400709

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3262804, 3262805, 3683195

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparation for emergency contraceptive pill, all being goods included in class 5

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..REGISTERED APPLICATION NO.3683195..
SAJANI 30

3864982  20/06/2018

MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1-A/2, MIDC, Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra- 410208, India
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL/ MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS CONTRACEPTIVES
ELDERVITA

3865668  20/06/2018
REDLE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO.705, ACCORD CLASSIC, OPP. DATTA CHOWK, AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI - 400063,
MAHARASHTRA - INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 05
RHYME

3865669  20/06/2018
REDLE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO.705, ACCORD CLASSIC, OPP. DATTA CHOWK, AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI - 400063,
MAHARASHTRA - INDIA
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 05
ELMOX

3865676 20/06/2018
REDLE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO.705, ACCORD CLASSIC, OPP. DATTA CHOWK, AAREY ROAD, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI - 400063,
MAHARASHTRA - INDIA
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 05
XYTHOLOLINE
3866596   21/06/2018
MR. IRFAN AHMED DHORAJIWALA TRADING AS NOVECTOR LABS
62, PARVEEN MANZIL, M4 MEZANNINE FLOOR, DONTAD STREET, MASJID BUNDER, MUMBAI-400 009
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED FOR TABLET FORM FOR HORMONES
HYPETON
3870034  25/06/2018
MR. NANDKISHOR VITTHALRAO DHANASKAR
37, Suyog Nagar, Behind Ekviera hotel, Darvha Road, Lohara, Yavatmal- 445 001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
AXXEN

3873135  28/06/2018
M.J. BIOPHARM PVT. LTD.
113, JOLLY MAKER, CHAMBER NO. 2, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
CHHAVI-NIKHAR

3873284  28/06/2018
MR.RAJENDRA KUMAR TIWARI
EWS 243/C, Civil Ward 06, Near Airtel Tower, Vivekanand Nagar, Damoh- 470 661
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3876427   02/07/2018
GENIEMED PRIVATE LIMITED
15A, 4th Floor, City Vista, Suite No. 339, Fountain Road, Kharadi, Pune
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRANDHI NAGA JAYALAKSHMI
3-4-1013/2/3, OPP: ST PETERS PRIMARY SCHOOL, BARKATHPURA, KACHIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500027-AP
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparations; All Included In Class 05.
ENZAYUR

3876457  02/07/2018
AJIT KANTILAL SHAH
KRISHNA KUNJ, S. V. ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI - 400 064.
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :01/04/2018
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic and herbal medicine; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; included in class 05.
NAVIP
3876459  02/07/2018
AJIT KANTILAL SHAH
KRISHNA KUNJ, S. V. ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI - 400 064.
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
CNT

3879625  05/07/2018
MR. DUSHANT BALKRISHNA SONAR TRADING AS: M. D. PHARMA
PARCHHAYA NIVAS, OPP. SBI BANK, AMBEDKAR CHOWK, TILAK NAGAR, SILLOD, AURANGABAD- 431112,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
KEIRA
3880017 06/07/2018
KAMEA HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
SHOP NO.103, 1ST FLOOR, H.NO.682, GODAWARI CHAMBERS, PULACHIWADI, J.M ROAD, SHIVAJI NAGAR, PUNE-411004,
MAHARASHTRA.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters,
materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin;
Fungicides, herbicides.
CITLIV

3884101   10/07/2018

AKASH SHENDE
Plot No. 37, Dharampeth, Zenda Chowk, Mama Road, Nagpur - 440010
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
#16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical Preparation and Substances Thereof
3888123  14/07/2018
AGVEDA NUTRI PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
G 101, GANESH DHAM CHSL, V B PHADKE ROAD, NEELAM NAGAR MULUND EAST, MUMBAI- 400081
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :05/06/2018
MUMBAI
Nutritional supplement energy bars, powdered nutritional supplement energy drink mix, powdered nutritional supplement drink mix, dietary and nutritional supplements
NEBUSON

3890130  17/07/2018

LU MARK PHARMACEUTICALS
4-10-74/64/3, CS.NO.9672/20, BASHEER COLONY, ROSHAN GATE, AURANGABAD- 431001,MAHARASHTRA,INDIA

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ARACE

3891205  18/07/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
3893636  20/07/2018
OLENA HEALTH (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
11-13, 3rd floor, Krishna Kunj, G Road, Marine Drive, Mumbai 400002
One Person Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGANK AND BASUTKAR LAW PARTNERS
111, Om Tower, 11th floor, Plot No. 89, S. V. Road, Opp. Near Balbharti School, Opp. HDFC Bank, Kandivali West, Mumbai 400067
Used Since :06/03/2017
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
GRANOL

3896639  24/07/2018

ULTIMA SEARCH
Readymoney Terrace, 167 Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai - 400 018
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since: 25/03/1992

MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and
destroying vermin
ANCHAHA 72

3899688  27/07/2018

MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra - 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical/ Medicinal preparations for use as contraceptives
HEMOTIVE

3899805  27/07/2018
MR. GIRISH DAGADULAL GANDHI
SHEDGE BUILDING, PADWAL LANE, NEAR CHAPEKAR CHOWK, CHINCHWADGAON, PUNE - 411033,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
JEMKOL

3899807  27/07/2018
MR. GIRISH DAGADULAL GANDHI
SHEDGE BUILDING, PADWAL LANE, NEAR CHAPEKAR CHOWK, CHINCHWADGAON, PUNE - 411033, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
IROSTORE
3900319  27/07/2018
SHARAD PANDEY TRADING AS MEDIGEN LIFE SCIENCES
KHUSHI RESIDENCY, FLAT NO. 103, SANGHAAVI NAGAR, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE - 401107
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHAANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
CANORA
3901943  30/07/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
FASTMITE

3901951  30/07/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
MICROTHERMOL
3901953   30/07/2018
UPL LTD.
UPl House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and
destroying vermin
ALTIVO

3901955  30/07/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
NOURICH

3901963  30/07/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
ARYCAINE

3902065  30/07/2018
ARIZON PHARMACEUTICAL
H. No. 1498, Shop No.G-2 Wadi, Nagar Parishad, Dasharath Complex, Khadgaon Road, Wadi, Nagpur - 440 023
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation
NUTRICALORIE

3902070   30/07/2018

DR. VISHAL PORWALL
503, Milan Heights, Bhicholi Mardana, Indore-452 016

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Dietary supplements intended to supplement a normal diet or to have health benefits, Herbal teas for medicinal purposes, Medicinal infusions, Medicinal tea, Medicinal herbs, Medicinal roots, Medicinal drinks, Mineral waters for medical purposes, Mineral water salts, Mineral food supplements, Nutritional supplements & Pharmaceutical preparations
3902178  30/07/2018
MR. NIZAMUDDIN KHAN TRADING AS: AL HIND MARKETING COMPANY
SHOP NO. 2, SANTI CO-OP-SOC, 90 FEET ROAD, SION DHARAVI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 017, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
AAFIYAT

3902638  31/07/2018

KHOJATI HERBAL
MULJI JETHA CLOTH MARKET, ZAVERI BAZAR, MUMBAI - 400 002
A Registered Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
ONEPRIL

3902756  31/07/2018

LEOGENIC HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
401 to 407, Kanakia Wall Street (4th Floor), Chakala, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400093, India
MSME Registered Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J -801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
PHOSQUIT

3902946    31/07/2018
SANDEEP M. SAVAIKAR
HNO. 260, Kulan Karapur Sarvan Sankhlim, Goa- 403 505.
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

RMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
NEPHRO- MINT

3902948    31/07/2018
SANDEEP M. SAVAIKAR
HNO. 260, Kulan Karapur Sarvan Sankhlim, Goa- 403 505.
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
RABITAM
3903496  31/07/2018
MR. AATIF MERCHANT TRADING AS: AM1 PHARMA
SHOP NO. 11, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 69, A HABIB MANZIL, RAMBHAU BHOGLE MARG, NARIALWADI, MAZAGAON,
MUMBAI- 400010, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VIBITAM

3903497  31/07/2018

MR. AATIF MERCHANT TRADING AS: AM1 PHARMA
SHOP NO. 11, GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 69, A HABIB MANZIL, RAMBAU BHOGLE MARG, NARIALWADI, MAZAGAON,
MUMBAI- 400010, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ThatsPersonal
3906086  03/08/2018
DIGITAL E-LIFE PRIVATE LIMITED
KAMALINI BUILDING, CENTRAL AVENUE ROAD, CHEMBUR (EAST), MUMBAI 400071, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEKHESH DHOLAKIA
G-19, Everest Building, Tardeo, Mumbai
Used Since :03/01/2013
MUMBAI
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS : NUTRACEUTICALS
3907412  04/08/2018
NEUTRACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDA
SHOP NO 1, NEW APURVA CHS LTD, PLOT NO 22, SECTOR 20B, OPP. SAI ARCADE, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400708
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
ITRAZLEM

3907993  04/08/2018

MR. ASFAQUE AHMED TRADING AS: MEDOCEAN PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO. 2B/80, PHOENIX PARAGON PLAZA, L. B. S. MARG, KURLA (W), MUMBAI- 400070, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CFORGE

3907995  04/08/2018

MR. ASFAQUE AHMED TRADING AS: MEDOCEAN PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO.2B/80, PHOENIX PARAGON PLAZA, L. B. S. MARG, KURLA (W), MUMBAI- 400070, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
P-FER

3909788  07/08/2018
PEARLSHINE LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
# 60/1, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road Chamarajpet Bangalore KARNATAKA 560018
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TM GURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION; FOOD FOR BABIES AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
RAHUL RAVINDRA HANCHATE
A/302, SHABRI C H S LIMITED, MADHUVAN PARK, BOLINJ, VIRAR, VIRAR -WEST, DIST- PALGHAR. - 401303
APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS JESAL APARTMENT RO. NO. 301, JESAL KOPER CROS ROAD, SHASHTRI NAGAR DOMBIVALI (W), 421 202

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
RAHUL RAVINDRA HANCHATE
A/302, SHABRI C H S LIMITED, MADHUVRAN PARK, BOLINJ, VIRAR, VIRAR -WEST, DIST- PALGHAR. - 401303
APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS JESAL APARTMENT RO. NO. 301, JESAL KOPER CROS ROAD, SHASHTRI NAGAR
DOMBIVALI (W), 421 202
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3909951   07/08/2018
Mitesh Vasant Patel
House No. 225, Pondha Agar Dandi (SVM), Char Rasta, Tal - Dahanu, Dist - Palghar
Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Gam India Consultants
Gam India Consultants Jesal Apartment Ro. No. 301, Jesal Koper Cros Road, Shashtri Nagar
Dombivali (W), 421 202
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
DESGLEN

3911476  08/08/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
DESOGLEN
3911477  08/08/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
LUVOMOL

3911587  08/08/2018

LU MARK PHARMACEUTICALS
4-10-74/64/3, CS.NO.9672/20, BASHEER COLONY, ROSHAN GATE, AURANGABAD- 431001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Used Since :01/01/2011

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3911929   09/08/2018
MARS CO NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No.401, 1-11-238/401, Sri Ganesh Nivas, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016, Telangana
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMI NARAYANA NALLURI
Flat No.401, D.No.6-3-349/15/17, Sai Brindavan Apartments, Dwarakapur Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana
Used Since: 17/05/2018

CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Animal, Veterinary, Poultry & Aqua Feed, Feed Supplements, Drugs and Veterinary Medical Preparations
3911930  09/08/2018
MARS CO NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No.401, 1-11-238/401, Sri Ganesh Nivas, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016 Telangana
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMI NARAYANA NALLURI
Flat No.401, D.No.6-3-349/15/17, Sai Brindavan Apartments, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana

Used Since : 11/02/2018

CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Animal, Veterinary, Poultry & Aqua Feed, Feed Supplements, Drugs and Veterinary Medical Preparations
3911933  09/08/2018
MARSCO NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No.401, 1-11-238/401, Sri Ganesh Nivas, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016,Telangana
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMI NARAYANA NALLURI
Flat No.401, D.No.6-3-349/15/17, Sai Brindavan Apartments, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana
Used Since :06/08/2018
CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Animal, Veterinary, Poultry & Aqua Feed, Feed Supplements, Drugs and Veterinary Medical Preparations
3911935   09/08/2018
MARSFO NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No.401, 1-11-238/401, Sri Ganesh Nivas, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016, Telangana
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMI NARAYANA NALLURI
Flat No.401, D.No.6-3-349/15/17, Sai Brindavan Apartments, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana
Used Since : 06/08/2018

CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Animal, Veterinary, Poultry & Aqua Feed, Feed Supplements, Drugs and Veterinary Medical Preparations.
3911937    09/08/2018
MARSCO NUTRACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No.401, 1-11-238/401, Sri Ganesh Nivas, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500016, Telangana
A company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMI NARAYANA NALLURI
Flat No.401, D.No.6-3-349/15/17, Sai Brindavan Apartments, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad-500082, Telangana
Used Since :06/08/2018

CHENNAI
Manufacturing of Animal, Veterinary, Poultry & Aqua Feed, Feed Supplements, Drugs and Veterinary Medical Preparations.
MANAPRIST

3913182  10/08/2018

MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra - 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medicinal/ Pharmaceutical Preparations for use in contraception
M/S MEDDOXX PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
M/s MEDDOXX PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED, 2/971/A 6, 1st FLOOR, SURAKSHA ARCADE, P.M KUTTY ROAD, KOZHIKODE, PIN- 673 006, KERALA PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZEUTRON PHARMACEUTICALS

3915653  13/08/2018
MRS.S.SUDBULASHMI
No.57, Kottur Road, Palayamkottai, Tirunelveli-627002, Tirunelveli District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, DENTAL CEMENT AND WAX
3916503  14/08/2018
M/S.ADARZA FUTURE HEALTH CARE
No.22, Sannathi Street, 2nd Floor, Fort, Salem-636 001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J . DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :15/10/2016
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations
3916867  14/08/2018
M/S. DR HERB HEALTH MARK PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 56, Behind Jubilee Ridge Hotel Kavuri Hills, Guttala 500033, Hyderabad Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :08/01/2018

CHENNAI
Medicine; Medicines; Herbal Medicines; Serotherapeutic Medicines; Homeopathic Medicines; Anti allergic Medicines;
Tonics [Medicines]; Pain Relief Medicines; Non-Prescription Medicines; Capsules For Medicines; Medicines For Human
Purposes; Medicines For The Treatment Of Gastrointestinal Diseases; Drugs For Medical Use; Drugs For Medical
Purposes; Pharmaceutical Drugs; Drug Delivery Agents; Therapeutic Drugs And Agents; Medicinal Herbs; Herbal
Remedies; Herbal Medicine; Herbal Supplements; Herbal Dietary Supplements; Medicinal Herbal Extracts; Medicinal
Herbal Infusions; Liquid Herbal Supplements; Herbs For Medicinal Purposes; Medicinal Herbal Sprays And Herbal Creams
For External Body Use; Herbal Teas For Medicinal Purposes; Herbal Creams For Medical Use; Herbal Sprays For Medical
Use
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
DRHERB

3916905  14/08/2018
M/S. DR HERB HEALTH MARK PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 56, Behind J ubilee Ridge Hotel Kavuri Hills, Guttala 500033, Hyderabad Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since :08/01/2018

CHENNAI

Medicine; Medicines; Herbal Medicines; Serotherapeutic Medicines; Homeopathic Medicines; Anti allergic Medicines; Tonics [Medicines]; Pain Relief Medicines; Non-Prescription Medicines; Capsules For Medicines; Medicines For Human Purposes; Medicines For The Treatment Of Gastrointestinal Diseases; Drugs For Medical Use; Drugs For Medical Purposes; Pharmaceutical Drugs; Drug Delivery Agents; Therapeutic Drugs And Agents; Medicinal Herbs; Herbal Remedies; Herbal Medicine; Herbal Supplements; Herbal Dietary Supplements; Medicinal Herbal Extracts; Medicinal Herbal Infusions; Liquid Herbal Supplements; Herbs For Medicinal Purposes; Medicinal Herbal Sprays And Herbal Creams For External Body Use; Herbal Teas For Medicinal Purposes; Herbal Creams For Medical Use; Herbal Sprays For Medical Use.
NAVIMINOL

3917038  14/08/2018
AJIT KANTILAL SHAH
KRISHNA KUNJ, S. V. ROAD, MALAD (W), MUMBAI - 400 064.
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary and food supplements comprised of vitamins and/or minerals; vitamin
supplements; probiotic supplements; protein powder for use as a nutritional supplement; pharmaceutical and medicinal
preparations; ayurvedic preparations, medicines and supplement; all being goods included in class 5
3919660  18/08/2018
SWETA LIFE CARE PVT. LTD.
B-905, 9TH FLOOR, KANAKIA WESTERN EDGE - II, BEHIND METRO, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, BORIVALI EAST,
MUMBAI - 400 066
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :05/08/2015
MUMBAI
Herbal medicines
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 5

WALSTAN BENEZET
3920235   20/08/2018
WALSTAN BENEZET LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
5/229-A, THRIKKARIYOOR P. O., KOTHAMANGALAM, ERNAKULAM - 686692, KERALA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DHANYA RAMACHANDRAN
MELETHI HOUSE, NR. MARIYAMMAN KOVIL, KOTTAYI POST PALAKKAD - 678 572 KERALA
Used Since :12/06/2018

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; ANAESTHETICS, ANALGESICS, ANTI-URIC PREPARATIONS, ANTIBACTERIAL SOAP, ANTIBACTERIAL HANDWASHES, ANTIBIOTICS, ANTICRYPTOGAMIC PREPARATIONS, ANTIOXIDANT PILLS, ANTIPARASITIC PREPARATIONS, ANTISEPTIC COTTON, ANTISEPTICS, APPETITE SUPPRESSANT PILLS, ASEPCT COTTON, ASTRINGENTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BALMS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BANDAGES FOR DRESSINGS, BATH PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BIOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BONE CEMENT FOR SURGICAL AND ORTHOPAEDIC PURPOSES CAPSULES FOR MEDICINES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, CHEMICO-PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, COTTON FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DISINFECTANTS, DRESSINGS-MEDICAL, DRUGS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, GLUCOSE FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, HORMONES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED EYE-WASHES, MEDICATED SOAP, MEDICATED SHAMPOOS, MEDICINES FOR DENTAL PURPOSES, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, NAPKINS FOR INCONTINENTS / DIAPERS FOR INCONTINENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, OINTMENTS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICALS, SURGICAL DRESSINGS, SURGICAL GLUES, VITAMIN PREPARATIONS, ACNE TREATMENT PREPARATIONS, COD LIVER OIL, COTTON SWABS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, INSECT REPELLENTS, LOTIONS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, LOTIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES, MEDICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES, MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS, MEDICINAL HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS, MEDICATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, PROTEIN DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMALS, SUPPOSITORY, SYRUPS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES, VACCINES, STEROIDS; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
MOHAMMED ZOHEBUDDIN
MOHAMMED ZOHEBUDDIN, MAKSAN HERBAL PRODUCTS, MAKSAN TOWER, 2ND FLOOR, INAM BAUGH, MANZOORPURA, AURANGABAD, MAHARASHTRA 431001, INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8, Surkan Arcade, Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank, Cidco, Nashik 422009

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HMCAL D+
3921089   20/08/2018
H & M PHARMA
FLAT NO. C-702, LAXMI NAGAR, DHANORI ROAD, DHANORI, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
MR. MANOJ SANGHANI TRADING AS SMA PHARMACEUTICALS
Dr. Sanghani House, Sushila Sadan, Rail Toly, Pal Chowk, Gondia- 441 614
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparation
PRODIGUS
3923851  23/08/2018
UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and
destroying vermin
ISEP
3924591  23/08/2018
FUSION HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat # A, 1-1-118/119, Chenoy’s Nook, S.D. Road, Secunderabad - 500 003 Andhra Pradesh India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical and Veterinary preparations including dietary, nutritional and vitamin food supplements
PREFERIN

3927143  27/08/2018

M/S VITAECARE INDUSTRY

PLOT NO. 58/B/1 OF AN EXTENT OF 583 SQ.MT AT IP_BHONGIR, YADADRI DISTRICT - 508116, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR

Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
orbit

3928650  28/08/2018
RAVINDRA NARAYAN KAKADE TRADING AS ORBIT PHARMA
942/4, Plot No.6, Gadgaon Road Dharmadhikari Plot, Barshi, Dist. Solapur.
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
Cifdoxe

3929794  29/08/2018

H & M PHARMA
FLAT NO. C-702, LAXMI NAGAR, DHANORI ROAD, DHANORI, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
C/o SunBrio IPR Pvt Ltd, 1202/28 2nd floor BHAGYODAY, Apte Road, Shivajinagar, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
ALLERZINE
3929891  29/08/2018
JENBURKT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NIRMALA APARTMENTS, 93, J. P. ROAD , ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :16/09/1997
MUMBAI
ANTI-ALLERGIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH TRADE MARK APPLICATION NO. 658197.
LUMA

3929892   29/08/2018

JENBURKT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NIRMALA APARTMENTS, 93, J. P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Used Since :27/03/2011

MUMBAI

ANTIMALARIAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
PIRIL-DX
3929893   29/08/2018
JENBURKT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NIRMALA APARTMENTS, 93, J. P. ROAD , ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since: 25/05/1998
MUMBAI
ANTI COUGH & COLD PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TOPCAL-M
3929894  29/08/2018
JENBURKT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
NIRMALA APARTMENTS, 93, J. P. ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :08/01/2002
MUMBAI
ANTI-OSTEOPOROTIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
RITIK

3931214  30/08/2018

H.C. PRODUCTS
27, ABCD, MAKSI ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, UJJAIN [M.P.]

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIIHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS
DISCOVER SERIES

3932521  31/08/2018
MYLAB DISCOVERY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 99-B, LONAVALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NANGARGAON, LONAVALA- 410401, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body- incorporate including Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
AIMCO EMA

3933221   01/09/2018
AIMCO PESTICIDES LIMITED
AKHAND JYOTI, 8TH ROAD, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 055
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Used Since :06/10/2017

MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
PROFENOTOX

3933222  01/09/2018

AIMCO PESTICIDES LIMITED
AKHAND JYOTI, 8TH ROAD, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 055

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Used Since: 20/08/2005

MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
BYKILL
3933229 01/09/2018
AIMCO PESTICIDES LIMITED
AKHAND JYOTI, 8TH ROAD, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 055
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :25/08/2016
MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
3933641  03/09/2018
HEEZY HEALTH TECH INC
251, Little Falls Drive, Wilmington, New Castle County, Delaware 19808-1674.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOWRISHANKAR S
UPPLIAN THOTTAM, RAVATHUR PO, IRGUR VIA, COIMBATORE-641103.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
MYOTAB
3934643  04/09/2018
SIGNORAH HEALTH CARE
DOOR NO. VIII-553-2, PAYYAPILLI BUILDING, HIGH ROAD, ALWAYE - 683 101
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UM MER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA
Used Since :03/01/2014
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
FLORA CAL
3934644  04/09/2018
SIGNORAH HEALTH CARE.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UM MER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Used Since :29/01/2015
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
DC MYOTAB
3934645  04/09/2018
SIGNORAH HEALTH CARE.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NIROX

3936368   05/09/2018
MR. VASANT BHiku RAUT TRADING AS: SHREE SAMARRTH PHARMA DIVISION
SUBHASH ROAD, BANDREKAR WADI, NEAR SAMARTH HOSPITAL, JOGESHWARI (E), MUMBAI- 400060, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COUGH SYRUP & MEDICINAL CREAMS, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CATARYL - MC

3938076   07/09/2018

M/S. AREVIN FINE CHEMICALS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 998/3, 3 RD FLOOR, OPP OBC BANK, 3 RD CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, 1 ST BLOCK, HRBR LAYOUT, KACYAN NAGAR, BENGALURU - 560 043, KARNATAKA, INDIA

PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
VERISAN
3938077  07/09/2018
M/S. AREVIN FINE CHEMICALS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 998/3, 3 RD FLOOR, OPP OBC BANK, 3 RD CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, 1 ST BLOCK, HRBR LAYOUT, KACYAN NAGAR,
BENGALURU - 560 043, KARNATAKA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES;
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR
STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES,
HERBICIDES.
Soley’s SOLEGOLD TABLET

3939867  09/09/2018
ABDUL SALAM SHAIKH
A - 203, SHIV AMRUT BLDG.,RAHEJA COMPLEX, HAJI MALANG ROAD, NEAR PATRI POOL, KALYAN WEST - 421301
Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS) JESAL APARTMENT RO. NO. 301, JESAL KOPER CROSS ROAD, SHASHTRI NAGAR
DOMBIVALI (W), 421 202
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Soley’s SOLECOLD SYRUP

3939868  09/09/2018
ABDUL SALAM SHAIKH
A - 203, SHIV AMRUT BLDG., RAHEJA COMPLEX, HAJI MALANG ROAD, NEAR PATRI POOL, KALYAN WEST - 421301
Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS
GAM INDIA CONSULTANTS JESAL APARTMENT RO. NO. 301, JESAL KOPER CROS ROAD, SHASHTRI NAGAR DOMBIVALI (W), 421 202
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
GASPUNCH

3940576 10/09/2018

PRIMUS REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
H. No: 2-3-64/1/16/A, 2nd Floor, Namala Nilayam, Above Andhra Bank, Thirumalnagar, Amberpet, Hyderabad-500013, Telangana, India
MSME Registered Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J -801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Used Since :15/07/2018

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3941173   10/09/2018
BENATURAL HEALTHCARE
Shop No-115, 1st Floor, Mahavir Market, Sector-18, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400705, Maharashtra
A Partnership firm registered under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :16/02/2017
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations namely, anti-inflammatory preparations, antiseptic preparations, anti-fungal, anti-bacterial preparations, all-purpose disinfecting preparations, germicides; articles impregnated with a disinfectant or anti-bacterial products, sanitizing wipes, tissues and sponges; articles impregnated with an antiseptic product, namely antiseptic wipes; insecticides and miticides; insect repellants; preparations for destroying and repelling vermin; fungicides; medicated toiletries, namely, medicated skin care preparations, medicated talcum powder, medicated bath preparations, medicated soaps; all goods being included in class 5.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

3944159  13/09/2018
NEXINA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
84/86, D K HONEY HOMES KOLAR ROAD NAYAPARA-462042,(MADHYA PRADESH.)
A Company Incorporated under companies Act,2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
GLICDEW
3946837    17/09/2018
LEOGENIC HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
401 to 407, Kanakia Wall Street (4th Floor), Chakala, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400093, India.
MSME Registered Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J -801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Used Since :03/08/2018
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
F CORB

3947070  17/09/2018
INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
trading as ;INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
1/492/9 ARAKKAL TOWER, CHRISTOPHER NAGAR, OLLUR P.O, THRISSUR PIN-680306, KERALA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :23/12/2013

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
TELMISTAN

3947074  17/09/2018
INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
trading as INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
1/492/9 ARAKKAL TOWER, CHRISTOPHER NAGAR, OLLUR P.O, THRISUR PIN-680306, KERALA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :07/11/2012

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Atogram

3947471  17/09/2018
BRINTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
Brinton House, Survey No.55/2, Kharadi, Pune - 411 014
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
CHILMIC-P

3948717    18/09/2018

USHA

No.4,16/34, 23rd Cross, Ittamadu Main Road, BSK 3rd Stage, Bangalore -560085

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

INTELLOCOPIA IP SERVICES

NO.29, SESHASHRI, I " C " CROSS, SN LAYOUT, BASAVESHWAR NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals included under class 5

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
MYONAZ

3950141  19/09/2018

S MAHESWARI
55/82, LASANS LIVINGSM, 10TH CROSS, THILLAI NAGAR, TIRUCHIRAPALLI, TAMILNADU 620 018
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
A.P.1396, 31st street, 6thsector kknagar Chennai 600078

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
3950782   20/09/2018
VIJAY BAHADUR YADAV TRADING AS ALL GRACE PHARMA
JAI RAM MUKADAM CHAWL, SP ROAD DHARKHADI DAHISAR EAST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA- 400068
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Used Since :01/12/2015
MUMBAI
PHarmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides included in class 05
ROLLNAC

3951907    21/09/2018

SHAMEER . P
VALIYAPARAMBIL, PERUMUKHAM, PERUMUKHAM (PO), FEROKE S.O

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARASSERIKUZHI MADANCHERI ABDUL SAMEER
ASSIQUE SAMEER ASSOCIATES, 2ND FLOOR, SC ARCADE, K.T. GOPALAN ROAD, KOTTOOLIO, KOZHIKODE-673016.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
HEALTHOMAX

3952596  22/09/2018
M/S BIOTICSLABLIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED,
M/s BIOTICSLABLIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED, No. 1857, 60 FEET ROAD, AECS LAY OUT, A BLOCK,
KUDLU ,BANGALORE , PIN- 560068, KARNATAKA ,
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3953223  23/09/2018
HATSUN AGRO PRODUCT LIMITED
NO. 1/20A, “DOMAINE”, RAJIV GANDHI SALAI(OMR), KARAPAKKAM, CHENNAI-600097, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/01/2010

CHENNAI
MEDICATED ANIMAL FEED; DIETETIC ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES; NON-MEDICATED NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMAL FEED; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR LIVESTOCK FEED; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; MINERAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES; MOSQUITO REPELLANTS; INSECT REPELLANTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3953220.
CYPOZYMME

3953831  24/09/2018
CYPRESS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LIMITED
F-604, ELITE BUILDING, KALYAN SHIL ROAD, NILJE, MUMBAI: 421203
An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 05
DEEPAK CHHABIRAJ PASI TRADING AS WELLCURE LIFESCIENCES
D 402, Sonam Arpan Chs, Phase 8, New Golden Nest, Bhayander East, Thane - 401105
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, Sanitary preparations for veterinary purposes.
Rebpro-D

3954079 24/09/2018

SYPHASE PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 9, GROUND FLOOR, K D EMPIRE, BEVERLY PARK, NEAR L R TIWARI COLLEGE, MIRA ROAD (EART), MIRA BHAYANDER, THANE-401 107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Syprot-W
3954081  24/09/2018
SYPHASE PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 9, GROUND FLOOR, K D EMPIRE, BEVERLY PARK, NEAR L R TIWARI COLLEGE, MIRA ROAD (EART), MIRA BHAYANDER, THANE-401 107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
LEADFER
3954249  24/09/2018
LEAD STAR PHARMACEUTICALS
1-75/5/63, Sai Bhavani Nagar Colony, Boduppal, Hyderabad-500092, Telangana, India
MSME Registered Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :07/09/2018
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
VITALEAD

3954252   24/09/2018

LEAD STAR PHARMACEUTICALS
1-75/5/63, Sai Bhavani Nagar Colony, Boduppal, Hyderabad-500092, Telangana, India

MSME Registered Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.

Used Since: 07/09/2018

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters,
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin;
fungicides, herbicides.
MICALAN

3954842  25/09/2018

MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra - 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations for use as Antifungals.
SMILE-FRESH

3955208  25/09/2018
Paritala Subba Rao, Proprietor, trading as HMK Pharma.
D.No.41/1480-2-1, Sankarapuram, Kadapa - 516002 (A.P) India.

Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Relizole-40

3955536   25/09/2018
N.PANDIARAJAN
Old No 12 New No 27, Ragumaan Settu Colony, Sowripalaiyam Privu, Coimbatore - 641045.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOWRISHANKAR S
UPPLIAN THOTTAM, RAVATHUR PO, IRGUR VIA, COIMBATORe-641103.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
FLUPANOL
3956099   26/09/2018
M.HEMALATHA
trading as ;MESMER PHARMACEUTICALS
PLOT NO. 13,MANGALANAGAR MAIN ROAD, PORUR, CHENNAI -600116, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SATHIYANARAYANAN AND SRUTI RADHAKRISHNAN
F1, PRP BLOCK - ROSE PARK, NO,10, SANTHI NAGAR, 1ST CROSS, ADAMBK KAM, CHENNAI-600 088.
Used Since :05/06/2018
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical - Medicine for treatment of Migraine, Vertigo and Epilepsy
3957341  27/09/2018
M/S. HAYYMED HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
#PLOT NO. 84, FLAT NO. 202, SAI HARSHA ARCADE, DEFENCE COLONY, KARMANGHAT, SAROORNAGAR,
RANGAREDDI - 500079, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New M Alakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HELLOD360K
3957498  27/09/2018
LEOGENIC HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
401 to 407, Kanakia Wall Street (4th Floor), Chakala, Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri East, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400093, India.
MSME Registered Company.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J -801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Used Since :03/08/2018
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3959077  28/09/2018
M/S GENESYS BIOLOGICS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 9/A, GENOME VALLEY, BIOTECH PARK, PHASE II, LALGADI MALAKPET, SHAMEERPET MANDAL, MEDCHAL DISTRICT - 500078, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINES (INSULIN) FOR HUMAN PURPOSES; BIOTECHNOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3959196  28/09/2018
M/S. QROMED REMEDIES PVT LTD
My Tower, Sy No. 104/2, Appanna Badavane Herohalli Extn. Off Magadi Main Road,, Bangalore, Karnataka, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS,, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparations.
ARBIKACE
3959333  28/09/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
310/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
3959376  28/09/2018
AMI MAYUR VAGHANI
GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO 3, FERN HOUSE, 67-69, ORMINTON ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI 400001
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWALA
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Used Since :28/03/2018
MUMBAI
PARACETAMOL, DICLOFENAC, CAFFEINE AND SODIUM TABLETS / CAPSULES FALLING UNDER MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS IN CLASS 5
EURONOXX

3960562 30/09/2018
ATBRO MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
NEW NO. 20, DR. NAIR ROAD, B-4, VAISHALI APARTMENTS, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICATED SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; MEDICINAL HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS; MEDICATED BODY LOTIONS; MEDICATED BODY POWDER; MEDICATED LOTIONS AND CREAMS FOR THE BODY, SKIN, FACE, AND HANDS; FOOT CARE PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE; BATH PREPARATIONS, MEDICATED; DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; MEDICINAL OILS; MEDICINAL HERBS; MEDICINAL DRINKS; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; VITAMINS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3960561.
3960897  01/10/2018
MAHAVIR JAYKUMARJI SHAH
2/10, Pratiknagar, Paud Road, Pune 411038, Maharashtra, India
Individual, Sole proprietorship firm "Renaissance Pharmaceuticals"

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT NITIN DESHPANDE
Inventillect Consultants, C-35, New Lawyers Chambers, District Court, Shivaji Nagar, Pune 411005, Maharashtra, India
Used Since : 01/08/2012

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, biological and diagnostic preparations for medical purposes made from natural as well as synthetic raw materials, medicinal herbs
3961228  01/10/2018
ROOTS BIOTECH PVT LTD
B-001 Reya Apartment, Plot No 545/9, Opp. P.L. Deshpande Garden Parvati, Sinhagad Road, Pune 411 030, Maharashtra, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT NITIN DESHPANDE
Inventillect Consultants, C-35, New Lawyers Chambers, District Court, Shivaji Nagar, Pune 411005, Maharashtra, India

Used Since :09/03/2015

MUMBAI
Nutritional, mineral and medicated feed supplements for veterinary use; Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations for animals

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
Roomin-NC

3961230  01/10/2018
ROOTS BIOTECH PVT LTD
B-001 Reya Apartment, Plot No 545/9, Opp. P.L. Deshpande Garden Parvati, Sinhagad Road, Pune 411 030, Maharashtra, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT NITIN DESHPANDE
Inventillect Consultants, C-35, New Lawyers Chambers, District Court, Shivaji Nagar, Pune 411005, Maharashtra, India
Used Since: 23/03/2016

MUMBAI
Nutritional, mineral and medicated feed supplements for veterinary use; Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations for animals

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3962308  03/10/2018
M/S. VEDAVAAG SYSTEMS LIMITED
103, WEST BLOCK, SIRI SAI ORCHID, HITECH CITY, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD-500081, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, H1G 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana
Used Since :28/09/2018

CHENNAI
SANITARY NAPKINS
Tecodol

3964068 04/10/2018
M/S.HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD
308,T.V.INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ,3RD FLOOR,S.K.AHIRE MARG,WORLI,MUMBAI-400030

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019    Class 5

Hizex-Q

3964381 04/10/2018
MR. MOHAMMED AQEEL KHAN TRADING AS H. K. PHARMA
19-2-27/A/33, Opp. Child Care Clinic, Phoolbagh, Jahanuma, Charminar, Hyderabad - 500 053
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
3964382  04/10/2018
MR. MOHAMMED AQEEL KHAN TRADING AS H. K. PHARMA
19-2-27/A/33, Opp. Child Care Clinic, Phoolbagh, Jahanuma, Charminar, Hyderabad- 500 053
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

VITAZYEM

3967710  09/10/2018
M/S VITAECARE INDUSTRY
PLOT NO. 58/B/1 OF AN EXTENT OF 583 SQ.MT AT IP_BHONGIR, YADADRI DISTRICT - 508116, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, H1G 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
Quick Lime - D
3968396 09/10/2018
MUKESH UTTAM CHAUDHARI
At-Pande Nagar Post-Kasoda Tal-Erandol Dist-Jalgaon, Maharashtra - 425110
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal preparations.
BETTIX

3968807    09/10/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
REMO M

3970765  11/10/2018

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.
REMO V

3970766   11/10/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.
REMO MV

3970767  11/10/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1054357, 3970771, 3970770 ..
REMO SR

3970768  11/10/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.
REMO M SR

3970769   11/10/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.1054357.
REMO T
3970770    11/10/2018
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1054357, 3970771 ..
REMO MT

3970771  11/10/2018

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai - 400 026

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 1054357.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1054357..
RATOL ZINK

3970772   11/10/2018

UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai -400 051

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin

To be associated with registered Trade Mark No. 657550.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..657550 ..
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

MRS.R.ESWARI
M/s ABACK FORMULATIONS, Plot No.19, 17th Street, Quaidemillath Nagar, Vilar Road, Thanjavur-613006, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Used Since: 19/09/2016

CHENNAI

DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATE OF TAMILNADU ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

3971231  11/10/2018
MEDES PHARMACEUTICALS
Remaneeyam Building, Peyad, PO
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IVIN GANCIOUS
Ivin Gancius, Advocate & Trademark Attorney, Purathezhathu Veedu, Sakthikulangara, Kollam - 691581, Kerala

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical and Veterinary preparations

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
GLYCODAY

3971232   11/10/2018
MEDES PHARMACEUTICALS
Reamneeyam Building, Peyad, PO
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IVIN GANCIUS
Ivin Gancius, Advocate & Trademark Attorney, Purathezhathu Veedu, Sakthikulangara, Kollam - 691581, Kerala

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical and Veterinary preparations
Livjio

3972415   12/10/2018

SHASHIKANT N AGRAHARI
Agrahari Compound, Surve No.82/1 982/2, Near Indochem Company, Dahisar Mori, Dist.Thane, Maharashtra - 400612
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
3973403  13/10/2018
MRS.S.INDUMATHI., TRADING AS M/S.BODY SCIENCE NUTRITIONS.
No:50, Villivakkam Road, Vinayagapuram Road, Chennai -600099, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Used Since :22/02/2013
CHENNAI
Dietary and Nutritional Food Supplements.
Kufhetu

3974205    15/10/2018
S KANT HEALTHCARE LTD.
3A SHIV SAGAR ESTATE, DR. A. B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400 018
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, HERBAL MEDICINES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
ZOLICON
3978184  19/10/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
VENKATESWARA PRASAD, PROPRIETOR OF M/S.RAO PHARMACEUTICALS
4-6-31, FIRST FLOOR, RESERVOIR COLONY, NEAR SANSKRIT VIDYAPEET, TIRUPATHI, CHITTOOR - 517
507, ANDRAPRADESH, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL PILLS FOR THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES, SHILAJIET (AYURVEDIC MEDICINE), MULTI-PURPOSE
MEDICATED ANALGESIC BALMS, MEDICATED FOOT BALMS, APPETITE SUPPRESSANT PILLS, MEDICINES FOR THE
TREATMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DISEASES, PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING HAEMORRHOIDS, PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
TE NTOT

3979031  20/10/2018

PHARMA COPIUS DRUGS PVT. LTD
FIRST FLOOR, PURAYIL BUILDING, GIRIDEEPAM ROAD, VIJAYAPURAM, KOTTAYAM - 686 010.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, ‘SWATHI’ C.P. UMBER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3979219   22/10/2018
PARVATHY KRISHNAN
11/286, CHALACKAPARAMBIL, MALAKUNNAM.P.O, CHANGANACHERRY, KOTTAYAM, KERALA-686535
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCEL LA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019   Class 5

Escistar

3980355   23/10/2018

M2 LIFE SCIENCE
Corporate House 7, C. P. Road, Thane - 401209
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical drugs; Drugs for medical use.
3980358  23/10/2018
INQUIRE HEALTH INDIA PVT. LTD.
7, Commerce Center, Vishveshwar Nagar, Goregaon East, Mumbai - 400063, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals; Dietary supplements.
3981071  23/10/2018
SAVIOIR LIFESCIENCES
5 VASUDEV, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, JUCHANDRA, NAIGAON EAST, PALGHAR- 401208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3981072   23/10/2018

SAVIOR LIFESCIENCES
5 VASUDEV, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, JUCHANDRA, NAIGAON EAST, PALGHAR - 401208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
NERVOLAX TABLETS
3981447  24/10/2018
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS & RESEARCH LIMITED
308,T.V.INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ,3RD FLOOR,S.K.AHIRE MARG,WORLI,MUMBAI-400030

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3982344  24/10/2018
CHIRANJEEVI KUMAR
D3/102, Simplicity, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
LULIHALT
3983380  26/10/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
ALKEM HOUSE", DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
GUTGAIN-KID

3983383   26/10/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
ALKEM HOUSE", DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
To be associated with Trade Mark No.3447795
APP.NO.3447795.
FEMIPHAUS

3983465  26/10/2018
M/S. VITAL NEUTRACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
D - 29, Additional, M.I.D.C, Anand Nagar, Ambernath, Maharashtra 421506
COMPANY REGD. UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY
SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS;
VOGLIBASE

3984272    26/10/2018
WALLACE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
3RD FLOOR, DEMPO TRADE CENTRE BUILDING, PATTO PLAZA, EDC COMPLEX, PANAJI, GOA.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical and pharmaceutical preparation; food for invalids and children; dietetic beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medicinal use; drugs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal drinks; medicines for human purposes; food and nutritional supplements for medicinal purposes; all goods being included in class 5.
THYROACE

WALLACE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
3RD FLOOR, DEMPO TRADE CENTRE BUILDING, PATTO PLAZA, EDC COMPLEX, PANAJI, GOA.

A company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medical and pharmaceutical preparation; food for invalids and children; dietetic beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medicinal use; drugs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal drinks; medicines for human purposes; food and nutritional supplements for medicinal purposes; all goods being included in class 5.
CAZTELE
3984495   26/10/2018
CAZENGA LABS
DOOR NO.XIII/598B, VENAD NAGAR,KALAYIL, KILIKOLLOOR.P.O, KOLLAM, KERALA PIN 691004
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH S
F3, CNU HOMES PUSHPAM, 1 SABARI STREET, RAJIV GANDHI NAGAR, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI 600053
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
Renavotox

3986655  30/10/2018
SNEHAL VARDHAMAN GUGALE TRADING AS RENNOVS HEALTHCARE
Shop No.2, Chandrangan Swaswaroop, S NO 11/7, Ambegaon Bk, Tal-Haveli, Pune 411046
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
AZVESTON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Solus D-10, 10th Floor, 1st Cross J.C. Road, Bengaluru - 560002
An Indian Company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since: 01/03/2018

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; dietary food supplements; nutritional supplements; zinc supplements.

Mark is associated with the application no. 3635092.
Glimsat

3989222  31/10/2018
MRS J. CHARULATHA
M/s SRI SANKARI PHARMA, No.94/11, First Floor, Thennamara Street, Vellore-632001, Vellore District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ARTHORIP

3989877 01/11/2018
M/S. GAJANTLAXMI PHARMA. MRS.SHWETA DEEPAK RAORANE.
SONGS WADI, ROOM NO. 345, AAIYE ROAD, A/P KANKAVLI. DIST - SINDHUDURG . PIN. 416602.

PROPRIETORSHIP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BADHAAI HO PREGAKEM KE SAATH!

3989995    01/11/2018
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
RAJU SHARMA
J-901 Green Woods Co-operative Housing Society Chakala, Andheri Kurla road, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400093, INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR (PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Used Since: 17/09/2017

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
AARON'S B-COMPLEX
3991441  03/11/2018
RAJU SHARMA
J -901 Green Woods Co-operative Housing Society Chakala, Andheri Kurla road, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400093,
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since :03/08/2007
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
AARON'S MULTIVITAMIN

3991444 03/11/2018
RAJU SHARMA
J-901 Green Woods C o-operative Housing Society Chakala, Andheri Kurla road, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400093,
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since:02/08/2007
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
SHRICEF

3991502  03/11/2018
ANUVEDA LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
Shop No. 1, Vardhaman Terrace, Dighi Road, Bhosari, Pune- 411039
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparation
GLUTAZEM-15
3991743    03/11/2018
MR. RAJENDRA PRASAD SINGH TRADING AS: ZEMAT HEALTHCARE
BE LA - 202, B- WING, VASANT NAGARI, SECTOR-2, VASAI (E), DIST- PALGHAR- 401208, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019, Class 5

3991747 03/11/2018
MR. RAJENDRA PRASAD SINGH TRADING AS: ZEMAT HEALTHCARE
Bela - 202, B- Wing, Vasant Nagar, Sector-2, Vasai (E), Dist- Palghar- 401208, Maharashtra, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, Sai Krupa CHS., Pokharan Road No-1, Shiva Nagar, Thane (W)- 400 606, Maharashtra, India.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PARAFORTAN
3991750  03/11/2018
M/S CAPLIN POINT LABORATORIES LIMITED
NARBAVI, No. 3 Lakshmanan Street, T. Nagar, Chennai, Tamil nadu 600017, India
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATES
NO. 12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ELSIRON
3994249  08/11/2018
MRS. K. JYOTHI
ESTEEM LIFE SCIENCES, 8-3-903/4/5, FLAT NO 201, V.S.M BHAVAN, NEAR COMMUNITY HALL, NAGARJUNA NAGAR COLONY, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD -500073
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAGHURAM CHADALAVADA
NO-37/12, FLAT NO-2, PARIMALAM APARTMENTS, V STREET, DR.SUBBARAYAN NAGAR, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600 024.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MEDPAN

3994421  09/11/2018
D.R.V. PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
D.R.V. PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY, 11/603 C, FIRST FLOOR, KUNNATH BUILDINGS, KOPRATH JUNCTION, COLLECTORATE P.O., KOTTAYAM-686002, KERALA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
C-J OINT

3996623    13/11/2018

NIKHIL MANGATTAYIL, CHIRAKKAL, TANUR, PARIYAPURAM, 673602

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARASSERIKUZHI MADANCHERI ABDUL SAMEER
ASSIQUE SAMEER ASSOCIATES, 2ND FLOOR, SC ARCADE, K.T. GOPALAN ROAD, KOTTOOLIO, KOZHIKODE-673016.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
GLAREVAS
4001249  19/11/2018
CAZENGA LABS
DOOR NO.XIII/598B, VENAD NAGAR, KALAYIL, KILIKOLLOOR.P.O, KOLLAM, KERALA PIN 691004
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH S
Fortune City, Block A, S10, 17 Hospital Rd, Ambattur, Chennai 600053

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
FILLVERT
4001491  19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
GABAPAIN AT
4001492 19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
FILLMIN

4001493   19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
PREWIN

PREWIN
4001494  19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.43, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
R FILL DSR

4001496  19/11/2018

M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu

Indian Nationals

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS

subject to no exclusive right over the words/letters DSR.
DULOFILL

4001498   19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian Nationals
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARajan
Plot No.73, Amman Nagar 4th Street, Cross Street-D, Kattur, Tiruchirappalli-620 019. Tamil Nadu.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ULTRAFILL

4001500 19/11/2018

M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu

Indian Nationals

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
OXEFILL

4001512  19/11/2018
M/S FILLIS PHARMACEUTICALS
10 A, Ground Floor, Opp., Venkateswara School, Prathabasimmapuram, Srinivasapuram, Thanjavur-613009, Thanjavur District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
TAMZLO

4001668  19/11/2018
INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
trading as ;INTEGRON PHARMA PVT LTD
1/492/9 ARAKKAL TOWER, CHRISTOPHER NAGAR, OLLUR P.O, THRISSUR PIN-680306, KERALA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :13/04/2013

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZORMONT

4003152  20/11/2018
SIJOY JOSEPH TRADING AS M/S. NOVA DRUG LINES
SARA COMPLEX, SOUTH BAZAR, PAYYANUR, DISTRICT - KANNUR - 670 307. KERALA. INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
FLAVONES

4003831   21/11/2018
FLAVONES EXTRACTS PRIVATE LIMITED
223/224, Palamangalam Puttur- Uttukottai Highway, Chittoor Dist, Andhrapradesh- 517581
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur,
Chennai - 600041, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 02/09/2019  Class 5

ALSWAMITRA BOTANICALS LLP
#145, PHASE 2, PALM MEADOWS, WHITEFIELD, RAMAGONDANAHALLI, BANGALORE-560 066, KARNATAKA
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary food supplements; dietary supplement drinks; dietary supplements consisting of amino acids, minerals and trace elements; dietary supplements for human consumption; dietetic food supplements; food supplements; herbal supplements; medicated food supplements for human consumption; nutritional supplements for humans; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements; pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; shilajit (ayurvedic medicine); herbal preparations for medical use; pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for human purposes; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; mouthwashes for medical purposes; tonics [medicines]; balms for medical purposes; bath preparations, medicated; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; drugs for medical purposes; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medicinal oils; medicinal herbs; medicinal drinks; medicinal hair growth preparations; nutritional supplements; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; sanitary towels; sanitary napkins; napkins for incontinents; babies diaper-pants; babies napkin pants; breast-nursing pads; sanitary pads; pants, absorbent, for incontinents; panty liners [sanitary]; amino acids for medical purposes; herbal preparations for medical purposes; vitamins; capsules for medicines

Subject to use the mark as a whole as represented in the form of application.

This is subject to restricted use within the geographical limit of Karnataka State only.
PREGAGEM NT

4006919   24/11/2018
M/S. GEMMED PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO 17-23-74, VANGARA SUNDHARAO STREET, HART PETA, VIJAYAWADA-520003, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
Private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations, Sanitary preparations for medical purposes, Fungicides, herbicides.
SYSNAC
4008732  27/11/2018
K. Prasad, proprietor, trading as Biosys Healthcare
D.No.1-24/1, Malkapur (Village), Chipkur (Mandal), Jangaon Dist., (T.S) India.
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.)
Used Since : 03/05/2015
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
M/S. PS HERBAL RESEARCH CENTER (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
3-93-B, ANANTHA VILAS, CHURCH STREET, KONAMKAD POST, KANYAKUMARI- 629 803, TAMILNADU, INDIA
OPC PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600 026, Tamil Nadu, India

Used Since: 01/05/2017

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
subject to no exclusive right over the GLOBE AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
RHEUMAROOT
4010668  28/11/2018
MR.M.ANBARASAN
M/s SHIVANA HERBALS, No.434, Madha Kovil Street, Sembakkam-603108, Thiruporur Taluk, Kancheepuram District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC PROPRIETARY MEDICINE
BIOMICS INDIA

4018022  05/12/2018
S.SRIDEVI, PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. BIOMICS INDIA
NEW NO.10, FIRST FLOOR, KAMATCHI AMMAN KOVIL, 4th CROSS, SENGUNTHAPURAM, KARUR- 639 002,TAMILNADU, INDIA

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :26/10/2001

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
4018902  06/12/2018
M/S. BRIOS LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.14, ELLIOTS BEACH ROAD, THIRUVALLUVAR NAGAR, 2nd MAIN ROAD, BESANT NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 090, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since: 05/12/2012
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
Proprietor
CHITRA K
NO.19/14, RAM GARDENS, SOWRIPALAYAM ROAD, UDAYAMPALAYAM, COIMBATORE:641028

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SANITARY NAPKINS
subject to the mark should be use as a whole.
4022198  10/12/2018

M/S.AMIN HERBAL EXTRACTS
Plot No-8, Industrial Estate, Mettupalayam, Oulgrate Municipality, Pondicherry - 605009

partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai - 600041, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Herbal tea for medicinal use, Herbal preparations for medical use, Dietary supplements for humans and animals
4024531    12/12/2018
M/S BLOOMCARE
M/S BLOOMCARE, BUILDING NO. 403/ XIV( OLD NO. 62B / XIII), KELTRON ROAD, AROOR, ALAPPUZHA- 688 534, KERALA
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
VIMCET
4025702  13/12/2018
PASHAM MADHAVA RAO TRADING AS MACKVIN PHARMA.
7-023/2/72P, BHAGYALAXMI COLONY, NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE, SUBASH NAGAR, JEEDIMETLA, QUTHUBULLAPUR,
HYDERABAD, TELANGANA-500055.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :04/05/2017
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AYUSHCAL
4030422  18/12/2018
M/S BIOTICSLABLIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED,
M/s BIOTICSLABLIFE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED, No. 1857, 60 FEET ROAD, AECS LAY OUT,A BLOCK,
KUDLU , BANGALORE , PIN- 560068, KARNATAKA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
DISY-AM

4033577  21/12/2018
D. SRINIVAS REDDY
8-2-24/2/1, PLOT NO - 24, ROAD NO - 7, SHAKTHI NAGAR, CHINTALAKUNTA, K.V. RANGA REDDY, TELANGNA - 500074
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical class-5
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BENFOSTRONG

4033854  21/12/2018

LARVISHINE PHARMA
Sy No: 1053, D. No: 14-67/5/16, Navya Nagar, Sangareddy, Ameenpur, Telangana, India.
Sole Proprietorship Firm, Proprietor Name: VAJENDRAPAL THONTA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
MAC AGRO CHEMICALS
4034299  21/12/2018
MEENAKSHI AGRO CHEMICALS
3-5-823, C7, Hyderabad Business Centre, Hyderguda, Hyderabad, Telangana, India.
MSME Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/02/2012
CHENNAI
Pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides.
ASPIRANT

4034303    21/12/2018
MEENAKSHI AGRO CHEMICALS
3-5-823, C7, Hyderabad Business Centre, Hyderguda, Hyderabad, Telangana, India.
MSME Registered Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI
Pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides.
ASTRODOME

4034304  21/12/2018
MEENAKSHI AGRO CHEMICALS
3-5-823, C7, Hyderabad Business Centre, Hyderguda, Hyderabad, Telangana, India.
MSME Registered Company.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/04/2016

CHENNAI
Pesticides, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides.
N4u ( Energy For You )
4036276   24/12/2018
D. Srinivas Reddy
8-24/2/1, Plot NO - 24, Road NO - 7, Shakthi Nagar, Chintalakunta, K.V. Ranga Reddy, Telangna - 500074
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Naveen Kumar Anumula
16-8-746, New Malakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Dietetic Food Containing Glucose With Vitamins
Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters Energy For You separately except substantially as shown in the form of representation.
B. V. PUNDIT’S

4037643  26/12/2018
THE SADVAIYASALA PVT LTD
M YM -46, 13th Cross, M G S Road, Nanjangud - 571 301
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/A gents address:
SUBHAJIT SAHA
H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR,CHANDANAGAR PO, HYDERABAD-500050.

Used Since :01/04/2012

CHENNAI
Manufacture of Pharmaceutical preparations for medical purposes
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019         Class 5

RR ANIMAL HEALTH CARE LIMITED
PLOT NO 49 AND 50, ROAD NO 2, ADARSH NAGAR COLONY, NAGOLE, HYDERABAD - 500068
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBHAJIT SAHA
H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR, CHANDANAGAR PO, HYDERABAD-500050.
Used Since :06/07/2016

CHENNAI
Animal Feed Supplement
subject to the mark should be use as a whole.
FAWAMIN

4038640    27/12/2018
PIYATHO HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
28/442, ASWATHY BUILDING, CLUB ROAD, KADAVANTHRA
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Aagents address:
P S SREEKUMAR
SVJ S & ASSOCIATES, 39/3535, KAUSHUBHAMMANIKKATH ROAD, RAVIPURAM, ERNAKULAM, KERALA-682016.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VRIPRIDE

4056602  14/01/2019

GOPAL LIFESCIENCES (UNIT II)
336, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, PANCHKULA, HARYANA-134113.

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
CARREL PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
M.No 1390, Dattanagar, 10th Mail, Wadki, Tq Haveli, Dist. Pune - 412308
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
4067599   25/01/2019
SATISH NATHURAM SANHOTRA
2A, ANAND APPT, 993-B, SADASHIVPETH, PUNE - 411 030.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
4067603   25/01/2019
SATISH NATHURAM SANHOTRA
2A, ANAND APPT, 993-B, SADASHIVPETH, PUNE - 411 030.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

4067831  25/01/2019
JITENDRA CHAUDHARY
A-32, SONKH ROAD, MAHARAJA GREENS, PALIKHERA, MATHURA-281004, UTTAR PRADESH
SANITARY PAD
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY PAD FOR WOMEN
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4069560  28/01/2019
ANUPAM TIWARI
PLOT No. 132, PUNEET NAGAR, BAMROLI ROAD, PANDEY SARA, SURAT, GUJRAT-395002
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HPM TRADEMARK
SHOP No.9, G/52, ROYAL COPLEX,VIKAS MARG,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
PANZOCAD
4072060 30/01/2019
NEERAJ AGARWAL
A-52, GAZIPUR, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, DELHI-110096
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
LYTADINE

4072076  30/01/2019

NEERAJ AGARWAL
A-52, GAZIPUR, NEAR BHARAT PETROL PUMP, DELHI-110096
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210, 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
NAVENO

4072954     31/01/2019

VIPIN BALUNI
BASIL LIFESCIENCES C-7 NEHRU COLONY DEHRADUN-248001 UTTARAKHAND INDIA

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VARUNVATSA
7/A Khurbura Dehradun-248001 Uttarakhand

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, MEDICINAL SALINE PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5, DIETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
GALSART

4072977  31/01/2019
GALPHA LABORATORIES LIMITED
trading as; GALPHA LABORATORIES LIMITED
E-221, KANAKIA ZILLION JUNCTION OF FLBS AND CST ROAD, BKC ANNEXE, KURLA - WEST, MUMBAI- 400070
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PIPITS PHARMACEUTICALS

4074623    01/02/2019
MR.C.PONNUSAMY
M/s PIPITS PHARMACEUTICALS, No.28/6, New Street, Periyamilaguparai, Tiruchirappalli-620001, Tiruchirappalli District, Tamil Nadu
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.
Used Since :18/01/2019
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
TESTOSURE
4074654  01/02/2019
MATTEO HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
47, SUNDER NAGAR MAIN, INDORE (M.P.)
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
4075317  02/02/2019
NITIKA PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES PVT. LTD.
26, PANKAJ PRABHA, DHARAMPETH, NAGPUR - 440010. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
Petcam

4075447  02/02/2019
M/S. QUICKSILVER FARRIERY SUPPLIES
No. 11, Gr. Flr, Amir Industrial Estate Sun Mill Compound, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicines for veterinary purposes
BRAINFIX
4075643  02/02/2019
ZUVENTUS HEALTHCARE LIMITED.
EMCURE HOUSE T-184, M.I.D.C., BHOSARI-411026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
KEYFER

4075670  02/02/2019
NITI KUMAR CHOUBEY
ATARSAN DIST SARAN BIHAR 841204
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CREEK
4075835 03/02/2019
SABD PHARMACEUTICALS
Plot No, B-39, Ward No 48 Krishna Vally Colony, Boirdadar Raigarh 496001 (C G)
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
EBENTHOX
4076485 04/02/2019
INSECTICIDES (INDIA) LIMITED
401-402, Lusa Tower, Azadpur Commercial Complex, New Delhi
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insecticides, weedicides, herbicides, fungicides, and preparations for destroying vermin.
Ursocare

4076712   04/02/2019

FASTCURE HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO.102, 1ST FLOOR INTRA INCLAVE MOH-ADHIVAKTA COLONY, SHAHJADPUR, DANAPUR, PATNA, BIHAR-801503
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-11, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
PSORILAX
4077243  05/02/2019
MR. SACHIN SAWANT
P-96, ADDL MIDC, SATARA, DIST. SATARA 415003 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR CHHABRA
1801, Plantinum Tower, Sector-9, Charkop, kandivali (West), Mumbai-400 067
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic and Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations
REJUNURON PN

4077409    05/02/2019
FOURRTS (INDIA) LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
NO.1, FOURRTS AVENUE, ANNAI INDIRA NAGAR, OKKIYAM THORAIPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600097, TAMILNADU
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. DANIEL & GLADYS.
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A BUILDING, 223, N.S.C BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RECTICIN

4077542   05/02/2019
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400072 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :14/12/1994
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
ARMENATE
4077544  05/02/2019
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, Hyde Park, Saki Vihar 102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400072 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
BROMOLON

4077551    05/02/2019
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400072 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
FURBIL
4077552  05/02/2019
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400072 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
AMOGLAT

4077553   05/02/2019

BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400072 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
Pionor - 25
4077570 05/02/2019
S.PRABHA GUPTA
43, MALL ROAD, AMBALA CANTT HARYANA-131001 INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRESHTH JAIN
House NO.3, LGF, Vikram Vihar Extn, Lajpat Nagar IV, New Delhi - 110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATION
BELL FLAVORS & FRAGRANCES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
506, SAFALPRELUDE, VODAFONE CORPORATE ROAD, NR. PRAHLADNAGAR GARDEN, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015. GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :11/10/2011
AHMEDABAD
TINCTURES, EXTRACTS AND FLAVOURINGS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES; ODORANTS, DYES AND FLAVOURINGS FOR HEALTH CARE, INCLUDED IN CLASS AIR SANITIZERS; AIR FRESHENERS, NAMELY RECEPTACLES FOR PERFUMING AIR; ROOM FRAGRANCE; PREPARATIONS FOR AIR FRESHENERS; ROOM SPRAYS; AIR PURIFYING PREPARATIONS; BATH SALTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; CHEMICALLY HOMOGENOUS ODORANTS FOR HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS IN CLASS 05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019 Class 5

GO BO

4078062 05/02/2019
SANJEEV Sarna
B-98, SHIVALIK, NEAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017
INDIVIDUAL FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SANJEEV Sarna  
B-98, SHIVALIK, NEAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017  
INDIVIDUAL FIRM  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
BALAJI IP PRACTICE  
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
DOMITEX - R

4078117  05/02/2019

AMZENEX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A7, MAINAK GREENS APARTMENT, GS ROAD, CHRISTIAN BASTI, NEAR INCOME TAX OFFICE, GUWAHATI - 781005

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
EMOLITE
4078121   05/02/2019

PRASEEMA
M/s. PRATHEEKSHA PHARMA, at No.19/409, TIRUR, MALAPPURAM, KERALA - 676 305,
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A K ASSOCIATE
#2, GROUND FLOOR, M.G.ROAD, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600041.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
K Z FUNGI

4078122  05/02/2019

PRASEEMA

M/s. PRATHEEKSHA PHARMA, at No.19/409, TIRUR, MALAPPURAM, KERALA - 676 305,

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

A K ASSOCIATE

#2, GROUND FLOOR, M.G.ROAD, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600041.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
4078124  05/02/2019
DR. PRERAK SHAH
A/204, VRAJ HEIGHTS, NEAR GOKUL RAW HOUSE, OPP. FCI, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS. PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION,
AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; MEDICATED FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND BEVERAGES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES; FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS CONSISTING OF AMINO ACIDS, MINERALS AND TRACE ELEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS,
MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY; MEDICATED CHEWING GUM, MEDICATED CANDIES, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT MEAL
REPLACEMENT BARS FOR BOOSTING ENERGY; PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF GRANULES AND LIQUIDS FOR
CONTROLLING AND REMOVING MOSS, DIABETIC FRUIT JUICE BEVERAGES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE AND
PURPOSES, AYOURVEDIC, HERBAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUGAR SUBSTITUTES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL PURPOSES, HERBAL TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, WHEATGRASS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS,
MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY, MEAL REPLACEMENT SNACKS FOR MEDICAL USE
DEFCIWELL
4078653  06/02/2019
RAVI KHATRI S/O. SHRI KISHAN LAL
71/80, OPP. KV-5 SCHOOL, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

WIN TORQUE PHARMACEUTICAL OPC PRIVATE LIMITED
L-214 MONGOL PURI NEW DELHI-110083
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SAME.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RENOPRIME

4079265  06/02/2019
RENOWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
SURVEY NO. 143/A, VILLAGE RANU, TALUKA - PADRA, DIST.- VADODARA - 341445 - GUJARAT

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Apartment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ENCOFOL
4079270   06/02/2019
RENOWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD
SURVEY NO. 143/A, VILLAGE RANU, TALUKA - PADRA, DIST. - VADODARA - 341445 - GUJARAT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhaaligiri Apartment, B/h Dr. Swadiya's Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCTS FOR NEUROPATHY.
ASTRELLA PHARMA

4079369   06/02/2019
ASTRELLA PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO 2, GR.FL , SR NO 22, SAIRAM SOC, BALAJINAGAR, PUNE 411043
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMITKUMAR DHANPAL BHAVE
PLOT NO.6B, C.T.S. NO.587/2/6 AT PARVATI, PARVATI DARSHAN CO-OP.HOUSING SOCIETY, NEAR SANE GURUJI SMARAK, PUNE-411030

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CLARISEL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
35, DOCTOR'S COLONY, DCM, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR. (RAJASTHAN) INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE CORE CERTIFICATIONS
F-6/236, VISHAN VILLA, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR. (RAJ.)

Used Since: 01/01/2019

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICAL, PREPARATIONS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
EXCELZOLE

4079492  06/02/2019
CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
# 3B Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema, L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai-400 086.
A Company incorporated in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S H A H & S H A H
Proposed to be Used
M E D I C I N A L AND V E T E R I N A R Y PREPARATIONS.
TURBOMIN

4079561  07/02/2019

MR. GAJANAN DUNDA PPA SAVARDEKAR
FL NO C - 9015, NO 41/A/2/1/1, MAHESH GALAXY, NR. SINHGAD COLLEGE, PUNE 411041

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR CHHABRA
1801, Plantinum Tower, Sector-9, Charkop, kandivali (West), Mumbai-400 067

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MPCOLD
4079766  07/02/2019
M/S. MAA PHARMA TECH
A-71, ISHWARNAGAR SOCIETY NR HIRABHAI TOWER MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD-380008
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

**PANDUCE**

4079971 07/02/2019

AMOL SHANKAR BOTRE
GB/1190/1, C.S.NO. 242/2, Shop No- A1, Near Housai Kanya Shala, Kolhapur Naka, Malkapur, Karad. Maharashtra- 415110

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
WALLS

4079997  07/02/2019

WEST-COAST PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD
MELDI ESTATE, NEAR PRASANG PARTY PLOT, OPP. SOLA BHAGWAT, SAYONA CITY ROAD, GOTA, AHMEDABAD-382481, GUJARAT, (INDIA)
LIMTED FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA, OPP. KESHAV BAGH, ASOPALAV LANE, Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.

Used Since: 15/01/2019

AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
HUMARIGOLD
4080726  07/02/2019
MUKESH KUMAR
G-210, SULTANPUR, NORTH WEST DELHI-110086
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU VERMA
J-178 B VISHNU GARDEN, NEAR SHAKTI MANDIR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Pimomir

4080819  07/02/2019

BIOMIR VENTURE LLP
Alliance Harmony, Plot no.128/6, s.no.781, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411 004
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary preparations
DUVALITE

4081518  08/02/2019
RAHUL MARWAHA SON OF SHRI BHARAT BHUSHAN
263, Sector-2, Panchkula, Haryana, (India)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
PRENORLIN
4081600  08/02/2019
NEURACLE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SCF 406, SECOND FLOOR, MOTOR MARKET, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH - 160101
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Used Since :30/11/2016
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MOXYCER

4081895 08/02/2019

RESEARCH LIFE SCIENCES
LIG-C 99, SHATABDI NAGAR, PHASE-2, GANGAGANJ, PANKI, PANKABAHADUR NAGAR, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-208020.

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
PLOT NO.62-63, KHASRA NO.103-104, RAJPUR KHURD EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110068

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
XYLOTAC
4082763   10/02/2019
NANZ MED SCIENCE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED.
RAMPUR GHAT, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR, HIMACHAL PRADESH-173025, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
4082838  10/02/2019
ADDAS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
VARUNA 18/B 102 BLDG NO. 35 SHREE PRASTHA,NILEMORE PALGHAR Thane MH 401203 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NOOR FATMA
146-I, JAFRA BAZAR, NEW COLONY, GORAKHPUR
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4083122  11/02/2019
MR. VIRENDER SINGH PROP. OF SHAN PHARMA
PLOT NO.152, HANSA PARK, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BARWALA ROAD, DERABASSI, CHANDIGARH PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
herbal tobacco cessation medicine.
AMARANTOS

4083587  11/02/2019
RAPTAKOS, BRETT AND CO. LTD.
253, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI COLONY POST OFFICE, MUMBAI-400030
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL VAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN
EMPOMA

4085174  12/02/2019
EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
EMCURE HOUSE T-184, M.I.D.C., BHOSARI-411026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019      Class 5

FEMIFLY
4085283   12/02/2019
HIMANSHU ARORA
A-19 Lok Vihar, Pitampura, New Delhi
Ladies Sanitary Napkins; Sanitary Pads, Sanitary Towels, Sanitary Panties, Menstruation Pad, Menstruation Tampons , Baby Diapers, Diapers,
Indian (Sole Proprietorship)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY NAPKINS, SANITARY TOWELS, SANITARY PADS, MENSTRUATION PADS, SANITARY PANTIES, PANTY LINERS
FOR HYGIENIC OR MENSTRUAL PURPOSES, AND ADULT PAD
NUROZOX
4086082  13/02/2019
AYTAS PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, P. No - 22/P, 2nd Floor, Sai Elite, Padmanagar, Phase -1, Chintal Quthbullapur, Rangareddi District 500037 Telangana
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
GABALEED

4086083    13/02/2019
AYTAS PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, P. No - 22/P, 2nd Floor, Sai Elite, Padmanagar, Phase -1, Chintal Quthbullapur, Rangareddi District 500037 Telangana

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
4088242  14/02/2019
HUMICARE PHARMACEUTICALS
F -1807, Sargam, Sinhgad Road, Nanded City, Pune
A Registered Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Ayurvedic & Medicinal Preparations.
SA-METRIZIM-70

4155722   24/04/2019
SARASWATI AGRO LIFE SCIENCE (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOW ROOM NO.-9, SECOND FLOOR, NH-21, KHARAR KURALI ROAD, KHANPUR KHRAR, MOHALI, PUNJAB-140301
Manufacturers
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHIR BALYAN & ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 504, SHIVASHISH TOWER, SHALIMAR CITY, DELHI WAZIRABAD ROAD, SHAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD U.P-201005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agricultural pesticides
4179038  17/05/2019
MRS. ANVAIA DIKE PROPRIETOR OF WESTERN ORGANICS
VILLAGE DEHARI, PITHAMPUR ROAD, RANGWASA RAO, DISTRICT INDORE, (M.P.).
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road indore
Used Since : 01/04/2008
To be associated with:
1732630
MUMBAI
BIOCIDES, BIO AND HERBAL PESTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
4179039    17/05/2019
MRS. ANVAIA DIKE PROPRIETOR OF WESTERN ORGANICS
VILLAGE DEHARI, PITHAMPUR ROAD, RANGWASA RAO, DISTRICT INDORE, (M.P.).
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road indore
Used Since :01/04/2008
MUMBAI
BIOCIDES, BIO AND HERBAL PESTICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
ALCIBOL

4198173 05/06/2019

NITRO ORGANICS PRIVATE LIMITED
2388, SECTOR-13 URBAN ESTATE KARNAL KARNAL HR 132001 IN
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Used Since: 21/11/2007

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINE PRODUCT
BISOKOOL

4215926  25/06/2019
SUNBERRY LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 13 JAI GRUH NIRMAN SANTHA District NAGPUR State MAHARASHTRA PIN 440015
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
GLIMZED
4215927  25/06/2019
SUNBERRY LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 13 JAI GRUH NIRMAN SANTHA District NAGPUR State MAHARASHTRA PIN 440015
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
ACCUSPORE

4216795  26/06/2019

AURODERMA PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO.07, SHRI HARI COMPLEX, B/H GOVINDRAO PARK SOCIETY, AYURVEDIC TEEN RASTA, PANIGATE,
VADODARA - 390019

TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SASMITA SETHI
NAHARPADA,W.NO- 11,BARIPADA,MAYURBHANJ,ODISHA,PIN-757001

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
PREXONE

4219574    28/06/2019

CNX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
1A, PATANWALA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LBS MARG, GHATKOPAR WEST, MUMBAI - 400086

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
A/B-201, 2ND floor, Manas Building, Near Mahajan Wadi, Kharkar Ali, Thane West, Thane-400601

Used Since :01/07/2003

To be associated with:

1552548

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
4220025  28/06/2019
KULDEEP SHARMA
472 Katewa Nagar, Gurjar ki Thadi, Jaipur
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRINCE
B-2/58 SECTOR -18 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Food Supplement, Health Supplement being including in class 05
SALAZAR
4220304  28/06/2019
CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
Zydus Tower, Satellite Cross Roads, Ahmedabad-380015
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :30/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations, for medical purpose, for medical use, Chemical preparations for Pharmaceuticals purposes.
MICRON DIGEST

4220418    28/06/2019
20 MICRONS LIMITED
9-10, GIDC INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WAGHODIA, DIST : VADODARA - 391760
MANUFACTURER
LIMTED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARPANKUMAR BALMUKUND BHATT
B//5,NILKANTH SOCIETY, MAKARPURA ROAD, VADODARA-390010
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND HERBAL PREPARATIONS.
MR. PRAKASH MALLESHI SINDHE
C-14, JAGARAM COMPLEX, VISHRANTHWADI, PUNE-411015, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MILK PROTEIN, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
CYPSEL

4221791  01/07/2019
SELVAN PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
BENI BABU KA KUWA BADHALGANJ GORAKHPUR-273402, UTTAR-PrADESH
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NOOR FATMA
146-I, JAFRA BAZAR, NEW COLONY, GORAKHPUR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
DEEPCLAV-625

4224975  04/07/2019

ALANMARK HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 85, G-1 SALASAR DHAM-1, SHIV NAGAR-A, KALWAR ROAD, JHOTAWARA, JAIPUR-302012 (RAJASTHAN)

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations; Food Supplements.
4226250  05/07/2019
RELIANCE RETAIL LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, COURT HOUSE, DHOBITALAO, MUMBAI - 400002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1696311, 2254595
MUMBAI
INSECTS AND MOSQUITO REPELLENTS
NUTRISURGE

HEALTHON PHARMA
SHOP NO- 37, CITY CHOWK, NANDLAL COMPLEX, AURANGABAD-431001

PHARMA
PARTNER

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE. NUTRACEUTICAL FOOD SUPPLEMENT AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS-5.
DR. MOREPEN KABZ DUR

4231781  11/07/2019

DR. MOREPEN LTD.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

1597682

DELHI

AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL MEDICINES, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
ANITA TRADING COMPANY
B -133, TULSI UDHYAN KE PASS, SAMADHIYA COLONY, LASHKAR GWALIOR (M.P.)
Proprietor : Vikalp Rastogi

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
305, LABBAIK REGENCY, 4/2, OLD PALASIA, INDORE - 452018 (M.P.)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4232306  11/07/2019
HAMMAD KABIR WADERA
Zeithyar Nishat, Batgoo, Brane, Srinagar, J & K 191121
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINEET KUMAR
#3, IInd Floor, P 37/38, Gomti Complex, Near Ahlcon Public School, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, New Delhi - 110091
Used Since: 25/04/2018
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Sanitary preparations for medical purposes, babies’ napkins/ babies’ diapers.
REVITOXY

4232499  11/07/2019
M/S ASTROMED HEALTHCARE
181/4, ground floor, CK Palya Jigani, BANGALORE - 560083

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/A gent's address:
DEEPAK SADHU
#450,9TH CROSS, JP NAGAR, 2ND PHASE, BANGALORE-560078

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals
PIFED PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
31-A, HARIHAR NAGAR, INDRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH - 226028
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRTEE
KIRTEE VERMA & ASSOCIATES, HOUSE NO. 2572, JAWAHAR COLONY, FARIDABAD- 121001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
KOHHA

4233031   12/07/2019
DHARMAJ CROP GUARD LIMITED
B-403-404, Signature-II, Nr. Sanand Cross Road, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
Block-A, Office No. 603, Shilp Aaron, Opp. ARMIEDA, Sindhubhavan Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad - 380 054. Gujarat, India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
INSECTICIDES, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS, DESTROYING VERMIN, PESTICIDES AND HERBICIDES, AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES, BIO PESTICIDES, FUNGICIDES FOR AGRICULTURAL, COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, DOMESTIC USE, VERMICIDES ESPECIALLY FOR THE SOFT BODIED PESTS AND ADJUVANTS USED WITH PESTICIDES.
BDEVER

4233420  12/07/2019

BDR PHARMACEUTICALS INTL. PVT. LTD.
Engineering Centre, 6th Floor, 9 Matthew Road, Opera House, Mumbai-400004

Body incorporated including private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD., V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals
StreesMune
4233463  12/07/2019
S. S. AGENCIES
C.S.NO 116/3,117 FLAT NO 302, 3rd FLOOR, SQUARE INN APARTMENT, NEAR HIRA HOTEL, SHIVAJI ROAD, MIRAJ-416410.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK SHRIKANT DHOLE
Manodnya-25 Sahayognagar,Vishrambag, Sangli-416415, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals
PARASIM INFUSION

4233709  12/07/2019
SANDEEP KUMAR SRIVASTAV TRADING AS SIMAH C LABORATORIES
PLOT NO. 8, NEW INDRAPURI, KRISHNA NAGAR, LUCKNOW U.P. - 226023
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4233054
DELI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
PIPO-T 4.5 GM INJECTION

4233711  12/07/2019
SANDEEP KUMAR SRIVASTAV TRADING AS SIMAHC LABORATORIES
PLOT NO. 8, NEW INDRAPURI, KRISHNA NAGAR, LUCKNOW U.P. - 226023
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TIRUPATI ASSOCIATES
S-551, FIRST FLOOR, ST. NO. 01 SCHOOL BLOCK-II SHAKARPUR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -05
GIDDEN
4233781  12/07/2019
SANJIV KUMAR
HOUSE NO.1337/4, PARK ROAD, NEAR KIRTI HOSPITAL, WARD NO.5, AGGARSAINPURAM, KAITHAL
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAVISH GROVER
591/12, Ashoka Garden Colony
Used Since :03/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
C -DEC

4234089   13/07/2019
M. MEGH RAJ SHARMA TRADING AS ALLIED PHARMACEUTICALS.
126/3, MAHESH NAGAR, AMBALA CANT, HARYANA-133001.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
CACTUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O. SHREE SIDHI VINAYAK AGENCIES, MAHATMA GANDHI SETU ROAD, NEAR MAGADH IRON, PAHARI, DIST.- PATNA - 800007, BIHAR

STANDARD TRADE MARK

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKYLINE CORPORATE LAW HOUSE LLP
CN-8/2,SIDCO GLOBAL TOWER,UNIT NO.1501,15TH FLOOR,SECTOR-V,SALT LAKE,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Used Since :02/07/2015

To be associated with:
2863193

KOLKATA
MANUFACTURER OF MEDICINE.
URGFUL

4234226   13/07/2019
MAHESH JOSHI S/O JAGDHISH PRASAD JOSHI
B-275 SUDAMA KUTI MARG, MAHESH NAGAR JAIPUR
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS COVERED UNDER CLASS 5
RADOROSS

4234324    13/07/2019
EMAMI FRANK ROSS LIMITED
No.7, J. L. Nehru Road, Kolkata 700013, West Bengal
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2908940

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical preparations, pharma and medicine for human consumption
VAJ RAKANTA

4234437  13/07/2019
MANOJ ANANT JOSHI TRADING AS : AKSHAY PHARMA REMEDIES
KAVRANA HOUSE, OPP. COTTON GREEN RLY. STN. MUMBAI-400033
MANUFACTUR & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL & AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS.
TINNPRESS

4234521  13/07/2019
EXICARE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
1029/5, INDIRA NAGAR, C-BLOCK, LUCKNOW-226016, U.P., INDIA
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES AND MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
MEROMIX
4234531  13/07/2019
BERBRICK HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO.5, CORPORATE ANNEX SONAWALA ROAD GOREGAON (EAST), NEXT TO CORPORATE AVENUE MUMBAI-400063
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBER DURGESH KESHWANI
1401, NEW NANDANVAN, LAYOUT, NEAR J L COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, NAGPUR-440009
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ZOBRICK
4234533  13/07/2019
BERBRICK HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO.5, CORPORATE ANNEX SONAWALA ROAD GOREGAON (EAST), NEXT TO CORPORATE AVENUE MUMBAI-400063
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBER DURGESH KESHARWANI
1401, NEW NANDANVAN, LAYOUT, NEAR JL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, NAGPUR-440009
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINES AND OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAYORANDIL

4234642    15/07/2019
STERIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
P.NO. 24-A, FLAT NO. F-4 KATARIYAPURI, RAM NAGAR, SODALA JAIPUR Jaipur RJ 302019
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, SHREE NATH TOWER, CENTRAL SPINE, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ILULIV

4234737  15/07/2019
SH. A. K. AGRAWAL TRADING AS SHREE RAM ENTERPRISES.
18, KUSUM KUNJ, NAGESHWAR COLONY, BORING ROAD, PATNA-800001, BIHAR, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ANAGUT-SB

4234807    15/07/2019

M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P.,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
OPTCECLO
4234810 15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
OPTPAN

4234811   15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
RIDUTI

4234813  15/07/2019

M/S ANAOPHT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHATIABAD-201007,U.P.,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
TENDOWETPLUS

4234814   15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C -411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P. - (India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M -
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
VITAOPT-2G

4234816  15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M.-09871034747, 093990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
WISHQGOLD

4234817  15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
BFERTILE

4234818  15/07/2019
M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C-411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
CURCOJOB

4234820 15/07/2019
M/S JUBILATION BIO SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
Near Shivmandir, Veer Sawarkar Nagar, Bareilly,-243122, U.P.(India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
RABOPT

4234821    15/07/2019

M/S ANAOPT HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
Flat No - C -411, Gulmohar Enclave, Rakesh Marg, Nehru Nagar, Ghaziabad U.P.- (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
TrueNatal
4234859    15/07/2019
SRIDHEE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
H-198, 3RD FLOOR, NEAR PURI MANDIR, KARAMPURA, DELHI-110015
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULKIT THAREJA
CHAMBER NO. 246-A, BLOCK-I, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-110003
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
AUZOX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.:24 GOKUL VIHAR HARMADA, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN 302039 INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FILING GANESHA
HOUSE NO.5 CHOTA BHARWARA NEAR LAXMI GARDEN ARVIND ACADEMY LUCKNOW 226010 UTTAR PRADESH INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
NUTRITIOGENX

4234937   15/07/2019
DIPTI SIDDESH MANKAME
FLAT NO. 404, BUILDING NO. “I” WING, PHASE-2 BHOO MI ACRES, WAGHBILL, GB ROAD, THANE WEST 400615, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIKANT TANNA
B- 72, 62 PEREIRA NAGAR NO 7, KHOPAT,, THANE (W) 400601
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
COLLER-F
4234988  15/07/2019
IPC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
A/10, ROYAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, B-5 NAIGAON, CROSS ROAD, WADALA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 031
Used Since :09/07/2019
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS
KLACTROMET
4235034  15/07/2019
ASHISH JAIN
trading as ;ASHISH JAIN
FLAT NO. 38, NAV KRANTI APPT. PLOT NO. 75, IP EXTN. PATPAR GANJ, DELHI 110092 INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX - ACTUS.
J - 43, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
RIFAXADER
4235036  15/07/2019
ASHISH JAIN trading as ;ASHISH JAIN
FLAT NO. 38, NAV KRANTI APPT. PLOT NO. 75, IP EXTN. PATPAR GANJ, DELHI 110092 INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEX - ACTUS.
J - 43, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110 092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
GutFly

4235040   15/07/2019
PANACEA BIOTEC LIMITED
B-1 EXTN. A/27, MOHAN CO-OP. INDL. ESTATE, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 044.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANDISER

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
4235529   15/07/2019
M/S. PSYCHOTROPICS INDIA LIMITED.
Plot No. 17, Sector-20A, Faridabad-121 001, Haryana
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
R-104, GREATER KAILASH PART 1, NEW DELHI-110 048
Used Since :01/05/2019
To be associated with:
940077, 4124106
DELHI
Medicinal Preparation, Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparation, medicated-soaps, medicated-creams, medicated-powders,
medicated-hair oils, medicated-lotions, medicated-Shampoo, balms and pain relieving preparations Dietary food Specially
adapted for Medical use, Tonic for Medical Purposes, Nutritional and Dietetic Supplements for Human Use, Dietetic food
and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, Plasters, materials for dressings Material for stopping teeth, dental
wax, Disinfectants, Preparations for destroying vermin & Fungicides, herbicides
AG7AMRIT

4235750   15/07/2019
KULVINDER SHARMA, PROPRIETOR OF ECLIPSER PHARMACEUTICALS
ECLIPSER HOUSE, SCO - 18, OPP. PINE HOMES, DHAKOLI, DISTT. MOHALI (PUNJAB)
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
OPTHEALTH
4235833  16/07/2019
SURYA HERBAL LIMITED
303, Pal Mohan Mansion, 26/34 East Patel Nagar, New Delhi - 110008
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
An Indian Company Registered under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE
422, SURYA APARTMETN PLOT NO.14, SECTOR 6, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-75

Proposed to be Used
DELIHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC
MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS;
PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICides, HERBICides.
NASOSTIL
16/07/2019
SURYA HERBAL LIMITED
303, Pal Mohan Mansion, 26/34 East Patel Nagar, New Delhi - 110008
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
An Indian Company Registered under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE
422, SURYA APARTMETN PLOT NO.14, SECTOR 6, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-75
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTION; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
OTINSTIL

4235835  16/07/2019

SURYA HERBAL LIMITED
303, Pal Mohan Mansion, 26/34 East Patel Nagar, New Delhi - 110008
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
An Indian Company Registered under the Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE
422, SURYA APARTMETN PLOT NO.14, SECTOR 6, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-75

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; ALLOPATHIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBAL MEDICINES, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Auricuris

4235984  16/07/2019

HITANSH MAKHECHA
4, URVASHI BEHIND HSBC BANK, JVPD ROAD NO 10, UHU MUMBAI 400049

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALOK KHAIRWAR
708, B WING, CLASSIC APARTMENT, SHIV SHAKTI CO.OP. SOCIETY, SANTOSHI MATA MANDIR ROAD, KURAR VILLAGE, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI-400097.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMA PRODUCTS RELATED TO HUMAN HEALTH
Kopical HB

4235986  16/07/2019

MEDEOR LIFE CARE LLP
172 CEDAR CREST, NIRVANA COUNTRY 1, SECTOR - 50, GURGAON 122018

Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Vorpid

4235989  16/07/2019
MEDEOR LIFE CARE LLP
172 CEDAR CRESTMIRVANA COUNTRY 1, SECTOR- 50, GURGAON 122018
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NIVODIL
4236078   16/07/2019

VOLENTIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
C/o - Neeraj Tripathi, 1/14 Rukhmani Kunj, Flat No - 201, Rajender Nagar, Sec -2, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, UP - 201005

Company Address for service in India/A gents address:
BRAJESH PURVAY
E-279/9, ROOP NAGAR, HARI NAGAR EXTENSION PART 3, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI-110044.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BALATOUX
4236122  16/07/2019
BALAXI VENTURES LIMITED
PLOT NO: 409, H.NO: 8-2-293, MAPS TOWERS, 3RD FLOOR, PHASE- III, ROAD NO:81, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500096, TELANGANA
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
SANKOCHI DUSTING POWDER

4236138  16/07/2019
SANJAY MEHROTRA
ROOM NO. 001, BUILDING 35, SHUBH GRAH COMPLEX, PLOT NO. 7-8, BETAGAON, BOISAR (EAST), PALGHAR 401501.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
SAB STIVO
4236140  16/07/2019
SANJAY MEHROTRA
trading as ;SANJAY MEHROTRA
ROOM NO. 001, BUILDING 35, SHUBH GRAH COMPLEX, PLOT NO. 7-8, BETAGAON, BOISAR (EAST), PALGHAR 401501
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
MAXDEFEE

4236176  16/07/2019

CHANDAN PRIT SINGH BHINDER TRADING AS MAXVERSAI HEALTHCARE.
604, ARUNIMA PALACE, SECTOR-4, VASUNDHRA, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201012.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
TYORUT

4236178  16/07/2019

CHANDAN PRIT SINGH BHINDER TRADING AS MAXVERSAL HEALTHCARE.
604, ARUNIMA PALACE, SECTOR-4, VASUNDHRA, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201012.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
LOVFOL

4236179    16/07/2019
CHANDAN PRIT SINGH BHINDER TRADING AS MAXVERSAL HEALTHCARE.
604, ARUNIMA PALACE, SECTOR-4, VASUNDHRA, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201012.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
IMMUBASIC
4236618  16/07/2019
DR. PANDURANG KADAM
14, MADHUSUDHAN, KULASHREE SOCIETY NO. 2, IN FRONT OF MADHAVBAUG SANE CARE, KARVE NAGAR, PUNE-411052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJAVA & ASSOCIATES
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT; DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; FOOD SUPPLEMENT.
CHLOROLIFE

4236619  16/07/2019

DR. PANDURANG KADAM
14, MADHUSUDHAN, KULASHREE SOCIETY NO. 2, IN FRONT OF MADHAVBAUG SANE CARE, KARVE NAGAR, PUNE-411052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENT; DIETARY SUPPLEMENT; FOOD SUPPLEMENT.
IMMUSHIELD

4236621  16/07/2019

DR. PANDURANG KADAM
14, MADHUSUDHAN, KULASHREE SOCIETY NO. 2, IN FRONT OF MADHAVBAUG SANE CARE, KARVE NAGAR, PUNE-411052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHISA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANAL (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
PRAKIRT

4236768  16/07/2019
BASANT NARAYAN BATS TRADING AS PRAKIRT HERBAL AYURVEDA
ROOM NO. 409, BLDG NO. 5, JANKY APPT. JANKY NAGARY PHOOLPARA VIRAR EAST, DISTT. PALGHAR-401305
(MAHARASHTRA)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations including Ayurvedic & Herbal Medicines.
TRONICA VIT
4236788  16/07/2019
NUTAN CHOUDHARY TRADING AS TRONICA PHARMA
PLOT NO. 64, SECTOR-7, TRIKUTA NAGAR, JAMMU (J & K)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
COFO

4236803  16/07/2019
M/S INTENSIVE LIFESCIENCE
1/2180-B, GALI NO. 15, EAST RAM NAGAR, SHAHDARA, S.O., EAST DELHI, DELHI-110032

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SURESH KUMAR GUPTA
350 2ND FLOOR, WEST GURU ANGAD NAGAR, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Mangtum

4236830  16/07/2019

HUIFE TWOBROS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-94, Freedom Fighter Enclave, IGNOU Road, Neb Sarai, New Delhi - 110068

PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Herbal supplements.
WaoOrtho
4236831   16/07/2019
HUIFE TWOBROS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-94, Freedom Fighter Enclave, IGNOU Road, Neb Sarai, New Delhi - 110068
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Herbal supplements.
SA BELLE

4236857    16/07/2019
UMESH CHHABRA
C-1/509, G-1, VASHISTH PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR- 302021, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, GELATIN CAPSUL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
VIZIERGIN

4236917    16/07/2019

MANISH SETHIA
B/2, Chamunda Vihar Mhatre Wadi, Rajaram Tawade Marg, Dahisar (West), Mumbai-400068
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals & medical preparations.
BRONCHOPRESS

4236930  16/07/2019

M/S. MEDREK PHARMACEUTICALS,
NO. 235, 1st Main Road, 4th Block, 3rd stage, 8th Main Road, Sanjay Gandhinagar, Basaveshawarnagar, Bangalore - 560 079.

Merchants & Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
NARHIST

4236931    16/07/2019
MS. KARRI VEERA VENKATA DEEPLYA REDDY,
D. NO. 3-2, Challapallivari Street, T. Nagar, Rajahmundry - 533101.
Merchant & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO Naidu COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
TRINICON
4236932  16/07/2019
MS. KARRI VEERA VENKATA DEEDEEPYA REDDY,
D. NO. 3-2, Chhallapallivari Street, T. Nagar, Rajahmundry - 533101.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
STRINATAL
4236936  16/07/2019
TARRAHLTISTYL PRIVATE LIMITED
290, 4th Main, 4th Phase Peenya Industrial Area, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560058
Company incorporated under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals and other preparations for medical, health care, Nutraceutical preparations and supplements for nutritional, therapeutic or medical purposes, specifically for women.
GLUBET-VG2

4236998  16/07/2019
M.LAVANYA
BIOHEAL PHARMACEUTICALS, T.S 120/1981, ROOM NO:4, GROUND FLOOR, MANOJIAPPA STREET, THANJAVUR-631009
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
TOLVARISE

4237121  16/07/2019
TASMED (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH-160019
A Company Duly incorporated under the Indian Company Law

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Skin care (Pharmaceutical preparations for —); Pharmaceutical; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants
RANZITAS

4237122    16/07/2019
TASMED (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH-160019
A Company Duly incorporated under the Indian Company Law

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAII RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Skin care (Pharmaceutical preparations for — ); Pharmaceutical; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants
CURCUTAS

4237123    16/07/2019

TASMED (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO. 45, NEW TIMBER MARKET, SECTOR-26, CHANDIGARH-160019
A Company Duly incorporated under the Indian Company Law

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELI

dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals
Rockwood Healthcare
4237166  16/07/2019
ROCKWOOD HEALTHCARE
869/9, NEAR HAFED GATE, SUKHPURA, ROHTAK-124001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
431 GROUND FLOOR KAKROLA HOUSING COMPLEX NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 794 DWARKA MOD 110078
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
M2500

4237204   17/07/2019
FJORD PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
K NO. 169 & 229 GOUSHALA ROAD, BALAGANJ LUCKNOW, UP 226003 IN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SINGH
CAFilings, 538K A/1546, Triveni Nagar II, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India, PIN : 226020

Proposed to be Used
DELI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
PAJOR D
4237205  17/07/2019
FJORD PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
K NO. 169 & 229 GOUSHALA ROAD, BALAGANJ LUCKNOW, UP 226003 IN
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAURABH SINGH
CAFilings, 538KA/1546, Triveni Nagar II, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India, PIN : 226020
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MEDHASAGAR RASA

4237211   17/07/2019
SHREE DHOOTAPAPESHWAR LIMITED
135, NANUBHAI DESAI ROAD, KHETWADI, MUMBAI 400004
Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

4237242 17/07/2019
SUNWAYS BIO-SCIENCE LLP
DIMPLE ARCADE PREMISES CO. OP. SOCIETY LTD., OFFICE NO. 211-12, ASHA NAGAR, THAKUR COMLEX, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI CITY MH 400101
Limited Liability Partnership
Used Since: 01/01/2018

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals
4237243  17/07/2019
SUNWAYS BIO-SCIENCE LLP
DIMPLE ARCADE PREMISES CO. OP. SOCIETY LTD., OFFICE NO. 211-12, ASHA NAGAR, THAKUR COMLEX, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI CITY MH 400101
Limited Liability Partnership
Used Since :01/01/2018
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4237245 17/07/2019
SUNWAYS BIO-SCIENCE LLP
DIMPLE ARCADE PREMISES CO. OP. SOCIETY LTD., OFFICE NO. 211-12, ASHA NAGAR, THAKUR COMLEX, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI CITY MH 400101
Limited Liability Partnership
Used Since: 01/01/2018
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals
RETI COLD

4237311  17/07/2019
VISHAL KHALE PROPRIETOR OF RETLON REMEDIES
PLOT NO. 12-66A, NEWARE VIHAR EKTA VIHAR NEW GRAIN MARKET NAJAF GARH NEW DELHI - 110043
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, Santosh Collection, Beside Jai Bharat Restaurant, Kokari Aagar, Naik Nagar, S.M. Road, Antophill Church, Mumbai - 400 037.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION IN CLASS 05
RETLM RD

4237312   17/07/2019

VISHAL KHALE PROPRIETOR OF RETLON REMEDIES
PLOT NO. 12-66A, NEWLINE RAJEEV VIHAR EKTA VIHAR NEW GRAIN MARKET NAJAF GARH NEW DELHI - 110043
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION IN CLASS 05
HALOCHLOR

4237380  17/07/2019
METRO EXPORTERS PVT. LTD
Unit No 8 & 9, Ground Floor, 132, Kakad Chambers, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018.
A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.N. POOJARI
M/s. Asian Patent Bureau,73, Ashoka shopping center, Ground floor, L.T. Road, G.T. Hospital Complex, Mumbai-400001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceuticals and Veterinary Preparations; Pesticides and Insecticides
4237428   17/07/2019
KAILASH SHANKAR TIWARI
311, MEDIA TIMES APARTMENT, ABHAY KHAND - 4, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD - 201 012
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DEODORIZERS, INSECT REPELLING & DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS INSECTICIDES MOSQUITO MATS
CENTRADYN

4237454  17/07/2019

SMT. SUCHETA DHAWAN.
106-L, MODEL TOWN, NEAR MITTAL HOSPITAL, SONEPAT-131001, HARYANA.

INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
MOXINAN CV 625

4237457  17/07/2019
NANSOM HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
217/3, ADITYA PALACE, NEAR TAJ GARHI, GARH ROAD, MEERUT-250004, U.P.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AXEPTIL

4237515  17/07/2019
SMT.VIMALA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS EMAAR HEALTH CARE
D.No.12-41, Flat No.202, BMR Residency, P&T Colony, Medipalli, Hyderabad-500098 (TS)
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/08/2009

CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
SUGESTERONE
4237524  17/07/2019
SMT.VIMALA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS EMAR HEALTH CARE
D.No.12-41, Flat No.202, BMR Residency, P&T Colony, Medipalli, Hyderabad-500098 (TS)
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :06/11/2009
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
EMTRIAZONE

4237525   17/07/2019

SMT.VIMALA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS EMAR HEALTH CARE
D.No.12-41, Flat No.202, BMR Residency, P&T Colony, Medipalli, Hyderabad-500098 (TS)

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASL GUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 22/08/2009

CHENNAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations.
COTIA-SR

4237560  17/07/2019
MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
MEDLEY HOUSE, D-2 MIDC AREA, 16TH ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
KRONGUT

4237584  17/07/2019
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED, B-73, G/F, DILSHAD COLONY, JHILMIL, EAST DELHI, DELHI-110095
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
EYEADD

4237641  17/07/2019
VINAY SRIVASTAVA
ALLAH NAGAR, BARHPUR, FARRUKHABAD, U.P
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUΣIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS IN CLASS 05
MAPRA CB TOTAL
4237810  17/07/2019
MAPRA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
201, ADHYARU INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SUN MILL COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
369783
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ARI EARTH

4237873  17/07/2019
MEGHA KULSHRESHTHA
5c/69 A Ram Swaroop Colony, Kedar Nagar, Shahganj, Agra, Uttar Pradesh, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANSHU RAJIV
No. 35, 10th A Main, 2nd Main, Prakruthi Township, Horamavu Agra Road, Bangalore - 560043

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
veterinary and sanitary substances, infants and invalids foods, plasters and materials for bandaging, materials for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
SCALMPLUS
4237888   17/07/2019
MR. SAURABH VIJAYKUMAR NANDAPURKAR TRADING SVN PHARMA
A-14, Gurunath Sankul, New Shreynagar, Shriram Chowk, Near Kalda Corner, Aurangabad-431001.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :23/01/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4237928 17/07/2019
ISHWAR SINGH.
HOUSE NO.-491, VPO DHANI GARAN THE-BARWALA, DIST.-HISAR, HARYANA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HERBAL MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND MINERAL NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS.
APTINAN

4237930  17/07/2019
NANSOM HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
217/3, ADITYA PALACE, NEAR TAJ GARHI, GARH ROAD, MEERUT-250004, U.P.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
FEVEROLIENE SYRUP

4238025    17/07/2019

RAJESH NIGAM
74 TILAK NAGAR AISHBAGH LUCKNOW
PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMARJEET SINGH CHAUHAN, ADVOCATE
538 kha/1/37, Deen Dayal Nagar, Sitapur Road, Khadra, Lucknow

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Description: Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
MR AMIYA KANTA JENA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. TRUST QUEST HEALTHCARE
SAI NILAYA J YOTI VIHAR, LANE-3, BIDANASI, CUTTACK, PIN-753014, ODISHA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
4238056   17/07/2019
UPL LTD.
UPL House, 610 B/2, Bandra Village, Off Western Express Highway, Bandra (East), Mumbai - 400 051, Maharashtra, India.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Used Since :05/06/2019

MUMBAI
Pesticides, Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides, Vermicides, Rodenticides, Weedicides, Preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin
NUTRUST

4238061   17/07/2019
MR AMIYAKANTA JENA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. TRUST QUEST HEALTHCARE
SAI NILAYAJ YOTI VIHAR, LANE-3, BIDANASI, CUTTACK, PIN-753014, ODISHA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360, ICE FACTORY ROAD, MANA VILLAS, COLLEGE SQUARE, CUTTACK 753 003, ODISHA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
NOVELTY HEALTHSHINE PVT LTD
805, Shelton Sapphire, Sector 15, CBD, Belapur, Navi Mumbai-400614
private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRUTI K. SHAH
409, Kataria Arcade, Nr. Adani School, Off. S. G. Road, Behind Signature 1 Complex, Ahmedabad-51

Used Since: 21/10/2015

MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical, Nutraceutical and Dietary preparations
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 ,   02/09/2019           Class 5

ActiFiber

4238189    17/07/2019
ESSENS WELLNESS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, B Wing, 502A., Ackruti Trade Centre., Midc, Andheri East, Mumbai Suburban, Maharashtra-400093
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4238203 17/07/2019
SESHU BHARATH SINGU
Flat No 302, Ram Residency, Plot No G 101, Hyderabad, Telangana-500038
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
4238216    17/07/2019
CHARISSA PSION PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
37/2, Sathya Nagar Padi, Maria street
Indian Private Limited Company Limited by Shares
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VINEETH T
36/4933, RAJ BHAVAN, OPP.IDBI BHAVAN, SHORANUR ROAD, THRISSUR, KERALA-680551
Used Since :06/11/2006
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
4238225    17/07/2019
MRS. USHA SANJAY PATIL PROPRIETOR OF SCIENT CHEMICALS
21, Hariom Sahdev Nagar, Near Chintamani Lawns, Gangapur Road, Nashik-422013, Maharashtra, India
PROPRIETARY COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Insecticide, Pesticide, Fungicide, Disinfectants, Preparation for destroying Vermin
4238232  17/07/2019
GTV HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
36-93-263B 1st Floor, Javaharlal Nehru Nagar, KANCHARAPALEM Vishakhapatnam-530008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANARDHANA REDDY
303, Sai Brundavan Apts, Model House Lane, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, TS

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPRATION
AMOROBAT

4238275   17/07/2019
PROSIT HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
#Gokul D, No. 1-12-784/3, Urwa Stores, Ashok Nagar Mangalore 575006,
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH S
F3, CNU HOMES PUSHPAM, 1 SABARI STREET, RAJIV GANDHI NAGAR, AMBATTUR, CHENNAI 600053
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN USE
4238328  18/07/2019
M/S. AUREA BIOLABS PVT. LTD
G-285 Main Avenue, Panampilly Nagar, Cochin Kerala, Pin-682 036

Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018

Used Since : 15/01/2015

To be associated with:
3030747

CHENNAI

Dietary supplements, nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements, plant extracts for use as dietary supplements included in class 5.
DERMACHARGE

4238370  18/07/2019
AIMIL PHARMACEUTICALS (INDIA) LTD.
2994/4, STREET NO. 17, RANJEET NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pharmaceutical preparations, Medicinal preparations and substances, Herbal medicine, Pharmaceuticals and natural remedies
Gemaroi

4238378  18/07/2019
M/S. SUPREME PHARMA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD
211, Sagar Avenue, S.V. Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai, Maharashtra, India - 400058
Director

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparation
ZITSIL

4238415  18/07/2019

DERMASIL BIOCEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DERMASIL BIOCEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

PLOT NO.156, G/F, G3-BLOCK, STREET NO.7, SAI ENCLAVE, MOHAN GARDEN, DELHI-110059, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS.
4238442  18/07/2019
AUMGEN PHARMA LLP
201, Camps Corner, Opp. SRPF Ground No-9, Near Susen Circle, Makarpura Main Road, Vadodara 390009
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHASKAR DUTTA
204, SAI ARTICA, 13/14, SARASWATI SOCIETY, VASNA ROAD, VADODARA-390007, GUJARAT.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RUDSOVA LIFE SCIENCES

4238470  18/07/2019

MRS.R.SOWMIYA
W/o S.Selvakannan, No.16/26, Car Street, Thangaraj Nagar, Arasu Colony, Karur-639004, Karur District, Tamil Nadu

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
AZTOPRIDE

4238472  18/07/2019

M/S. AZTON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 14/1/1694, SAHAYOG NAGAR, LANE NO. 1, TALWADE, PUNE - 411 062, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS , PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
DHAYUR
4238511  18/07/2019
MR. SANCHIT MINOCHA
H.No.-28, Maya Gali, Gali No-1, Babarpur, Shahadara, Delhi-110032, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Pharmaceutical, Medicine, Herbal medicine, Veterinary and Sanitary preparations; Dietetic substances adapted for medical use, Food for babies; Plasters, Materials for dressings; Materials for stopping teeth, Dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparation for destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides & Ayurvedic medicines
AXIVIT

4238724 18/07/2019
NALLAMOTHU SRINIVASA RAO (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS ARTEMAS PHARMACEUTICALS
Mohanbagh Apartments, 29-19-8/8, Dornakal Road, Suryarao Pet, Vijayawada - 520002, Andhra Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since: 01/06/2011

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals
MUCOROCHE
4238887   18/07/2019
M/S EDELROCHE LIFE SCIENCES PVT LTD.
3183, Near St Patrick's Inter College, Poliganj, Majhola, District -Udham Singh Nagar ,Uttarakhand, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
WILCREST
4238897  18/07/2019
M/S ARKAS PHARMA (P) LTD
#NO: 1-4-180/80/A, SAI BABA OFFICERS COLONY, SAINIKPURI, HYDERABAD-500094, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, & HERBICIDES
WITANTHYL

4238898  18/07/2019
M/S ARKAS PHARMA (P) LTD
NO: 1-4-180/80/A, SAI BABA OFFICERS COLONY, SAINIKPURI, HYDERABAD-500094, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, & HERBICIDES
RACEFIT
4238899   18/07/2019
M/S. RAMINI BIO NUTRITION (P) LTD
#PLOT NO: 21A & B, FIRST FLOOR, I.D.A, KUKATPALLY, PHASE III, PRASHANTHI NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500072, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NUTRACEUTICALS
DECAWEL

4238907  18/07/2019
SAWAN VERMA
B-507, DWARIKA GREENS, ROORKEE, UTTARAKHAND
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
BETRUST INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
2537, 1Ind Floor, Aravalli Vihar Sainik Colony Sec-49, Faridabad, NCR Delhi, Faridabad, Haryana-121001
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV KUMAR
D-122/6, 3rd Floor, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
4239124  18/07/2019
WHEATWAVE (HANGZHOU) INTERNATIONAL TRADING CO., LTD.
Room 1530 (Zhong Yue Chuang Zhi Building) No. 1058, Science and Technology Museum Road, Changhe Street, Binjiang District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province, China
A company incorporated and existing under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR-35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Patch; Vitamin preparations; Slimming pills; Ointment; Food for babies; Babies' diaper-pants; Sanitizing wipes; Medical dressings; Chinese medicine bag; Medicine health bag.
4239264    18/07/2019
HANDAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
DOOR NO;7-9-243, LAXMAN NAGAR, NEAR MURARI PICTURE PALACE, NAIDUPETA, NELLORE, ANDHRA PRADESH - 524126
THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
4239269  18/07/2019

ORO AGRI INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Governors Square, 2nd Floor, 23 Lime Tree Bay Avenue, P.O. Box 1569 Grand Cayman, KY1-1110, Cayman Islands
A corporation organised and existing under the laws of Cayman Islands.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Herbicides, insecticides, pesticides and fungicides; Agricultural biopesticides; Biocides, germicides, bactericides and virucides.
XIVANA

4239308   18/07/2019
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany
A German Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019 Class 5

CAMBALIO
4239309 18/07/2019
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee, 51373 Leverkusen, Germany
A German Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
ELLIOTT ELIRON-LC

4239323    18/07/2019
ELLIOTT LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-39, NITYANAND NAGAR, MOTI NAGAR, QUEENS ROAD, JAIPUR - 302021 RAJASTHAN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since : 20/01/2015

To be associated with:
3823080

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
GIBIFLAM

4239326    18/07/2019
ELLIOTT LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-39, NITYANAND NAGAR, MOTI NAGAR, QUEENS ROAD, JAIPUR - 302021 RAJASTHAN
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SHEME, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since : 20/01/2015

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4239331   18/07/2019
VITALYS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
21, SHAHEED BABU LABH SINGH NAGAR, GULAB DEVI HOSPITAL ROAD, NEAR CANAL, JALANDHAR-144008 (PUNJAB)
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :15/05/2019
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Enterofizz-EL
4239402  18/07/2019
THEMIS MEDICARE LIMITED
11/12, UDYOG NAGAR, S.V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400104, MAHARASHTRA
A Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
7th Floor, M 3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram - 122001 National Capital Region India
Used Since :23/04/2019
To be associated with:
4164400
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations.
FLUXIRUM

4239423   18/07/2019
Mohalla Sawania, VPO Sadhaura, Tehsil Bilaspur, Distt. Yamuna Nagar - 133204
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINES FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY CONSUMPTION, FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY CONSUMPTION; FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY CONSUMPTION; MEDICINES IN FORM OF INJECTIONS, SYRUPS, SUSPENSIONS, TABLETS, CAPSULES, BOLUS AND POWDER FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY CONSUMPTION;
PIRANERVE
4239431   18/07/2019
M/S. MATIAS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
47, SUNDER NAGAR MAIN, INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
DISEFERRO
4239435  18/07/2019
KIRTI RAJ SINGHAI
906/1069, BOMBAY HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE, JABALPUR (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
DISEFLORA
4239436  18/07/2019
KIRTI RAJ SINGHAI
906/1069, BOMBAY HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE, JABALPUR (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
MATRIOXONE
4239545  19/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
NIMOXIN

4239547   19/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600 044.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
ATENJAY

4239548  19/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
STERIPALM
4239550  19/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chromptet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
"OSTORCIUM"

4239594    19/07/2019

ANAMIKA SINHA
SHIV SADAN, RAMBAG CHOWK, MUSAHRI AT & PO RAMNA MUDAFFARPUR - 842002 BIHAR

Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAWNA THAKUR
606 B block New Generation Extn. Dhakoli, Zirakpur 160104

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
VALEPTOL

4239683 19/07/2019

LINUX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No.492, Viduthalai Nagar Extension, Thoraipakkam Radial Road, Kovalambakkam, Chennai-600 117

Body Incorporate Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, J A I S A N K A R STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033.

Used Since: 02/06/2017

To be associated with:
2081062

CHENNAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
VENLITE CZ
4239684    19/07/2019
LINUX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No.492, Viduthalai Nagar Extension, Thoraipakkam Radial Road, Kovalambakkam, Chennai-600 117
Body Incorporate Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :28/09/2017
To be associated with:
1842395
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
NEUROMEDA

4239856  19/07/2019

ANDROMEDA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 03, FIRST FLOOR, MEDICINE CHAMBER, RNT MARG, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001
A PVT LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Used Since :09/05/2012

To be associated with:
3882185

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
एव्रीस्डी

4239878  19/07/2019
F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124, 4070 Basel, Switzerland
a Joint Stock Company organized under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4239878, 4241860

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of neurological diseases.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

KALAMANDIR

4239907 19/07/2019

KALAMANDIR JEWELLERS LIMITED
2287, SURVEY NO- 25/P, CHOKSI BAJAR, KOSAMBA-394120, GUJARAT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CREOGENIC

4239915  19/07/2019

KETAN DOGRA
Flat No. 26 Tower B, Spangle Condos, Dhakoli, Zirakpur District MOHAL:I (Pb)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHAL | 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
MUBLIS
4239919  19/07/2019
ABHI SHARMA
35 New Model Town, Jallandhar
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
MOHAMMED ALI AKRAM KHAN
trading as : MOHAMMED ALI AKRAM KHAN
630, PENSION LANE, BUXI BAZAR, CUTTACK-753001, ODISHA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK ASSOCIATION
SRIMAA LANE, MADHUPATNA, KALYANI NAGAR, CUTTACK-753013

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
AMILINEX

4240036  19/07/2019
NEXKEM PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
447, PATARKAR COLONY NEAR SAMUDAYIK KENDRA, MANSAROVAR JAIPUR-302020
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH KUMAR SHIVNANI (ACS)
B-4, Om Shree Tower, Opp. J.P. Phatak Near Lotus Dairy, Sahkar Marg, Jaipur-302015

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
USED IN NEURO SIETRIC DRUG TABLET.
LACOVE

4240265  19/07/2019

LINUX LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No.492, Viduthalai Nagar Extension, Thoraiyppakkam Radial Road, Kovalambakkam, Chennai-600 117

Body Incorporate Private Limited

Address for service in India/Aagents address:
G.RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, J AISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI - 600 033.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
NEZITOL

4240366  19/07/2019

PRAKASH KUMAR KHETAN TRADING AS NUCLEAS PHARMACEUTICALS
216, SHANTI BHAWAN, SAPTA SAROVAR ROAD, BHUPATWALA, HARIDWAR (UTTARAKHAND)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
REGIRO
4240384   19/07/2019
SHOBHIT JAISWAL
480, POKHARPUR, SHIVANSH TANNERY KANPUR 208010 UP INDIA
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV KAPOOR
12/489, GWALTOLE, CHURCH ROAD, KANPUR - 208 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRUGS, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES.
SNEGWELL
4240476  19/07/2019
SUDESH TYAGI TRADING AS ZOMEDOLIFE SCIENCE
245-F, NALANDA TOWN SHAMSHABAD ROAD AGRA, UTTAR PRADESH- 282001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicinal preparations, Veterinary preparations.
GALICO
4240477   19/07/2019
GALIPEA MOLECULES PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO-44-C-2C, JANAKPURI P & T COLONY NEW DELHI, EAST DELHI -110058
pharmaceutical
INCORPORATION
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSE, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
CORTIGAL
4240509    19/07/2019
GALIPEA MOLECULES PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO-44-C-2C, JANAKPURI P & T COLONY NEW DELHI, EAST DELHI -110058
pharmaceutical INCORPORATION
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSE, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
Crawford
Mithinid
Mosquito Lotion

4240599   19/07/2019
RUBI BEGUM
MOHALLA PURVI LAKHPERA COLLEGE ROAD MOHAMMDI
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYED ALI BASIR RIZVI
467/249 ALIA COLONY DURGA DEVIC MARG SHEESMAHAL LUCKNOW 226003
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3908127
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
HIDEPUT

4240617 19/07/2019
GIRISH KUMAR, PROPRIETOR M/S AURKEM HEALTH CARE
ANAND NAGAR-A, BABYAL, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
CEFTIMAST
4240618   19/07/2019
GIRISH KUMAR, PROPRIETOR M/S AURKEM HEALTH CARE
ANAND NAGAR-A, BABYAL, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ETIS MART
4240620  19/07/2019
CHETAN KHURANA
408, SECTOR 21, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ULTITRIP

4240622   19/07/2019
CHETAN KHURANA, PROPRIETOR M/S COB HEALTHCARE
408, SECTOR 21, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
ZAPIAUM

4240640  19/07/2019
ROHIT TILAKRAJ CHADHA TRADING AS M/S. AUM HEALTHCARE
D/10, 2ND FLOOR, KRISHNA NAGAR SOCIETY, VIBHAG-2, OPP. CHOKSI WADI, ADAJAN, SURAT - 395009, GUJARAT.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of schizophrenia disorders.
TOPPING

4240641   19/07/2019
ROHIT TILAKRAJ CHADHA TRADING AS M/S. AUM HEALTHCARE
D/10, 2ND FLOOR, KRISHNA NAGAR SOCIETY, VIBHAG-2, OPP. CHOKSI WADI, ADAJAN, SURAT - 395009, GUJARAT.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations for preventing and controlling epilepsy and migraine disorders.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

AJAN VRUKSHA
4240754 20/07/2019

RUSHIKESH ANIL THAKRE
New State Bank Colony, Nagpur Road, Wardha - 442001

Active

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
Office No.101 & 102, Gulmohar Apartment, Above SBI Bank, Camp, Pune-411001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, dietary supplements for humans and animals, included in class 5
A-DONE

4240964   20/07/2019
BIOPHARMACIEAA PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO. 1001 SOLITARE - 6, S. NO. 7-8, N D A PASHAN ROAD, BAVDHAN, OPP. RAM NAGAR COLONY, PUNE - 411 021
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ZOROSOL

4240965  20/07/2019
BIOPHARMACIEAA PVT. LTD.
FLAT NO. 1001 SOLITARE – 6, S. NO. 7-8, N D A PASHAN ROAD, BAVDHAN, OPP. RAM NAGAR COLONY, PUNE - 411 021
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Colon IBS

4241025  20/07/2019
Aiwon Life Sciences LLP
Plot No. 31, Sagar Society, Road No. 2, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500 034
A Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. Dewan & Co.
Podar Chambers, S.A. Brelvi Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
Chennai
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019          Class 5

Marnifer XT
4241026   20/07/2019
AIWON LIFE SCIENCES LLP
PLOT NO. 31, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO.2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Ethyl Omega

4241027   20/07/2019

AIWON LIFE SCIENCES LLP
PLOT NO. 31, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO.2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Mitozyme Q10
4241028  20/07/2019
AIWON LIFE SCIENCES LLP
Plot No. 31, Sagar Society, Road No.2, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad - 500 034
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Tenaphage M

4241029  20/07/2019

AIWON LIFE SCIENCES LLP
PLOT NO. 31, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO. 2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Aiworoz

4241030   20/07/2019
AIWON LIFE SCIENCES LLP
PLOT NO. 31, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO.2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 034
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
TAVIQ10
4241055  20/07/2019
TAVISH WADHERA
BUNGALOW NO. 18, MAIN ROAD, OPP. METRO PILLOR NO. 215, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
TAVIBOND

4241056  20/07/2019
TAVISH WADHERA
BUNGALOW NO. 18, MAIN ROAD, OPP. METRO PILLOR NO. 215, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
RAJNISH BANSAL
D-16/295, SECTOR - 7, ROHINI, DELHI - 110085
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.A. ASSOCIATES
B-6/83 FIRST FLOOR SEC 7 ROHINI DELHI 85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SANITARY NAPKINS AND PERSONAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS.
ELE AGRON
4241090  20/07/2019
ELEVON ENTERPRISE INDIA
805, 8th Floor, OZONE, Sarabhai Compound, Vikram Sarabhai Road, Wadi Wadi, Vadodara-390003
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
R.K. DEWAN & CO. 1271 & 1272, 12th Floor, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza - II, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi - 110 034, INDIA
Used Since :03/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
Agricultural Pesticides and Insecticides
TRYMELAIN
4241206  20/07/2019
MEDATEASE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H-1104, Aishwaryapuram Venture, Akurdi, Pune-411035.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
OBELEPTIN

4241223   20/07/2019
SONAL MILAN SAVLA TRADING AS MDX SPECIALITIES
Shop No. 1 & 2, Maltma No. 1081770/00001& 2, Bl No. 23, Hse No. 196/23, New Saidham Apt C HS, Namdeowadi, Panchpakhadi,
Thane-West - 400602
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C -102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambeaon
(BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
MAGSOSP
4241232  20/07/2019
RAMPRAKASH VERMA PROPRIETOR OF M/S MAGSONS PHARMACEUTICALS
47, Yadav Park Ext. Najafgarh Road, New Delhi, (India)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
DR. DEVU LAKSHMI DEVEE
1ST FLOOR, RAJA RANI TOURS AND TRAVELS PREMISES, 214, LADY JAMSHEDEJI ROAD, DADAR WEST, SHIVAJI PARK, MUMBAI - 400028
AN INDIVIDUAL AND INDIAN RESIDENT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GEETA RAMKISHOR YADAV
403, SANDESH CHS LTD., PAKHADI, KAREGAON, KALWA(W), THANE-400605

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, ALLOPATHY MEDICINAL PREPARATION, AYURVEDIC PREPARATION FOR SKIN, HAIR AND BODY.
4241344  20/07/2019
SUSHOBHIT HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
B-193, NATASHA PARK-II, NIZAMPURA - 390002, Gujarat, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALOK PATHAK
346 Third Floor Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi (110014)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical or nutraceutical medicinal preparation under class 5
4241349 20/07/2019
SREYASI AYURVEDA (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO-13/849, NEDUVATHOOR, KOTTARAKKAR NR CHIRAKKADAVU DEVI TEMPLE, NEELESWARAM PO KOLLAM KOLLAM KL 691505 IN
THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
PAPEE

4241375  20/07/2019

T.T.PHARMACEUTICALS
200/3, Main Road, Sangliyandapuram, Trichy - 620001

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RANJITHKUMAR D
No.C-1, 5th Block, 1st-floor, Pari Salai, Mogappair East, Chennai-600037

Used Since : 12/07/2019

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CANITIZ

4241443  20/07/2019

LAOMAI THERAPEUTICS
NO.5A BAKKIYATHAMMAL MAIN ROAD PADI,CHENNAI,TAMILNADU-600050
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI , PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ALTHROMEN

4241446  20/07/2019

VIBHOR RASTOGI
5, MANAK VIHAR, OPPOSITE YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceutics, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
MATHU MEGA

4241516    21/07/2019
GAUTHAM VARMAA E R
91/1, THIRU VI KA NAGAR, KAMARAJAR SALAI, METTupalayam, COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU - 641 104.
MEDINE PRODUCER
Natural Person

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SIDDHA MEDICINE FOR DIABETIC CONTROL
TIGERANCE

4241530   21/07/2019
ENDURANCE HEALTHCARE LIMITED
23, 8th Floor, Devpath, Behind Lal Bunglow, Off. C.G. Road, Ahmedabad - 380 006. Gujarat, India
Limited Company incorporated Under The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY 
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations included in class-05
MUDIT HERBAL

4241577  21/07/2019
BABITA PURSWANI, PROPRIETOR OF MUDIT HERBAL
Jinendra Vihar, House No. F-28, Sanjeet Rod, Jaggakhedi, Mandsaur (M.P.), Pincode- 458001
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ERE NSULIN
4241621  21/07/2019
JAGIR SINGH
27, 3RD FLOOR, KRISHNA MEDICINE MARKET, KATRA SHER SINGH, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUKAR SINGH SACHAN
S-3, B273A,Ramprastha,Ghaziabad,UP,Pin-201011
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL , DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS .
TANTON-Z

4241640  21/07/2019
ROMMED CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
192/13 SECTOR J AMBIKA VIHAR COLONY ASHIYANA LUCKNOW
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REGISTERED
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
RENOREX-LS
4241641  21/07/2019
ROMMED CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
192/13 SECTOR J AMBIKA VIHAR COLONY ASHIYANA LUCKNOW
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REGISTERED
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
4241972  22/07/2019
MR. RAJIV G. JAIN TRADING AS M/S. SURTARU
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14, Heta Complex, Nr. L. P. Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan, Surat, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
XANOFIZZ
4242039  22/07/2019
NIRUPAM KUMAR
C-304, Devnandan Desire, Opp. Engineering College, Nr. AUDA lake, Motera,
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KUMAR PAL MAHENDRA MEHTA
C 502, NEELKANTH ELEGANCE, NR. RADIO MIRCHI TOWER, TIMES OF INDIA, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD-380051.
Used Since :01/04/2019
AHMEDABAD
Effervescent vitamin tablets, Food supplements, Nutrition supplements and Dietary supplements
XANO FIT
4242040  22/07/2019

NIRUPAM KUMAR
C-304, Devnandan Desire, Opp. Engineering College, Nr. AUDA lake, Motera,
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KUMAR PAL MAHENDRA MEHTA
C 502, NEELKANTH ELEGANCE, NR. RADIO MIRCHI TOWER, TIMES OF INDIA, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD-380051.
Used Since :01/04/2019

AHMEDABAD
Food supplements, Nutrition supplements, Dietary supplements
Pee Pee

4242074  22/07/2019
MANJEET
PLOT NO-B-66A, KHASRA 28/16 MAHAVIR VIHAR COLONY, KANJHAWALA NORTH WEST DELHI 110081
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
MOBIPAN

4242206   22/07/2019

LARVISHINE PHARMA

Sy No : 1053, D. No : 14-67/5/16, Navya Nagar, Sangareddy, Ameenpur, Telangana, India.

Sole Proprietorship Firm, Proprietor Name: VAJENDRAPAL THONTA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA

Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals.
ARQUS ZODIAC
4242208  22/07/2019
MANOJ KUMAR PANDEY
117/K/25, R.S. Puram, Sarvodaya Nagar, Naveen Nagar, Kanpur (U.P.), 208025, India.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic Medicine, Ayurvedic Oil
ARQUS VAASTU

4242209   22/07/2019

MANOJ KUMAR PANDEY
117/K/25, R.S. Puram, Sarvodaya Nagar, Naveen Nagar, Kanpur (U.P.), 208025, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic Medicine, Ayurvedic Oil
LULIHENZ
4242262    22/07/2019
ANITA MISHRA
trading as ;M/S HEYINZ PHARMACEUTICALS
H.NO. 186/210, NIYARDEEN VNS, POLICE STATION-CHOLAPUR, TASSEL-VARANASI, DISTT.-VARANASI-221001, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES
4242392  22/07/2019
MR. UMESH CHAND SHRIVASTAVA SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SAGARVANSI AYURVEDA
P.NO.24, FLAT NO.G-2, SHREE SHYAM RESIDENCY, VIJAY NAGAR, KANAKPURA, PANCHYAWALA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN - 302034
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :28/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
MANIGRAIN

4242405    22/07/2019

M/S MATIAS HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
47, SUNDER NAGAR MAIN ROAD, INDORE - 452001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
LUCKY ASSOCIATES, 709/B, 7TH FLOOR, RAJANI BHAWAN, M.G. ROAD, INDORE - 452001 (M.P.)

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, MEDICINAL & HUMAN CONSUMPTION
4242525   22/07/2019
M/S. SUDARSHAN PHARMA INDUSTRIES LTD
55/547, MHB COLONY, NEAR VASANT COMPLEX CIRCLE, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI WEST MUMBAI - 400067

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
4242526  22/07/2019
M/S. SUDARSHAN PHARMA INDUSTRIES LTD
55/547, MHB COLONY, NEAR VASANT COMPLEX CIRCLE, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI WEST MUMBAI - 400067
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05
4242527   22/07/2019
M/S. SUDARSHAN PHARMA INDUSTRIES LTD
55/547,MHB COLONY,NEAR VASANT COMPLEX CIRCLE,MAHAVIR NAGAR,KANDIWALI WEST MUMBAI -400067
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05
KZVISION

4242553  22/07/2019

P. RANJAN KUMAR S/O LATE ALEKHA CHANDRA PRADHAN
Ramakrushnapur, Chhanipur, Cuttack, Odisha- 754202, (India)

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
LULIPRINCE

4242554  22/07/2019

P. RANJAN KUMAR S/O LATE ALEKHA CHANDRA PRADHAN
Ramakrushnapur, Chhanipur, Cuttack, Odisha- 754202, (India)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ITVISION

4242555  22/07/2019

PRAKASH KUMAR SINGH S/O PRAFULLA KUMAR SINGH
Umar, Jhadeswarpur, Cuttack, Odisha - 754207, (India)

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ETOPURE
4242557  22/07/2019
CITIZEN LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
103 & 103,Floor-1st ,Plot No.-952/954,Orbit Plaza C HS, New Prabhadevi Road, Nagusaya J iwadi, Mumbai, Mumbai City, M H— 400025.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :17/07/2019
To be associated with:
2900591
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
ADVINCAL

4242576  22/07/2019
AKASH RATTAN SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF M/S KANSTRIDE BIOLABS
UGF - 71, Signature Street, G Block, Govindpuram, Ghaziabad, U.P. -201013, (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
NICACIUM
4242591   22/07/2019
NUTAN CHOUDHARY TRADING ASTRONICA PHARMA
PLOT NO. 64, SECTOR-7, TRIKUTA NAGAR, JAMMU (J & K)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
UT SELWAY ZN

4242601  22/07/2019

UTTARA IMPEX PVT LTD
Uttara House, 22nd Wellesley Road, Camp Pune, 411001
a private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PADMAJA PATHAK
L 1 103 Amrut Ganga Sinhagad Road

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4108761

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals and other preparations for medical or veterinary purpose; supplements for veterinary purpose to enhance the nutritional value of the same; Dietary supplements, nutrition supplements, protein supplements for animals; food supplement for animals; medicated supplements for animal foodstuffs
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019

CYSTROSE

4242784    22/07/2019
M/S 3C PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
253/C, SR NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500038, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
A Company registered under the companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, # 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Used Since: 23/07/2018

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN.
STRESNIL RF

4242797    22/07/2019
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
675618

MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ARGIMAA
4242802 22/07/2019
ASBURG PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
70, MANAS VIHAR, SARVODAYA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226012 UP INDIA
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV KAPOOR
12/489, GWALTOLE, CHURCH ROAD, KANPUR - 208 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRUGS, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINES.
VILLMET
4242805  22/07/2019
M/S ANTHUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
190A, Pettukola Towers, Poonamallee High Road, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600 010
Private Limited Company registered under the Companies Act of 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS & RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations
4243034 23/07/2019
R.K. ASSOCIATES & HOTELIERS PVT LTD
trading as; R.K. ASSOCIATES & HOTELIERS PVT LTD
D-187, PHASE-1, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
OP-Kluch
4243038   23/07/2019
PLIGHT PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 60, Nalanda Nagar, Bhagwan Nagar, Near Bank Of Maharashtra, Nagpur, Maharashtra - 440027
PRIVATE LIMITED A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH DANDEKAR
Plot-44, Shastri Layout, Subhash Nagar, Nagpur - 440022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
LANMIZE

4243047   23/07/2019

IRFAN NAZIR
Habak Shanpora Srinagar J & K - 190006
Individual

Proposed to be Used

DELI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS, VETERINARY, SANITARY, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
MON SMARTY

4243077   23/07/2019

SAMUJJAL TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; SAMUJJAL TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
133, J ODHPUR GARDEN, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700045
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. PAUL & CO.
362, PUTIARY BANERJEE PARA ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, TOLLYGUNGE, KOLKATA 700 041, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 15/07/2019

KOLKATA
SANITARY PADS.
4243111  23/07/2019
M/S. ALLO HEALTH AND LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.8-2- 293/A/87, J ubliee Hills, Hyderabad-500035, Telangana, india
Private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutraceuticals for medical purposes, Nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements, Health food supplements for persons with special dietary requirements, Dietary supplements, Herbal supplements, Probiotics for use as dietary supplements
HEPANYM

4243163  23/07/2019

WIN-MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
1311, Modi Tower, 98, Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019, India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations.
DVALLY
4243193 23/07/2019
SIMAIOS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H001, Panchvati Building, Omkarpuram Complex, Adai Village, New Panvel, Mumbai

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JASNEET KAUR
#1063, Sector 2, Panchkula, Haryana 134112

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; medicines for human purposes
GIOS - NT
4243194    23/07/2019
SIMAIOS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H001, Panchvati Building, Omkarpuram Complex, Adai Village, New Panvel, Mumbai

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JASNEET KAUR
#1063, Sector 2, Panchkula, Haryana 134112

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; medicines for human purposes
QTISO

4243195   23/07/2019
SMAIOS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H001, Panchvati Building, Omkarpuram Complex, Adai Village, New Panvel, Mumbai

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JASNEET KAUR
#1063, Sector 2, Panchkula, Haryana 134112

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; medicines for human purposes
OXCARKEY

4243196  23/07/2019
SIMAIOS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
H001, Panchvati Building, Omkarpuram Complex, Adai Village, New Panvel, Mumbai

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JASNEET KAUR
#1063, Sector 2, Panchkula, Haryana 134112

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietary supplements for humans and animals; medicines for human purposes
GLUFIVE
4243257  23/07/2019
AETIUS LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 482, ANAND NAGAR, NR ASAMAHAN LAYOUT, SANGAM CINEMA NAGAR, HANUMAN NAGAR, NAGPUR 440009
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZIVENOR

4243263   23/07/2019
RITU SHYAM KODWANI
C/O SPARSH HEALTHCARE, H NO 30/188, ROOM NO 1, FIRST FLOOR GANJ WARD, GONDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZVDERM

4243264  23/07/2019

RITU SHYAM KODWANI
C/O SPARSH HEALTHCARE, H NO 30/188, ROOM NO 1, FIRST FLOOR GANJ WARD, GONDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

ZIVOMEF
4243268  23/07/2019
RITU SHYAM KODWANI
C/O SPARSH HEALTHCARE, H NO 30/188, ROOM NO 1, FIRST FLOOR GANJ WARD, GONDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
RABZINOR

4243270  23/07/2019

RITU SHYAM KODWANI
C/O SPARSH HEALTHCARE, H NO 30/188, ROOM NO 1, FIRST FLOOR GANJ WARD, GONDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
UBITOP

4243303  23/07/2019

JAGAT NARAYAN MISHRA
RAIBARELI ROAD, TULSI SADAN, VAISHNO NAGAR COLONY, USROO, FAIZABAD, U.P.-224001

individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
FUMEFOLIC

4243356  23/07/2019

BDA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 202, 301, BALAJI CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO. 92, CEMENT ROAD, PRATAP NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440010 (MAHARASHTRA)

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
INDAURET

4243357  23/07/2019

BDA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 202, 301, BALAJI CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO. 92, CEMENT ROAD, PRATAP NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440010
(MAHARASHTRA)

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
MYOBETNOL

4243359   23/07/2019

BDA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 202, 301, BALAJI CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO. 92, CEMENT ROAD, PRATAP NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440010
(MAHARASHTRA)

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
OXAFLOCIN

4243360  23/07/2019

BDA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
201, 202, 301, BALAJI CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO. 92, CEMENT ROAD, PRATAP NAGAR, NAGPUR - 440010
(MAHARASHTRA)

Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PAHRA-D
4243486    23/07/2019
MBIX PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, J/146, P C COLONY, KANKARBAGH, PATNA, BIHAR - 800020
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
DOHRA-P

4243487  23/07/2019

MBIX PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, J/146, P.C. COLONY, KANKARBAHG, PATNA, BIHAR - 800020
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
RECOWIN
4243628  23/07/2019
JAVEED AHMAD KHAN
Sarie, Safakadal, S.r Gunj, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir, 190002
Pharmaceutical Products
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical Products
4243641  23/07/2019
SYNON PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 2, W.NO. 03 OPP. Khatikan School, Mohalla Khatikan
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GURNANI
513, 5th Floor, Ok Plus, Patel Marg, Mansarovar, Jaipur, Rajasthan - 302020
Used Since :14/05/2019
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CA - tab
4243698   23/07/2019
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Cederm
4243701  23/07/2019
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Marol 100
4243703 23/07/2019
AVANT-GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT-GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Marol 200
4243704  23/07/2019
AVANT-GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT-GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Mizrat

4243706   23/07/2019
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Mizrat H

4243707    23/07/2019
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES
AVANT- GARDE LIFE SCIENCES, C 4 MATHER SQUARE, ERANAKULAM TOWN RAILWAY STATION ROAD, ERNAKULAM NORTH, KERALA -682018

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Care P-AS

4243712   23/07/2019
REENA STERILZ PRIVATE LIMITED
2-106, SRIRAMNAGAR COLONY, GANGARAM VILLAGE, CHANDANAGAR P.O, HYDERABAD-500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Forac D-125
4243714  23/07/2019
REENA STERILZ PRIVATE LIMITED
2-106, SRIRAMNAGAR COLONY, GANGARAM VILLAGE, CHANDANAGAR P.O, HYDERABAD-500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4036785, 4036786
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
HEISACC

4243813     23/07/2019

G. RAMA

NO.1, MURUGESAN STREET, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 030, TAMIL NADU, INDIA

AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS

OLD NO:4/2, NEW NO:9/2, ARMENIAN STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917,  02/09/2019          Class 5

KATALAXON

4243907    23/07/2019
GOD GIFT LABORATORY PVT. LTD.
DLF 1ST FLOOR, C-38, SHIVAJI PARK, PUNJABI BAGH WEST NEW DELHI-110026.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HOLMON

4243965  23/07/2019
HOLTER BIOTECH PVT LTD
83, ROXY PUL DATT MANDIR, JOSEPH SCHOOL, K PASS LASKAR, GWALIOR- 474001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL & VETERINARY PREPARATION

munolined
JIGJOG
4243967    23/07/2019
HOLTER BIOTECH PVT LTD
83, ROXY PUL DATT MANDIR, JOSEPH SCHOOL, K PASS LASKAR, GWALIOR- 474001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL & VETERINARY PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  
Class 5

RAJPAL SACHDEVA  
H-16 TO 22 VIKAS MARG, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI : 110092, India  
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW AND RIGHTS (ADVOCATE)  
SUITE NO-G-8, A BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN JUBILEE GARDENS, GURU RAGHAVENDRA FOUNDATIONS, 181,  
DARGA ROAD, ZAMIN PALLAVARAM, CHENNAI-600043

Proposed to be Used
DELHI  
ANTIBIOTICS, FUNGICIDE & AQUARIUM MEDICINE FOR FISHES
Clindatic
4244028   23/07/2019
MEDICRIT BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
402, GAUTAM KRUPA, UNITED COMPLEX, EVERSINECITY LAST STOP VASAI (EAST) THANE, MAHARASHTRA, 401208
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JABRA RAM CHHAGNA RAM MANUVER
Office No.303, 3rd floor, PP Trade Centre, Netaji Sibhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi-110032.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals and medicines.
GRAVOPAX

4244038   23/07/2019

HEMANT AGGARWAL
1571 Sector 38 B Chandigarh
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
KALPPUSHAP

4244039  23/07/2019

JAGJIT SINGH
H No 318 Sector 15 Panchkula 134112 (Hr)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
AYURVACC

4244040    23/07/2019

JAGJIT SINGH
H No 318 Sector 15 Panchkula 134112 (Hr)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VACCINE
FLUSSRI
4244055  23/07/2019
KATZUNG PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
PLOT NO.368, RAGHAVENDRA COLONY, BEERAMGUDA, PATANCHERUVU, HYDERABAD
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V KARThIK
h.no.14-81/138/1, plot no.506, raghavendra colony, beeramguda, azeenpur, sangareddy district, telangana - 502032
Used Since :22/05/2019
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical products
ROCBLU

4244224   23/07/2019
ROCKWOOD HEALTHCARE
869/9, NEAR HAFED GATE, SUKHPURA ROHTAK 124001

Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
431 GROUND FLOOR KAKROLA HOUSING COMPLEX NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 794 DWARKA MOD 110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

KOLPO

4244257 24/07/2019

ANAHA HEALTHCARE LLP
No.1/26,Sri Gurukripa Arcade, 1st Phase,Royal Lake Front Residency, J .P.Nagar 8th Phase, Bnagaluru - 560 076.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
#463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals; Nutraceuticals for Use As Dietary Supplements; Food Supplements; Vaccines; Baby formula; Baby Vitamins; Baby Foods; Baby Diapers; Disposable Baby Nappies; Medicated Baby Powder; Medicated Baby Oils; Surgical Swabs; Surgical Scrubs; Surgical Tissues; Surgical Dressings; Surgical Plaster; Surgical Bandages; Surgical And Medical Dressings; Tampons for Surgical Use; Medical And Surgical Plasters; Tissues for Surgical Use; Materials for Surgical casts; Lubricants for Surgical Purposes; Bone Cement for Surgical Purposes; Cotton Wool for Surgical Use; Reagents for In-Vitro Laboratory Use [for Medical Purposes]; Disinfectants & Medical Disposables; All Other Goods Falling Under Class 5
UNQ

4244258    24/07/2019
ANAHA HEALTHCARE LLP
No.1/26,Sri Gurukripa Arcade, 1st Phase,Royal Lake Front Residency, J .P.Nagar 8th Phase, Bangalore - 560 076.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
#463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals; Nutraceuticals for Use As Dietary Supplements; Food Supplements; Vaccines; Baby formula; Baby Vitamins; Baby Foods; Baby Diapers; Disposable Baby Nappies; Medicated Baby Powder; Medicated Baby Oils; Surgical Swabs; Surgical Scrubs; Surgical Tissues; Surgical Dressings; Surgical Plaster; Surgical Bandages; Surgical And Medical Dressings; Tampons for Surgical Use; Medical And Surgical Plasters; Tissues for Surgical Use; Materials for Surgical Casts; Lubricants for Surgical Purposes; Bone Cement for Surgical Purposes; Cotton Wool for Surgical Use; Reagents for In-Vitro Laboratory Use [for Medical Purposes]; Disinfectants & Medical Disposables; All Other Goods Falling Under Class 5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

103, 1st FLOOR, AKSHAR COMPLEX, C.S.No: 40, NH- 8, VAJRA, VAJRA, 396191, GUJARAT
Registered under GST, DRUG LICENSE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE MARK SERVICE (ORISSA)
SANTI NAGAR (NEAR RAYMOND SHOW ROOM), MALI SAHI, B.K. ROAD, CUTTACK 753 001, ORISSA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICINAL PREPARATION MEDICINE FOR HUMAN IN THE SAME CLASS
GLIPIRON

4244416  24/07/2019

AYATI PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO:3-9-625/2, POLT No-8, PRAGATHI NAGAR GSI POST, MANSOORABAD, HYDERABAD-500068, TELANGANA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
VILDAJOY

4244417  24/07/2019

AYATI PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO:3-9-625/2, POLT No-8, PRAGATHI NAGAR GSI POST,

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
4244426 24/07/2019
ANITA NISHUDAN BEDEKAR
CS No. 954/6, PLOT No. 18, AKSHAY, SHANTISAGAR SOCIETY, BHARAT NAGAR, MIRAJ, DIST. SANGLI
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INNOVATIVE CONSULTANTS
A-4/501, Vaishnavi Park, Shankar Pawshe Road, Kailash Nagar, Kalyan East, Kalyan, Thane, Maharashtra - 421306
Used Since :03/07/2019
MUMBAI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS CONSISTING OF VITAMINS
ANTIFECT-CV

4244482   24/07/2019
RAVINDRA KHANDELWAL
48 A/1, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, KOLKATA 700027, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SB LEGAL PARTNERS
TARA ARCADIA, 14 HARE STREET, ROOM NO.1, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Used Since: 01/06/2019

KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, MEDICINAL, UNANI AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
JR.ONDY
4244497  24/07/2019
MELIORATE HEALTH OPC PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 810/811, MASTERMIND V, SURVEY NO. 169, ROYAL PALMS ESTATE, AAREY MILK COLONY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400065
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AND NEUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
BARMY

4244511  24/07/2019

BEE LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-10/1756,NABINABAG,KHURDA,PIN-752055,ODISHA
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA

Used Since :01/04/2017

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
TE MPLIV

4244596    24/07/2019
ASHWANI PRATAP SINGH GAUR
gwaltoli vivek nagar,hamirpur,uttar pradesh-210301
animal medicine
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINES FOR ANIMALS
ZOXARES

4244600   24/07/2019

M/S RESEARCH MEDICINE PVT.LTD
1599, HSIIDC, RAI. SONIPAT (HARYANA)
DIRECTORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINE IN CLASS 05
MINIDOXIME

4244601  24/07/2019
M/S RESEARCH MEDICINE PVT.LTD
1599, HSIIDC, RAI. SONIPAT (HARYANA)
DIRECTORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1555282

DELI PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINE IN CLASS 05
ELECTRORICH

4244604    24/07/2019
M/S RESEARCH MEDICINE PVT. LTD
1599, HSIIDC, RAI, SONIPAT, HARYANAN
DIRECTORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B -5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1708713
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS , MEDICINE IN CLASS 05
ELDOCLIN-LB
4244607    24/07/2019
M/S RESEARCH MEDICINE PVT.LTD
1599, HSIIDC, RAI, SONIPAT, HARYANA
DIRECTORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
B-5A GALI NO 38 BLOCK B PART II KAUSIK ENCLAVE BURARI DELHI 84
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINE IN CLASS 05
HOPETEM

4244609  24/07/2019

VIRENDRA DUBEY
2/11 K. D. COMPOUND DATTA MANDIR ROAD BHANDUP WEST
SALES AND MARKETING
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
HOPEPI

4244610   24/07/2019

VIREDRA DUBEY
2/11 K. D. COMPOUND DATTA MANDIR ROAD BHANDUP WEST
SALES AND MARKETING
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
DMCC AGRIBOR

4244626  24/07/2019
THE DHARAMSI MORARJI CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED
Prospect Chambers, 317/21, Dr. D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400001, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PRODUCTS.
4244627    24/07/2019
THE DHARMASI MORARJI CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED
Prospect Chambers, 317/21, Dr. D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400001, Maharashtra, India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1913

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE, B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PRODUCTS
HEUCOVORIN
4244647  24/07/2019
VIRENDRA DUBEY
2/11 K. D. COMPOUND DATTA MANDIR ROAD BHANDUP WEST
SALES AND MARKETING
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TEMMPMIN

4244650  24/07/2019
ASHWANI PRATAP SINGH GAUR
gwaltoli vivek nagar,hamirpur,uttar pradesh-210301
animal medicine
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.AND MEDICINE FOR ANIMALS
MACLINZOX
4244666    24/07/2019
MACLYN BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO 1704, T-11, PANCHSHEEL PRIMROSE TOWER-11, GHAZIABAD-201001 UTTAR PRADESH INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARJIT PRAKASH
GF-4, ANSAL SATYAM BUILDING, RDC RAJ NAGAR, GHAZIABAD UTTAR PRADESH-201001, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY PRODUCTS, DIETETIC
Apsophylin
4244678   24/07/2019

SHESHMANI DWIVEDI SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SHAURYA DRUGS AND CHEMICALS
0/38,0, AWAS VIKAS HANSPURAM , NAUBASTA, KANPUR NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH -208021

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
4244686  24/07/2019  
MR. ELDHOSE K. VARGHESE  
KOCHUKUDIYIL HOUSE, NEAR 130 JUNCTION, MC ROAD, MUVATTUPUZHA P.O, ERNAKULAM -686 661, KERALA  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
PRG ASSOCIATES  
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL MEDICINE, LIQUID HERBAL SUPPLEMENT HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
Mudabbira Crop Science

4244753  24/07/2019
VAKEEL AHMAD
S/O ASGAR ALI, GRAM SARAK PUR, SARAYAI, KAMALABAD BARHAULI, LUCKNOW-227202 UTTAR PRADESH INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pesticides, Agricultural pesticides, Domestic pesticides, Pesticides for agricultural use, Pesticides for horticultural use
JOXCORIL
4244769  24/07/2019
SMJ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. C/19, MIDC, PHASE-1, DOMBIVALI (E), THANE-421203, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)-400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019 Class 5

JOXCORIL D
4244770 24/07/2019
SMJ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. C/19, MIDC, PHASE- 1, DOMBIVALI (E), THANE- 421203, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ITOTAP 200

4244771   24/07/2019

SMJ PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. C/19, MIDC, PHASE - 1, DOMBIVALI (E), THANE - 421203, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CURCULONGA

4244777    24/07/2019

NUCLEAR PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED

c/o Satish Ganpati Chavan, S.No.269/1A/2, Magadum Plot, Islampur Road Sangliwadi Sangli

BODY CORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agoents address:

SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP

OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations included in Class 5
HOOFCOM
4244848    24/07/2019

BRIHANS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaman Techno Centre, 7th Floor, Makwana Road, Off Andheri-Kurla Road, Marel Naka, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400059 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India.
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
medicines, dietary supplements, nutritional supplements and feed supplements, exclusively for veterinary purposes
B IQ Forever
4244917  24/07/2019
MR. ALANKAR AHILAJI KAKADE
Kanhurapathar, Parner, Ahmadnagar- 414303, Maharashtra, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIMANGINI VISHAL SHAH
1102, MICRO Srushti Tower, L.B.S. Road, Bhandup(W), Mumbai-400078.
Used Since : 09/01/2019
To be associated with:
3967134
MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; HERBAL PREPARATIONS; VITAMINS, MINERALS, AMINO ACIDS; ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS, OMEGA 3 SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
VEDAMOL

4245186    24/07/2019
M. M. AYURVEDIC (P) LTD.
17, ZAKARIA STREET, KOLKATA-700073, WEST BENGAL.
BODY INCORPORATED.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC BODY OIL, MEDICATED HAIR THERAPY OILS,
MEDICATED CREAMS, MEDICATED POWDERS, MEDICATED LOTIONS, BALMS AND PAIN RELIEVING PREPARATIONS
INCLUDING MEDICATED DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

DAPANCHOR
4245191 24/07/2019
CIPLA LTD.
1ST FLOOR, TOWER A, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013
Public Limited Company

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
RAVENOUS

4245269    24/07/2019
HYMAX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Office at 11/212, KAuERI PAtH, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
a Pvt Ltd company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKRAM SINGH
B83, 10B Scheme, Near Career Point, Gopalpura Bypass, Jaipur-18

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and Medicinal Preparations Including Creams, Ointments, Tablets, Syrups and Injections, Vitamin and Minerals Supplement, Oral Contraceptive, Bandages for skin wounds, Plasters and Foot Lotion.
4245317  24/07/2019
DHIRAJ JINDAL PROPRIETOR MEADBERY
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations; Neutraceutical preparations for humans
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, FLAT NO. Q24, FIRST FLOOR, PGI ENCLAVE, GHS NO.94, SECTOR-20, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)-134116. Mob:9216333435 RKFLAW@GMAIL.COM

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations; Neutraceutical preparations for humans
KCIRAB
4245342    25/07/2019
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED, B-73, G/F, DILSHAD COLONY, JHILMIL, EAST DELHI, DELHI-110095
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4245343 25/07/2019
MOHD TUSAIR
123, DHAUNRA TANDA DARZY CHOWH WARD 12, DHAURA TANDA (R) BAREILLY 243202
PROPRITOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOEB ALI, ADVOCATE
LEXLEGACY, 4-739 FRIENDS COLONY CIVIL LINES ALIGARH 202001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC AND UNANI MEDICINES
SOKMIST
4245364   25/07/2019
3GEN PHARMACEUTICALS
SCO-316, TOP FLOOR, SECTOR-40/D, CHANDIGARH-160036
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BRIJ AGNIHOTRI
#2774, Sector-40/C, Chandigarh-160036.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
NXIETY-ES
4245370  25/07/2019
RANJEET MEEL S/O KISHORI LAL MEEL
CHAK 7 DWM (MEELO WALA CHAK) WARD NO.4, GRAM PANCHAYAT-4DWM, 7DWM HANUMANGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY VERMA
V VERMA & COMPANY, NEAR SHYAM MANDIR, GINANI BASS, SARDARSHAHAR (CHURU) 331403
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
BOND X POWER

4245405  25/07/2019

M/S. TROPICAL AGROSYSTEM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED,
No.19, Old No.72, Marshalls Road, Egmore, Chennai - 600 008.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Insecticides, Pesticides, Weedicide, Herbicide, Fungicide and Bactericide
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

AICE AZEMOX

4245483  25/07/2019
M/S. AICE HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.363, 19TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST BLOCK, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, HERBAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS EYE DROPS, PHARMACEUTICAL COUGH PREPARATIONS, COUGH DROPS, COUGH SYRUPS, COUGH LOZENGES, COUGH EXPECTORANTS.
AICEREJ UMAC

4245484  25/07/2019
M/S. AICE HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.363, 19TH MAIN ROAD, 1ST BLOCK, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, HERBAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR USE AS EYE DROPS, PHARMACEUTICAL COUGH PREPARATIONS, COUGH DROPS, COUGH SYRUPS, COUGH LOZENGES, COUGH EXPECTORANTS.
HESVET

4245505  25/07/2019

M/S HESAAN PHARMA
# 271/23, KACHA KOT, MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR, PUNJAB.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019

DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
HESAZONE
4245507    25/07/2019
M/S HESAAN PHARMA
#271/23, KACHA KOT, MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR, PUNJAB.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
BRELIFT

4245512  25/07/2019
M/S SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
#666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR, HARYANA.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Aagents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
LEUKOHELP

4245515  25/07/2019
M/S SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
#666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR, HARYANA.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY'S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
BACPOSE
4245516  25/07/2019
M/S SYNDICATE LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
#666/12, NEAR INDRA PARK, JAGDISH NAGAR, HANSI, DISTT. HISAR, HARYANA.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
UDISARB
4245520   25/07/2019
M/S AASNIMER LIFE SCIENCE
OPPOSITE HARI BABA MANDIR, NEAR P.H.C. COMPUTER SCHOOL, NEW HARI NAGAR, HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND HERBAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL USE.
NIC E GUT
4245522 25/07/2019
DIVYANI
H.O. #25, BUILDING NO. 1415-C, RADHA NAGAR, MUMBAI EAST, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Aagents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PHENMPS

4245523  25/07/2019

Ms. ANU
OPPOSITE HARI BABA MANDIR, NEAR P.H.C. COMPUTER SCHOOL, NEW HARI NAGAR, HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since: 01/07/2019

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
NIVAAR
4245530    25/07/2019
SHRI DISHA BIOTECH PVT LTD.
1-1-524, A pat.205, RR Arcade, Gandhinagar, Hyderabad-500080
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Used Since: 31/05/2006

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
4245720  25/07/2019
ASHUTOSH KULKARNI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SAKURA ENTERPRISES
1102/B, Mayfair, Akshay, 1st Cross Road, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Food for babies
4245763  25/07/2019
M/S. NAMAN PHARMA DRUGS
52/62 Varjivan Mansion, 3rd Floor, Room No. 13, Princess Street, Mumbai - 400 002.
Partnership Firm

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, in class 05
4245764  25/07/2019
M/S. NAMAN PHARMA DRUGS
52/62 Varjivan Mansion, 3rd Floor, Room No. 13, Princess Street, Mumbai - 400 002.
Partnership Firm

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides in class 05
4245857    25/07/2019
PRAFUL PRAKASH PATEL
WARD NO. 2, GOKUL NAGAR, BAMKHEDA-T. TRHAD, T.T. NADURBAR, MAHARASHTRA 425423
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRASAD SATISH TAKALKAR
OFFICE NO.7/8J. HARNAM PLAZA, OPP.IDBI BANK, Osmanpura, Aurangabad-431005.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
TAURVITAL
4245966    25/07/2019
TAURUS LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
301-A SIDDHI VINAYAK TOWERS, NEAR KATARIA ARCADE, MAKARBA OFF S.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-51
Company Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINJAL YOGESH MEHTA
11/126, Anandvihar Appartment, Opp. himmatlal park, Satellite, Ahmedabad
Used Since :10/06/2005
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CEFOTP

4245967   25/07/2019
TAURUS LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
301-A SIDDHI VINAYAK TOWERS, NEAR KATARIA ARCADE, MAKARBA OFF S.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-51

Company Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINJ AL YOGESH MEHTA
11/126, Anandvihar Apartment, Opp. himmatlal park, Satellite, Ahmedabad

Used Since: 08/06/2007

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
4245974  25/07/2019
VISHAL MALHOTRA
F-1727, SAINIK COLONY, SECTOR 49, FARIDABAD, HARYANA 121001
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES , HERBAL AND UNANI MEDICINES AND OINTMENTS AND CREAMS.
PEN..XXL

4245975   25/07/2019

VISHAL MALHOTRA
F-1727, SAINIK COLONY, SECTOR 49, FARIDABAD, HARYANA 121001
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, UNANI MEDICINES INCLUDING OINTMENT, CREAMS
GROVIMIN FORTE

4245976   25/07/2019
MADHAV BALASAHEB GAIKWAD
SHOP NO- 9, GIRME COMPLEX, KHADKI ROAD, KOPERGAON (423603) DISTT - AHAMADNAGAR
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA JAISWAL
17/165, TOP FLOOR AMRIT PURI EAST OF KAILASH, NEAR ISCON TEMPLE, NEW DELHI-110065.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Worth Medicines India Private Limited
Chaudhary Medical Agencies, The Mall, Dhalpur, Kullu - 175101, Himachal Pradesh, India
A company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

M/S. ROWEZ LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED, PAILY BABY P.X, MANAGING DIRECTOR
IV/1-B, Ezhumanthuruthy Building, Parutheli Junction, Edappally Toll, Kochi - 682 024, Kerala

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASapuram, TRIVANDRUM - 695004, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES IN CLASS 05
KHUSHBOODEEP

4246093  25/07/2019
RADHABEN DINESHBHAI KOTHIYA AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF KHUSHIT CHEMICAL
14 - LAXMAN NAGAR, B/H. SPINING MILL, L.H. ROAD, SURAT. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 10/01/2013
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
CARDKRILL

4246171  25/07/2019
SH. DHEERAJ SINGH TRADING AS IDE PHARMA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
VESUCEF

4246183  25/07/2019
VESUVIUS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SR NO 146/A/2, RENUKA HOUSE, OFFICE NO 2 1ST FLOOR, PARVATI GAON, PUNE PUNE Pune MH 411009 IN
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJEEET PRAKASH KHANDEKAR
Jarag Nagar Last bus stop, Pachagaon, Dist.Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

SMITHFOL
4246218 25/07/2019
SMITHBRAUN LABORATORIES PVT. LTD,
Village Rampura, Cheetan Kalan, Daburji, Amritsar-(Punjab)(India);
a company duly incorporated registered .
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )
Proposed to be Used
DELFHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
WONWISH
4246302  25/07/2019

DAVINDER KANT
PATLI DABUR HEALTHCARE, V.P.O.-OEL, TEHSIL AMB, DISTT UNA, HIMACHAL PRADSH-177206

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
INLERA HEALTHCARE
4246306   25/07/2019
SHANKI MITTAL
378/8, RAM NAGAR, SAMANA, PATIALA, PUNJAB-147101
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MVQumin

4246318   25/07/2019

ASHA ARORA
St No. 20, Chandan Vihar Sant Nagar, Village Burari, North Delhi- 110084
MVM Bioscience a proprietorship firm acting through its Proprietor Mrs. Asha Arora

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JULKAR NAIN
148 GF ZAMRUDPUR GK-1, KAILASH COLONY NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
Mohuplex
4246333  25/07/2019
MOHUMAX LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED, A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY THROUGH ITS DIRECTOR MRS. SMITA SINHA
357, SECTOR 31-32A, SECTOR 32, GURGAON, Gurgaon, Haryana, India, 122002
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRINCE
B-2/58 SECTOR -18 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, fungicides, herbicides
NARISAFE
4246345   25/07/2019
ASHOK TAK
230/03, SECTOR - 23, PRATAP NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY NAPKINS
NARIFREE
4246346    25/07/2019
ASHOK TAK
230/03, SECTOR - 23, PRATAP NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN)
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY NAPKINS
TENDO SET
4246348   25/07/2019
MADAN LAL
S/O SH. DHARAMVEER, HOUSE NO. 335, WARD NO. 7, NARWANA, DISTRICT JIND
PROPREITORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAGAN ARORA ADVOCATE
SAFIDON GATE JIND 126102
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 5.
Wellnesspathy

4246379    25/07/2019

ATUL SANGHAVI
Pitruchhaya, S No 25, Sanghavi Estate, H No 3, 1st Floor, Govandi, Mumbai- 400088
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL MUMBAI
1st Floor, Free Press House, 215 Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
TONEFIT

4246384    25/07/2019

TANVEER AZAM PROP. OF M/S. STA PHARMA.
D -32,GTB Nagar, Kareeli Housing scheme Allahabad -16.

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
URSIUTI
4246452    25/07/2019
BETLIFE FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H. No.1-9-629, Flat No.203, Sri Ram Nivas, Vidya Nagar, Hyderabad-500044, Telangana, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHIL KUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
AMOXYCHRIT

4246499   25/07/2019
MENSCHLICH HEALTHCARE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
201, SURAJ HERITAGE, OVALA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA 400615

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
FAROCHLICH

4246500    25/07/2019
MENSCHLICH HEALTHCARE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
201, SURAJ HERITAGE, OVALA, THANE, MAHARASHTRA 400615
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Forac D-90

4246542   25/07/2019
REENA STERILZ PRIVATE LIMITED
2-106, SRIRAMNAGAR COLONY, GANGARAM VILLAGE, CHANDANAGAR P.O, HYDERABAD-500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
The TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Sanitary napkins, Babies' napkins, Babies' napkin-pants, Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
4246668   25/07/2019
ESSATTO LIFE SCIENCES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
C-649, 2nd Floor, JVTS Garden Chatterpur Ext, New Delhi-110 074
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :24/08/2017
To be associated with:
3429421, 3429422, 3533187
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITION PRODUCTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND PROTEIN FOODS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
MR. SIBI CHAKKARAVARTHY, TRADING AS M/S. INDOSIGMA HOLDINGS.
31, K.R Puram Road, Ganapathy, Coimbatore-641006, Tamilnadu, India.

Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Used Since: 05/01/2019

CHENNAI
Spirulina Dietary Supplements, Vitamin Supplements, Mineral Supplements, Herbal Supplements and Other Powdered Nutritional Supplements.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019

Class 5

4246696 25/07/2019

M/S. ZENMAK NUTRIGENCIES AND HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED.
F2 Sand Stone Apartments, 14/15, Dhandeeswaram Main Road, Velachery, Chennai-600 042, Tamilnadu, India.

Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Feeds Supplements for Veterinary Purposes, Nutritional Supplements for Livestock Feed, Medicated Supplements for animal Feedstuffs and Nutritional Supplements for Animal.
4246697    25/07/2019
M/S. ZENMAK NUTRIGENCIES AND HEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED.
F2 Sand Stone Apartments, 14/15, Dhandeswaram Main Road, Velachery, Chennai-600 042, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Feeds Supplements for Veterinary Purposes, Nutritional Supplements for Livestock Feed, Medicated Supplements for animal Feedstuffs and Nutritional Supplements for Animal.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4246762 26/07/2019
M/S. ADLIB BIOLOGICALS,
#185, Nehru Street, Alwarthirunagar, Chennai- 600 087.
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO N AIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
Dabur KesarPrash

4246820    26/07/2019
DABUR INDIA LIMITED
8/3, ASAF ALI ROAD, NEW DELHI-110002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations
F-tricholite

4246872   26/07/2019

M/S.FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
910,B-WING ,SAMARHA AISHWARYA BUILDING , LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX,OFF NEW LINK ROAD,ANDHERI WEST
MUMBAI-400053

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS. IN CLASS 5
F-lactihealth

4246873   26/07/2019
M/S.FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
910,B-WING,SAMARHA AISHWARYA BULDING,LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX,OFF NEW LINK ROAD,ANDHERI WEST
MUMBAI-400053

body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS. IN CLASS 5
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

f-tricho ino

4246874 26/07/2019
M/S.FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD
910,B-WING ,SAMARHA AISHWARYA BUILDING ,LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX,OFF NEW LINK ROAD,ANDHERI WEST MUMBAI-400053.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS. IN CLASS 5
FLOZYM 18

4247018   26/07/2019

AJAY KUMAR SINGAL
trading as KAILASHPATI DRUG HOUSE
D-26, VIDYUT NAGAR COLONY, SINDHOLI, ALIGARH, UP-202001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MACCOY GROUP
76-77 IST FLOOR, AMRIT PLAZA, SURYA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, 201011

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VETERINARY
VILDAHIL
4247025   26/07/2019
CAPTAS PHARMA
"NIKUNJ", JAYANT K.G. SOCIETY, NEAR BRAHMAN VADI STREET, NEAR ANAND BANGLOW CHOWK, RAJKOT-360 004 (GUJARAT)
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,121, RAJ LAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJ KOT - 360 002
Used Since :22/07/2019
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
HEALTH GRANTH

4247100  26/07/2019
UNITED LABORATORIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
29, MANNA PARA ROAD, BARANAGAR KOLKATA, PIN-700090, WEST BENGAL
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.

Used Since :05/10/2018

KOLKATA

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
DOL-D DROPS

4247143    26/07/2019
DAS ONCOCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
4/405, BLUE ROSE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CO-OP.SOC.LTD, DATTA PADA, W.E.HIGHWAY, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
DOL-SILDEX

4247146 26/07/2019

DAS ONCOCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
4/405, BLUE ROSE INDUSTRIAL PREMISES CO-OP.SOC.LTD, DATTA PADA, W.E.HIGHWAY, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
BOMBASO
4247187  26/07/2019
HEMANI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
C 301, 3rd Floor, Neelkanth Business Parkramdev M andir Road Vidyavihar (West), Mumbai - 400086
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
BOMBASO PLUS

4247191   26/07/2019
HEMANI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
C 301, 3rd Floor, Neelkanth Business Parkramdev Mandir Road Vidyavihar (West), Mumbai - 400086
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
GARGEWIN
4247212   26/07/2019
ABHISHEK SINGH
H.N. 21A GANDHINAGAR PUHRAYAN TEH-BHOGNIPUR DIST-RAMABAI NAGAR,
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPAK RASTOGI
NEAR RADHA KRISHAN MANDIR, DEPUTY GANJ, MORADABAD-244001, UTTAR PRADESH
Used Since: 20/03/2019
DELHI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical And Veterinary Preparations.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

4247254  26/07/2019
FATMA ANWAR
trading as; ZEDTECH PHARMA
184/10B 5TH LANE SECOND FLOOR GAFFAR MANZIL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110025, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL, FOOD FOR BABIES, MATERIAL FOR DRESSING, DENTAL WAX AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEING
CARDIRAB D SR

4247296   26/07/2019
PRINCE RAJ DEEP SINGH PROPRIETOR OF CARDINAL PHARMACEUTICALS,
# No.553, Near Gurudwara Santsar, New Golden Avenue, Amritsar-(Punjab)(India);
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
CARDIPARA A SP

4247297    26/07/2019
PRINCE RAJ DEEP SINGH PROPRIETOR OF CARDINAL PHARMACEUTICALS,
# No.553, Near Gurudwara Santsar, New Golden Avenue, Amritsar-(Punjab)(India);
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Merolead

4247323   26/07/2019
EFEDRA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
2ND-FR, FL-1, 28/14, 987, PURBA PARA RD VIDYASAGAR, SARANI, LP-199/8/22/6/4, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL-700063
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEDEX & CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110092
Used Since :20/01/2018
KOLKATA
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
4247383  26/07/2019
ETHNOCURE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
38/1 Garfa Main Road KOLKATA - 700075
Manufacturing and retail sale of Herbal and Ayurvedic products
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
CLO-TROCHE

4247438  26/07/2019
RAMANATHAN RAVIKUMAR
S/O: V Ramanathan, 33/3232 D, Sree Vigneswara, Poolamana Paramba, Chevarambalam Post, Chevayur P.O KOZHIKODE

ADDRESS For service in India/Agents address:
PARASSERIKUZHI MADANCHERI ABDUL SAMEER
ASSIQUE SAMEER ASSOCIATES, 2ND FLOOR, SC ARCADE, K.T. GOPALAN ROAD, KOTTOOLIO, KOZHIKODE-673016.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations included in class 5.
TAPTREND
4247454    26/07/2019
GALAXUS PHARMACEUTICALS
Plot No-14, Flat No-103, Akbar Road, Sikh Village, Secunderabad, Telangana, India
MSME Registered Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008,
Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters,
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin;
fungicides, herbicides.
INSOLAX

4247455  26/07/2019

GALAXUS PHARMACEUTICALS
Plot No-14, Flat No-103, Akbar Road, Sikh Village, Secunderabad, Telangana, India
MSME Registered Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, K hajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
OTOGRD

4247552   26/07/2019
MARISHA HEALTHCARE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO 7 TO 10,SHIVA ENCLAVE,KANKARBAGH MAIN RD ,PATNA 800020 BIHAR
PHARMACEUTICALS
MARISHA HEALTHCARE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -5.
4247583   26/07/2019
MEDINITY PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
69-A, OPP CORPORATION BANK ATM, NEHRU ENCLAVE, ALIPUR, North West, Delhi, 110036
Company Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT SOLUTION PLANET PVT. LTD.
201, D-30, SIDDARTHA COMPLEX, OPP. METRO PILLOR NO - 33, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MATHICONE

4247595  26/07/2019
NONGTHOMBAM BONNIE MEITEI
THANGMEIBAND HJAM DEWAN LEIKAI, PO- LMPHEL, PS- IMPHAL IMPHAL WEST, MANIPUR INDIA 795001
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
NOTORCH
4247618  26/07/2019
M/S. CERAS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
NO.23, VASANTH VILA, 1ST FLOOR, JAWAHAR NAGAR, 13TH CROSS STREET, PORUR, CHENNAI-600 116, TAMIL NADU
Company incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ELAPTYL

4247652    26/07/2019
ESSKOT LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
429, SOBO CENTER, SOUTH BOPAL, VILLAGE BOPAL, TAL; DASKROI, AHMEDABAD-380058 (GUJARAT)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVIN CHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRMA UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481,
GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Medicinal, Herbal and Pharmaceutical Preparations all included in class 05
4247759   26/07/2019
SANDEEP PODDAR, TRADING AS: RAJ CHO PESTICIDES & CHEMICALS
NORTH BONDIPUR, KHARDAH, 24 PARGANAS (N), KOLKATA - 700119, WEST BENGAL, INDIA,
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PESTICIDES, GERMICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
4247762  26/07/2019
RPC AGRO INDUSTRIES
3, SAHEED NITYANAND SAHA SARANI, 1st FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA,
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2005
KOLKATA
PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PESTICIDES, GERMICIDES, INSECTICIDES.
PANHOLIST
4247881    26/07/2019
PRINCE TRADING AS : HOLISTIC PHARMA
304/C, LAXMI VILLA APARTMENT, MAHESH NAGAR, PATNA - 800024, BIHAR, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation
EVAHOLIST

4247882   26/07/2019

PRINCE TRADING AS : HOLISTIC PHARMA
304/C, LAXMI VILLA APARTMENT, MAHESH NAGAR, PATNA - 800024, BIHAR, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

CALHOLIST

4247883  26/07/2019
PRINCE TRADING AS: HOLISTIC PHARMA
304/C, LAXMI VILLA APARTMENT, MAHESH NAGAR, PATNA - 800024, BIHAR, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Formulation
BSVMOX

4247889    26/07/2019
M/S BSVLMP PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
AO - 1,2nd Floor, Shiv Shakti C.W.S, Netaji Nagar, Kurla (W) Sakinaka, Mumbai - 400072 (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
VIGLUCOZ
4247929  26/07/2019
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI - 400 013
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
VILDOMET

4247950    26/07/2019
ABS REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
351, F I E, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI - 110092
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Asparpeg

4247971  26/07/2019

PLASMAGEN BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD
No.160, K C I Chambers, 2nd Floor, 5th Main Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore-560018,
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
Ulipta

4247972  26/07/2019
PLASMAGEN BIOSCIENCES PVT. LTD
No.160, K C I Chambers, 2nd Floor, 5th Main Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore-560018
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4248076 27/07/2019
K T ABDULLA
HIGH LIFE AYURVEDIC HOSPITAL, KARASSERY PO, KAKKAD, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673602, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LUKMAN SADHIK KM
Karincheri House, Madakkimala Post, Kalpetta wayanad-673122, Kerala.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
MUSTCORT

4248172   27/07/2019
SANJEEV KUMAR SINHA
GROUND FLOOR, BOMBAY DYEING BUILDING, NEAR COLONY MORD, KANKARBAGH, PATNA 800020 BIHAR
EVA HOSPIRA PRIVATE LIMITED

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS -5.
4248461  27/07/2019

STAR DENTAL CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, New Block, RK Khanna Tennis Stadium, DLTA Complex, 1, Africa Avenue, New Delhi 110029
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
301, Ashadeep Building, 9 - Hailey Road, New Delhi 1

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Alloys of precious metals for dental purposes, Dental abrasives and amalgams, Dental impression materials and cement, Dental lacquer and mastics, Medicines for dental purposes, Porcelain for dental prostheses, Rubber for dental purposes
TAGOBOL

4248474    27/07/2019

BIOZINIK HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H No 1-B-505/C/13, PRAKASH NAGAR BEGUMPET HYDERABAD Hyderabad - 500016 Telangana - India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JANARDHANA REDDY
303, Sai Brundavan Apts, Model House Lane, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, TS

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019           Class 5

ZARIMAX
4248475    27/07/2019
FUTURE IND. CHEMICALS
PLOT NO. 28, SHRI RAM NAGAR-A, GOVINDPURA LINK ROAD, NIWARU, JAIPUR - 302012 RAJASTHAN
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Wodcal

4248533  27/07/2019
ROCKWOOD HEALTHCARE
869/9, NEAR HAFED GATE, SUKHPURA, ROHTAK-124001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
431 GROUND FLOOR KAKROLA HOUSING COMPLEX NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 794 DWARKA MOD 110078

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
Clavtion

4248578    27/07/2019

MOON SHINE PHARMA
C/O SRIMONTA PRASAD CHOWDHURY, SARBARANGALA PALLY, POST OFFICE LANE, DIST-MALDA, PIN - 732101, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEETEN KUMAR DHAL, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.28, 3RD FLOOR, 40, WESTON STREET, KOLKATA 700 013, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ZORBICEF

4248606  27/07/2019

M/S CANVARZYS CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, Seetal Arcade, 2nd Floor, Shakti Nagar, Adjoining Dr. Vishwanath Sood, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana-141001 (Punjab)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since: 01/07/2019

DELHI

Medicinal Preparations, Pharmaceuticals Preparations
ZORBIRAB
4248607  27/07/2019
M/S CANVARZYS CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, Seetal Arcade, 2nd Floor, Shakti Nagar, Adjoining Dr. Vishwanath Sood, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana-141001 (Punjab)
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations, Pharmaceuticals Preparations
CANVARZYS PRODHA

4248608    27/07/2019

M/S CANVARZYS CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, Seetal Arcade, 2nd Floor, Shakti Nagar, Adjoining Dr. Vishwanath Sood, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana-141001 (Punjab)

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since: 01/07/2019

DELHI

Medicinal Preparations, Pharmaceuticals Preparations
HIPRODHA
4248609  27/07/2019
M/S CANVARZYS CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, Seetal Arcade, 2nd Floor, Shakti Nagar, Adjoining Dr. Vishwanath Sood, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana-141001 (Punjab)
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/07/2019
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations, Pharmaceuticals Preparations
RXPRODHA

4248610   27/07/2019
M/S CANVARZYS CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3, Seetal Arcade, 2nd Floor, Shakti Nagar, Adjoining Dr. Vishwanath Sood, Pakhowal Road, Ludhiana-141001 (Punjab)
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :01/07/2019

DELHI
Medicinal Preparations, Pharmaceuticals Preparations
MKQ 10

4248738  27/07/2019

M.K. PHARMACEUTICALS
C-115, SAVITRI PATH, BAPU NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN.
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
FEPAY
4248747 27/07/2019
DR. BHUPENDRA KUMAR MISHRA
SHEOGANJ, ARA, DISTT-BHOJPUR, BIHAR-802301
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
DC WASH

4248764   27/07/2019
PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL TRADING AS DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968, SECTOR 4, URBAN ESTATE, GURUGRAM - 122001
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV BHATIA
A-213, 2ND FLOOR, PRASHANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110085
Used Since :01/06/2007

DELHI

drugs for medical purposes; capsules for medicines; balms for medical purposes; candy medicated; dietary fiber / dietary fibre; dietary supplements for animals; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; malt for pharmaceutical purposes; medicated animal feed; medicated after-shave lotions; medicated shampoos; medicated toiletry preparations; medicated hair lotions; medicated dry shampoos; medicated shampoos for pets; medicated soap; medicinal tea; medicinal oils; medicinal drugs; medicinal hair growth preparations; medicines for human purposes; medicines for veterinary purposes; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; nutritional supplements; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; pharmaceuticals; mineral waters for medical purposes; mineral food supplements; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; veterinary preparations; acai powder dietary supplements; acne treatment preparations; antibacterial soap; antibacterial handwashes; antibiotics; antioxidant pills; freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes/ lyophilized food adapted for medical purposes; herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medical preparations for slimming purposes; medicated eye-washes; mouthwashes for medical purposes; mud for baths; powdered milk for babies; slimming pills; sunburn ointments; therapeutic preparations for the bath; vaginal washes for medical purposes
MONASCURB

4248827  28/07/2019
ZYTEX BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
702/B, POLARIS, OFF MAROL MAROSHI ROAD, ANDHERI(EAST), MUMBAI-400059, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Agricultural Bio pesticides; Biological Fungicides; Fungicides for Horticultural Purposes; Fungicides for Horticultural Use; Fungicides for Agricultural Use; Insecticides for Agricultural Purposes; Insecticides for Agricultural Use; Pesticides; Agricultural Pesticides; Pesticides for Horticultural Purposes; Pesticides for Agricultural Purposes; Anti-Insect Spray; Insecticides; Fungicides; Herbicides; Fungicidal Preparations.
VIMOGLIM

4248918  28/07/2019
G.SAIRAM REDDY S/O G.RAMI REDDY
#8-4-369/S/102C, Seetharamaiah Towers, New Sastry Nagar, Erragadda, Mothinagar, Hyderabad - 500 018.
Medvihas Healthcare
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N SATISH REDDY
#22, 4th Cross, Rajiv Gandhi Road, Naidu Layout, J araganahalli, J .P Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560 078, Karnataka, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations and substances being included in Class 05.
DELI Pharmaceuticals and other preparations for medical or veterinary purpose.
Dr. VIJAYAN MASTER'S

4248947    29/07/2019

PRANAV M.V.
THEJAS HOUSE, VELIYAMBRA, P.O. P.R. NAGAR, MATTANNUR, KANNUR-670 702, KERALA STATE, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical preparation for treating Dandruff, Lice treatment Preparation, Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, plasters, materials for dressings, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfection's, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, Herbicides.
LAMBCO

4249060  29/07/2019

SHRIKANT G. RATHI
36, Mohata Market, Main Road, Wardha-442001

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Fungicides, Pesticides, Insecticides, Biopesticides, Herbicides for agricultural purposes
METIB
4249064    29/07/2019
SHRIKANT G. RATHI
36, Mohata Market, Main Road, Wardha -442001, Maharashtra
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
#16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fungicides, Pesticides, Insecticides, Biopesticides, Herbicides for agricultural purposes
MICROMIDA

4249081    29/07/2019
SHRIKANT G. RATHI
36, Mohata Market, Main Road, Wardha -442001, Maharashtra

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
#16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Fungicides, Pesticides, Insecticides, Biopesticides, Herbicides for agricultural purposes
TRIPLE ACE

4249082  29/07/2019

SHRIKANT G. RATHI
36, Mohata Market, Main Road, Wardha -442001, Maharashtra

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Fungicides, Pesticides, Insecticides, Biopesticides, Herbicides for agricultural purposes
CHLOROCYPER-505

4249083  29/07/2019

SHRIKANT G. RATHI
36, Mohata Market, Main Road, Wardha -442001, Maharashtra
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
#16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Fungicides, Pesticides, Insecticides, Biopesticides, Herbicides for agricultural purposes
Duokook

4249103    29/07/2019

NILESH BHALCHANDRA NERKAR
NUTAN MEDICAL AND GEN. STORES, AT POST-KUSUMBA, MALEGAON ROAD, KUSUMBA, TALUKA- DISTT.DHULE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS
iculture

4249194  29/07/2019
M/S EMERITA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
H.N-392, THIRD FLOOR DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR NEW DELHI NORTH WEST DELHI 110009 IN
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICATED GOOD USED AS A PRE AND PROBIOTIC.
ERECTISITY
4249297  29/07/2019
USHA ENTERPRISE
405, SIGNATURE-1, NEAR DIVYA BHASKAR, MAKARBA, S.G. HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD-380051, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KETANA BABARIA
B/137, Harisiddha Park, Nr. Navsarjan School Ranip Ahmedabad-382480

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
"MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5 ".


STARVUSMET
4249392    29/07/2019
CHALLA RAJIV REDDY
trading as FORTUNE LABORATORIES
PLOT NO-178/EASTERN,GROUND FLOOR,STREET NO-14, SURYANAGAR,UPPAL,HYDERABAD-500 039 T.S.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/07/2016
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ELUIZ

4249408  29/07/2019
KLM LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
304, UNION TRADE CENTRE, UDHNA DARWAJA, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002
Company Incorporated Under Company Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SANDALITE
4249430   29/07/2019
EAST INDIA PHARMACEUTICAL WORKS LTD.
6, LITTLE RUSSELL STREET, KOLKATA-700 071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MIBAFAST
4249481  29/07/2019
SAMARPITA CHAKRABORTY
Ho No. 106 Sree Maa Appartment Nabapally AD Road PO Italgacha PS Dumdum West Bengal 700052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HRIDAI NARAYAN AWASTHI
65 B - 1 Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, Tablets and Capsules all included in class 5
NAVCHRONO
4249483  29/07/2019
SAMARPITA CHAKRABORTY
Ho No. 106 Sree Maa Appartment Nabapally AD Road PO Italgacha PS Dumdum West Bengal 700052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HRIDAI NARAYAN AWASTHI
65 B - 1 Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, Tablets and Capsules all Included in class 5
PROFIDAL
4249484 29/07/2019
SAMARPITA CHAKRABORTY
Ho No. 106 Sree Maa Appartment Nabapally AD Road PO Italgacha PS Dumdum West Bengal 700052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HRIDAI NARAYAN AWASTHI
65 B - 1 Hari Nagar Ashram New Delhi
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, Tablets and Capsules all Included in class 5
WANCOFF
4249592    29/07/2019
M/S. HEWAN PHARMACEUTICALS
Plot No.76, Gut No.53, Kusumanjali, Shiv Colony, J algaon-425001
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :10/05/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
SETCOMIN

4249646  29/07/2019
MUKHTAR AHMAD HAKEEM
KATHI HAL, ZAINDER, MOHALLA, OPP. RIGHT WAY PUBLIC SCHOOL, HABBA, KADAL SRINAGAR, JAMMU & KASHMIR-190001
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SAMSHAR
4249647  29/07/2019
TRIYAMB KESHWAR MEDICO
SHOP NO. 4, SCO 157B, MAHESHPUR, SECTOR- 21, PANCHKULA HARYANA-134109
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAUNI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ONPIROX

4249648   29/07/2019

DAVINDER KANT
PATLI DABUR HEALTHCARE, V.P.O -OEL, TEHSIL AMB , DISTT UNA, HIMACHAL PRADRESH-177206
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
EBRICH

4249717   29/07/2019
M/S NECTAR LABORATORIES (P) LTD
H.NO: 6-2-1012, 3RD FLOOR, TGV MANSION, KHAIRTABAD, HYDERABAD-500004, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES
LULIRATE
4249720 29/07/2019
M/S NECTAR LABORATORIES (P) LTD
#H.NO: 6-2-1012, 3RD FLOOR, TGV MANSION, KHAIRTABAD, HYDERABAD-500004, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURING, MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES
M-Visc Ortho
4249756   29/07/2019
MEMPHIS VISION CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 450, Opp Nirma Factory, Beside Jay Banas Metals Private Limited, Chhatral, Gandhinagar - 382729
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicine, Pharmaceuticals, food supplements.
M-Visc Coat

4249757  29/07/2019

MEMPHIS VISION CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No 450, Opp Nirma Factory, Beside Jay Banas Metals Private Limited, Chhatral, Gandhinagar - 382729
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Medicine, Pharmaceuticals, food supplements.
DexLZ

4249886   29/07/2019

REKHA DEVI
FLAT NO.1149, A-BLOCK 38, RANGOLI GARDEN, MAHARANA PRATAP MARG, KANAKPURA, PANCHYAWALA, JAIPUR-302034(RAJ.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PARUL RANJIT RAUTRAY
45, LAXMIDEEP SOCIETY, NEAR GAYATRI MANDIR, RANIP, AHMEDABAD-382480
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR MEHUL RAJESHBHAI
9, Ramlalnagar Society, Opp. Ichhabenwadi, Rambhaug Road, Maninagar, Ahmedabad - 380 008.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
NINESIC

4249918   29/07/2019
MAHESHWAR SINGH PANGTEY
SECTOR 23, HOUSE NO 136, GURGAON, HARYANA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
ICONVITA

4249919  29/07/2019

MAHESHWAR SINGH PANGTEY
SECTOR 23, HOUSE NO 136, GURGAON, HARYANA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
EPIFENCE
4249920   29/07/2019
MOHIT MADAN
59/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALU SARAI, AUROBINDO MARK, NEW DELHI-110016
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
MIGRACON

4249921   29/07/2019
MACMILLON PHARMACEUTICALS
12-PREET VIHAR CIRCULAR ROAD AMRITSAR-143001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE
FOLIZONE D

4249968    29/07/2019
REKHA DEVI
135, TOWN-VILL. SIHAUL, ANCHAL-SALTAN KATAIYA-852124, DIST.SAHARSA (BIHAR)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2726514

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
BENZYLAC
4250333  30/07/2019
S.V. BIO VAC PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1st Floor, 570, Gulab Bag Colony, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :01/01/2008
To be associated with:
1609487
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation
Nerlec PG

4250625  30/07/2019

GLECK PHARMA (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED (REPRESENTED BY ITS DIRECTOR, MOHAMMAD IDREES KHAN)
A 4, Brijdham Nanddham Chs Ltd, Bangur Nagar, (W ) Near Hypercity, Goregaon, Mumbai- 400090, Maharashtra

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
NINTETAZ
4250649  30/07/2019
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maltrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad - 500 038 Andhra Pradesh India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BEXARTIN
4250650 30/07/2019
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad - 500 038 Andhra Pradesh India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
LYMFING

4250662  30/07/2019
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad - 500 038 Andhra Pradesh India

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64, Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
TE NIND

4250744   30/07/2019

INDIAANA LIFESCIENCES LIMITED
5-6 SIRI ANNEX,202 1ST FLOOR,VASANTHA VALLABHA NAGAR,VASANTHPURA,BANGALORE 560062

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
RAKESH KUMAR Sole Proprietor of GLOWRID BIOTECH
S/O, CHUNI LAL—MAITA, KATHUA, JAMMU AND KASHMIR - 184144
THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
KEENFIT
4250818    30/07/2019
KASEN PHARMA PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.5, 54TH LANE, 11TH AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600083, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
OLD NO:4/2,NEW NO:9/2, ARmenian STREET, 2ND FLOOR, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600 001, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING CLASS 5
ANAPRIN
4250827  30/07/2019
SHREE ANAND LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
PLOT NO. 63 A & B, HONGA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HONGA, BELGAUM - 591 113
PUBLIC LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
501, Shaniya Enclave, V.P.Road, Above Glitorium, Vile Parle (w), Mumbai - 400 056
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SPINLOK

4250839   30/07/2019
SHREE ANAND LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
PLOT NO. 63 A & B, HONGA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HONGA, BELGAUM - 591 113
PUBLIC LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
501, Shaniya Enclave, V.P.Road, Above Gilitorium, Vile Parle (w), Mumbai - 400 056

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CRISTABION
4250859   30/07/2019
M/S INDOLANDS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
Shop No 220, Sec 19, Vardaman Crown Mall, Plot no 2, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, Opp. BSNL Tower, Ambedkar Road, Arthala, Mohan Nagar, Ghaziabad-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
OPTHALGYL

4250866   30/07/2019
M/S INDOLANDS PHARMA PVT. LTD.
Shop No 220,Sec 19,Vardhman Crown Mall, Plot no 2,Dwarka,New Delhi- 110075,(India)
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U,P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
OPTIXIM

4250930  30/07/2019
DAELYN SCIENCES LLP
4 NO MANJUNATHA LAYOUT, MUNNEKOLALA POST
TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUJA
budhalal khandelwal, at: purunhaatsahi, w.no: 6, BARIPDA-757002, Odisha

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
SKELESOFT-CQ

4250975    30/07/2019

MARSUPIAL REMEDIES
Plot # 27, D.No. 5-1/12, Vinayaka Colony, Meerpet, Ranga Reddy Dist, Hyderabad - 500 079, Telangana state, India

Proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALEXUS IP ATTORNEYS
H.No 3-6-290,G-20,AZIZ TOWERS,HIMAYAT NAGAR,HYDERABAD-500029,TELANGANA,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
KANBO
4251120  30/07/2019
FAISAL R. GELERIYA AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF GELERIYA PRODUCTS
PLOT NO-49, L-TYPE RANPUR ROAD, GIDC, DHANDHUKA, DIST : AHMEDABAD - 382460. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS ADAPTED FOR DIABETICS, DIETETIC SWEETENERS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
4251205  30/07/2019
NUEVICIA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No - 971 & 973, Ssyno, Defence Colony, Sainikpuri Secunderabad Hyderabad - 500094
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
No.C-1, 5th Block, 1st-floor, Pari Salai, Mogappair East, Chennai- 600037
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MyFocoly

4251206  30/07/2019

MYLAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 1-A/2, MIDC Industrial Estate, Taloja, Panvel, District Raigad, Maharashtra - 410 208, India.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical Preparations intended for use as supplements.
EQUITUFF
4251210  30/07/2019
MR. SHRIKANT DAMODAR KURAPATI
952, NEW PACCHHA PETH, ASHOK CHOWK, SOLAPUR-413006, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIMANGINI VISHAL SHAH
1102, MICRO SRUSHTI TOWER, L.B.S. ROAD, BHANDUP(W), MUMBAI-400078.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations adapted for medicine use for human purpose
EQUISOFT

4251211  30/07/2019
MR. SHRIKANT DAMODAR KURAPATI
952, NEW PACHHA PETH, ASHOK CHOWK, SOLAPUR-413006, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Individual

Address for service in India/Agent's address:
HIMANGINI VISHAL SHAH
1102, MICRO SRUSHTI TOWER, L.B.S. ROAD, BHANDUP(W), MUMBAI-400078.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations adapted for medicine use for human purpose
TUSPIDON

4251336  31/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchant & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJ PURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
NOMISTAT
4251338  31/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chromptet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
KALINDOL

4251339  31/07/2019
M/S. NJK PHARMACY PVT. LTD,
No. 2A, 7th Main Road, New Colony, Chrompet, Chennai - 600 044.
Merchant & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
MAMAMYORIC

4251355    30/07/2019
WELLWISH PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
P NO 73 JAI DURGA NAGAR N R GOKULDHAM SO Z' TAKALI NAGPUR-440030
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NITIN RAMESH BHUSARI
TAREKAR BHAVAN, 1ST FLOOR, HOUSE NO. 765/A, ABOVE KARUR VAISYA BANK, C.A. ROAD, NAGPUR-440018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ALLOPATHIC AND HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
SUPERITRA

4251404   31/07/2019
USV PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;USV Private Limited
Arvind Vithal Gandhi Chowk, B.S.D. M arg, G ovandi, M umbai - 400 088
Manufacturer, Marketer and Distributor, Merchant
Incorporated under the Companies Act
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
4251419   31/07/2019
BAGADIYA VIMALBHAI KANTILAL
FLAT-101,AJITNATH AWAS,NANAVAT MAIN ROAD,SURAT CITY, SURAT-395003
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILESH I MEHTA
202,SHOPPERS PLAZA-4,2nd FLOOR,OPP BSNL TELEPHONE EXCHANGE,ABOVE SBI BANK,C.G.ROAD,NAVRANGPURA-380009
Used Since :01/07/2019
AHMEDABAD
SANITARY PAD
TOPVILD
4251421   31/07/2019
ALETHEIA MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
REGUS BUSINESS CENTRE, 2ND, 3RD, AND 4TH FLOORS, DURU HOUSE, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400049
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
SUNSHOT
4251422  31/07/2019
ALETHEIA MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
REGUS BUSINESS CENTRE, 2ND, 3RD, AND 4TH, FLOORS, DURU HOUSE, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400049
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
NEO SUREFIL ONE
4251622  31/07/2019
DENTSPLY SIRONA INC.
Susquehanna Commerce Center, 221 West Philadelphia Street, York, Pennsylvania, PA 17401-2991, United States of America
a Delaware Corporation, USA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1942974
DELHI
Dental restoration compounds
ITBOSS

4251653   31/07/2019
BRINTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
Brinton House, Survey No.55/2, Kharadi, Pune - 411 014
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
AZIROMYCIN

4251668  31/07/2019
PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL TRADING AS DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968, SECTOR 4, URBAN ESTATE, GURUGRAM - 122001
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV BHATIA
A-213, 2ND FLOOR, PRASHANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110085

Used Since :01/06/2007

To be associated with:
2869470

DELHI
drugs for medical purposes; capsules for medicines; balms for medical purposes; candy medicated; dietary fiber / dietary
fibre; dietary supplements for animals; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; malt for
pharmaceutical purposes; medicated animal feed; medicated after-shave lotions; medicated shampoos; medicated toiletry
preparations; medicated hair lotions; medicated dry shampoos; medicated shampoo for pets; medicated soap; medicinal
tea; medicinal oils; medicinal drinks; medicinal hair growth preparations; medicines for human purposes; medicines for
veterinary purposes; nutraceutical preparations for therapeutic or medical purposes; nutritional supplements; ointments
for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn;
pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dandruff; pharmaceuticals; mineral
waters for medical purposes; mineral food supplements; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; veterinary preparations;
acai powder dietary supplements; acne treatment preparations; antibacterial soap; antibacterial handwashes; antibiotics;
antioxidant pills; freeze-dried food adapted for medical purposes/lyophilized food adapted for medical purposes; herbal
teas for medicinal purposes; medical preparations for slimming purposes; medicated eye-washes; mouthwashes for
medical purposes; mud for baths; powdered milk for babies; slimming pills; sunburn ointments; therapeutic preparations
for the bath; vaginal washes for medical purposes
4251716 31/07/2019
SHAILESH KUMAR SINGH
31 Bhanda Sant Ravidas Nagar, Bhadohi, Uttar Pradesh- 221404
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
AXELCIUM

4251968  31/07/2019
AXELTIS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
18 VISHWESWAR DHAM, SADASHIV NAGAR, BEHIND AMBIKAPURI, INDORE, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA, 452001

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Ultiboost
4252038  31/07/2019
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS (H&H) HONG KONG LIMITED
SUITES 4007-09 40/F ONE ISLAND EAST TAIKOO PLACE 18 WESTLANDS ROAD QUARRY BAY HONG KONG
A company incorporated and existing under the laws of Hong Kong
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dietetic food and substances for medical purposes; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamins, vitamin supplements and vitamin preparations; mineral additives, mineral food supplements, mineral preparation for medical purposes; vitamin supplement; mineral supplements; herbal medicine; protein dietary supplements; trace element preparations for human use; powered nutritional and dietary supplements energy drink mix; nutritional meal replacements; food for infants; infant's beverages; pharmaceutical preparations; medicine; medicated preparations; medicated food supplements; medicated food additives; nutritional preparations for medical use; beverages adapted for medical purposes; dermatological preparations (medicated); preparations for the skin (medicated); medicated sun screen preparations; medicated skin care products; after sun products (medicated); sanitary preparations for medical purposes; homeopathic medicinal preparations; homeopathic medicines and salts; antiseptics; antiseptic body care preparations; disinfectants; mineral salts for baths; preparations for use in the bath (therapeutic); medicated bath preparations; vitamin supplements and/or combination of vitamin supplements for skin care and skin support, herbal and mineral supplements
Ultinatal

4252040  31/07/2019

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS (H&H) HONG KONG LIMITED

SUITES 4007-09 40/F ONE ISLAND EAST TAIKOO PLACE 18 WESTLANDS ROAD QUARRY BAY HONG KONG

A company incorporated and existing under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SIM & SAN ADVOCATES

176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Dietetic food and substances for medical purposes; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; vitamins, vitamin supplements and vitamin preparations; mineral additives, mineral food supplements, mineral preparation for medical purposes; vitamin supplement; mineral supplements; herbal medicine; protein dietary supplements; trace element preparations for human use; powered nutritional and dietary supplements energy drink mix; nutritional meal replacements; food for infants; infant's beverages; pharmaceutical preparations; medicine; medicated preparations; medicated food supplements; medicated food additives; nutritional preparations for medical use; beverages adapted for medical purposes; dermatological preparations (medicated); preparations for the skin (medicated); medicated sun screen preparations; medicated skin care products; after sun products (medicated); sanitary preparations for medical purposes; homeopathic medicinal preparations; homeopathic medicines and salts; antiseptics; antiseptic body care preparations; disinfectants; mineral salts for baths; preparations for use in the bath (therapeutic); medicated bath preparations; vitamin supplements and/or combination of vitamin supplements for skin care and skin support, herbal and mineral supplements
FIGOSEK
4252055  31/07/2019
APICAL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C-27, DEVASHRAY INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR N.K. ENGINEERING & EXPRESS HIGHWAY, OPP. SHRINAND CITY, PHASE-IV, G.I.D.C, VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382445, GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
API2G

4252056  31/07/2019
APICAL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C-27, DEVASHRAY INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR N.K. ENGINEERING & EXPRESS HIGHWAY, OPP. SHRINAND CITY, PHASE-IV, G.I.D.C, VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382445, GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
POMODIP

4252057  31/07/2019

APICAL HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C-27, DEVASHRAY INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEAR N.K. ENGINEERING & EXPRESS HIGHWAY, OPP. SHRINAND CITY, PHASE-IV, G.I.D.C, VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382445, GUJARAT-INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL & MEDICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
WINFERON
4252201  31/07/2019
MEDIWINGS BIOSCIENCES PVT LTD
G-90/1, 12th "C" Main Road, Adj KSSIDC Industrial Estate, Rajajinagar, 6th Block, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560010
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
4252239  31/07/2019
SIGNOVA PHARMA PVT. LTD.
SCF-36, GROUND FLOOR, M. MARKET, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH-160101
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
SITAMAN

4252245 31/07/2019
SITAMAN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
Building No. 26/ Room 27, Municipal Quarters Parksite, Vikhroli west, Mumbai- 400079

Body Incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITAL JAIN
305, 3rd Floor, Creative Industrial Estate, Sunder Nagar, Road No. 2, Kalina, Santacruz(E), Mumbai - 400098

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ETOGREAT

4252316  31/07/2019

RADHA RANI
H.No. 193, CHOPRA GARDEN, YAMUNA NAGAR PIN 135001 HARYANA INDIA

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS ASAWAT
3/183 GANESH TALAB BASANT VIHAR KOTA ,RAJASTHAN 324009

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations included in class 5.
HEADSOFT

4252375  31/07/2019
NOVOSYS LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 4, 2nd FLOOR, STAR TOWER, ABOVE PNB BANK, DHANAS, CHANDIGARH-160014
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations; Food Supplements.
EARTHSHINE PHARMACEUTICALS

4252380   31/07/2019
MINARUL SK TRADING AS EARTHSHINE PHARMACEUTICALS
VILLAGE HARUA, PS SUTI, DISTT. MURSHIDABAD-731221 (WEST BENGAL)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/04/2019

KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
PULMOKRO
4252500  31/07/2019
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
KRONUS LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED, B-73, G/F, DILSHAD COLONY, JHILMIL, EAST DELHI, DELHI-110095
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
4252506    31/07/2019
SAKTHIVEL RAJENDRAN TRADING AS DREAMZ ENTERPRISES
No 9, Prabhu Nagar, 1 Street, Near Kani Stores, Seeeram Thuraipakkam, Neelangkari, Link Road, Chennai - 600097
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C -102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals.
PROHYGIX

4252729  01/08/2019
PROHYGIX PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS LLP
Plot No-268, GIDC, Pandesara, Surat- 394221, Gujarat
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Sanitary napkins, Incontinence napkins, Babies' napkins, Babies' napkin-pants, Babies' diapers, Baby diapers, Disposable baby diapers, Nappies as baby diapers, Adult diapers, Disposable adult diapers, Incontinence diapers, Disposable babies' diapers, Disposable diapers for incontinents, Sanitary pads, Disposable training pants, Pants, absorbent, for incontinence, Babies' swim diapers.
JASCOVIT
4252860  01/08/2019
JASVAS BIOLOGICALS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 3A, GANAPATHY STREET, RAMAMOORTHY NAGAR, MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 091
PVT LTD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396,31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

AMBTER - P
4252861  01/08/2019
JASVAS BIOLOGICALS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 3A, GANAPATHY STREET, RAMAMOORTHY NAGAR, MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 091
PVT LTD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396,31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PEDIACLICK
4252863  01/08/2019
JASVAS BIOLOGICALS PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 3A, GANAPATHY STREET, RAMAMOORTHY NAGAR, MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 091
PVT LTD
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396,31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

VITD3NANO

4252936  01/08/2019
CLARISEL HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
35, DOCOTORS COLONY, DCM, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR. (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICAL, PREPARATIONS WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PYNURO

4253042  01/08/2019

AMPIRA BIOTECHNICS PRIVATE LIMITED
SCF NO. 1011, SECOND FLOOR MOTOR MARKET & COMMERCIAL COMPLEX MANIMAJRA CHANDIGARH - 160101
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
4253406  01/08/2019
GLONEST PHARMA
A 1004, PLOT No. 03, SEC-35D, GOKUL DHAM CHS, KHARGAR - 410 210
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INNOVATIVE CONSULTANTS
A-4/501, Vaishnavi Park, Shankar Pawshe Road, Kailash Nagar, Kalyan East, Kalyan, Thane, Maharashtra - 421306
Used Since :16/07/2019
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
4253407  01/08/2019
GLONEST PHARMA
A 1004, PLOT No. 03, SEC-35D, GOKULDHAM CHS, KHARGAR - 410 210
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INNOVATIVE CONSULTANTS
A-4/501, Vaishnavi Park, Shankar Pawshe Road, Kailash Nagar, Kalyan East, Kalyan, Thane, Maharashtra - 421306
Used Since :16/07/2019
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
UBID

4253455    01/08/2019
BIODEN CHEMICALS & PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
G-3/36, G - 3 BLOCK, DELHI POLICE SIDE PANCHVA PUSTA, SONIA VIHAR DELHI-110094
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY & SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE,
FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS-05
LYCOTREND

4253493  01/08/2019
M/S GROMAX FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED,
Plot No117B, G1, Kumaran Colony, 3rd Street, Saligramam, Chennai - 600 093

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
NATUZYME

4253539 01/08/2019

BIOPROTON PTY LTD.
55 Dulacca Street, Acacia Ridge, Queensland, Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India
Used Since: 12/02/2007

DELHI

Animal feed supplements, namely, enzyme supplements enhancing digestibility of animal feed; veterinary chemicals, namely, biochemical preparations for veterinary use
NATUFACTANT

4253540   01/08/2019
BIOPROTON PTY LTD.
55 Dulacca Street, Acacia Ridge, Queensland, Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Used Since :28/10/2016

DELHI
Animal feed supplements, namely, enzyme supplements enhancing digestibility of animal feed; veterinary chemicals, namely, biochemical preparations for veterinary use.
ADVIMEF

4253711  01/08/2019

ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
4253715  01/08/2019
ASHOK PANJWANI, TRADING AS NUCREST PHARMA CHEM
303, 3RD FLOOR, AHCL HOMES, NR. SHIMPOLI TEL. EXCHANGE, NEW LINK ROAD, BORIVLI(WEST), MUMBAI-400092
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 5

4253717 01/08/2019
ASHOK PANJWANI, TRADING AS NUCREST PHARMACHEM
303, 3RD FLOOR, AHCL HOMES, NR. SHIMPOLI TEL. EXCHANGE, NEW LINK ROAD, BORIVLI(WEST), MUMBAI-400092
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 5

ASHOK PANJWANI, TRADING AS NUCREST PHARMACHEM
303, 3RD FLOOR, AHCL HOMES, NR. SHIMPOLI TEL. EXCHANGE, NEW LINK ROAD, BORIVLI(WEST), MUMBAI-400092

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ADVINAFLAG
4253719 01/08/2019
ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/07/2019
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ADVIFLOX

4253720  01/08/2019

ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 12/07/2019

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LAMBIN

4253721  01/08/2019

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, PLOT NO 201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400063
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS

Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ADVIZOLE

4253723  01/08/2019
ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 12/07/2019

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
SUBACEFT

4253725   01/08/2019

ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :12/07/2019

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MONTEVIRA-L

4253727  01/08/2019
ADVIRA TECHNOMANAGEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No. 202, Second Floor, Daffodils Tower, Green Valley, Sector 41-42, Faridabad - 121010, Haryana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 12/07/2019

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ORLINEC

4254246   02/08/2019

MR. KAILASH SHARMA SOLE PROPRIETOR OF MEDELIS HEALTHCARE
36, SUBHASH NAGAR SECOND, VED JI KA BERA, KHEMA KA KUAN, PAL ROAD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS UNDER CLASS 05.
SAQUSAM

4254630  02/08/2019
GAURAV PALIA
WZ-881/1, RANI BAGH, DELHI-34
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICINAL USE
AVILPRO-D
4255299  03/08/2019

AVILLIONS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
161, HARI ASHRAY COLONY, VILL BAWALI, KALANJARI, BEHIND PATANJALI RESEARCH INST, ROORKEE, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA, 247667
(An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C -80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 M ob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used

DELI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation, pharmaceuticals; medicines for human, dental & veterinary purposes, ayurvedic medicines, unani medicines, herbal medicine, homeopathic medicines & food supplement, herbal supplements, liquid herbal supplements, nutritional and dietary supplements namely, vitamin, herbal and mineral supplements; dietary food supplements, feminine hygiene products, personnel hygiene products and sanitary napkins, medicated sanitary napkins. Pads & dippers in class 05.
AVILSVIT
4255302  03/08/2019
AVILLIONS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
161, HARI ASHRAY COLONY, VILL BAWALI, KALANJARI, BEHIND PATANJALI RESEARCH INST, ROORKEE, HARIDWAR,
UTTARAKHAND, INDIA, 247667
(An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-
22816711, 22815016
Proposed to be Used
DE
Delhi
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation, pharmaceuticals; medicines for human, dental & veterinary purposes,
ayurvedic medicines, unani medicines, herbal medicine, homeopathic medicines & food supplement, herbal supplements,
liquid herbal supplements, nutritional and dietary supplements namely, vitamin, herbal and mineral supplements; dietary
food supplements, feminine hygiene products, personnel hygiene products and sanitary napkins, medicated sanitary
napkins. Pads & dippers in class 05.
AVILFGER-XT

4255304   03/08/2019

AVILLIONS LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
161, HARI ASHRAY COLONY, VILL BAWALI, KALANJI, BEHIND PATANJALI RESEARCH INST, ROORKEE, HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA, 247667
(An Indian Company Registered Under Companies Act, 1956)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 M ob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparation, pharmaceuticals; medicines for human, dental & veterinary purposes, ayurvedic medicines, unani medicines, herbal medicine, homeopathic medicines & food supplement, herbal supplements, liquid herbal supplements, nutritional and dietary supplements namely, vitamin, herbal and mineral supplements; dietary food supplements, feminine hygiene products, personnel hygiene products and sanitary napkins, medicated sanitary napkins. Pads & dippers in class 05.
LUPIN NOVIGLO

4255312  03/08/2019

LUPIN LIMITED.
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai - 400055.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
310790, 326614, 1743847

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
LUPIN NOVIGLOW
4255313 03/08/2019
LUPIN LIMITED.
Kalpataru Inspire, 3rd Floor, Off Western Express Highway, Santacruz (East), Mumbai - 400055.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
310790, 326614, 1743847

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
KP SAMRAT
4255604   03/08/2019
MR. KRISHNA CHAURASIYA
SUBHASH NAGAR, PALIKA, PARISHAAD, NAUTAN WA, WARD NO. 19, MAHARGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH - 273164
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALLI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES AND PESTICIDES PREPARATION
KP SOMRAS

4255605  03/08/2019

MR. KRISHNA CHAURASIYA
SUBHASH NAGAR, PALIKA, PARISHAAD, NAUTAN WA, WARD NO. 19, MAHARGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH - 273164

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES AND PESTICIDES PREPARATION
KP DOLLAR
4255606   03/08/2019
MR. KRISHNA CHAURASIYA
SUBHASH NAGAR, PALIKA, PARISHAAD, NAUTAN WA, WARD NO. 19, MAHARGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH - 273164
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES AND PESTICIDES PREPARATION
KP FORCE
4255607 03/08/2019
MR. KRISHNA CHAURASIYA
SUBHASH NAGAR, PALIKA, PARISHAAD, NAUTAN WA, WARD NO. 19, MAHARGANJ, UTTAR PRADESH - 273164
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDES AND PESTICIDES PREPARATION
KUFWAQ

4255669  03/08/2019
REXIT PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO 421, WARD NO 3, PATRAN, PATIALA, PUNJAB-147105
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CARBOALFA

4255682    03/08/2019

ANIT DATTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S OMAX INTERNATIONAL
A-49 ,Sarai Pipel Thala Extn., Adarsh Nagar, Delhi - 110033, (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019           Class 5

MYGLMET
4255685  03/08/2019
ANIT DATTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S OMAX INTERNATIONAL
A-49, Sarai Pipel Thala Extn., Adarsh Nagar, Delhi - 110033, (India)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBDEKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M.- 09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
OMAXGLMT

4255687  03/08/2019
ANIT DATTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S OMAX INTERNATIONAL
A-49, Sarai Pipel Thala Extn., Adarsh Nagar, Delhi - 110033, (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
ZRETACEF

4255688  03/08/2019
SANTOSH KUMAR TIWARI S/O SHRI SURENDRRA TIWARI
WZ/27, Ratan Park, Opp.-Kriti Nagar, New Delhi-110002, (India)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
4255754   03/08/2019

JAHAR VIR GOJA PHARMACEUTICALS
LOWER GADI GARH, NEAR SDM OFFICE, JAMMU 181101
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals.
4256641  05/08/2019
DAINIKALP AYURVEDA
A-137 GROUND FLOOR, RAJIV NAGAR, BEGUMPUR, DELHI - 110086
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for human beings and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
DRILIVER-L
4256806 05/08/2019
M/s. DRIVEN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
415, 591N, BALDEV VIHAR, TELIBAGH, LUCKNOW U.P.
A BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEISTER ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR LAW FIRM
B-151, STREET NO-3, GHAZIPUR VILLAGE, DELHI-110096
Used Since: 04/06/2018
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDING ALLOPATHIC, AYURVEDIC AND HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES. DIETIC SUBSTANCE, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
NATRIKAST

4256819  05/08/2019
NATRIUM LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O AJAY KUMAR, S/O NANDU PANDIT, MISCOT LANE, RAMNA MUZAFFARPUR, BIHAR - 842002
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRINCE KUNAL
MILAN LANE, BEHIND SBI BANK, KANKARBAGH, MAIN ROAD
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
HXSUBMOL

4257062   05/08/2019
HIGGS HEALTHCARE
KHASRA NO 480/1, VILLAGE BHATOLIKALAN, BADDI, DISTT SOLAN-173205
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4UELECTRO

4257063  05/08/2019

HIGGS HEALTHCARE
KHASRA NO 480/1, VILLAGE BHATOLIKALAN, BADDI , DISTT SOLAN-173205
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
HXPARA

4257064  05/08/2019
HIGGS HEALTHCARE
KHASRA NO 480/1, VILLAGE BHATOLIKALAN, BADDI, DISTT SOLAN-173205
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4UMANNI

4257067 05/08/2019
HIGGS HEALTHCARE
KHASRA NO 480/1, VILLAGE BHATOLIKALAN, BADDI, DISTT SOLAN-173205
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 54, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR 11, PANCHKULA, 134109, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2214297 03/10/2011  
HITESH VINOD CHANDRA SHAH  
trading as: JAYVEER TEX PART  
104, Ankur Apartment, Bordifalia, Gandhi Chowk, Katargam, Surat - 395 004 (Gujarat)  
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT  
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE  
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2  
Used Since: 01/04/2000  
AHMEDABAD  
BALLS OF STEEL, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
2307542  29/03/2012
BHERULAL P. JAIN
trading as; M/S. NAVKAR UDYOG
NO.72/1B-II, KHATA NO.66, BYREGOWDA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SRIGANDHANAGAR, HEGGANAHALLI, NEAR PEENYA
2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560 091, KARNATAKA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-
380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since: 13/08/2000
CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; ALL KIND OF METAL LADDERS; METAL HARDWARE.
subject to the mark should be use as a whole.
Hyderabad Next
2810007  16/09/2014
L AND T METRO RAIL (HYDERABAD) LIMITED
trading as ;L AND T METRO RAIL (HYDERABAD) LIMITED
Q3, 4TH FLOOR, CYBER TOWERS, HITEC CITY, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD 500 081
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CIP LEGIT
8/306 DHARAMPURA BAHADURGARH 124507 HARYANA INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2809998
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF FISH PLATES [RAILS], GUARD RAILS OF METAL. MATERIALS OF METAL FOR FUNICULAR RAILWAY PERMANENT WAYS, POINTS (RAILWAY), TIES OF METAL (RAILROAD), TURNTABLES [RAILWAYS], RAILROAD TIES OF METAL, RAILS OF METAL, RAILWAY POINTS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD "HYDERABAD" SEPERATELY.
FARE BAZAR

2874615   03/01/2015
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
B - 50, 200, SIDDHA CO. - OP. HSG. SOC., SIDDHARTHA NAGAR, PART- II, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI - 400104
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 216, 2nd Floor, Dalamal Towers, 211, Free Press Journal Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2868252, 2870567

MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 6

2902252 14/02/2015
SMT.RUPINDER BEDI
trading as ;Advanced Technologies (India)
D-329-A (B), Phase-VIII, Focal Point Ludhiana-141010
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/02/2015
DELHI
Nut, Bolts, Hub Bolts, U-Bolts, Washers, Rivets, Sheet Metal Components, Hinges, Door Fittings of metal, grills of Metal, Window Fittings of Metal, Runners of metal for sliding Doors; Door Closers (non electric) door spring (non electric) Fencing of metal, Curtain Rod & It's Caps of metal, Pipes & Tubes of Metal, Chains of Metal, Coupling of Metal for Chains
2969486  22/05/2015
SWASTIK ARMAAN STEELS PVT.LTD.
B-584 NEHRU GROUND NIT FARIDABAD HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
FERROUS & NON FERROUS METALS
ALISHAN

2976700 01/06/2015
AGGARWAL TIMBERS
ASHOK SINGLA
MANISH SINGLA

trading as; AGGARWAL TIMBERS
HIRA MARKET, NEAR BUS STAND, HOSHIARPUR (PB.)
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since: 01/04/1996

DELHI
door bolts; door scrapers / foot scrapers; door stops of metal / gate stops of metal; door closers / door springs; Kitchen
Drawers & Baskets; door handles of metal; door panels of metal; door openers; door frames of metal / door casings of
metal; door fittings of metal; door knockers of metal; door bells of metal; locks; Fittings of Metal for windows
3128940   16/12/2015
MRS. NANCY
trading as ; K.V. ENGG. WORKS
87-B, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, EXTENSION, LUDHIANA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since : 07/12/2015
DELHI
LICKERIN WIRE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Lickerin wire.
GREEN FLOW
3130196  17/12/2015
GLOBAL COPPER LTD.
trading as ;GLOBAL COPPER LTD.
SURVEY NO. 65/66, VILLAGE GARADIYA JAROD SAMLAYA ROAD, TAL. SAVLI, DIST. BARODA - 391520, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/04/2010
To be associated with:
3113762
AHMEDABAD
COPPER TUBES.
KASA

3134698  22/12/2015
KASA RESIDENCY PVT. LTD.
G-10 MAHARANI BAGH NEW DELHI 110065
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 27/10/2010

DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES.
OSHA
3141348 29/12/2015
ANJNA RANA
trading as; OSHA ENTERPRISES
H.NO.1084, 8TH FLOOR, PLOT NO.2, TOWER-1, JOY APT. DWARKA, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Accepts address:
THAPAR TRADE MARK CO.
JG III 200-C VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI 110018.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HARDWARE, SANITATION, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING, MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
ULTRALINE

3203893  08/03/2016
AS GYPTECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as; AS GYPTECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO. 150, IST FLOOR, VATS MARKET, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A & CO. REGISTRATIONS (ADVOCATES)
B-6, SECTOR-50, NOIDA, 201301, U.P.
Used Since :19/03/2010
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES, AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES, INCLUDED IN CLASS - 6.
3219290  28/03/2016
YOGESH VIRJIBHAI GAJJAR
trading as; CP INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.343, G.I.D.C., UDHYOG NAGAR, JAMNAGAR - 361004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since : 19/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
METAL LOCKS (OTHER THAN ELECTRIC), DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS OF METAL, METAL HANDLES, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE, METAL HARDWARE INCLUDING IN CLASS-06.
POLYSTEEL

3231458  11/04/2016  
MRS RANJAN BEN P THAKKAR  
trading as; ANJNEY TUBES INDIA  
305 TO 07, RICHI HOUSE, NR. RAILWAY CROSSING, BEHIND HOTEL MANSAROVAR, MANINAGAR (E) AHMEDABAD - 380020  
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE  
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT  
Used Since : 09/04/2009  
AHMEDABAD  
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGOF METALS, NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METALS, SMALL ITEMS OF, METAL HARDWARE,PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, BRASS, ALLOMINIUM AND OTHER COMPOSITE METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 06.  
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..  
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. 3231463.
3236032  14/04/2016
PERFECT HARDWARES
trading as; PERFECT HARDWARES
184, SONAPUR LANE, L.B.S.MARG, KURLA (W), MUM - 70.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
METAL BUILDING MATERIALS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
3240178   21/04/2016
AVTAR SINGH
trading as : GURU NANAK ENTERPRISES
90, DADA COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/02/2012
DELHI
Valves (Metal), Cocks (Metal) and Pipe Fittings (Metal).
3266741   24/05/2016
DEEPAK GOEL
trading as ;DEEPAK INDUSTRIES
POCKET C 11/93, SECTOR -3, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
MERCHAND & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53
Used Since :12/03/2016
DELHI
G.I. WIRE , BARBED WIRE, M.S. BINDING WIRE , FENCING WIRE.
3277600  06/06/2016
PAWAN AGGARWAL
trading as ;INDRAPRASTHA AQUA SOLUTION
NIZAM PUR ROAD, VILLAGE PARNALA, BAHADURGARH, DISTRICT-JHAGAR-124507, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PROPRIETOR SHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :02/06/2016
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL WATER STORAGE TANKS OF METAL, METAL STORAGE TANK, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, METAL HOSES FOR PLUMBING USE, CRASH BARRIERS OF METAL FOR ROADS, METAL PALLETS, LOADING AND UNLOADING PALLETS OF METAL
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3285254  16/06/2016
SURESH KUMAR
trading as ;RADHIKA STEEL INDUSTRIES
R.G. MILL ROAD, MANDI GOBINDGARH DISTT. FATEHGARH SAHIB PB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL GARG ADV.,
823, LAWYERS CHAMBER, DWARKA COURT, SEC-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075
Used Since :01/02/2013
DELHI
MANUFACTURING OF STEEL (STEEL ROLLING PLANT) INCLUDED IN CLASS 6
Mark shall be used as substantially represented..
DURARIB

3285285  15/06/2016

KANG PROFILES
Jagvir Singh Kang
Dalvir Singh
Baldeep Singh Kang

trading as ;KANG PROFILES
Vill. Hedon, Tehsil Samrala, Distt. Ludhiana-141112 (Pb.)
Merchants & Manufacturers

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since :01/04/2015

DElHI

Iron Profile Sheets and colour coated profile sheets
3290674  21/06/2016
NIP Pon CLOSURE CO., LTD.
18-1, Higashi-Gotanda 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial packaging containers of metal; metal lids; metal stoppers; metal caps
WWF
3291393   22/06/2016
RAVISH SHARMA
Nitesh SHARMA
trading as; WIRE FABRICKS
V.P.O. BARA PIND, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :10/08/1973
DELHI
Nuts, Bolts, Hub Bolts, U-Bolts & Fasteners of common metal included in Class-6.
WF
3291394  22/06/2016
RAVISH SHARMA
NITESH SHARMA
trading as; WIRE FABRICKS
V.P.O. BARA PIND, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :10/08/1973
DELHI
Nuts, Bolts, Hub Bolts, U-Bolts & Fasteners of common metal included in Class-6.
AARTI STEELS LIMITED
trading as ;AARTI STEELS LIMITED
G.T. ROAD, MILLER GANJ, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :06/06/1979
DELHI
Common Metals & their Alloys including Iron, Steel, Sheet Metals, Steel Tubes & Steel Pipes.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
OXY99
3296362  28/06/2016
DELHI CRYOGENIC PRODUCTS PVT LTD.
A-104/2, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase - 2, New Delhi - 110020
Traders, Manufacturers, Importers and Exporters
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
Metal containers for Compressed Gas; Oxygen Cylinders; Portable Oxygen Canisters; Parts and fittings thereof included in Class 6.
3305044  11/07/2016
HARJINDER SINGH  
trading as ;KLER NUT FORMERS  
E-245, PHASE-IV, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PUNJAB)  
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
PURI TRADE MARK CO.  
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).  
Used Since :06/07/1995  
DELHI  
FASTENER PRODUCTS, HOT FORGE, COLD FORGE, NUTS, BOLTS, RIVETS, WASHERS, SCREW, STUDS, NAILS & HARDWARE PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06,  
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
SHIVAAY

3306936   12/07/2016

REKHA RANA
H NO B-48 NUKUL MARG, GALI NO 2, NEAR RAJEEV AUTO MOBILES, INDIRA NIKETAN SHAHDARA, DAYALPUR NORTH EAST DELHI 94
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :06/07/2016

DELHI
HANDLES, KNOBS, LOCKS, ALDROPS, HINGES, LETCHES LOCKING BOLT, NUT & BOLT, HACKSAW BLADE, SCREWS, DOOR, STOPPERS. NAILS, GATE HOOKS, TOWER BOLTS, DOOR CLOSER, HANGER, DOOR SPRING, SAFETY, CATCHER DOOR SAFETY DOOR SPRINGS, SAFETY CHAIN, DURTAIN BRACKETS, DRAPERY RODS, CURTAINING PELMET STRIPS IRON PIPE, METAL G.I.C.I. FITTINGS, LIKE, TEE ELBOW, SOCKET, UNION VALVES OF LIKE BALL VALVE, GATE VALVE TAPS AND COCKS OF GUN METAL
SYNERGY STEELS LIMITED

3309506  15/07/2016
SYNERGY STEELS LTD.
55B, RAMA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110015
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIGMA LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034
Used Since :01/01/2002

DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS
This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word Steels and Limited...
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3309505. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE...
3317568  23/07/2016
RAJMOHINDER SINGH
trading as ;STAR STEELS
626 INDUSTRIAL AREA-B, BACKSIDE PANI WALI TANKI, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :30/03/2016
DELI
Steel Gate, Welding Rod, Mig Wire, Shutter Spring, Shutter Lock, Pad Lock, Door Closer, Door Fitting, Nuts, Bolts, Gates & Grills Of Metal , Small items of metal hardware, Shed Hooks of Metal,Hinges, Shutter of Metal, Aldrops, Door Stoppers, Latches,Handles, Metal forging, Metal Casting
3336503   12/08/2016
RACHIT IRON AND STEEL PRIVATE LIMITED, A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
trading as; RACHIT IRON AND STEEL PRIVATE LIMITED
84/21, SHOP NO.: 8, PLOT NO.: 17, FAZAL GANJ, KANPUR, UTTAR PRADESH, PIN - 208001
IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ KUMAR SRIVASTWA
TRADESAFE IP, 676, J anakpuri, Near: Harmilap Mandir, Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh, PIN - 243122 IN
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3319162
DELHI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS, ROOFING SHEET, PIPES, GIRDER AS IN CLASS 6
SARDAR

3341055  22/08/2016
MRS MANINDER KAUR
trading as; SARDAR LOCKS INDIA
CHATERJI COMPOUND PARAO DUBEY, ALIGARH 202001
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/03/2006

DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; LOCKS,
3353129 02/09/2016
BIPAN KUMAR BANSAL
trading as; BANSAL SALES CORPORATION
B-34, GOBIND NAGAR, SODAL ROAD, JALANDHAR-144004 (PUNJAB)
MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
VALVES AND COCKS OF METAL, PIPE & PIPE FITTINGS OF METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
COPORO

3355694  06/09/2016

PARMINDER SINGH trading as ;P.P. AUTO TRADERS
10550, STREET NO.9, PARTAP NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NUTS & BOLTS
ASB
3362570  14/09/2016
VINOD KUMAR GARG
SURESH KUMARI
trading as: MAHAVIR ASSOCIATES
KAKKARWAL ROAD, DHURI, DISTT. SANGRUR-148024 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/09/2012
DELHI
Steel Balls.
SURESHBHAI BHIKHABHAI PANSURIYA
trading as ;SHUBHAM BRASS INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO 4072, ROAD NO. 1, G.I.D.C PHASE - 3 DARED, JAMNAGAR - 361004
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :05/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
BRASS.
3389379 17/10/2016
SUPREME COLOUR ROOFING & DECKING PVT. LTD.
23, South Hathipala Road, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since: 01/02/2014
MUMBAI
Sheets, piles of metal, sheet and plates of metal, roof covering of metal
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words ultimate roofing solution.
3392534  20/10/2016

JIGNESHBHAI B. GHODASARA
BHARATBHAI H. RAMOLIYA

Trading as :M/S. SWASTIK INDUSTRIES
14, UDHYOG MANDIR ESTATE, 3, UMAKANT PANDIT UDHYOGNAGAR, NR. TANTI FOUNDRY MAVDI PLOT, RAJKOT - 360004. GUJARAT - INDIA.

Manufacturer and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Used Since: 01/04/2012

AHMEDABAD

In respect of Hardware, locks, handle, knobs, hinges of metal, hardware and furniture fittings included in class - 06.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the. Sale of goods is restricted in the state of Gujrat only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019 Class 6

3445005  29/12/2016
JENISH P. BHIMANI
JENISH P. BHIMANI
AMIT J. BHUT
SANDIP A. BHALODIA
SAGAR V. RATANPARA
trading as ;NILKANTH METALS
PLOT NO.17, SURVEY NO. 38, KISHAN IND. AREA, OPP. HADMTALA GIDC, AT:- BHARUDI, TAL:-GONDAL, DIS:-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
HANDLE, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, GLASS STUD, HINGES, SOFALEG, ALDROP, METAL CABINET DOOR CATCHES, KITCHEN BASKET, HARDWARE AND FURNITURE FITTINGS, DOOR AND WINDOWS FITTINGS, BRASS PARTS AND COMPONENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 06.
3491235   23/02/2017
VIJAY JAIN S/O. SH. PURAN CHAND JAIN
trading as ;VEERAJI INDUSTRIES
GYANODAYA NAGAR, NAKA MADAR, AJMER-305007 (RAJASTHAN)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :18/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
U BOLT.
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
KHUSHI

3622032  28/08/2017
MR. PIYUSHKUMAR RAMESHBHAI PATEL TRADING AS KHUSHI STEEL
C/O. KHUSHI TRADING CO., 9, BALRAM SHOPPING CENTER, SHERISA ROAD, NEAR PETROL PUMP, KALOL - 382721,
DIST. GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL KITCHEN BASKET.
3655187  11/10/2017
M/S. SAI DURGA HARDWARE
12-4-9/3, VIKRAM HOSPITAL STREET, OPPOSITE RTC COMPLEX, ANAKAPALLI, VISAKHAPATNAM, ANDHRA PRADESH-531001
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :28/09/2015

CHENNAI
LOCKS AND HARDWARES (MADE OF COMMON METALS)
There is no exclusive right over the terms "Architectural Hardware fittings". 
3679118  15/11/2017

CHINTAN SHAH
6, Shreeram Apt., Mulund Moon Light Soc., Nahur road, Mulund (west), Mumbai (Sub Urban), Maharashtra - 400080

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AVANI SANDIP SOLANKI
B-7, SAHJANAND COMPLEX, B/H. MY MY SHOWROOM, NEAR SWASTIK CROSS ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS LIKE ALDROPS, HANDIES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS, UTCHEES, ODORWT, KATCHER, HINGES, CURTAIN RING, GATEHOOK, WINDOW STAY, TOWEL RING, TOWEL ROD, PAD LOCKS, CYCU FRAME LOCKS, CYCLE CABLE LOCKS, MORTICE LOCKS, GLASS LOCKS MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, Sinter LOCKS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS
3744271  03/02/2018
M/S.BANARASWALA METAL CRAFTS PVT LTD.
No:621, Trichy Road, ELGI Industrial Complex, Singanallur, Coimbatore - 641 005, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Used Since :29/08/1986
CHENNAI
Wire Mesh, Performed Sheet of Common Metal and Welded Mesh of Common Metal.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 6

THACHARAYIL MOHAMMED ABDUTTY
S/O Mohamed, Thacharayil, Chalissery, Palakkad, Pin-679536
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARASSERIKUZHI MADANCHERI ABDUL SAMEER
ASSIQUE SAMEER ASSOCIATES, 2ND FLOOR, SC ARCADE, K.T. GOPALAN ROAD, KOTTOOLIO, KOZHIKODE-673016.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MANUFACTURING OF FLOOR TILES OF METALS, ROOFING TILES OF METALS, TILES OF METALS FOR BUILDING, WALL TILES OF METALS AND TURNSTILES OF METALS COMES UNDER THIS CLASS

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3890780  18/07/2018
GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD.
Godrej Security Solutions Division, Plant No. 17, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli, Mumbai 400079, India
A company registered under the Indian Companies Act 1913
Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Safes.
3898886  26/07/2018
SHUBHANGI S. JACHAK
AT. POST - WAGHOLI, NEAR SANTOSH HOTEL, TAL - HAVELI, PUNE - 412207
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
#16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL-BUILDING MATERIAL, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE AND GOODS OF COMMON METALS, ALUMINIUM FOIL, BARBED WIRE, METAL-BOLTS, FASTENERS, DOOR BOLTS, DOOR FITTING, SCREWS, METAL TUBES, IRON TUBES, METAL ROOFING, METAL ROOFING PANELS, TILES, HIPS AND METAL HARDWARE, NUTS AND BOLT
3911814  09/08/2018
EXPO METALS
STEELZONE COMPOUND, NH TALIPARAMBA, NEW BAZAR, TALIPARAMBA P O, KANNUR - 670141
THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes
3914461  11/08/2018
GREELAN MARKETING
DOOR No. 1/104, MAVINCHUVADU, PALLIKKAL POST, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA-673634, INDIA
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Aluminium composite panel, composite sheets, cladding panels of metal, extrusions of aluminium, aluminium frames, metal barricades for roads, angels for use in building construction, decorative metal profiles for use in further manufacturing, laminated metals, aluminium profile, bolts of metal, building materials of metal, building boards of metal / building panels of metal, frames of metal for building, ladders of metal, rivets of metal, screws of metal, staircases of metal, steel sheets, Metallic Panels, metal hardware.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY..
MASAND

3922641  21/08/2018
MASAND AGRITECH
56, SHASTRI MARKET, INDORE-452007 [M.P.].
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1991
MUMBAI
Spray cabinets (metal), incorporating extracting installations, binding thread of metal for agricultural use, metal hoses for agricultural use included in class 06
KYLO

3931016  30/08/2018
RAKESH KUMAR BHANDARI
Flat No 404, 405, 5th Floor, Thirumala Plaza, Opposite BSNL Office, Dabagardan, Visakhapatnam - 530 012
2648612

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Used Since :09/08/2018

CHENNAI
Small items of metal hardware namely metal locks and keys; door closers; parts, fittings and assemblies made of metal for doors and panels, including floor spring, lever handle, pull handle, hinges, baluster fittings, metal connector, metal bracket, eye viewers, metal kick plate, floor mounted door step, metal sign plates, elbows made of metal, links, sleeves, rod holders metal cross bars, screw-on fittings, clamping fittings; metal doors and gates; revolving doors of metal or glass
M/S. JAGDISH ISPAT PVT. LTD., A COMPANY THROUGH ITS DIRECTOR SH. BRIJ NARAYAN SINGH
Plot No.143-144, Phase-II, Area Siltara district Raipur, Pin-493221 (Chhattisgarh)
Applicant being a company and has applied for its trademark registration

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 I IND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :21/08/2017

MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; Metal Angel, Channel, Metal Billet, metals in powder form, welding wire, Metal Sheets (color coated Metal Sheets), TMT, Metal Structure, Metal Channel, Nut, Bolt Screw, Washer, Springs, Clips, Steel balls, Locks, Iron nails, Chains, Spokes, Common metals and their alloys, small items of metal hardware including metal drain pipes, metal pipes and tubes, and fittings, metal elbows & Bars, safes being included in class 06.
SIGNATURE

3969658  10/10/2018
APPLE FANS AND WIRES PVT LTD.,
D.No: F-16A, Survey No. 252, Phase-1, IDA Jeedimetla, Hyderabad - 500 015 (T.S) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Copper wire.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
3974589  15/10/2018
MR.A.RAMU., TRADING AS M/S.SRI VINAYAGA TRADERS.
No:116, S.B.Towers, 1st Floor, Pollachi Main Road, Sundarapuram, Coimbatore-641 024, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Used Since :07/06/2018
CHENNAI
TMT Bars, Bar Steels, Steel in sheet, rod, bar and billet form, Metal Ventilation Channels, Anchor Channels of Metal, Stud rail of Metal for flats, Metal Squares, Metal Rounds and Metal Pipes.
subject to the mark should be use as a whole within the state of Tamilnadu.
3980027   22/10/2018
M/S. MVS ACMEI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
LEEVEN HEIGHTS, PLOT NO.31, SY NO.66 & 67, JUBILEE ENCLAVE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500 081, TELANGANA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Aagents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :03/02/2016
CHENNAI
Steel & Metal Products, Binding Strips Of Metal Used On Packaging; Wrapping Or Binding Bands Of Metal; Steel In The Form Of Sheets, Plates, Foils And Coils.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3980035   22/10/2018
M/s. MVS ACMEI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
LEEVEN HEIGHTS, PLOT NO.31, SY NO.66 & 67, JUBILEE ENCLAVE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500 081, TELANGANA, INDIA,
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :16/05/2009

CHENNAI
Steel & Metal Products, Binding Strips Of Metal Used On Packaging; Wrapping Or Binding Bands Of Metal; Steel In The Form Of Sheets, Plates, Foils And Coils.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3999966    16/11/2018
SASCO-METAL
DOOR No. A.P 22/195D, VADAKKUMURI, IRUMBUZHI POST, MALAPPURAM (DIST), KERALA - 676509
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys including stainless steel; Baskets of metal; Baskets of common metals; Metal hinges; Metal locks; Metal door locks; Spring locks; Aluminium profiles; Drawer pulls of metal; Drawer handles of metal; Drawer gliders of metal; Drawer sliders of metal; Drawer guides of metal.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY.. SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
4023695   11/12/2018
MR. RAMESH KUMAR CHOUHDHARY
11-1-316/3, New Aghapure, Little Buds School, Hyderabad- 500 012
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Metal Hardware, Locks of metal for windows, Locks and keys, of metal, Metal locking mechanisms, Tanks of metal, Metal fuel oil hoses, Bottle caps of metal, Door closers, non-electric, Locksets of metal, Metal doorknobs, Hinges of metal, Doors and windows of metal, Hinges for doors and windows (Metal -), Safety doors of metal & Safety cash boxes
SUBJECT TO RESTRICTING THE AREA OF USE TO THE STATES OF SOUTH INDIA..
4052891  10/01/2019  
RITESH SHAH PROPRIETOR OF CREATIVE FASTENERS  
UNIT NO.1,2,3 PARAS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BLDG NO.5, WALIV PHATA, OPP. IPOL, VASAI EAST, DIST. PALGHAR-401208, MUMBAI  
Proprietorship Firm  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
RAHUL RAJPUT.  
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
NUTS, BOLTS & Fasteners of metal for windows
4078171  05/02/2019
VIVANT SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 329, Sidco Thirumullaivoyal Women Industrial Park, Vellanur Village, Ambattur Taluk, Thiruvallur District, Chennai, Tamilnadu-600062
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/03/2012

CHENNAI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; SAFES, ALUMINIUM, Hinges of metal

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SAME.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
4078278  05/02/2019
PARVEEN BANSAL
R/o 37-F, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110007
A Sole Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
ASIA TAXZONE PVT. LTD., A-105, 4th Floor, Chaudhry Complex, Chander Vihar, I.P Ext., Delhi - 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials; small items of metal hardware, pipes and tubes of metal, goods of metal not included in other classes; included in class- 6
4080243    07/02/2019
ALUMINIUM KHAZANA
1537, Vania Vas, O/S Dariyapur Gate, Barolapura, Ahmedabad-380004
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
JIGNESHKUMAR KANTILAL DUDHAT
Jignesh Dudhat and Associates, Office No.6, 1st floor, Navdeep Complex, Nr. Vidhi Labs, Subhash Chowk, Memnagar, Ahmedabad-380052.
Used Since :09/12/1999
AHMEDABAD
Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials for building and construction, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, metal containers for storage or transport included in class-06.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT WHOLE LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 6

4081216 08/02/2019
MUNAVVAR KHAN TRADING AS KUM KUM PRODUCTS
11/44, SYEDWARA, BABRI MANDI, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJVIR SHARMA, ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH, 202001 U.P.
Used Since: 04/11/2015

DELHI
PAD LOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK, DRAWER LOCK AND MORTICE LOCKS, ALDROPS, HANDLES, KNOBS, TOWER BOLT, KHUNTI, DOOR STOPPER, BRACKETS, LATCHES, HINGES, GATEHOOK, MAGIC EYE, DOOR KIT MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SAME.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
JUSTLITE
4196672 04/06/2019
JAVED ABDUL AZIZ
2/11 C, MUZAFFARABAD HALL, PROCTOR ROAD, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 007
An individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AKANKSHA SINGH
415, Vardhman Chambers, 17 Cawaṣji Patel Street, Fort, Bombay- 400 001
Used Since :20/04/2019
MUMBAI
metal/ GI concealed boxes, mcb boxes, SPN &TPN double/single door, white line boxes, a/c boxes, fan hook / fan boxes
4227792  06/07/2019
M/S RAJDEEP ELECTRODES INDUSTRIES
AS AURA PAINTH, MEERUT ROAD HAPUR
Small enterprise
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAI, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since : 16/10/2003
DELHI
WELDING RODS
4230553  09/07/2019
MITSUMI HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
D- 1108 , " THE FIRST" , B/h Keshavbaug Party Plot Off. 132 Ft. Road, Vastrapur Ahmedabad Ahmedabad -380015
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY-APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH SHAH
E -202, Abjibapa Green Appartments, off.100 Ft Virat Nagar Road, Next to ManMohan Cross Roads, Nikol, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 382350
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Metal building materials
4234094  13/07/2019
SAKET CHOUHARY
DU GAR BHAWAN, H.B.ROAD, FANCY BAZAR, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
SATYA NIWAS, HOUSE NO.90, OPPOSITE BYELANE NO. 8, LACHIT NAGAR MAIN ROAD, GUWAHATI - 781007, ASSAM, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ROOFING SHEETS (MADE OF METAL), COLOUR COATED ROOF SHEETS (MADE OF METAL)
4234096    13/07/2019
SAKET CHOUDHARY
DUGAR BUILDING, TRP ROAD, FANCY BAZAR, GUWAHATI-781001, ASSAM, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
SATYA NIWAS, HOUSE NO. 90, OPPOSITE BYELANE NO. 8, LACHIT NAGAR MAIN ROAD, GUWAHATI - 781007, ASSAM, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ROOFING SHEETS (MADE OF METAL), COLOUR COATED ROOFING SHEETS (MADE OF METAL)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 6

MODERN ROLLS & ENGINEERING LIMITED. A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
PLOT NO - 742, GIDC, MANJUSAR, TA - SAVLI, VADODARA - 391775, GUJARAT - INDIA

NEW Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAHETI MANDIR, OUTSIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF ROLLER BLINDS OF STEEL, STEEL INGOTS, ALUMINIUM INGOTS, COPPER INGOTS AND LEAD INGOTS, METAL BILLETS, STEEL PIPES, STEEL TUBES, TIN BARS, STRUCTURAL STEEL, METAL ANGLE, CHANNEL, METAL STUD RAILS OF METAL FOR FLATS, SQUARE, HEXAGONAL AND OCTAGONAL INCLUDED IN CLASS-06.
DORVIK

4234725  15/07/2019

MOHIT GAUR TRADING AS PROCAL SELLERS
RZ-596/313, STREET NO. 6B, GEETANJALI PARK, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI-110046

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Metal hardware, Ropes of metal, Tow ropes of metal, Steel alloys, Metal building products, Metal building materials, Building materials of metal, Catches(Door ), Metal door hinges, Metal door bolts, Metal handles, Metal window handles, Metal door handles, Drawer handles of metal, Door holders, door catches, Door knobs of common metal, door locks, Lock bolts, Metal bolts, Stoppers of metal, Door closers of metal, non-electric, Window closers, non-electric, Metal springs, Springs [metal hardware], Metal hinges, Metal floor hinges, Metal window hinges, Cupboard fittings of metal, Locks of metal, Lock nuts of metal, Locks and keys, of metal, Padelocks, Metal locks, Door locks, Door latches of metal, Door stops of metal, Gate hooks of metal, door hardware (metal -), Metal screws, Screw rings, metal clips, locks and keys, of metal, Nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal, Cylinder locks of metal, bicycle locks, spring locks, Padlocks, metal sash locks, Trigger locks of metal, Metal latches, Metal pegs, Metal door viewers [non-magnified], Door chains of metal, Cupboard fittings of metal, Door locks of metal, Discs (Metal -), Aluminium discs, Caps (Metal -) for screws, Metal picture hangers, Metal mirror hangers, Castors of metal for furniture, Safety chains of metal, Wall panels of metal, Modular wall panelling of metal, Dividing wall panels of metal, Wall coverings made of metal for constructing walls, Cladding panels of metal for wall construction, Towers [metal structures], Wall plugs of metal, Sleeves [metal hardware], Structures and transportable buildings of metal, Pipe support sleeves of metal, Door buffers of metal, Brackets of metal for hanging window draperies, Non -electric metal door closers, Metallic doors, windows, shutters and slatted shutters, Rolling window shutters of metal, Corrosion -resistant metal overlays and alloys for fittings.
4236615  16/07/2019
MOHD AHMAD KHAN TRADING AS M.A.T. PRODUCTS
TURKMANS GATE, BYE PASS CROSSING, ALIGARH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Ageants address:
RAJ VIR SHARMA. ADVOCATE
17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI GATE, ALIGARH, 202001 U.P.
Used Since: 10/04/2016
DELHI
PADLOCKS, MULTIPURPOSE LOCKS, FURNITURE LOCKS, ROUND LOCK, DOOR LOCK, RIM LOCK, SHUTTER LOCKS
AND MORTICE LOCKS MADE OF FERROUS AND NON FERROUS METALS.
4236972  16/07/2019
AJAYKUMAR V. RADADIYA TRADING AS GOLDCOIN CORPORATION
GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO. 4, GOPIJAN COMPLEX, AMAR NAGAR ROAD, OPP. SHYAM CHAMBER, AT: JETPUR, DIST: RAJKOT, Gujarat, India
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FURNITURE FITTINGS OF METAL, DOOR HANDLES OF METAL, DOOR FITTINGS OF METAL, GLASS FITTINGS OF METAL, BATH ACCESSORIES, KITCHEN BASKETS
4237184   17/07/2019
DINESH AGRAWAL
490/1, URLA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, URLA, RAIPUR, CHATTISGARH, PIN - 492003
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH VIPUL KISHOR
AT POST PRAKASHA, TALUKA SHAHADA, DISTRICT- NANDURBAR, PIN- 425422
 Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Racking (structure) of metal for supporting cables, Crash barrier of metal, Cable tray of metal (other than electrical), Poles of metal for power lines, · Poles of metal for electric use, Pipes and tubes of metal
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917,  02/09/2019  Class 6

4237185    17/07/2019
DINESH AGRAWAL
490/1, URLA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, URLA, RAIPUR, CHATTISGARH, PIN - 492003
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH VIPUL KISHOR
AT POST PRAKASHA, TALUKA SHAHADA, DISTRICT- NANDURBAR, PIN- 425422

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Racking (structure) of metal for supporting cables, Crash barrier of metal, Cable tray of metal (other than electrical), Poles of metal for power lines, · Poles of metal for electric use, Pipes and tubes of metal.
4237433 17/07/2019
SIDDHARTH JAIN (INDIAN NATIONAL) PROPRIETOR OF SHUBHAM STEEL
1, NARIMAN POINT CHOUREHE KE PAS KUKSHI, DIST-DHAR 454331(M.P)
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARAS Khatri
OFFICE NO. 101, FIRST FLOOR, 25/3 RANKA MANSION, YASHWANT NIWAS ROAD, INDORE, M.P. 452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Barbed wire, galvanized steel chain link fence fabric, post fence metal angle, common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
I70

4237751  17/07/2019
SHAILESHBHAI BABULAL PATEL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SOMNATH INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 57, NIRMAL INDUSTRIAL PARK, (SHREE HARIOM INDUSTRIAL CO.OP ESATE LTD.) G.I.D.C GOZARIA,
MEHSANA-382825.GUJARAT.INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR -1, Near, Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad.380006
Used Since :20/07/2015
To be associated with:
3238752
AHMEDABAD
SCREWS OF METAL, METAL NUTS, METAL FASTENERS, METAL HARDWARE ARTICLES, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS
OF METAL, METAL DOOR LATCHES, DOOR STOPS OF METAL, METAL HANDLE, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE
XAVIER

4237752    17/07/2019
JAIVIN VALLABHBHAI SARDHARA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. BILIPATRA PROCESS
PLOT NO-49, SHED NO-1, SHREE HARI INDUSTRIAL AREA, RING ROAD HIGHWAY, RAJKOT - 360002, GUJARAT. INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near, Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisbridge, Ahmedabad. 380006

Used Since: 01/09/2017

AHMEDABAD

KNOB OF METAL, DOOR FITTING, HARDWARE FRAME, RAILING FITTINGS, METAL HARDWARE
4237762   17/07/2019
ARS STEELS & ALLOY INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ARS STEELS & ALLOY INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
D-109, 2ND FLOOR, LBR COMPLEX, CHINTHAMANI, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI-600102.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.M BHUWANEE SVARI
A-2, APPOLO TWINS, NO: 119/53, PERIYAR PATHAI, CHOOLAIMEDU, CHENNAI - 600 094.
Used Since :01/05/2019
To be associated with:
3744727
CHENNAI
BRIGHT STEEL BARS,COLD FINISHED STEEL BAR,HOT ROLLED STEEL BAR, STEEL IN SHEET,ROD,BAR,TMT
BARS,REBARS, WIRES OR BILLET FORM.
AGIP

4238825   18/07/2019
POWER CHEM PLAST LTD
2342, SECTOR - 23 C, CHANDIGARH
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Roofing of metal, Metal roofing panels, Metal roof flashing, Metal roof trusses, Roof coverings of metal, Metal roof vents for residential and commercial buildings
4239028  18/07/2019
CHIRAG KISHORBHAI RAKHOLIYA
2 PATEL NAGAR. SANGAM, KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT 360002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COMMON METAL AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIAL OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLE AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL;
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON
METAL NON-INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASS
4239143  18/07/2019
PRAMOD NARAYAN BAMBADE
ROOM, C/05 OM SHRI SAI SANTOSHI NAGAR, VALAI PADA ROAD, SANTOSH BHAVAN NALLASOPARA (EAST), VASAI, PALGHAR MAHARASHTRA -401209
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Metal nuts; Metal screws; Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction;
Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal
containers for storage or transport; Safes
REALCON 500+ DP

4239166   18/07/2019
NEW TECH STEEL & ALLOYS PRIVATE LTD.
N.H. 39, NEAR CRPF GROUP CENTRE, P.O. KハТҚҚATI, DIST. KARBI ANGLONG, PIN - 782 480, ASSAM, INDIA
A company incorporated in India under the Companies Act, 1956 and subsisting under Companies Act, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/L.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1907173, 1912003

KOLKATA
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; goods of common metal not included in other classes; TMT bars, metallic bars.
KALAMANDIR

4239908 19/07/2019

KALAMANDIR JEWELLERS LIMITED
2287, SURVEY NO- 25/P, CHOKSI BAJAR, KOSAMBA-394120, GUJARAT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES
4240450    19/07/2019
OLINEO NEXUS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No.G 3, Plot No.39/5 and 39/5A, Sector 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra-400703
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBALLEXLEGAL-ADVOCATES & LEGAL CONSULTANTS
A1-1804, CHERRY COUNTY, GH-5B, TECH ZONE-4, GREATER NOIDA WEST-201307 U.P.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising boards [metal hoardings] and Advertising display boards of metal [non-luminous]
4240580    19/07/2019
M/S MG STEEL
SURVE NO 176 PEKI PLOT NO 1, NESDA SHIHOR, BHAVNAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA-360005
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JIGNESHKUMAR KANTILAL DUDHAT
Jignesh Dudhat and Associates, Office No.6, 1st floor, Navdeep Complex, Nr. Vidhi Labs, Subhash Chowk, Memnagar, Ahmedabad-380052.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL BILLETS, BILLETS OF METAL, BILLETS OF COMMON METAL, Bars for metal railings, Metal bath grab bars, Bar steel, Stud rails of metal for flats, Metal angles, Steel angles for use in building construction, Run-off channels of metal, Rolled steels, INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
4240667   19/07/2019

VIPUL KUNDAN LAL BAVISHI
NO: 2-4-403/404, FLAT, NO:302, MAHAVEER HEIGHTS, RAM GOPALPET, SECUNDERABAD, TELANGANA -500003
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes.
ZLT

4240688  19/07/2019
PARVINDER VIR HANS
HOUSE NO.519/A, MODEL TOWN, JALANDHAR-144003, PUNJAB STATE, INDIA
AN INDIVIDUAL STARTUP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-407, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR-143001, PUNJAB

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
metallic-valves (being not parts of machines); metallic pipe-fittings (tubes, elbows, sockets & tees); fittings made of steel, conduit-rolled & caste building materials; hardware goods including nuts, bolts, screws, rivets, shoe-tacks, horse nails, gate-hooks, gate eyes, latches, door closers, door eyes, aldrops, locks, ferrous & non ferrous metals and related goods included in Class 6
NARSHIBHAI BHOVANBHAI TANTI SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. PARTH MANUFACTURE
CHANIYARA ESTATE, ATIKA, DHEBAR ROAD, RAJKOT -360002, GUJARAT (INDIA).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRUGESHKUMAR ANANDJIBHAI MAVANI, ADVOCATE
M/S. TRADELINE, "PURVI", JIVAN - ANAND SOCIETY, AMARNATH CHOWK, OPP. RAVI APARTMENT, BEHIND MAHILA COLLEGE, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT

Used Since: 10/07/2019

AHMEDABAD
INTERIOR HARDWARE PRODUCTS, STAINLESS STEEL HARDWARE, ALL KIND OF HANDLES (METAL HARDWARE), S S HINGES, BRASS HINGES (METAL HARDWARE), S S CURTAIN (METAL HARDWARE), S S BOLT FOR WASHBASIN (METAL HARDWARE), S S KHTI (METAL HARDWARE), BRACKETS (METAL HARDWARE), DOOR CLOSER (NON ELECTRIC), L BELT (METAL HARDWARE), DOOR FITTINGS OF METALS AND ALDROPS KHTI (METAL HARDWARE) INCLUDED IN CLASS- 06.
JLC ELECTROMET PRIVATE LIMITED
E - 153-(A), ROAD NO. 11 - H, V.K.I. AREA, JAIPUR - 302013 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Used Since: 31/03/1984
To be associated with:
1870308
AHMEDABAD
Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Ferrous Metals And Non-Ferrous Metals, Non-Ferrous Metal Alloys, Sealing Alloys, Magnetic Alloys, Copper Alloys, Steel Alloys, Metal Alloys, Common Metal Alloys, Tubes Of Nickel Alloys in class 06.
JLC ELECTROMET PRIVATE LIMITED
E - 153-(A), ROAD NO. 11 - H, V.K.I. AREA, JAIPUR - 302013 (RAJASTHAN)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Used Since: 31/03/1984

To be associated with:
1870308

AHMEDABAD
Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Ferrous Metals And Non-Ferrous Metals, Non-Ferrous Metal Alloys, Sealing Alloys, Magnetic Alloys, Copper Alloys, Steel Alloys, Metal Alloys, Common Metal Alloys, Tubes Of Nickel Alloys in class 06.
4240931  20/07/2019
JLC ELECTROMET PRIVATE LIMITED
E - 153-(A), ROAD NO. 11 - H, V.K.I. AREA, JAIPUR - 302013 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN
Used Since :31/03/1984
To be associated with:
1870308
AHMEDABAD
Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Ferrous Metals And Non-Ferrous Metals, Non-Ferrous Metal Alloys, Sealing Alloys, Magnetic Alloys, Copper Alloys, Steel Alloys, Metal Alloys, Common Metal Alloys, Tubes Of Nickel Alloys in class 06.
PANKAJ JINABHAI GARCHAR PROPRIETOR OF SHREE RAM STEEL
AMRUT INDUSTRIES AREA-3, PLOT NO: 51, SHED NO. 01, NEAR RAVI RAJ KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
METAL RAILINGS; RAILINGS OF METAL; BARS FOR METAL RAILINGS; HAND RAILINGS OF METAL; METAL RAILINGS FOR BRIDGES; METAL RAILINGS FOR FENCES; RAILINGS OF METAL FOR BRIDGES; RAILINGS OF METAL FOR BALCONIES; RAILINGS OF METAL FOR FENCES; RAILING HOLDERS OF METAL; METAL RAILINGS FOR BALCONIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-06
M/S SENTINI FLOPIPES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.
PLOT NO. 1229, ROAD NO. 60, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA.
A Company registered under the Companies Act 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, # 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4108015, 420127

CHENNAI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Metal SWR (Sewerage waste and rain) Pipes, Fittings & Fixtures and valves; Metal UPVC (Unplasticized poly Vinyl Chlorides) Pipes, fittings & fixtures and valves; Metal pipes, fittings & fixtures and valves for agricultural use, Metal pipes fittings & fixtures and valves for UGDS (Under Ground Drainage System); Conduits (Electrical) Pipes, fittings & fixtures and valves made of metal. Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes.
PRINCE LADDERS

4241842  22/07/2019
MR. MUSHTAK CHOUHRY TRADING AS: PRINCE LADDERS
SHOP NO. 8A, DPK COMPOUND, NEAR LUCKY HOTEL, KHERANI ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI-400072, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
METAL STEPLADDERS AND LADDERS
4241973  22/07/2019
MR. RAJIV G. JAIN TRADING AS M/S. SURTARU
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14, Heta Complex, Nr. L.P. Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan, Surat (Gujarat)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL,
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL,
IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL, SAFES, GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, ORES INCLUDED IN CLASS 6.
SUREX

4242021   22/07/2019
MR. NITIN SHARMA TRADING AS SHOBHA INTERNATIONAL.
19/4, R. K. PURAM-I, AGRA ROAD, ALIGARH, U.P.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Hardware Goods, Door & Window Fittings including Lock of Metal, Nut, Bolts, Screw, Washer of Metal, Springs(Metal), Clips(Metal), Chains (Metal), Hook (Metal), Hinges (Metal), Brass, Hose Clamps (Metal), Metal Handles, Gate Hooks (Metal), Door Locks, Door Stopper, Door Safety (Metal), Fasteners of Common Metal, Metal Frame for Door and Window, Metal Pipes and Tubes, Steel Pipes and Tubes included in class 6.
4242051    22/07/2019
RAMESH KUMAR
O-7, SHARMA COLONY, BUDH VIHAR, PHASE-2, DELHI-110086
Absolute Owner

Address for service in India/Aagents address:
SHIKHA MUNJAL
C-301, SURAJMAL VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

METAL HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES INCLUDING DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS; TCHANNEL, HINGES, LOCKS AND LATCHES, NON ELECTRIC DOOR CLOSER AND FLOOR SPRINGS, CEILING BOARDS; PANELS, DOORS AND WINDOWS (METALLIC), BASKETS AND OTHER ACCESSORIES OF METAL FOR KITCHENS, GOODS OF COMMON METAL AND ALLOY, NAILS, FASTENERS, SCREWS, BOLTS, NUTS, RIVETS, WASHERS, BUILDING HORSESHOES, GRATINGS, NON ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; ORES ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 06
4242393   22/07/2019
DURA ROOF PRIVATE LIMITED
2ND FLOOR, BIBEKANANDA COMPLEX, ABC, G S ROAD, GUWAHATI -781005
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION; METAL ROOFING;
METAL ROOF VENTS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS; ROOF TILES, ROOF GUTTERS, ROOF
TRUSSES, ROOF COVERINGS, ROOFING HIPS OF METAL; ROOFING PANELS OF METAL; ROOF FLASHING OF METAL;
STEEL SHEETS.
TENTUFF

4242504   22/07/2019

SSA INDIA
Survey No. 56, Puradapalya, Tavarekere Hobli, Bangalore North - 562 162

Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
STROTUS LIAGUL
UNIT 344, TOWER B, SPAZEDGE, SE-47, GURGAON-SOHNA ROAD GURGAON-122002 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Metallic doors, metal doors, aluminium doors, metallic armored doors, Metal fire doors, metallic screen doors, Tilting metal
doors, Metal folding doors, roller doors of metals, safety doors of metal, Metallic insect screens for doors, doors of metal
for safety, metallic frames for sliding doors, Metal hinges for doors and windows, latches being fitting for Doors,
Ventilation grills of metal for fitting in doors, metallic casement windows, windows, metal sash windows, fitted windows,
wall windows of metal, roof windows of metal, External metal shutters for windows, armoured windows having metal
frames, cladding of metal for windows, insect screens of metal for windows.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 6

4242689  22/07/2019
M/S DADU INFRATECH PRIVATE LIMITED
Registered Office, B-213, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase 1, New Delhi-110020, Corporate office :- Dadu Dayal House, C-101, RDC, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad, UP 201002
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPAN JAIN (ADVOCATE)
C/O. CAPITAL REGISTRATION SERVICE, 145/B, CD BLOCK, DDA FLATS, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Common metals and their alloys, Metal building materials including Metal pipes, tubes and fittings, Steel Pipes, Structures of metal
4242804    22/07/2019
KAMLKA KALRA
2779, NEAR DURGA MANDIR WARD NO 15 RAJPURA -140401
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMANJEET SINGH
77 Dashmesh Colony Rajpura

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDING OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; METAL GOODS FOR HOUSEHOLD AND INDUSTRIAL USE ; SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES ORES ; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
STELTHERM
4242816  22/07/2019
A.R.ENGINEERING WORKS
22 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 3, NEW DELHI
NEW APPLICATION
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G S LEGAL
S- 2 Plot No. 51 Vikram Enclave Sahibabad Ghaziabad Utter Pradesh 201005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
STEEL REBARS, STEEL BARS.
4242937  23/07/2019
S RAJENDRA BABU
BALAJI HARDWARE No.898/1, S V LANE, CHICKPET CROSS BANGALORE - 560053
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF CARPENTRY HARDWARE (door and window fittings) WHICH INCLUDES HANDLES, LOCKS, MORTISE HANDLE SETS WITH LOCK, GLASS BRACKETS, CURTAIN BRACKETS, HINGES, GATE HOOKS, DOOR CLOSURE, FLOOR SPRING, GLASS FITTINGS, TOWERBOLTS, ALDROPS, NAILS, BOLTS AND SCREWS
AUMSHIVAY

4243094  23/07/2019
AUMSHIVAY ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
VILLA 60, SAMANWAY LATA NAGAR KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR - 302012 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCH EM E, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since: 11/06/2019

AHMEDABAD

NATURE CROME

4243127  23/07/2019
RAM LAL GOEL PROP. OF SIDDH SHRI ENTERPRISES
6970, MULTANI DHANDA, PAHARGANJ, DELHI-110055
PROP.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ONLINE TRADE MARK CO.
7259, SHOP NO.4, PREM NAGAR SHAKTI NAGAR, DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes
4243575    23/07/2019
BALAJI REFRIGERATION
26-1-13B, Sambamurthy Road, Beside Inox Theater, Gandhinagar, Vijayawada - 520003, Andhra Pradesh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Copper pipes
SINGA

4243578   23/07/2019
BALAJI REFRIGERATION
26-1-13B, Sambamurthy Road, Beside Inox Theater, Gandhinagar, Vijayawada - 520003, Andhra Pradesh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Copper pipes
JSSHINE
4243851 23/07/2019
JAI SHANKAR SHARMA
180, HARSH VIHAR, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hardware goods, door & window fitting including metal locks, nut, metal bolts, screw, washer, metal spring and metal gate hook
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 6

KIRITBHAI KALYANJIBHAI VEKARIYA PROPRIETOR OF BAPA SITARAM INDUSTRIES
“KAILASH NIVAS”, 13-RAJLAXMI SOCIETY, HARI GHAVA ROAD, KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360002, GUJARAT, INDIA

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ALPESH N. DAVDA
7 - EVEREST SOCIETY, JAYANT K.G.SOCIETY MAIN ROAD, OPP. KHADI BHAVAN, NEAR ANAND BUNGAL CHOWK,
MAVDI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 004 -GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CABINET HANDLES OF METALS, DOOR HANDLES OF METALS, METAL KNOB, METAL HINGES, METAL HANGER, BAG HANGER, METAL BRACKETS, BRACKETS OF METAL FOR HANGING WINDOW DRAPERIES, METAL SELF BRACKET, BRACKET OF METAL FOR FURNITURE, GLASS DOOR HANDLE OF METALS, STOPPER OF METALS, METAL STOPPER FOR SHOWER, SINK & BATHS, METAL DOOR STOPS, MESH OF METAL, METAL HOOKS, METAL STUDS, METAL BOLT, ANCHOR BOLTS, METAL DEAD BOLT, METAL BOLT FASTENERS, METAL CHAIN, GATE HOOK OF METAL, DOOR EYE OF METAL, METAL SCREW, RIVETS OF METAL, SCREW NUTS OF METAL, SELF-TAPPING METAL SCREWS, METAL CAPS FOR SCREWS, SCREWED RODS OF METAL, SCREW-IN INSERT NUTS OF METAL, WOOD SCREWS MADE OF METAL

BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-6
PEAFOWL

4244573    24/07/2019

KRISHNA CORPORATION
Plot no. 68 & 69, Corlim Industrial Estate, Corlim, Tiswadi, North Goa, Goa - 403110

Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.,ADVOCATE
A-10, SUKH SHANTI APTS., ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROAD, 100 FEET ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal; ores
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 6

HARSHIT SINGHAL PROP. OF KRISHNA ENTERPRISES.
NEAR MAIN MANDIR, CHANDI MANDIR, SARVODYA NAGAR, PILKHUWA, HAPUR (U.P.) 245304
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WIRE NETS AND GAUZES, WINDOW AND DOOR FITTINGS, ALUMINIUM AND BRASS FITTINGS, HINGES, ALDROPS,
DOOR STOPPER, LOCKS, ALL TYPE OF GLASS HARDWARE, STEEL HINGES, STEELNESS SLIDING FITTING, NUT AND
BOLT, TOWER BOLT, WHEEL BOOTS, WHEEL CLAMP, WHEEL CLAMP OF METAL, SCREW, GATE HOOK IN CLASS-6.
IQRA

4246460   25/07/2019

NAZRE ALAM SHAIKH
A-102, CITI SQUARE, PLOT NO-95, SECTOR - 7 KOPERKHAIRNE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400709

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUNIT KUMAR GOYAL
Office No.137, 1st floor, BC Wing, Sonam Shopping Centre, Golden Nest Phase VI, Near Balaji Hospital, Mira Bhayandar Road, Bhayandar East, Thane-401107

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Portable cabins of metal
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 6

4247226   26/07/2019
SHIRISHKUMAR CHATURBHAJ RAMANI, TRADING AS SHIVAM TRADERS
E - 301, Rivera, Sudama Chowk, Mota Varacha, Chorasi, Surat, Gujarat- 394101
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIDHI SHARMA
IP NATION;D-177,SHYAM PARK EXT., SAHIBABAD,GHAZIABAD

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes.
CANARY
4247379  26/07/2019
PUNEET BHANDARI
Doyen Locks, E-85, Industrial Area, Sector 72, Phase 8, Mohali, Punjab - 160071
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/01/2019
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, ORES; METAL MATERIALS FOR BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION;
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF COMMON METAL; SMALL ITEMS OF
METAL HARDWARE; METAL CONTAINERS FOR STORAGE OR TRANSPORT; SAFES
4247809    26/07/2019
M/S. CONNECT ARTISTIC SOLUTION LLP
19, NARESH MITRA SARANI, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA-700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :19/07/2017
KOLKATA
SCULPTURES OF METAL; SCULPTURES OF COMMON METAL; SCULPTURES OF NON PRECIOUS METAL; SCULPTURES
MADE OF NON PRECIOUS METAL
4247830  26/07/2019
COMPASS FASTENERS PRIVATE LIMITED
A / 5 - 9, Shankarbai Patel Industrial Estate, Sokhada Road, Manjusar Manjusar Vadodara 391775
Manufacturing of metal fasteners (nails, rivets, tacks, pins, staples, washers and similar non-threaded products and nuts, bolts, screws and other thread products)
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Used Since: 01/07/2019
AHMEDABAD
Manufacture of metal fasteners (nails, rivets, tacks, pins, staples, washers and similar non-threaded products and nuts, bolts, screws and other threaded products)
4248066   27/07/2019
NARENDRA SINGH SOMVANSHI (INDIAN NATIONAL) TRADING AS KAUTILYA ACADEMY
29, SHIV VILAS PALACE, RAJWADA CHOWK, INDORE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARIHANT ASSOCIATES
101, first floor, 25/3 RANKA MANSION, YASHWANT NIWAS ROAD, INDORE 452001 (M.P)

Used Since :06/12/2005
MUMBAI
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 6

WENS HARDWARE
VARUN INDUSTRIAL AREA, STREET NO. 03, B/H. HARIOM INDUSTRIES AREA, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT-360002
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DOOR CLOSER, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS OF METAL, METAL HANDLE, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE, RUNNERS OF METAL FOR SLIDING DOORS, DOOR CLOSER, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR BUILDING, METAL BASKET, TELESCOPIC CHANNELS, METAL HINGES, METAL BRACKETS-INCLUDING IN CLASS-06.
4248252  27/07/2019
AKSHAR ENTERPRISE
SURVEY NO.122, SHED NO.119/C, PLOT NO.119, SHANTIDHAM-2, AKSHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VERAVAL (SHAPAR)
RAJKOT-360024
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RUNNERS OF METAL FOR SLIDING DOORS, DOOR AND WINDOW FITTINGS OF METAL, METAL HANDLES, FITTINGS OF METAL FOR FURNITURE, HINGES, METAL BASKETS, METAL HARDWARE ARTICLES- TELESCOPIC CHANNELS- INCLUDING IN CLASS-06.
4248394   27/07/2019

LAKSHINARAYANA
No.33, Sarweshwari Nilaya, C Cross, AK Colony, Byatarayanapura, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560026

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AVANI SANDIP SOLANKI
B-7, SAHJANAND COMPLEX, B/H. MY MY SHOWROOM, NEAR SWASTIK CROSS ROAD, NAVRANGPUR, AHMEDABAD- 380009.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ALUMINIUM FOILS, FOILS OF METAL FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING.
M/S. QAWAL DOORS & WINDOWS
Room No. 14/110, Shabna Building, Pallipadi, Thottekkad, Pulpatta (P.O), Manjeri Via, PIN- 676 123, Malappuram District, Kerala, India.

A partnership firm duly represented by its Managing partner

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since : 27/04/2019

CHENNAI
Metal doors, metallic doors, metal windows, metallic windows, metal door frame, metal window frames, window frames of aluminium, metal locks, door locks of metal, common metals and their alloys, non-ferrous metals and their alloys, metal nuts, bolts, flat, washers of metal, fasteners of common metal, metal hinges, towers (metal structures), u- bolt of metal, iron gate, metal gate, wire hooks, metal hooks, screws of metal, metal door knocker, brass unwrought or semi wrought, bells, steel, white metal, alloy steel, aluminium alloy, alloyed iron, metallic doors, door fittings of metal, metal door handles, metal door stops, metal door panels, metal door locks, metal windows, metal window fittings, metal decorative boxes.
KLM
4250821   30/07/2019
MR.KAPIL KUMAR JAIN.
H/NO. 12, 1ST FLOOR, MANAK VIHAR, NEAR DAV SCHOOL, SHRESHTA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
An Individual & Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF METAL;
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAY TRACKS; WIRE OF COMMON METAL ALLOYS, NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND
WIRES OF COMMON METAL; IRONMONGERY, SMALL ITEMS OF METAL HARDWARE; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL;
FITTINGS OF METALS, SAFES; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; ORES, STEEL,
UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT, COMMON METALS UNWROUGHT OR SEMI-WROUGHT, WORKS OF ART OF COMMON
METAL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 6.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 6

4251027  30/07/2019
ERAMDAM INDUSTRY PRIVATE LIMITED
IED III N C LA A2 66 LANGTHABAL, IEF AWANG MANING MANIPUR-WGOI, IMPHAL COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
STEEL FABRICATIONS
H C SUSHEELA
YES PEE ENGINEERING, #111/1, 11th Cross Doddanna Industrial Estate, Near Peenya 2nd Stage, Bangalore-91
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Used Since :22/04/2019
CHENNAI
Metal manhole covers
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 6

IMTHIYAS KANIYATHODY
KANIYATHODY HOUSE PO RANDATHANI ATTUPURAM MALAPPURAM DT KERALA 676510
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THACHERPADIKKAL THAZHATH AJMAL AHAMMED
AJMAL & CO., 5/2932 B, 1ST FLOOR, CD TOWER, MINI BYPASS, KOZHIKODE, KERAL-673006.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Aluminium Composite Panels, common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
YASHMAY

4252052   31/07/2019

NAMRATA SINGH
B-186, Ground Floor, Chitranjan Park, New Delhi-110019
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
A-G-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since : 13/12/2011

DELHI
Common metals and their alloys, ores; Metal materials for building and construction; Transportable buildings of metal; Non-electric cables and wires of common metal; Small items of metal hardware; Metal containers for storage or transport; Safes
ISRAR AHMAD
303, AMEER KA CHOWK TEELA UPPER FORT NEAR ROSE LOCK FACTORY, ALIGARH-202001
Trading As R.N SALES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R. Srinath
No.38, Adithanar Salai, Pudupet, Chennai- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Metal locks, Buckles of common metal [hardware], Lock bolts, Fittings of metal for building, Door fittings of metal, Metal fittings for windows, Clips of metal for sealing bags,
ALUCOLUX

4253878   02/08/2019
3A COMPOSITES GMBH
Kiefernweg 10, 49090 Osnabrück, Germany
A German Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Sheets, strips, foils, bars, tubes, wires and other semi-finished products, mainly of aluminum or aluminum alloys; also in the plated, lacquered state and/or provided with an organic plastic coating.
4256162  05/08/2019

NABIN MUNDRA.
52/6, VIP ROAD, BIG BAZZAR PARVATI VIHAR, FL NO.-E2B, BAGUIATI, KOLKATA-700059.

INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

Hardware Goods, Door & Window Fittings including Lock of Metal, Nut, Bolts, Screw, Washer of Metal, Springs(Metal), Clips(Metal), Chains (Metal), Hook (Metal), Hinges (Metal), Brass, Hose Clamps (Metal), Metal Handles, Gate Hooks (Metal), Door Locks, Door Stopper, Door Safety (Metal), Fasteners of Common Metal, Metal Frame for Door and Window, Metal Pipes and Tubes, Steel Pipes and Tubes included in class 6.
4256942    05/08/2019
JT STEEL TUBE PVT. LTD.
7, Dr. Abani Dutta Road, Salkia, Howrah- 711 106.
A Company Incorporated Under The Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Used Since :19/02/2019
KOLKATA
STEEL TUBE
2736831  13/05/2014
PARVEEN KUMAR DAWAR
SAAHIL DAWAR
trading as ; PUNJAB TARCTOR & SPARES
PLOT NO 315 SEC -03 & 3A, HSIIDC, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE KARNAL 132001 HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHAK TANEJA
C-7/50, GROUND FLOOR, KESHAV PURAM, DELHI-110035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agricultural Implements (other than hand operated) like Tiller, Harrow, Rotary Tiller, Plough, Land Leveler.
FireBird

2804308  04/09/2014
SFS INTEC HOLDING AG
Nefenstrasse 30, CH-9435 Heerbrugg, (Switzerland)
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company organized and existing under the laws of Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since : 01/04/2003

DELHI
Motor driven tool for setting blind rivets and blind rivet nuts, battery operated motor driven tool for setting blind rivets and blind rivet nuts
S. PRECISION  COLOR SORTER

2831921   22/10/2014
HARMAN OVERSEAS
608, BEST SKY TOWER, NSP, NEW DELHI-110034, INDIA
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since: 01/03/2008
DELHI
Rice Machinery as included in class 7
KEEN CUTTER
2879046  08/01/2015
VISHAL AUTO PRODUCTS
VISHAL SINGLA
RAJESH BANSAL
KAMLESH RANI
GOPAL SINGH
trading as ;VISHAL AUTO PRODUCTS
VILLAGE DHINGI, MALERKOTLA ROAD, NABHA,DISTT. PATIALA
Merchants & Manufacturers
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAL RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :21/05/2012
DELHI
HARVESTER BLADES; COMBINES BLADES; THRESHER BLADES; REAPERS BLADES; ROTAVATORS BLADES ; CROP CUTTING BLADES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.Cutter. Mark shall be used as a whole..
JEEP

2908072   22/02/2015
ABDUL SALAM
trading as ;A.S. INDUSTRIES
24, BEGUM WARD, PARTAPGARH (U.P.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :31/05/1975

DELHI
Sewing Machines & Parts thereof (Except Needles).
SHRI JAYESH JAYANTILAL SHAH
AJI GIDC-11, PLOT NO. 371, RAJKOT (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).
Used Since :01/03/2015
AHMEDABAD
DIESEL OIL ENGINES (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES), AND PARTS THEREOF, CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP SETS, ELECTRIC MOTORS (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES) BEING THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
GOODS FOR EXPORT ONLY, NOT FOR SALE IN INDIA..
2975917    01/06/2015
S. BALJEET SINGH
trading as :DASHMESH AGROTECH
NEAR ATAM VALABH SCHOOL, ABOHAR ROAD, FAZILKA-152123 (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
LASER LAND LEVELERS, STRAW REAPERS, ROTAVATORS, HARVESTER COMBINES, SEED DRILLS, AGRICULTURAL IMPLMENTS, PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
SAROJ SHARMA trading as ; INDO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
B-19, VILLAGE BADKHAL, N.I.T. FARIDABAD - 121001 (HR).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, 11ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since : 01/03/2011
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONO BLOCK PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP STARTERS AND ELECTRICALS MOTORS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES)
MIXIE CHEF

2990361  19/06/2015

M/S. USHA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
SURYA KIRAN BUILDING, 19, KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001, INDIA.

Manufacturers & Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2990362, 2990363

DELHI

Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
VIJAYTEC
3020865  30/07/2015
VED PARKASH GARG
trading as ;VIJAY EXPELLER COMPANY
62-R, INDUSTRIAL AREA-B, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & Co
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
Oil Screw Press & Oil Seed Processing Equipment included in Class-7.
3060490  21/09/2015
GOSWAMI NILESHPURI R.
trading as :GOSWAMI NILESHPURI R.
R/45, VASUDEV BUNGLOWS, B/H. ANNAPURNA HOTEL, JASHODANAGAR, AHMEDABAD-382445, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :10/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
RADIATOR.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE RADIATORS.
3061900  23/09/2015
PRASAD MACHINERY PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 14, 16, Phase I, GIDC Estate, Vatva, Ahmedabad 382 445, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since: 19/11/1986

AHMEDABAD
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDING PLASTIC AUXILIARY MACHINERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
3061901   23/09/2015
PRASAD MACHINERY PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 14 16, Phase I, GIDC Estate, Vatva, Ahmedabad 382 445, Gujarat, India.
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :19/11/1986
To be associated with:
3061900
AHMEDABAD
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS INCLUDING PLASTIC AUXILIARY MACHINERY INCLUDED IN CLASS-07.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
3066374  29/09/2015
SATYANARAYAN JANGID
trading as ;MARUTI EMERY STONE INDUSTRIES
KUCHAMAN ROAD, P.O. MANGLANA- 341 505, DIST. NAGAUR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R.MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Used Since :01/04/2001
AHMEDABAD
MILL STONES AND EMERY STONES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE All descriptive matters.
3075756  09/10/2015  
M/S ALASKA MULTI POLYMERS PVT. LTD.,
E-73, Site-B, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Surajpur, Greater Noida - 201 306
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Used Since :01/01/1987

To be associated with:
3075752, 3075754

DELHI  
Rice rubber rolls, rice rubber polishers and elevator plastic buckets and transmission beltings for sale in the following territories :-
Assam, Manipur, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Gujarat, Delhi, Uttaranchal, Uttar Pradesh (Districts - Shahjahanpur, Bareilly, Pilipbhit, Ghaziabad); Chhattisgarh (Districts - Dhamtri, District Raigarh, District Bilaspur, Ambikapur); Orissa (All Districts except J eyopore and Cuttack); Maharashtra (All Districts except Gondia, Nagpur, District Vidharbh); West Bengal (District Silliguri); Haryana (All Districts except Fatehabad and J akhal).
JUGNU 2000 SERIES
3077341 13/10/2015
VIJAY KUMAR
trading as; SHARP APPLIANCES (INDIA).
A - 12, DSIDC SHEDS, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI - 110 063.
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94
Used Since: 01/01/2000
DELHI
BOREWELL COMPRESSOR, MONO COMPRESSOR, MONOBLOC PUMPS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, COMPRESSOR PUMPS, MOTORS, AIR COMPRESSOR, GREASE PUMPS, VEHICLE WASHERS, HYDRAULIC LIFT AND PUMPS, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS
DURAFLEX

3077399  12/10/2015

SHRI MOHIT GUPTA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS M/S MG PRODUCTS,
E-73, Site-B, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Surajpur, Greater Noida - 201 306
Manufactures and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rice machinery and rice machinery spare parts.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "FLEX".
DURAFLEX SUPERB

3077401    12/10/2015
SHRI MOHIT GUPTA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS M/S MG PRODUCTS,
E-73, Site-B, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Surajpur, Greater Noida - 201 306
Manufactures and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEVI Vihar, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3077399
DELHI
Rice machinery and rice machinery spare parts.
RICE BIRD
3077402 12/10/2015
SHRI MOHIT GUPTA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS M/S MG PRODUCTS,
E-73, Site-B, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Surajpur, Greater Noida - 201 306
Manufactures and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rice machinery and rice machinery spare parts.
3092786   03/11/2015
SHRI MOHIT GUPTA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS M/S MG PRODUCTS,
E-73, Site-B, UPSIDC Industrial Area, Surajpur, Greater Noida - 201 306
Manufactures and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rice machinery and Rice Machinery Spare Parts.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., “Rice” AND “MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE”.

LUSTRE

3134876  23/12/2015
NAVEEN BHALLA
trading as ;BHALLA ENTERPRISES
WZ-31, BASAIDARAPUR, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110015
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAKTA CHARAN DAS (ADVOCATE)
13/33A H NO 9 BASEMENT TILAK NAGAR NEW DELHI 18
Used Since :23/12/2015
DELHI
MOTORS, WATER PUMPS, MIXER GRINDER AND JUICER BELONG TO CLASS-7 ONLY
NIRULA

3148266   31/12/2015
JAGMOHAN LAL MAHAJAN
trading as; THE NORTHERN INDIA RUBBER MILLS
187-A, INDL. AREA, PHASE-I, CHANDIGARH
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
Belts including Fan Belts, V-Belts & Transmission Belting included in Class-7.
3205414  08/03/2016
GURDIP SINGH
trading as ; BABA TOOLS
BACKSIDE VICKY STUDIO, NEAR GIASPURA PARK, VILLAGE GIASPURA, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/04/2006
DELHI
Machines & Machine Tools including Solid Carbide, Bridge Carbide High Speed, Side Face Cutter Re-Sharpping, End Mill Ball Nose, Drill & Reamer included in Class-7.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 7

3217224  22/03/2016
MICROMAX INFORMATICS LIMITED
BLOCK A, PLOT NO. 21/4, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II NEW DELHI-110028
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MINT LAW ASSOCIATES
A-11, GROUND FLOOR, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATER KAILASH-I, NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; METAL AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES.
ORBIT

3226125  01/04/2016
SH. AMIT AGARWAL
trading as ;M/S SEETU ELECTRICALS
NO. 36, GOVINDAPPA NAICKEN STREET, OPP.- A.K.R. PARCEL SERVICE, CHENNAI 600001
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :29/09/1990

DELHI
3248247  02/05/2016
KANTA JIB CRANE PVT. LTD.
1/11740, PANCHSHEEL GARDEN, NAVEEN SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :31/07/2012
DELHI
JIB CRANE AND CRANE
DEEPAK NADHANI.
trading as; DAOTTO INDUSTRIES.
HOUSE NO.-73, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, POCKET A-3, SECTOR-5, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
3272798  31/05/2016
BIPAN KUMAR
trading as ;AGGARWAL TOOLS CENTRE
E-2, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JALANDHAR-144004 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :03/02/1981
DELHI
Taps (Machine Tools) & Threading Dies for use in Machines included in Class-7.
3284041  14/06/2016
MR. AMIT MANUBHAI PATEL
MR. NILESH MANUBHAI UKANI
trading as; SHUBH SANKET INDUSTRIES
106, BARCELONA ESTATE, NEAR ODHAV RING ROAD CIRCLE, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Used Since : 01/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR MILL, ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR MACHINE.
Vinay Dua trading as GEMINY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

270, G.T. ROAD, DHANDARI, LUDHIANA-141014 (PB.)

Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/01/1950

DELHI

Industrial & Domestic Sewing Machines & Parts thereof (Except Needles).

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words i.e., “TRADE MARK” and “MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.”
D-1
3285558   15/06/2016
INDERJEET SINGH
trading as ;ANMOL INDUSTRIES
GIASPURA TO DABA ROAD, GURU AMARDASS COLONY, BACKSIDE BHULLAR PAINT, LUDHIANA (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/03/2012
DELHI
Sewing Machines & Parts thereof including Shuttle Hooks included in Class-7.
TECHMAN
3286813   16/06/2016
GURMINDER SINGH
trading as : MATHAROO IMPEX
1251/2, ST. NO-1, SHIMLA PURI, NEAR CANAL BRIDGE, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2011
DELHI
Agricultural Implements & Parts including V-Belt Pully, Combine Parts, Rotavator Parts & Thresher Parts.
SANT-H
3304559  08/07/2016
SH. VIJAY KUMAR
SMT. AMITA RATHOUR
SMT. DIPIKA THAKUR
SMT. SEEMA DHUMAL
trading as ;M/S S.S. MALLEABLES
VPO RANDHAWA MASANDA, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/06/1999
DELHI
PIPE FITTINGS AND VALVES AND COCKS FOR USE IN MACHINES INCLUDED IN CLASS-7.
3305888  11/07/2016

SESAME MOTOR CORP.
NO.599, SEC-1 HEMU RD., SHENGANG DIST., TAICHUNG CITY 42953, TAIWAN (R.O.C.)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF TAIWAN (R.O.C)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001
Used Since :24/12/2010

DELHI
“DIRECT CURRENT MOTORS; DYNAMOS; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES; ELECTRIC POWER GENERATORS;
ENGINES AND MOTORS; ENGINES FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY; GEAR BOXES (OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES);
GENERAL PURPOSE MOTORS (OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES); GEAR MOTORS (OTHER THAN FOR LAND
VEHICLES); MOTOR CONTROLLER FOR CONTROL THE SPEED (MECHANICAL FOR MACHINES, ENGINES AND
MOTORS); PNEUMATIC CONTROLS FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES; POWER TOOL MOTORS; SERVO-DRIVES
FOR MOTORS; SPEED REDUCER (MECHANICAL) FOR MACHINES; STARTERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES;
TRANSMISSION GEARS FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY; TRANSMISSIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY; TURBINES
FOR GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY; TURBINES FOR JET ENGINES”
CINNI

3314389  20/07/2016
MOHD. ASIF S/O MOHD. ISHTIAQ KHAN
trading as; GUIDE SEWING MACHINE CO.
88/384, NALA ROAD, KANPUR-208001
Merchants & Manufacturers
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/01/1976
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES & ITS PARTS EXCEPT NEEDLES
3317639   23/07/2016
HARI OM GOYAL
H-1/144, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR - 16, ROHINI, DELHI - 110089
MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.A. ASSOCIATES
B-6/83 FIRST FLOOR SEC 7 ROHINI DELHI 85
Used Since :01/07/2016
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONO BLOCK PUMPS, JET PUMPS, ELECTRICALLY OPERATED PUMPS, COOLER KIT MOTOR
AND PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTOR (NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES) AND ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3324321  02/08/2016
JITENDRA NANALAL GAJJAR
trading as; MAKEWELL ENGINEERING
33, VIDHI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, INSIDE MAHALAXMI IND. ESTATE, OPP NANI VASAHAT BUS STOP, NR-BOMBAY
CONDUCTER, VATVA GIDC. AHMEDABAD

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH J. SHAH, ADVOCATE
37, SALVI COMPLEX, OPP. BARODA EXP-HIGHWAY, NEAR GREEN MARKET, C.T.M. AMRAIWADI, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since: 31/12/1994

AHMEDABAD
DOMESTIC FLOUR MILL INCLUDED IN CLASS-7.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MAKEWELL.
3334351  10/08/2016  
SH. BIPAN KUMAR  
trading as ; M/S JAI SHIV IRON STORE  
BHIKHI, DISTT. MANSA, PUNJAB.  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.  
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).  
Used Since : 01/04/2015  
DELHI  
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, MONOBLOCK PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND PARTS THEREOF.
3345573  25/08/2016
REX SEWING MACHINE CO. PVT. LTD.
trading as; REX SEWING MACHINE CO. PVT. LTD.
245, INDUSTRIAL AREA-A, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since: 05/08/2015
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES & ITS PARTS EXCEPT NEEDLES
The Trade Mark shall be used as a whole with no exclusive right on the device of SEWING MACHINE.
KISSANMAX

3346844   28/08/2016

NITISH KUMAR

trading as; PERFECT KISSAN AGRO TECH

182/12/2, NEW KARTAR NAGAR, ST. NO.8, LUDHIANA

Merchants & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since : 02/06/2014

DELHI

AGRICULTURAL SPRAYERS
3353090 04/09/2016
KISHOR JOGANI.
trading as ;LALJI JOGANI SPARES.
A-29, 2ND FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
Electric Motor and Pumps, Juicer, Mixer, Grinders, Madhani, Machine and Machines Tools, Sewing machines, Washing machines and Spare Parts thereof included in Class 7.
MATHAROO

3357805   08/09/2016
SH. BACHITER SINGH
trading as ;M/S MATHAROO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS (INDIA)
STREET NO.-12, DASHMESH NAGAR, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :17/02/1993
DELHI
WOOD WORKING MACHINES AND CONCRETE MIXER MACHINES IN CLASS-7.
3359075  10/09/2016
SH. HARDEEP SINGH
SH. MANJINDER SINGH
trading as; M/S GOLD STAR AGRO INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE CHAK AMRITSARIA, PATRAN ROAD, SAMANA, DISTT. PATIALA-147101, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING ROTAVATOR IN CLASS-7.
DELUX FOUNDRY

3359125  09/09/2016

SAHIL SEHDEV
B VIII 33-1 PREM NAGAR BATALA GURDASPUR PUNJAB PIN 143505

Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHELU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/09/2016

DELHI

Toka Machine, Chaffcutter Machine and Agricultural Implements.
3364929  18/09/2016
MANOJ GOYAL.
trading as ;SHREE RAM TRADERS.
0/5, OLD INDUSTRIAL AREA, PANIPAT-132103, HARYANA, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
3368322  22/09/2016
DINESHBHAI BALDEVBHAI PATEL
VIDHYABEN DINESHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;MESVO PUMPS
14, Bhavna estate,opp. Mira industries, Memco, naroda, ahmedabad-25
MANUFACTURER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET AND OPENWELL SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET, FLOUR MILL, DOMESTIC FLOUR MILL,
VERTICALS SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET AND SPEARS THERE OF, V FOR SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONO BLOCK PUMP AND ELECTRIC MOTOR.
3400571  28/10/2016
VISHAL C. TADA
trading as; M/S. KUDRAT ENTERPRISE
SOMNATH INDUSTRIAL AREA-1, OPP. BALAJI PAN, B/H. MALDHARI CROSSING, KOTHARIYA ROAD, RAJKOT. GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C. PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUTSIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since: 25/09/2014
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF GRAVY MACHINE, PULVERIZER MACHINE, FOOD PROCESSING MACHINE INCLUDED IN CLASS - 7
subject to restriction of the goods for sale in the state of GUJARAT only.
3430795  13/12/2016
MR KAMLESH GANDALAL PATEL
trading as JANKI PUMPS
C-1/13, Gidc, Phase-1, Opp. MBH Pumps, B/S. Global Foods, Naroda, Ahmedabad-382330
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since : 15/05/2010
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, KIT, SETS AND PARTS FITTINGS, MOTOR, OPEN WELL PUMP AND ITS SPARES IS INCLUDING IN CLASS 7.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL.
3445011  29/12/2016
JAYESHBHAI N. VORA
trading as; JYOT INDUSTRIES
SANSKAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, STREET NO.5, NEAR KHOKHADDADI RIVER, N/H. 8-B, RAJKOT-360003, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 12/08/2010
AHMEDABAD
GEAR BOXES OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, MACHINE TOOLS AND PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3445013  29/12/2016
NIK MOTORS PVT LTD
trading as ;NIK MOTORS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 70, DHEBAR ROAD (SOUTH), B/H. KAMNATH WEIGH BRIDGE, RAJKOT-360002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
INDUCTION MOTOR, SUBMERSIBLE PUMP SET, OPENWELL PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTOR, SELF PRIMING PUMP,
MONOBLOCK PUMP, MUD PUMP AND ITS SPARES INCLUDED IN CLASS 07.
3452360  06/01/2017
DHARMESHBHAI A. PATEL
trading as ; M/S. HEER INDUSTRIES
11/B, REVABHAI ESTATE PART - 2, NEAR C.T.M. CROSS ROAD, AMRAIWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380 026. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Angents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 05/09/2006
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERCIBLE PUMP, SUBMERCIBLE PUMP SETS INCLUDED IN CLASS 07
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
TRIUMPH
3458458   13/01/2017
RAKHOLIA PRAKASH HASMUKHBHAI
RAKHOLIA SHILPA PRAKASH
KOTADIYA BHARATKUMAR CHHAGANBHAI
trading as ;DHARMAJ TECHNOLOGIES
Plot No. 121, Tas Ni Wadi, Near Arti Way Bridge, A.K. Road, Surat 395008, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Cutting and sawing machine and machine tools, Laser Diamond Single / Double side sawing, pie cutting and shape cutting machine and its tools.
3697160   07/12/2017
M.DURGESH RAJPUROHIT
trading as ;KING PLUS
#11, VENGU CHETTY LANE , PARK DOWN, CHENNAI - 600 003, TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAJAN  M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMIAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.
Used Since :07/11/2017
CHENNAI
MIXERS [MACHINES], ELECTRIC KITCHEN MIXERS, GRINDERS [MACHINES], KITCHEN GRINDERS ELECTRIC, ELECTRIC JUICERS, ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES, CLOTH WASHING MACHINES, FLOUR MILL MACHINES.
3715028  29/12/2017
DECCAN SALES
DECCAN SALES, NEAR VAIBHAV MACHINERY, BUS STAND ROAD, NAMPUR (PO) 423204,TALUKA : SATANA, DIST : NASIK, MAHARASHTRA
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI PANDEY
Office No.8,Surkan Arcade,Cidco Service Road, Nr Hdfc Bank,Cidco, Nashik 422009

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2837536

MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL MACHINES, BRUSHES [PARTS OF MACHINES], CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS, CHAIN SAW, DAIRY MACHINES, CHAFF CUTTERS, DRILLING MACHINES, ENGINES FOR BOATS, PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS], HYDRAULIC ENGINES AND MOTORS TOOLS (HAND-HELD --- ),OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, , MACHINE TOOLS, MINE BORERS,SPRAYING MACHINES, TRIMMING MACHINES, WEEDING MACHINES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.2837536.
3749024  09/02/2018
ASIAN SEALING PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-3(2), SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, PILLAIPAKKAM, SRIPERUMBUDUR, KANCHIPURAM DIST, TAMIL NADU, INDIA - 602105.
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOWRISHANKAR S
UPPLIAN THOTTAM, RAVATHUR PO, IRGUR VIA, COIMBATORE 641103.
Used Since :23/05/2011
CHENNAI
subject to the mark should be use as a whole.
3761526    22/02/2018
M/S.RETAW PUMPS
No:95 B, Elango Nagar, Avarampalaiyam, Coimbatore - 641 006, Tamilnadu, India.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641024.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pumps, Machine Motors, Compressors and Lathes [Machines].
ACCURA PHARMAQUIP PVT. LTD.
B - 16, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, DIGHA, NAVI MUMBAI 400708, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIKANT TANNA
B- 72, 62 PEREIRA NAGAR NO 7, KHOPAT., THANE (W) 400601
Used Since :09/12/2003

MUMBAI
PACKING AND PACKAGING MACHINES, PHARMACEUTICAL MACHINERY, TABLET AND CAPSULE INSPECTION MACHINE, LABEL COUNTING AND INSPECTION MACHINE
3908965  06/08/2018
SHREYANCE RAMESHCHANDRA SHAH
1/23, Bombay Market Apartment, Tardeo Road, Mumbai - 400034
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/1999
MUMBAI
Machines and machine tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Saws; Saw blades; Drilling machines; Machines and apparatus for polishing; Cutting machines; Grinding machines.
UNIXMIXERS

3925729   24/08/2018
MR.GOVIND SINGH.M/S. AASHAPURA ENTEPRISES
SHOP NO.1,SAMTA NAGAR,VALIV NAKA,VASAI (E)DIST.PALGHAR-401209
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MIXERS AND JUICERS, GRINDERS SPARE PARTS
HYVA
3944405  13/09/2018
Hyva Holding B.V.
A. van Leeuwenhoekweg 37, 2408 AK Alphen aan den Rijn, Netherlands
A company duly organised and existing under the Laws of the Netherlands
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
UNIT NO. 201D, TOWN SQUARE, NEW VIP ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE 411014
Used Since :02/09/1996
MUMBAI
Motors and engines; pneumatic loading and unloading apparatus for utility vehicles, vehicle trailers, in particular loading/unloading cranes; cranes; crane forks; manipulators (machines) for industrial use; handling machines and apparatus; material handling machines and apparatus; manufacturing machines and apparatus; automatic crane augers, augers, lifters, fork lifters, barrier lifters, grapples, buckets, clamshell buckets, loading machines and apparatus, skip loaders, hook loaders; (hydraulic) loading and unloading apparatus for utility vehicles, vehicle trailers, in particular loading/unloading cranes; (hydraulic) frames; hydraulic cylinders; cylinders; (hydraulic) controls and pressure oil tanks; (hydraulic) couplings; (hydraulic) lifts and lifting apparatus; hydraulic presses and turbines; hydraulic circuits; pneumatic circuits; compressors and fans; (hydraulic) pumps; hoses for use in (hydraulic) systems in machines; valves; valves for pumps; valves for machines; valves for engines; hydraulic valves; components for utility vehicles, vehicle trailers and tipping bodies; tipping devices; tipping and bridge frames, sub frames; tipping devices for bulk materials; fittings; vehicle sides; devices for placing loads on the ground, for motor trucks and trailers; machine coupling components and transmission belts; large agricultural implements; large agricultural tools; lift installations; truck lifts; oil tanks; adapters for machine tools; hoses for use in hydraulic systems in machines; (hydraulic) pliers (parts of constructing machines); discharge screws for hydraulic fluids (parts of machines); frames being parts of hydraulic elevators; hydraulic torque converters (machine elements not for land vehicles); hydraulic door openers and closers (parts of machines); machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; waste management and recycling machines; machines for moving materials; machines and machine tools for loading and unloading, compactors, waste compactors, compressors (compactors) for waste collection vehicles, compressors (compactors) for waste collection containers; moving and handling equipment; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; compactors; trash compactors; compressors (compactors) for waste collection vehicles; compressors (compactors) for waste collection containers; components for all the aforesaid goods, included in class 07
3947736  17/09/2018
ASHOK. D. C, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. JANANI ELECTRICALS
NO 33, 1ST CROSS, 10TH MAIN ROAD, SHIVA NAGAR, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MOTOR STARTER, RELAY UNIT, REVERSE FORWARD, PANEL BOARDS, AUTO START SWITCHES, LOW VOLT COIL,
BACKLITE MOULDED, ELECTRICAL GOODS
Subject to the mark should be use as a whole.
3954540    25/09/2018
MAHENDRA SINGH CHOUHAN PROPRIETOR OF M/S. G.R. ENGINEERING
NO. 81/19A, 12TH ‘C’ MAIN, SHIVA NAGAR, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560010, KARANTAKA, INDIA
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
STARTERS FOR ENGINES AND MOTORS, ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS FOR VEHICLES, HYDRAULIC MOTORS AND ENGINES,
KICK STARTERS FOR MOTORCYCLES, STARTER MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES, IGNITION COILS [PARTS OF ENGINES]
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Dual Power Rain

3954562    25/09/2018
VOLTBEK HOME APPLIANCES PRIVATE LIMITED
Volts House 'A', Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Road, Chinchpokli, Mumbai 400033
A Company Incorporated Under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Electric motors (other than those for land transportation vehicles); pressured air producers, compressors; pumps other than machine or motor parts, namely hydrophones, water pumps (electro pumps, motor pumps), diving pumps, pumps for heating installations; pumps as machine or motor parts (liquid and gas pumps); electric apparatus used in the kitchen for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and crumbling, namely mixers, blenders, kitchen robots, electric knives, meat-grinding machines, garbage disposal machines; dishwashers, washing machines and dryers, electrical or motor-operated floor polishing machines; electric vacuum cleaners and electric carpet washing machines and their bags, pipes and parts thereof.
3965954 06/10/2018

DOHA SYSTEMS
C-606 BRIGADE GARDENIA J P NAGAR 7TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANANDTEERTH V HIPPARAGI
M/S. ANANDTEERTH HIPPARAGI & CO., #368/B, 3RD FLOOR

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

All kinds of Vending machines for products
3980028    22/10/2018
M/s. MVS ACMEI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
LEEVEN HEIGHTS, PLOT NO.31, SY NO.66 & 67, JUBILEE ENCLAVE, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD - 500 081, TELANGANA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :03/02/2016

CHENNAI
Packaging Machines; Vacuum Packaging Machines; Wrapping Machines; Oil Filters For Motors; Oil Filters; Oil Filters For Engines And Motors.
KORAL
3990601  02/11/2018
RAKESH MANJWANI
B2, BASEMENT, BABADEEP COMPLEX, SIYAGANJ, INDORE (M.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Submersible pump, openwell pump, monoblock pump, machines and machine tools
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 7

4064612 23/01/2019
NITESH VASARAMBHAI RUPALA proprietor of JAY KHODIYAR BEARING TRADERS
HARI KRUSHNA SHOPPING CENTER, 16 AYODHAPURI ROAD, MORBI-363641
THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
SHARP PRIME
4077686  05/02/2019

SHYAM MORE (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHRI BALAJI MOTOR COMPANY
31, Samajwadi Indra Nagar Extension, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pumps and Motors
4077820  05/02/2019

PARESHBHAI BECHARBHAI CHAUDHARY PROPRIETOR OF GREENLIGHT ENGINEERING
HARSHAD COMPLEX, B/H. HOTEL LAJWANTI, HIGHWAY AROMA CIRCLE, PALANPUR, BANASKANTHA - 385001.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

DAIRY MACHINERY, AC GENERATORS, DC GENERATORS, ELECTRICAL GENERATORS USING SOLAR CELLS, SOLAR POWER GENERATORS, MACHINES, MACHINE TOOLS, POWER-OPERATED TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES, EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS, EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES; AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED HAND TOOLS; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS; AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES IN CLASS 7.
4077957  05/02/2019
SATPAL SAINI PROPRIETOR OF SAINI ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES
B-12, SECTOR-65, NOIDA, U.P.-201301.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELI
MIXER, GRINDER, JUICER, ELECTRIC BLENDERS, MADHANI (CHURNS), JUICY & FOOD PROCESSOR, ELECTRIC FOOD CHOPPERS, VEGETABLE CHOPPERS [MACHINES], ELECTRIC MEAT CHOPPERS, ELECTRIC GARLIC CHOPPERS, ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES AND WASHING MACHINES FOR CLOTHES.
GANGA FORGING LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1, SURVEY NO. 298 & 30, RAJKOT - GONDAL NATIONAL HIGHWAY, ST. SHAPAR (VERAVAL), TA. KOTADASANGANI, DIST - RAJKOT - 360024, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJ YOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since: 29/12/1988
AHMEDABAD
CLOSED DIE FORGING; FORGED COMPONENTS AND PARTS (PARTS OF MACHINES); METAL PROCESSING MACHINES; FORGED COMPONENTS AND PARTS (PARTS OF MACHINES) USED IN OIL & GAS, RAILWAY, POWER, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING.
4078442  06/02/2019
EXPEDITED MATERIAL HANDLING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-42/22, RAMSH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MACHINE & MACHINE TOOLS, ELEVATING APPARATUS, ELEVATORS BELTS, ELEVATORS CHAINS [PARTS OF MACHINES], ELEVATORS [LIFTS], FORKLIFTS, TRUCK LIFTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019       Class 7

4087562  14/02/2019
DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE PROP OF AERONOVA INDUSTRIES
FLAT NO. 503, PLOT NO- 19, SEC-4, DAKSHINAYAN APARTMENT, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA SINHA ADV.,
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, HOUSING SOCIETY SOUTH EXTN PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :07/06/2018
DELHI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS.
4115704  13/03/2019
HTC INVESTMENTS A.S.
Dobrovicova 8, 811 09 Bratislava, Slovak Republic
a joint-stock company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since : 31/01/1981

DELHI
Bearings
INSTAFOG

4160198    27/04/2019

SHYAM SUNDER MANGAL
398, Sector 7, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon - 122052, Haryana, India

Arun Electricals
Proprietor

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

DEVICES FOR FOGGING, SPLASHING, MISTING, SPRAYING OF LIQUIDS, ESPECIALLY CHEMICALS, FOR THE USE IN DISINFECTION AND COMBATING PESTS IN THE FIELD OF HEALTH PROTECTION AND HEALTH CONTROL AND ALSO FOR THE USE IN COMBATTING PESTS IN PLANT CULTURES, AGRICULTURE.
ADOR WELDING LIMITED
ADOR HOUSE 6,K.DUBASH MARG FORT MUMBAI-400001-16
Used Since :31/12/1997
MUMBAI
WELDING MACHINES
4227793  06/07/2019
M/S RAJDEEP ELECTRODES INDUSTRIES
AS AURA PAINTH, MEERUT ROAD HAPUR
Small enterprise
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since : 16/10/2003
DELHI
WELDING ELECTRODES
KAMTRONICS TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
A-6, PLOT NO.-14 & 15, DLF INDUSTRIAL AREA, BEHIND MOTI NAGAR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110015.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 01/09/2015

DELHI
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS, ULTRASONIC PLASTIC WELDING MACHINE, SPIN WELDING MACHINE, HOT PLATE WELDING MACHINE, VIBRATION WELDING MACHINE AND TOOLS, LASER WELDING MACHINE, IR WELDING MACHINE, AUTOMATIC NON-WOVEN FABRIC BAG MAKING MACHINE, FULLY AUTOMATIC NON-WOVEN FABRIC BOX BAG MAKING MACHINE, AUTOMATIC NON-WOVEN SOFT LOOP HANDLE MAKING MACHINE, NON-WOVEN ZIPPER BAG MAKING MACHINE, FULLY AUTOMATED NON-WOVEN LAMINATED BOX BAG MAKING MACHINE, OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE, FLEXO PRINTING MACHINE, HYDRAULIC PRESS PUNCHING MACHINE, ULTRASONIC SEWING/LACE CUTTING MACHINE, ULTRASONIC SINGLE & DOUBLE LOOP HANDLE PUNCH WELDING MACHINE, ELECTROSTATIC AIR FILTERS, CARTRIDGE BASE FILTRATION SYSTEMS, STONE PROCESSING MACHINE, INDENT MARKING MACHINES, LASER MARKING/CUTTING MACHINE, SINGLE CHAMBER CLEANING MACHINE, MULTI-CHAMBER MULTI PROCESS CLEANING MACHINE, JET CLEANING MACHINE, ULTRASONIC NONWOVEN SURGICAL PRODUCTS MACHINES, PLASTIC SHOE COVER MAKING MACHINE, NON-WOVEN SHOE MAKING MACHINE, NON-WOVEN CAP MAKING MACHINE, NON-WOVEN FACE MASK MACHINE, MASK MAKING MACHINE AND ULTRASONIC METAL WELDING MACHINE INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
Simsco
4232811    12/07/2019
HIREN CHAUHAN
trading as; SIMSCO TECHNOLOGY
37, SHIVAM-4, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, B/H SATYAM COMPLEX, OPP. LAXMINARAYAN PETROL PUMP, CHANGODAR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT 382223
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WASHING MACHINE FOR CLOTHES; APPARATUS FOR WASHING MACHINE; ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES; COMPRESSED AIR PUMPS; COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS; AND COMPRESSORS FOR AIR CONDITIONERS.
A S I X

4233226  12/07/2019

M/S GOLDMEDAL ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A/302, Kemp Plaza, Mind Space, Off Link Road, Chincholi Bunder, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400 064.
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
A7

4233229  12/07/2019

M/S GOLDMEDAL ELECTRICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
A/302, Kemp Plaza, Mind Space, Off Link Road, Chincholi Bunder, Malad (W), Mumbai - 400 064.
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.
STI-GER

4234101    13/07/2019
ASHWANI KHOSLA
VILLAGE PRITAM PURA, P.O. RAI, SONIPAT (HARYANA)- 131029
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Belts for engines, Belting for machines, Moving belt conveyors, Conveyors and conveyors belts, Fan belts for engines and motors, Machine belting.
4234359 13/07/2019
MRS. NEERU SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S UNIQUE WIRES INDUSTRIES
G-247, MG ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Welding electrodes
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WELDING ELECTRODES
SYA/APPOLLO

4234868  15/07/2019
SALUDDIN PROP. OF SYA INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
523-ZAIDI FARM, MANJUR NAGAR, MEERUT-250002, U.P.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS.
CLEVIS

4235007  15/07/2019
CLEVIS INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
C-9, DIVINE HIGHLAND, NR. JBR ARCADE, SCIENCE CITY ROAD, SOLA, AHMEDABAD-380025, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
HYDRAULIC HOSES, HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS, POWER PACKS, HYDRAULIC OPERATED MACHINES, REDUCTION GEAR BOXES AND FARM EQUIPMENTS
4235451  15/07/2019
TELVICA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
B/125 GATE NO.3, FREEDOM FIGHTER COLONY, NEBSARAI, NEW DELHI - 110068
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Laundry washing machines, Washing machines [laundry], Laundry washing machines for household purposes, Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
CT-URT

4235462  15/07/2019

COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DE

DELHI

Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
FLEX-GRIP

4235463  15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
HDS

4235465   15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
CT-AF

4235499  15/07/2019

COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
CT-HF

4235500 15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELIHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
CT-RPT

4235506  15/07/2019

COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
DPB

4235510  15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
RPB

4235514  15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
TDCH

4235515  15/07/2019
COMPLETION OIL TOOLS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 249, SECTOR-1, IMT MANESAR GURUGRAM GURGAON GURGAON HR-122050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
CHAKSHU

4235752    15/07/2019
NEERAJ NAGRATH PROPRIETOR OF JAI SHREE RAM SEWING MACHINE CO.
H.NO. 697, KASHMIRI GALI, MAIN CHOWK, LAKKAR BAZAR, LUDHIANA
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sewing Machines & Its parts (Except Needles); Bag Closer Machines; Overlock Machines; Stand For Machines.
UNI MINO

4235958   16/07/2019
POLARAM TRADING AS KULDEEP AUTO COMPONENTS.
C-24, SECTOR-5, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039.

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Air filters for engines, Air filters for automobile engines and Oil Filter included in Class 7.
SK SAMRAT
4236544    16/07/2019
NILESHBHAI DEVRAJ BHAI VIRADIYA PROPRIETOR OF S.K.ENTERPRISES
MAVDI BY-PASS ROAD, OPP. GEL AAI WADI, NEAR CHANDHI INDUSTRIES, RAJKOT - 360 004 (GUJARAT)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.,
TRADETEND CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD., 121, RAJ LAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :23/10/2012
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR MILLS [MACHINES], PULVERISERS [MACHINES], GRAVY MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF, FOOD PROCESSING MACHINES (ELECTRIC) INCLUDED IN CLASS-07
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019           Class 7

4236654  16/07/2019
SOJITRA CHANDRESHBHAI MOHANBHAI
S/O SOJITRA MOHANBHAI, BLOCK NO 16, RAJDEEP SOCIETY STREET NO 1, 40 FEET ROAD MAVDI PLOT, RAJKOT, GUJARAT -360004
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Submersible pumps
4237571  17/07/2019
NIMESH D SHAH
427-429, 1ST FLOOR, I.R ROAD, PYDHONI, NEAR POLICE STATION, MUMBAI 400003

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AXLES FOR MACHINES, BALL-BEARINGS, BENDING MACHINES, BLADE HOLDERS [PARTS OF MACHINES] BLADES, CHUCKS [PARTS OF MACHINES], CUTTERS [MACHINES], CUTTING MACHINES, CYLINDERS FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES, CYLINDERS FOR MACHINES, DIE-CUTTING AND TAPPING MACHINES, DRILL CHUCKS, DRILLING HEADS, DRILLING MACHINES, DRILLING BITS, ELECTORS, GRINDING MACHINES, HYDRAULIC CONTROLS FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES, PNEUMATIC CONTROLS FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES, INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS, LATHES, MACHINE TOOLS, MILLING MACHINES, SAWS [MACHINES], SEWING MACHINES, SHARPENING MACHINES, TAPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS], MACHINES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SUGAR, THREADING MACHINES, TOOLS
NEEAC

4237740   17/07/2019
NAVURGA ELECTRIC ENGINEERING & CO.
SURVEY NO.172/1, PLOT NO.43, BALAJI IND. OPP.GUJ-SOLVENT, GONDAL ROAD, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near,Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad.380006

Used Since :22/06/2004
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP,ITS PARTS.
KARANI
4238003  17/07/2019
PAVANI DEVI.
15-10-11/139, RAMANAPET WARANGAL-506002, T.S.

INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS (EXCEPT LAND VEHICLES); PUMPS (PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS); SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, BEVERAGE PREPARATION MACHINE, COFFEE GRINDER (OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED); ELECTRIC JUICER, ELECTRIC MIXER FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSE, ELECTRIC BLENDER, CRUSHER AND GRINDER MACHINE, SCISSORS (ELECTRIC); SEWING MACHINE; ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE AND DRYING MACHINES, IRONING MACHINE, DISHWASHER, ELECTRIC FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES; FOOD PROCESSOR, ELECTRIC FOOD SLICER, COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATOR & COMPRESSORS FOR REFRIGERATORS, MACHINES FOR CLEANING SURFACES USING HIGH PRESSURE WATER, VACUUM CLEANERS AND PARTS THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
ZAG

4238450    18/07/2019

MR. M. AKIL, (PROPRIETOR) M. A. MOTORS,
REHMAT NAGAR FIROZABAD, UTTAR PRADESH - 283203,
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJ TRADE MARK CO.
165-E, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI-7.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEARINGS FOR MACHINES, GEAR PARTS, ENGINE PARTS, FUEL PUMPS, OIL FILTERS, FILTER FOR AUTOMOBILES,
FUEL & WATER SEPARATORS,
4238456    18/07/2019
DINESH KUMAR
148, TARA ENCLAVE KHORA COLONY, KHORA GAON, GHAZIABAAD, UTTAR PRADESH-201309
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY JAIN
ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, 307, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Submersible pumps
4238957  18/07/2019
DIXIT ARUNBHAI MISTRY
2, NEAR HATHIKHANA, NAVA VAS, KALUPUR SWAMINARAYAN MANDUR ROAD, AHMEDABAD
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOVIL RATHI
2nd Floor, Aakashganga Complex, Parimal Under Bridge, Nr Suvidha Shopping Centre, Paldi, Ahmedabad - 380007, Gujarat, India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SEWING MACHINES AND PARTS THEREOF (EXCEPT NEEDLES)
OFKD
4239232  18/07/2019
NITIN GOEL PROPRIETOR OF PEARL BEARING CO.
FIRST FLOOR, AISHA BHAWAN BEARING MARKET, BEHIND 76-G.B. ROAD, DELHI
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEARINGS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7
4239795  19/07/2019
SK ASRAF ALI TRADING AS NEW APANJON SEWING MACHINE CO.
98, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, KHUDDEPARE, KOLKATA-23.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SEWING, KNITTING MACHINE AND MOTOR, INTERLOCK MACHINE, BAG CLOSER MACHINE, ZIG ZAG MACHINE, INDUSTRIAL SEWING MACHINE AND CLOTH CUTTING MACHINE INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
KALAMANDIR
4239909  19/07/2019
KALAMANDIR JEWELLERS LIMITED
2287, SURVEY NO- 25/P, CHOKSI BAJAR, KOSAMBA-394120, GUJARAT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIK CHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS; MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES); AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED; INCUBATORS FOR EGGS.
BHARAT MINING

4240076  19/07/2019
MRS. NISHA M/S BHARAT MINING COMPANY
1350 SULTAN SINGH ,BUILDING NICHOLSON ROAD KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FINCENTURION CO.
U-55 A, FIRST FLOOR, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Power operated machines and apparatus for the digging, excavating, mechanical handling, lifting, loading and
transporting of earth, minerals, soil, crops and of like materials; compacting and vibrating machines and equipment;
vibratory plate compactors; rollers; asphalt and concrete cutting machines; parts and fittings included in class -07
SANJAY KUMAR MISHRA
5-A, 1st Cross, Anubhava Nagar, Nagarbhavi Main Road, Bangalore -560072
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Power tools, Power saw blades.
DAMODAR PRASAD PRAJAPAT S/O. SH. DANNA LAL PRAJAPAT
TRADING AS M/S. BHARAT SILAI MACHINE AT - NEAR UCO BANK, GANDHI CHOWK, FULERA-303338 (RAJASTHAN)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Sewing machines, Electric ironing machines, Grinders [machines], Electric juicers, Electric juice extractors, Electrical pumps, Electric blenders, Washing machines [laundry], Electrical motor pump units, Electric motors for machines.
GKPOWER

4241200  20/07/2019
MR. GAJANAN KALUJI KARALE TRADING GANESH SALES AND SERVICES
Mauli Krupa, R. Ho. No. J-2, Gut No. 82/186, Jyoti Pride 91, Rohidas Nagar, Satara Parisar, Aurangabad -431010
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
STARTER MOTORS, OPEN WELL PUMP, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS & CABLE CRANES
**KAILASH CHAND PROPRIETOR OF VISHWAKARMA INDUSTRIES**

**J-137, SECTOR 5, DSIDC, INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI - 110039**

*Individual Sole Proprietorship firm*

**Address for service in India/Attorney address:**

**KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES**  
**B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85**

*Used Since: 01/02/2009*

**DELHI**

**DELHI**

**PLASTIC PROCESSING MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT; PLASTIC PIPE PLANTS AND EXTRUSION LINE; EXTRUSION MACHINE FOR PLASTIC**
AGRIKOT
4241515  21/07/2019
PANARA KULDIP JENTILAL
G-401, SHREE HARI APARTMENT, NEAR ALAP GREEN CITY, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007, GUJARAT, INDIA
Individual (Sole Proprietor)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Seed drills for agricultural machines, Ploughs, Harrows, Harvesting Machines, Reapers And Threshers, Threshing Machines, Rotavators [machines], Diggers [machines], Cultivators [Machines], Rotary cultivators [machines], Motorized Cultivators, Shredders [Machines] For Industrial Use, Chaff cutters [machines], Agricultural seed planting machines, Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated, Spraying machines, Broadcast seeders Included In Class 07.
KAYA
4241534  21/07/2019
BHUPENDER GROVER TRADING AS GROVER ENTERPRISES
HOUSE NO. 369, SHOP NO. 1, MAIN NAJAFGARH ROAD, METRO PILLAR NO. 724, NAWADA, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
sole proprietor of the proprietorship firm GROVER ENTERPRISES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Mohammad Yunus
604 Nilgiri Apartments 9 Barakhamba Road New Delhi 110001
Used Since: 31/01/2014
Delhi
SEWING MACHINES
4241988  22/07/2019
MR. RAJIV G. JAIN TRADING AS M/S. SURTARU
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14,Heta Complex,Nr.L.P.Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan,Surat(Gujarat)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS, MOTORS AND ENGINES (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES), MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS (EXCEPT FOR LAND VEHICLES), AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OTHER THAN HAND-OPERATED, INCUBATORS FOR EGGS, AUTOMATIC VENDING MACHINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
EXONITY
4242369  22/07/2019
THERMAX LIMITED
THERMAX HOUSE, 14 MUMBAI-PUNE ROAD, WAKDEWADI, PUNE - 411 003, MAHARASHTRA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS; AIR CONDENSERS; AIR-COOLED CONDENSERS; AIR COMPRESSORS; IGNITION PARTS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, NAMELY, CONDENSERS; STEAM CONDENSERS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; HEAT EXCHANGERS [PARTS OF MACHINES]; EXHAUST APPARATUS [PARTS OF MACHINE]; MOTORS AND ENGINES, PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINE]; STEAM VALVES; THERMOSTATIC VALVES AS PARTS OF HEATING INSTALLATIONS; MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS; VALVES BEING PARTS OF MACHINES OPERATED PNEUMATICALLY AND BY AIR.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019   Class 7

4242593   22/07/2019
SATVEER SINGH TRADING AS PREM ENGINEERS
G.T. ROAD, DHOLEWAL FLY OVER, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/04/2013
DELHI
Agriculture Machines & its Parts; Machine & Machine Tools & Blades (Part of machines).
4243103  23/07/2019
AUMSHIVAY ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
VILLA 60, SAMANWAY LAT A NAGAR KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR - 302012 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :11/06/2019

AHMEDABAD
Machines And Machine Tools, Motors And Engines (Except For Land Vehicles), Machine Coupling And Transmission Components (Except For Land Vehicles), Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated, Incubators For Eggs.
KRISTAN

4243106   23/07/2019

AUMSHIVAY ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
VILLA 60, SAMANWAY LATA NAGAR KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR - 302012 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since : 11/06/2019

AHMEDABAD

Machines And Machine Tools, Motors And Engines (Except For Land Vehicles), Machine Coupling And Transmission Components (Except For Land Vehicles), Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated, Incubators For Eggs.
4243109    23/07/2019
AUMSHIVAY ENGINEERING PRIVATE LIMITED
VILLA 60, SAMANWAY LATA NAGAR KALWAR ROAD, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR - 302012 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH GUPTA
E-167/A, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302001 (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :11/06/2019

AHMEDABAD
Machines And Machine Tools, Motors And Engines (Except For Land Vehicles), Machine Coupling And Transmission Components (Except For Land Vehicles), Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated, Incubators For Eggs.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 7

4243187  23/07/2019
ALOK GUPTA TRADING AS FAL GUNI ENTERPRISES
1/32, SFS, Agarwal Farm, Mansarovar, Jaipur - 302020
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C -102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH -4, Mumblop-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Electric water pumps.
4243280  23/07/2019
MANOJ KUMAR BATRA
trading as; M.K. BATRA & CO.
4-GROUND FLOOR MAIN ROAD RASHID MARKET, DELHI-110051, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DRILL MACHINE, ELECTRODES FOR WELDING MACHINES, WELDING MACHINE ELECTRIC INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
4243300  23/07/2019
B. RAJENDRA KUMAR
C/o. Mandot Marketing, Old no.33, new no.69, Sembudoss Street, 1st Floor, Akbar Estate, Broadway, Chennai - 600001
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
TIS Legal 44/30, Dewan Rama Road, 2nd Floor, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600084

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Machine tools, power operated tools, electrically powered tools and machines
SHKI MACHINERY
55, LALSOT DHAM, 52 FEET HANUMAN JI KE PASS KANOTA, JAIPUR (RAJ)
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE CORE CERTIFICATIONS
F-6/236, VISHAN VILLA, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)

Used Since: 25/05/2019

AHMEDABAD

machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing which are included in class 7.
GUANGDONG STRONG METAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Shizhou Industrial Zone, Chencun, Shunde, Foshan, Guangdong 528313, China.
A Company incorporated under the Laws of China.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERjee ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Printing plates; engraving machines; rolling mills; moulds [parts of machines]; metalworking machines; tools [parts of machines]; industrial robots; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; vacuum pumps [machines]; bearings [parts of machines]; soldering apparatus, electric; washing apparatus.
GUANGDONG STRONG METAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Shizhou Industrial Zone, Chencun, Shunde, Foshan, Guangdong 528313, China.
A Company incorporated under the Laws of China.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Printing plates; engraving machines; rolling mills; moulds [parts of machines]; metalworking machines; tools [parts of machines]; industrial robots; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; vacuum pumps [machines]; bearings [parts of machines]; soldering apparatus, electric; washing apparatus.
SIVARANJANI R proprietor of JKS ENTERPRISES
42/80, MIN NAGAR 2, PLAT NO 24, MAKKINAMPATTI, COIMBATORE - 642003

THE TRADE MARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
4243822   23/07/2019
MANISH BHARATKUMAR THAKER
PLOT NO. 3312, PHASE - 4, BEHIND BENZO PRODUCTS G.I.D.C. VATVA, AHMEDABAD-382445, GUJARAT, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ NASKAR
Care IP Law Firm 219, 3rd Floor, Suvarnakala Complex, Opp: Punjabi Hall, Nr. Navrangpura Bus Stand, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad - 380009, Gujarat, India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AIR COMPRESSOR, SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, OIL FREE AIR COMPRESSOR, MOISTURE SEPARATOR, AIR RECEIVER, REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER, HEATLESS AIR DRYER INCLUDED IN CLASS - 7
JUBA

4244430  24/07/2019
TAOKINGO PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 5, RAJA RAM APARTMENTS, KAWADEWADI, NR. VIDHYUT NAGAR, SOUTH MAIN ROAD, KOREGAON PARK,
PUNE - 411 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
A private limited company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YATI VIJAYKUMAR
A /202, Shantrunjay Darshan, Love Lane, Opp. Jain Temple, Byculla, Mumbai - 400027

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Compressed air machines; Compressed air pumps; Compressors [machines] Included in class 07
4244803  24/07/2019
SALUDDIN PROP. OF SYA INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
523-ZAIDI FARM, MANJUR NAGAR, MEERUT-250002, U.P.
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS.
VIPAC
4245369    25/07/2019
M/S KRISHNA SEWING SOLUTIONS THROUGH PROPRIETOR VINEET KUMAR SINGH
D-228, Nirman Vihar, East Delhi-110092
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BINITA SHAHI
12 C, Madhuban Apartment, Sector-82, Noida-201304
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Machines and Machines tools including Industrial Sewing Machines, Textile Machine, Finishing Machine
GREEN VALLEY

4245452   25/07/2019  
KAILASH CHAND PROP. OF GREEN VALLEY INDUSTRIES  
PLOT NO- 1230 SANJAY COLONY SEDC 23 FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121005  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.  
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084  
Used Since: 13/04/2014  
DELHI  
Submersible pumps, Submersible electric pumps, mono block pumps and motors.
hector

4245453  25/07/2019
KAILASH CHAND PROP.OF GREEN VALLEY INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO- 1230 SANJAY COLONY SEDC 23 FARIDABAD,HARYANA-121005
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Submersible pumps, Submersible electric pumps, mono block pumps and motors.
4245925 25/07/2019
MR. DEEPESH KOTHARI PROPRIETOR OF DEEPESH LIFESCIENCE
54/589, 1ST FLOOR, KOTHARI BHAWAN, KRISHNA NAGAR, DAGANIYA, RAIPUR-492013 C.G. (INDIA)
PROPRIETORY FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RUKMANI DHANGAR
201, SIDDHIVINAYAK ASSOCIATES, STERLING ARCADE, NEAR JANJIRWALA SQUARE, INDORE-452001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AUTOMATIC SANITARY PAD / NAPKIN MAKING MACHINE, SANITARY PAD / NAPKIN VENDING MACHINE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019

4246165  25/07/2019
ASA INTERNATIONAL.
WS-229, MAYAPURI, PHASE-2, DELHI, WEST DELHI, DELHI-110064.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEARINGS, GEAR PARTS, ENGINE PARTS, PISTON, PISTON PINS, PISTON RINGS, FAN BELTS, FILTERS, OIL FILTERS,
SPARK PLUGS, SPARK PLUG WIRES, IGNITION WIRES FOR VEHICLE ENGINES, IGNITION WIRES FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES, CONTROL CABLES FOR MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS, POWER TRANSMISSION BELTS FOR
INDUSTRIAL MACHINES, TIMING BELTS FOR ENGINES AND MACHINES, VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES FOR MACHINES,
ELECTRIC MOTOR AND PUMPS, MACHINE AND MACHINES TOOLS.
KLJ PARAFLEX INDIA LIMITED.
C-35-36, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR-5, DSIIDC, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 25/06/2008

DELHI

ELECTRIC MOTOR AND PUMPS, MONOBLOCKS, SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, LIFT PUMPS, JET PUMP, BOREWELL & OPEN WELL PUMP, DOMESTIC & AGRICULTURE PUMPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019

4247230 26/07/2019

MIRLE AUTOMATION CORPORATION
NO.3, R&D RD. II, SCIENCE PARK, HSINCHU, TAIWAN 30076, R.O.C

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2448943

DELI

bearings for transmission shafts; belt conveyors; belts for conveyors; belts for machines; belts for motors and engines;
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; control cables for machines, engines or motors; control mechanisms
for machines, engines or motors; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic controls for machines,
motors and engines; conveyors [machines]; cowlings [parts of machines]; guards [parts of machines]; hoods [parts of
machines]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; current generators; cylinders for motors and engines; elevator
apparatus; elevator belts / lift belts; elevator chains [parts of machines]; elevator operating apparatus/lift operating
apparatus; elevators [lifts]; fan belts for motors and engines; fans for motors and engines; feeders [parts of machines];
filling machines; filters being parts of machines or engines; finishing machines; generators of electricity; glass-working
machines; guides for machines; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; handling machines, automatic
[manipulators]; hangers [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; housings [parts of machines]; industrial
robots; lifting apparatus; machines for processing plastics; robotic exoskeleton suits, other than for medical purposes;
roller bridges; sealing machines for industrial purposes; sorting machines for industry; stands for machines; tables for
machines; transmissions for machines; trueing machines; wrapping machines; Transportation robots; Industrial process
controller
4247234 26/07/2019
MIRLE AUTOMATION CORPORATION
NO.3, R&D RD.II, SCIENCE PARK, HSINCHU, TAIWAN 30076, R.O.C
a Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2448943

DELHI
bearings for transmission shafts; belt conveyors; belts for conveyors; belts for machines; belts for motors and engines;
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; control cables for machines, engines or motors; control mechanisms
for machines, engines or motors; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic controls for machines,
motors and engines; conveyors [machines]; cowlings [parts of machines]; guards [parts of machines]; hoods [parts of
machines]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; current generators; cylinders for motors and engines; elevating
apparatus; elevator belts / lift belts; elevator chains [parts of machines]; elevator operating apparatus / lift operating
apparatus; elevators [lifts]; fan belts for motors and engines; fans for motors and engines; feeders [parts of machines];
filing machines; filters being parts of machines or engines; finishing machines; generators of electricity; glass-working
machines; guides for machines; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; handling machines, automatic
[manipulators]; hangers [parts of machines]; holding devices for machine tools; housings [parts of machines]; industrial
robots; lifting apparatus; machines for processing plastics; robotic exoskeleton suits, other than for medical purposes;
roller bridges; sealing machines for industrial purposes; sorting machines for industry; stands for machines; tables for
machines; transmissions for machines; trueing machines; wrapping machines; Transportation robots; Industrial process
controller
4247561    26/07/2019
ARX MINING AND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT PVT LTD
16071, Prestige Shantiniketan, ITPL Main Road, Mahadevapura, Whitefield, Bangalore 560048
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGRAA LEGAL
2nd Floor, Shivshankar Plaza, #19, Lal Bagh Road, Richmond Circle, Bangalore - 560 027
Used Since :08/04/2019
CHENNAI
Machines and machine tools; Power operated machines and apparatus for digging, excavating, mechanical handling, lifting, loading and transporting of Earth materials, Earth moving equipments, motor graders, drilling rigs, blast hole drilling rigs and piling rig machines.
4247563  26/07/2019
ARX MINING AND CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT PVT LTD
16071, Prestige Shantiniketan, ITPL Main Road, Mahadevapura, Whitefield, Bangalore 560048
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGRAA LEGAL
2nd Floor, Shivshankar Plaza, #19, Lal Bagh Road, Richmond Circle, Bangalore - 560 027
Used Since :08/04/2019

CHENNAI
Machines and machine tools; Power operated machines and apparatus for digging, excavating, mechanical handling, lifting, loading and transporting of Earth materials, Earth moving equipments, motor graders, drilling rigs, blast hole drilling rigs and piling rig machines.
RAJ ESHWARI PUMPS

4247935  26/07/2019
RAJ ESHWARI ENGINEERING WORKS
No: 16/8, 3rd Cross, Kasturiba Nagar, Bangalore - 560 026, Karnataka, India
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pumps, Motors, Compressors and parts thereof
VERSIL PUMPS LLP.
1ST FLOOR, RADHE KRISHNA APARTMENT, JAGANNATH PLOT, B/H. BIG BAZAR, 150 FT. RING ROAD, RAJKOT-360 005, GUJARAT, INDIA
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJ YOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since : 14/06/2019
AHMEDABAD
MOTORS & ENGINES, ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES, WATER PUMPS, ELECTRICAL WATER PUMPS, WATER
PUMPS FOR MOTORS, MACHINE MOTOR, MACHINE PUMPS, ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR MACHINES WITH A DIGITAL
SERVO DRIVE CONTROLLER.
4248048 27/07/2019
KAMBOJ EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
66/6, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NIT FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001
COMPANY Incorporated UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LUBRICATION PUMPS, PNEUMATIC PUMPS, MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS
4248250 27/07/2019
SMT. RANJANBEN CHANDUBHAI DOBARIYA, TRADING AS: RELIABLE ENTERPRISE
SURVEY NO. 195, PLOT NO.8 & 9, BHUMESHWAR INDUSTRIES AREA, OPP. BHUMESHWAR PAN, KOTHARIYA RAJKOT
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS,B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBMERSIBLE PUMP, MONOBLOCK PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, SELF PRIMING PUMP, ELECTRIC MOTOR (EXCEPT FOR VEHICLES)- INCLUDING IN CLASS-07.
MAXITA

4248478    27/07/2019

ANSHIL
169/19, RAILWAY ROAD, TOHANA DIST. FATEHABAD (HARYANA)

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

POWER TOOLS, MACHINE TOOLS, CUTTING TOOLS, DIAMOND CUTTING BLADES, GRINDING TOOLS, MECHANICALLY OPERATED TOOLS, WOOD WORKING TOOLS, DRILLING MACHINES, GRINDING MACHINES, SAW BLADES, CIRCULAR BLADES, DRILLING CHUCKS, DRILLING BITS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 7

4248770 27/07/2019
SANTOSH C. KABRA
202, KARMA VIHAR, STATION ROAD, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI - 400 077.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMCHANDRA R. MANDHANE, ADVOCATE.
NANURAM MANSION, OPP. PATHARE NURSERY, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KALYAN(W) - 421 301, (M.S).
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
WASHING MACHINES, PARTS & ACCESSORIES THEREOF.
4248813    27/07/2019
MAMTA SRIVASTAVA
M/S MAMTA TRADERS, 118/179, KAUSHALPU1,GUMTI NO.5, KANPUR
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.

Used Since :17/07/2016
DELHI

WASHING MACHINES, VACCUME CLEANER, MIXER GRINDER, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS
MR. SUBRAMANIAN SAMPATH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S AQUA KISSAN PUMPS
6, BHARATHI NAGAR, GANAPATHY POST, COIMBATORE-641006, INDIA
sole proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.
Used Since: 13/09/2017

CHENNAI
CLASS 7 IN RESPECT OF SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MONOBLOCK, JET PUMPS, DOMESTIC PUMPS, MOTORS, PRESSURE BOOSTER PUMPS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 7

4249979  29/07/2019
SMT. PINKY KAMLESH JAIN (ALIAS) PINKY KAMLESH SOLANKI, TRADING AS : PAVAN APPLIANCES
GODOWN NO.9, GROUND FLOOR, GANPATI BAUG, JAKARIA BUNDER ROAD, SEWREE, MUMBAI - 400015
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH MOHANLAL CHAWLA
OFFICE NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, HIRA MARRIAGE HALL BUILDING, NEHRU CHOWK, ULHASNAGAR-421002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MIXERS, GRINDERS, JUICERS, BLENDERS, FOOD PROCESSORS, GHAR GHANTI, WET GRINDERS, MOTORS, PARTS
AND FITTING THEREOF, INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
GEARCON ENGINEERING
1445, Gearcon House, Aadarsh Nagar, Durg - 491001, Chhattisgarh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Used Since: 17/09/1993

To be associated with:
1825006

Mumbai
Cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 7

4250445 30/07/2019
MRS. MUSKAN AMIT PHERWANI
Flat No. 1 & 2, Jai Apartment, Ring Road, Jaripatka, Nagpur - 440014
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Machines And Machine Tools; Motors And Engines (Except For Land Vehicles); Machine Coupling And Transmission Components (Except For Land Vehicles); Agricultural Implements Other Than Hand-Operated; Incubators For Eggs.
4250837    30/07/2019
GANESH AUTO INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO.3, OPP. RATNAKAR TECHNOCAST, NEAR ICE FACTORY, GULAB NAGAR ROAD, KOTHARIYA, RAJKOT (GUJARAT-INDIA)
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAiya ROAD, RAJKOT-360007

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CRANK SHAFTS, PISTON SEGMENTS, BEARINGS, CONNECTING ROD FOR MACHINES, CYLINDERS HEADS FOR ENGINES, SILENCERS FOR MOTOR AND ENGINES, SHAFT COUPLINGS FOR MACHINES, CRANKCASES FOR MACHINES, MOTORS AND ENGINES, VALVES FOR MACHINES, PULLEYS FOR MACHINES, CHAIN SAWS, CHISELS AND CHUCKS FOR MACHINES, INJECTORS FOR ENGINES- INCLUDING IN CLASS-07.
PRAMILA KABRA
C/o Vijaylaxmi Trading Company ,1499 G F Gali Akhunji, Farash K hana, G B Road, Delhi- 110006
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (E ast), C hennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS FOR MACHINES / ANTI-FRICTION PADS FOR MACHINES,BALL RINGS FOR BEARINGS,BALL-
BEARINGS,BEARINGS [PARTS OF MACHINES],BEARINGS FOR TRANSMISSION SHAFTS,ROLLER BEARINGS,SELF-
OILING BEARINGS
4250985  30/07/2019
PRATAP BAVKUBHAI DANGAR
KIRAN NAGAR, STREET NO 8, NEAR ASHAPURA SOCIETY, KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD RAJKOT 360002
WOKS
PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR MILLS FOR HOUSEHOLD
4251278   30/07/2019
DCMHQ AUTOMOTIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 175, PLOT NO. 1/2, SIDC ROAD, VERAVAL (SHAPAR), DIST. RAJKOT - 360 024 (GUJARAT) INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BEARINGS AND PARTS THEREOF USED IN INDUSTRIES & MACHINES.
YASHMAY
4252053  31/07/2019
NAMRATA SINGH
B-186, Ground Floor, Chitranjan Park, New Delhi-110019
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
A G-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :13/12/2011
DELHI
Machines, machine tools, power-operated tools; Motors and engines, except for land vehicles; Machine coupling and transmission components, except for land vehicles; Agricultural implements, other than hand-operated hand tools; Incubators for eggs; Automatic vending machines
4252061   31/07/2019
SUBIR MANNA, TRADING AS - SPARK ENGINEERING WORKS
112/5, N.S. DUTTA ROAD, HOWRAH - 711101, WEST BENGAL
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY, KOLKATA - 700008
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENT'S
4252389    31/07/2019
MRS. ARUSHI JAIN TRADING AS KRISHNA ENTERPRISE.
121, SECOND FLOOR, SHRESHTA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOLS, POWER TOOLS, POWER-OPERATED TOOLS, BLADE GRINDING MACHINE, BLADE SHARPENING MACHINE, POWER OPERATED HAND TOOLS AND ELECTRIC HAND TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 7.
KAAMAKHEYAA

4252463   31/07/2019
M/S.THE RIVERAA PUMPS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
SF #184/1C2, Trichy Road, Ravathur Pirivu, Kannampalayam Post, COIMBATORE-641402, TN, India.
AN INDIAN BODY CORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SUBMERSIBLE PUMPS, MOTORS, AGRI PUMPS, MONOBLOCKS, SPARES
BAWASINGHSIRSA

4252496   31/07/2019
M/S GUPTA INDUSTRIAL CORPN.
PUMP NAGAR, CINEMA ROAD, SIRHIND, PUNJAB.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/07/2019

DELHI
Centrifugal pumps and parts thereof.
FAVITECH

4253395   01/08/2019
MOHAN SINGH PANWAR TRADING AS: PARAS CABLE
B-22, BABADEEP COMPLEX, MAHARANI ROAD, INDORE-(M.P.)
Proprietary Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Machine and Machine tools including submersible pumps and motors in class 7
4254326  02/08/2019
SHREE UMIYA F-TECH MACHINES.
3/C-1, SHIV ESTATE, OPP. BRTS BUS STOP, NR. BARODA EXPRESS WAY, HIGHWAY NO. 8, AHMEDABAD - 380026
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELON IP
832, Gala Empire, Drive In Rd, Nilmani Society, Thaltej, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 380052

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WOOD WORKING MACHINERY & PARTS THEREOF AND HYDRAULIC PRESS MACHINE & PARTS THEREOF.
UNI-SEW

4254710   02/08/2019

POOJA MACHINES PRIVATE LIMITED
59, MOHAN MARKET, DALHOUSIE ROAD, PATHANKOT-145001 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Sewing Machines & Parts thereof including Electric Motors for Sewing Machines & Knitting machines.
4254837  02/08/2019
K.DEVASENAPATHI
No: A11, 5/185, Ganapathy Garden, Arasur East, Coimbatore - 641 407, Tamilnadu, India
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
2F, 2nd floor, #32, Hextrapoint, Bull Temple Road, Basavanagudi, Bangalore-560004.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3833828
CHENNAI
Pumps, Motors, Compressors and parts thereof
4255026 03/08/2019

RASPL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Fortuna Tower, 23A, Netaji Subhas Road, 3rd Floor, Room No. 27, Kolkata- 700001, West Bengal
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES 38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA - 700104 WEST BENGAL
Email - legal@goldfinn.com Mobile - 9874710123

Used Since :28/05/2009

KOLKATA
Electric bar blenders; Printing machines for use on sheet metal; Metalworking machines and tools; Metal sawing machines; Metal cutting machines; Continuous metal casting machines; Shaping machines for metalworking; Printing machines for use on sheet metal; Metal surface galvanizing apparatus; Apparatus for embossing metal plates; Machines and machine tools; Electrical kitchen machines; Agricultural machines; Earth moving machines; Electric pumps; Electric washing machines; Vacuum cleaners; Current generators; Ironing machines; Hoists; Milling & Drilling machines.
INALSA
2814486  23/09/2014
TUAREG MARKETING PVT LTD.
C-196, SECTOR 63 NOIDA UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/01/1985
DELHI
CUTLERY, FORKS, SILVERWARE, FORKS, SPOONS, KNIVES, FOODS PREPARATION IMPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 08.
3162774  19/01/2016
KISHAN CHAND RAWAL
NARAIN DASS BAJAJ
trading as ;VIKAS TRADING COMPANY
SHOP NO. 5394/A/20, JANTA MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ASSOCIATES
F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 110094
Used Since :01/04/1992
DELHI
SAFETY RAZOR TONGUE CLINER IN CLASS 08
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., "TONGHUE CLINER" and "MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE".
GNV
3274450 01/06/2016
MANOJ AGGARWAL
trading as; AGGARWAL INTERNATIONAL
479, KRISHNA NAGAR, NEHRU GARDEN ROAD, JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 20/05/2008
DELHI
Hand Tools including Garden Tools, Forestry Tools, Grease Guns.
KITCHEN BASICS
3297589   29/06/2016
M/S MAGPIE INTERNATIONAL LTD.
PD-4A, Pitampura, New Delhi- 110088
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors, openers (bottle & tin) including cork pullers, ice pickers all included in Class 08.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3362572   14/09/2016  
SINGHANIA OVERSEAS PRIVATE LIMITED  
5, PUSA ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, NEW DELHI 110005  
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.  
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
CUTLERY, FORKS, SPOONS AND KNIVES.  
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
KIWI SALES CORPORATION
3456092    12/01/2017
SHRI SUNIL KUMAR JAIN S/O. SHRI PAWAN KUMAR JAIN
trading as ; KIWI SALES CORPORATION
B-25, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAIS GODAM, JAIPUR - 302006 RAJASTHAN
Manufacture and merchants trading as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :04/10/1967
AHMEDABAD
SHOVELS (BELCHA), HAND TOOLS, AGRICULTURE TOOLS, MASONRY TOOLS, HAND OPERATED TOOLS, GARDEN TOOLS IN CLASS 08.
3815276   24/04/2018

M.S. PRANITA PATIL
Building No. 284, Raigad Darshan Building 3rd Floor, Room No. 9, Vashi, Sector-6, Navi Mumbai- 400 703

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand Operated Tools and Implements, Trimmer, Electric Shaues, Hair Clippers, Electrical Hair Straighteners, Cutlery, Side arms, Razors, Nail Cutters, Nail Sharpness, Fillers, Buffs, Manicure Set, Pedicure set all being Nail Care Preparation, Sprays & Polishing Tools.
TORK MOTORS PVT. LTD
Plot no.4/25, Sector 10, PCNTDA, Bhosari
Company incorporated under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hand tools and implements.
3922640  21/08/2018
MASAND AGRITECH
56, SHASTRI MARKET, INDORE-452007 [M.P.].
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :01/01/1991

To be associated with:
2382481, 2382485

MUMBAI

HAND TOOLS AND HAND OPERATED IMPLEMENTS INCLUDING INSECTICIDES SPRAYERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 08
M/S. KAUTILYA ACADEMY PVT. LTD.
13, SIDHARTH NAGAR, SCH NO. 44, BHAWAR KUAN CHOURAHA, INDORE (M.P.)
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors
S. RAVI PROPRIETOR OF M/S. R.K. ENTERPRISES
NO. 2, 2ND CROSS, MAIN ROAD, MUNESHWARA BLOCK, PG HALLJ, BANGALORE - 560 003, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Used Since: 18/08/2004

CHENNAI

HAND-OPERATED TILE CUTTERS, CUTTING TOOLS, KNIVES, FLARING, TOOLS, PEDICURE TOOLS, GAVELS, FLOATS, HAWKS, MULTI FUNCTION HAND TOOLS, PLANERS, RASPS, PICKS, GRINDSTONES, Diggers, WRENCHES, SOCKET SPANNERS AND HAND-OPERATED GROOVING TOOLS, SHARPENING STONES, STONE HAMMERS, SCYTHE STONES, BUSHHAMMERS [STONE HAMMERS]; PRUNING SAWS, JIGSAWS, CUTTING TOOLS, HAWKS, MULTIFUNCTION HAND TOOLS, Diggers, Saws, AUTOMOBILE SHEET METAL DENT REPAIR TOOLS, BLADES, HACKSAW BLADES, CROSSCUT SAW BLADES, SAW BLADES
NOVA Brite

4080046 07/02/2019
MR. UTTAM CHHAJER PROP. OF S.K.D. DISTRIBUTORS
NO. 64, MAHARAJA COMPLEX, B.V.K. LYENGAR ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA- 560009

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ONLINE TRADE MARK CO.
7259, SHOP NO.4, PREM NAGAR SHAKTI NAGAR, DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019  Class 8

4233558  12/07/2019
Yu Shen
Room 603, Building 2, Taixing Apartment, Hushan Street, Cixi City, Zhejiang Province, China Postcode: 315300
A Chinese National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.
Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata - 700 091, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Beard clippers; razors, electric or non-electric; hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric; cattle shearers; hand implements for hair curling; scissors; hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; curling tongs; eyelash curlers; hair braiders, electric
NADOL

4235913    16/07/2019
MALI NARAYANA LAL PROP. OF M/S SARNESSWAR AGENCIES.
1ST FLOOR, D NO 6-8-11, NEAR SKP TEMPLE, M G ROAD, VIZIANAGARAM, ANDHRA PRADESH-535001
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALL NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS [HAND-OPERATED]; CUTLERY; ELECTRIC IRONS, SIDE ARMS; RAZORS.
4237420  17/07/2019
ASIF AHMAD METHAR
JEHANGIR MOHALLA CEMENT KADAL, SRINAGAR, JAMMU AND KASHMIR 190002
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ
192 C, Arjun Nagar New Delhi-29
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors
**Traden Mark Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 8**

![Trademark Image](image)

**4237883 17/07/2019**

WARMEX HOME APPLIANCES PVT. LTD.  
330, SECTOR-57, PHASE-IV, HSIIDC KUNDLI, SONIPAT (HARYANA)-131028  
BODY INCORPORATE  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC  
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34  

**Proposed to be Used**  
To be associated with:  
3945143  

**DELHI**  
Shavers (Electric), Hair Trimmers (Electric), Electric hair straightening iron; Hand tools and implements (hand-operated) for use in beauty care; Electric and non-electric hair clippers for personal use.
TORC ON
4238304  18/07/2019
TORCSTAR BOLTING TOOLS PVT. LTD
TORCSTAR BOLTING TOOLS PVT LTD. GALA NO 41, S. NO 267, K.B. YADAV INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, UPVAN, THANE - 400 606.
Its Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TORQUE TOOLS:- TORQUE WRENCHES, IMPACT SOCKETS AND ACCESSORIES, CLICK TYPE TORQUE WRENCHES, TORQUE MULTIPLIERS, SLUGGING / HAMMERING WRENCHES, TOOL KITS, SPRING BALANCERS, CASTELLATED SOCKETS/SPANNER, RATCHETING SPANNER, SCREW DRIVER BITS, SPECIALTOOLS. TUBE TOOLS:- TUBE EXPANDERS, TUBE GROOVING TOOLS, TUBE LEAK DETECTOR, TUBE JOINT TESTER, EDGE TOOLS [HAND TOOLS], CUTTING TOOLS [HAND TOOLS], SCRAPING TOOLS [HAND TOOLS], ADZES [TOOLS], FILES [TOOLS], GRAFTING TOOLS [HAND TOOLS], BORING TOOLS [HAND-OPERATED TOOLS], ROTARY TOOLS [HAND-OPERATED TOOLS], FORCIBLE ENTRY TOOLS [POWERED TOOLS]
KALAMANDIR

4239910    19/07/2019
KALAMANDIR JEWELLERS LIMITED
2287, SURVEY NO- 25/P, CHOKSI BAJAR, KOSAMBA-394120, GUJARAT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIK CHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917 , 02/09/2019          Class 8

4240399   19/07/2019
AKKURAT DIAMOND TOOLS
Partners

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Edge tools [hand tools], Cutting tools [hand tools] Included in Class 08.
4240899    20/07/2019
MR. XIAOXIN CHEN.
NO. 415, BUILDING 74, NANPIN LI LIUSHA WEST STREET, PUNING GUANGDONG, CHINA-515300.
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand Tools and Implements including Tweezers, scissors, hand operated cutting tools, core drilling bits, Hand-operated scraping tool for cleaning cleats for attachment to sports shoes, drawing knives, cutting mat.
4241989    22/07/2019
MR. RAJIV G. JAIN TRADING AS M/S. SURTARU
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14,Heta Complex,Nr.L.P.Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan,Surat(Gujarat)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED), CUTLERY, SIDE ARMS, RAZORS INCLUDED IN CLASS 8.
REMBIRD
4242023  22/07/2019
NAVEEN
HNO-1360 NEAR M C PRIMARY SCHOOL, PANAPAPOSIAN, NARELA DELHI-110040
Machine and Machine Tools, Motors and Engines (Except for land Vehicles), Machine Coupling and Transmission Components (Except for land vehicles), Agricultural Implements other than hand operated; inc
INDIVIDUAL PERSON
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors, screw driver including in class 8.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 8

4243842 23/07/2019
GOPAL JAKHU SANDHA
A-701, PANCHRTAN ASALPHA NEAR N.S.S ROAD, OPP SHIV PARVATI COMPLEX, ASALPHA METRO, GHATKOPAR-W
Trading as Beauty Care

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BEARD CLIPPERS; HAND IMPLEMENTS FOR HAIR CURLING; RAZORS, ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRIC; HAIR CLIPPERS FOR PERSONAL USE, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC; DEPIRATION APPLIANCES, ELECTRIC AND NON-ELECTRIC; HAIR BRAIDERS, ELECTRIC; MANICURE SETS; FLAT IRONS; SCISSORS; EYELASH CURLERS; MANICURE SETS, ELECTRIC; CRIMPING IRONS; HAND IMPLEMENTS FOR HAIR CURLING; CURLING TONGS; HAIR IRONS, HAIR STRAIGHTNER, HAIR CLIPPER (ELECTRIC AND B/O), HAIR TRIMMER (ELECTRIC AND B/O), RAZOR (ELECTRIC AND B/O), CRIMPING IRON, CURLING TONGS, TRIMMER, SHAVERS, NOSE TRIMMER, PERSONAL CARE APPLIANCES INCLUDE IN CLASS 8
4246184  25/07/2019
SAMSEER PAMBODAN
S/O Ibrahim Pambodan, Thottasseri House, P O Muthuparamba, Via Kondotty, Malappuram, Kerala-673638
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELIZABETH SUBASH
3-19, Santhome East, Ajiri, Kundapura, Udupi-576283, Karnataka, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors
4247343  26/07/2019
MAXLIME INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Pl-6, Nr. Khodiyar Mataji Temple Village: Ranpar Rajkot-360023
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAMPAT DHARUV PRADIP
OM, Tulsi Bunglow-02, B/h Bharatvan Society, Nr. Santosh Park, 150 Feet Ring Road, B/h. Sterling Hospital, Raiya Road, Rajkot-360007, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors
Doxper
4247859   26/07/2019
INFORMDS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat A14, Elm, Tata Sherwood Appts, Basava Nagar Main Road, Bangalore-560037, Karnataka, India
Active
Address for service in India/Age nts address:
THIRUPAL GORIGE
#87, 2ND FLOOR, 7TH MAIN, 21ST CROSS, N.S. PALYA, B.T.M. 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560076.
Used Since :27/03/2015
CHENNAI
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors
**Trade Marks Journal No: 1917, 02/09/2019 Class 8**

INFORMDS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat A14, Elm, Tata Sherwood Appts, Basava Nagar Main Road, Bangalore-560037, Karnataka, India
Active

**Address for service in India/Agents address:**
THIRUPAL GORIGE
#8, 7TH FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 21ST CROSS, N.S. PALYA, B.T.M. 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560076.

**Used Since:** 27/03/2015

**CHENNAI**
Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors
4248049  27/07/2019
KAMBOJ EQUIPMENTS PVT. LTD.
66/6, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NIT FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND TOOLS, HAND-OPERATED
MAXITA
4248479 27/07/2019
ANSHIL
169/19, RAILWAY ROAD, TOHANA DIST. FATEHABAD (HARYANA)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAND TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS (HAND-OPERATED); CUTLERY; SIDE ARMS; RAZORS
4248871   28/07/2019
KASODARIYA PIYUSH JERAMBHAI
25, Bhumi Pooja Soc. Near Krishna Chowk, Ambatalavadi, Katargam, Surat, Gujarat
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Electric steam irons, hair clippers for personal use; electric and non electric hand implements for hair curling, curling tongs, flat irons, eyelash curlers, tongs, tweezers, shavers, hair trimmers, hair straighteners, manicure and pedicure tools, crimping irons, knife, chopper; hand tools and implements (hand-operated); Blades [hand tools]; Hand drills, hand-operated; Files [tools]; Garden tools, hand-operated; Pliers, Scissors; Screwdrivers, non-electric; Wire strippers [hand tools]
FIIASA

4248928    29/07/2019

JUZAR AKRABALI
399, BURHANI TOOLS CENTRE, OLD MAHABALIPURAM ROAD, NEAR STATE BANK OF INDIA, OPP TO HCL KANDANCHAVIDI, NEHRU NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600096.

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Wrenches, hand operated, Socket wrenches, Screwdrivers, hand operated, Hand tools and implements [handoperated]; Cutlery; Side arms; Razors included in class 08.
SHARAD P. CHOVATIYA.
5- VIVEKANAND NAGAR. KOTHARIYA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-360002. (GUJARAT) INDIA
Individual (Sole Proprietor)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT - 360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); Cutters, Cake cutters, Pizza cutters, Pill cutters, Foil cutters, French fry cutters, Bread cutters [hand-operated], Pasta cutters (Hand operated - ), Cutters (Pizza - ), non-electric, Garlic cutters, non-electric Hand-operated pasta cutters, Cutters for wine bottle foil, Knife sheaths, Knife steels, Metallic knife handles, Diving knife holders, Knife handles of metal, Knife sheaths of leather, Egg slicers, Pizza slicers, Cheese slicers, Vegetable slicers, Slicers, hand-operated, Bagel slicers [knives], Cutlery, Compostable cutlery, Plastic cutlery, Table cutlery, Forks [cutlery], Spreaders [cutlery], Disposable cutlery, Canteens of cutlery, Cutlery, forks and spoons, Cutlery of precious metal, Boxes adapted for cutlery, Food preparation implements, kitchen knives and cutlery, Pincers [hand tools], Scribers [hand tools], Tongs [hand tools], Blades [hand tools], Dies [hand tools], Hand tools and implements [hand-operated], Squeegees [hand-operated tools], Ice picks [hand tools], Fruit pickers [hand tools], cutlery; side arms; razors
4250719  30/07/2019
S. BHAGWANT SINGH S/O S. JOGINDER SINGH
C/o Chetak Tools (India) Private Limited, 933, Industrial Zone, Sherpur Kalan, Near Spring Dale School, Ludhiana-141009 (Punjab)
Individual/Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
“BRAND HOUSE”, 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 20/02/2019

To be associated with:
2950990

DELHI

Only Hand tools, garden tools, forestry tools, silicon gun, lubricants equipments, oil cane, grease gun, bucket pump, air operated grease/oil pump, pneumatic pump, rotary pump, foot pump, chemical pump, lubricating and garage equipments, hand operated agriculture implements, their parts, fittings & accessories included in class 8
YASHMAY

4252054  31/07/2019

NAMRATA SINGH
B-186, Ground Floor, Chitranjan Park, New Delhi-110019
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :13/12/2011

DELHI

Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; Cutlery; Side arms, except firearms; Razors
MRS. ARUSHI JAIN TRADING AS KRISHNA ENTERPRISE.
121, SECOND FLOOR, SHRESHTA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELI

HAND TOOLS, HAND-OPERATED HAND TOOLS, BLADE FOR HAND SAWS, SCISSORS, ELECTRIC IRONS, SCRAPERS,
PAINT SCRAPERS, KNIVES INCLUDING PUTTY KNIVES, KNIFE STEELS, SAW BLADES, SHAVING BLADES, RAZOR
BLADES, SAFETY RAZORS BLADES, ELECTRIC BEARD TRIMMER, ELECTRIC HAIR TRIMMER, OPENER FOR TINS AND
CANS OR CONTAINERS, CUTLERY, FORKS AND SPOONS, ICE PICKS, TONGS, TWEEZERS, SHAVERS, GLASS CUTTERS,
PLIERS, SCREW DRIVERS, WRENCHES, HAMMERS, TILE CUTTERS, JOINTING TROWELS, RAZOR BLADE DISPENSERS
AND KEYHOLE SAWS INCLUDING IN CLASS 8.
NEW VISHAVKARMA AGRO INDUSTRIES
SANGRUR ROAD, NEAR POWER GRID, DIRBA-148035 (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Blades (Hand Tools).
4254420 02/08/2019
PARDEEP KUMAR
2751/11, 1ST FLOOR, RAMMO PALACE, QUTUB ROAD, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI- 110006.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hand-operated hand tools, Cutting tools [hand tools], Blades [hand tools], Multifunction hand tools, Knife sheaths, Knife steels, Knife sharpeners [hand operated tools], Knife holders, Knife bags, Knife handles, Kitchen scissors, Kitchen knives, Food preparation implements, kitchen knives and cutting implements, cutlery for eating, Thin-bladed kitchen knives, Japanese chopping kitchen knives, Nail scissors, Nail punches, Hair clippers, Hairdressing scissors, Electrical hair straighteners, Hair-cutting scissors, Hair cooling irons for hair conditioning, Hair-removing tweezers, Electric hair cutters, Electric hair trimmers, Electric hair clippers, Hair styling appliances, Scissors for cutting hair, Hair cutting and removal implements, Hand implements for hair curling, Electric hair straightening irons, Electric and battery-powered hair trimmers, Sewing scissors, Embroidery scissors, Pruning scissors, Gardening scissors, Poultry scissors, Scissors for household use, Needle work scissors, Hand-operated cutting tools, Hand tools and implements, hand-operated.